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Abbreviations 

 

B.: Byron; H.: Hobhouse; K.: Kinnaird; Mu.: Murray 
 

1922: Lord Byron’s Correspondence Chiefly with Lady Melbourne, Mr Hobhouse, The Hon. Douglas 

 Kinnaird, and P.B.Shelley (2 vols., John Murray 1922). 
BB: Byron’s Bulldog: The Letters of John Cam Hobhouse to Lord Byron, ed. Peter W.Graham 
 (Columbus Ohio 1984). 
BLJ: Byron, George Gordon, Lord. Byron’s Letters and Journals. Ed. Leslie A. Marchand, 13 
 vols. London: John Murray 1973–94. 
Gamba: Pietro Gamba. A Narrative of Lord Byron’s Last Journey to Greece, (John Murray, 1825). 
LJ:  The Works of Lord Byron, Letters and Journals. Ed. R. E. Prothero, 6 vols. (London: John 
 Murray, 1899-1904). 
NLS: National Library of Scotland. 
Parry: William Parry, The Last Days of Lord Byron (Knight and Lacey, 1825). 
Q: Byron: A Self-Portrait; Letters and Diaries 1798 to 1824. Ed. Peter Quennell (2 vols, John Murray, 
 1950). 
Stanhope: Leicester Stanhope, Greece in 1823 and 1824 (Sherwood and Jones 1824). 
 
I am very grateful to John and Virginia Murray for permission to quote texts from Byron’s 

Letters and Journals, ed. Leslie A. Marchand (John Murray 1973-1994). 

 

READER! 
This edition gives you a raw version of Byron’s correspondence. As far 
as can be done in linear print, it conveys what he wrote and how he wrote 
it, before any editor got to it to neutralise him. FEEL FREE TO MAKE 
IT MORE ACCOMMODATING BY EDITING IT YOURSELF. Once 
you’ve shaded and copied it, you can: run through his page-breaks; 
expand his contractions and ampersands; delete his deletions; regularise 
his interlineations … would you? dare you? modernise his spelling? (I 
hope not!); regularise his capitalisation, so that students feel less 

bewildered than usual? (I hope not!) – P.C. 
 

POSTAGE 

 
The recipient, not the sender, normally paid the postage: but as a peer, Byron used a frank, so in 
England his recipients got his letters free. However, I believe several of his “letters” to Murray from St 
James’s Street, the Albany, or Piccadilly Terrace, are notes taken round by servants (as are those of 
Murray to him). He does not have the franking privilege when abroad, and as the cost of postage is 
calculated by weight, he only uses an envelope when he is enclosing a manuscript. The address is 
written on side four, the sheet is folded and the wax stamped (“wafered”), and then Fletcher takes it to 
the post office. 
 
A letter from Byron is usually a bifolium, with the following shape: 
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Sheet 1 side 4: 
Text continued from side 3, above address 
 

                     AD 
                     DR 
                     ES 
                      S [written at right angles] 

 
Text continued below address 
Signature [sometimes] 

Sheet 1 side 1: 
                                                   Address and Date 
Salutation 
 

TEXT 
 

 
Sheet 1 side 2: 
 

TEXT 

Sheet 1 side 3: 
 

TEXT 
 
Signature [sometimes] 
 
P.S. [sometimes] 

 
 Sometimes the letter goes on to a second or even third sheet, which is either enclosed in the first 
bifolium, or placed at last in an envelope. The longest Byron letter that I have encountered so far is the 
one to John Murray, from Ravenna, August 1st 1819, which is on five sheets. 
 If he has too little paper to write all that he wants, Byron writes around the margin of side 3, 
starting at the bottom right-hand corner, curling up the right-hand side, and sometimes continuing 
inverted across the top and down the left-hand side. Sometimes he adds messages parallel to the 
address, either above it or below. I have always indicated these things. 
 Not all letters from Byron are the linear communications previous editors have seemed to indicate, 
but contain several discrete bundles of text in different places and at different angles. 
 If Byron leaves much of a letter blank, it’s often a sign that he’s angry with his addressee. 
 
Codes: Names of writer and recipient are in bold type, with location from which sent, and date. 

 (Source is given in round brackets beneath the title: “text from” indicates that the actual source has 
been seen). 
 Where the manuscript is the source, the text is left-justified only. 
 Where the source is a book, the text is left- and right-justified. 
 [The address, if there is one, is given in square brackets beneath the source] 
 “1:2” and so on indicates a page-turn on the bifolium. 
 “1:2 and 1:3 blank” shows that not all the paper has been used. 
 If Byron goes on to a second bifolium, or a second sheet, it’s an occasion. 
 The address, if there is no envelope, is normally in the centre of 1:4. 
 <Authorial deletion> 
 <xxxxx> Irrecoverable authorial deletion 
 <deleted> Infra-red and ultra-violet might reveal something interesting 
 {Interlineated word or phrase} 
 E[ditoria]l A[dditio]n 
 [  ] Illegible 
 
Hyphens: where Byron has split a word over two sides, and used a double hyphen, the effect has been 
re= / =tained. But, as the text is not transcribed on a line-for-line basis (except in the case of Susan 
Vaughan’s letters (for reasons explained at January 12th 1812), hyphens are not used when he splits a 
word over two lines. See April 3rd 1819 for another letter transcribed line-for-line. 
 
Underlining: sometimes Byron underlines a whole word, sometimes single syllables (for comical 
effect, as in “Quarterlyers”), sometimes an entire phrase, and sometimes part of a word (from haste). 
In all cases except the last, where the whole word is underlined, we have tried to keep to his usage, 
underlining with a single understroke, with two understrokes, with a heavy underlining, or with a 
decorative line. 
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Signatures: As time goes on, Byron’s signature becomes less careful, but then recovers. Few of his 
ways of signing off can be conveyed in print. 
 “Byron” indicates a word whose second syllable is both underlined and overlined. 
 “BN” indicates those two letters with different degrees of dash-decoration around them. 
Sometimes they appear Greek. 
 “[swirl signature]” indicates a bird’s-nest effect which can with charity be read as a capital “B”. 
 “[scrawl]” is a long wavy line, often starting as “yrs” but with no other letters decipherable. 
 After the death of Lady Noel, Byron regains pride in his name, and often signs “N. B.” with a 
decorative underlining. 
 
Byron’s Most Important Correspondents in this Section 

 

Alexander Mavrocordatos (1791-1865), Greek leader favoured by Byron 

Augusta Leigh (1783-1851) Byron’s half-sister; the most important woman in his life 
Charles Barry (17??-18??), Byron’s banker at Genoa 
Charles Hancock (17??-18??), Byron’s banker on Cephalonia 
Douglas Kinnaird (1788-1830), Byron’s Cambridge friend, now his banker and London agent 
James Kennedy (17??-1827), medical officer and evangelist on Cephalonia 
John Cam Hobhouse (1786-1869), Byron’s close friend and travelling companion 
John Duffie, Lieutenant-Colonel (17??-18??), officer on Cephalonia; Byron’s riding companion 

John Murray II (1778-1843), Byron’s publisher, 1812-23 
Leicester Stanhope, Colonel (1784-1862) utilitarian associate of Byron at Missolonghi 
Pietro Gamba (17??-1825), Teresa Guiccioli’s brother; friend of Byron 

Teresa Guiccioli (1798-1873), Byron’s great Italian love; married to Count Alessandro Guiccioli 
Thomas Moore (1779-1852), Irish poet, close friend of Byron 
Samuel Barff (17??-18??), Byron’s banker on Zante 
William Fletcher (1773-post 1841) Byron’s valet 
William Parry (1773-1859), firemaster at Missolonghi; Byron’s drinking companion 

 
INDEX: 100 letters. 

 
Pietro Gamba to Teresa Guiccioli, on board the Hercules, July 17th 1823 
Byron and Pietro Gamba to Teresa Guiccioli, from Livorno, July 22nd 1823 
John Cam Hobhouse to Byron, from London, July 8th 1823 
Pietro Gamba and Byron to Teresa Guiccioli, from Argostoli, August 4th 1823 
Pietro Gamba to Ruggero Gamba, from Argostoli, August 4th 1823 
Pietro Gamba to Paolo Costa, from Santa Eufemia, August 12th 1823 
Marcos Botsaris to Byron, from Agrafa at Carpenissi, August 18th 1823 
Pietro Gamba and Byron to Teresa Guccioli, from Argostoli, August 19th 1823 
Byron to Captain Wright Knox, from Cephalonia, August 26th 1923 
Byron to William Fletcher, from Metaxata, September 4th 1823 
Pietro Gamba to Teresa Guiccioli, from Metaxata, September 10th 1823 
Undated memorandum by Byron, September 11th 1823 ?? 
Byron to John Cam Hobhouse, from Cephalonia, September 15th 1823 
Byron to Alexander Mavrocordatos, from Cefalonia, October 1st 1823 
Pietro Gamba and Byron to Teresa Guccioli, from Metaxata, October 8th 1823 
Byron to Colonel John Duffie, from Cephalonia, October 9th 1823 
Byron to Augusta Leigh from Cephalonia, October 12th 1823 
Byron to Captain Hill, from Cephalonia, October 13th 1823 
Pietro Gamba and Byron to Teresa Guiccioli, from Metaxata, October 14th 1823 
Frank Abney Hastings to Byron, from Hydra, October 20th 1823, and Byron to the London 

Greek Committee, December 15th 1823 

Translation and paraphrase of Alexander Mavrocordatos to Byron, from Hydra, October 21st 1823 
Byron to John Bowring, from Cephalonia, November 10th 1823 
Pietro Gamba to Teresa Guccioli, from Metaxata, October 29th 1823 
Byron to John Cam Hobhouse, from Cephalonia, November 10th 1823 
Byron to Leicester Stanhope, from Cephalonia, November 25th 1823 
Pietro Gamba and Byron to Teresa Guiccioli, from Metaxata, November 26th-29th 1823 
Pietro Gamba to Teresa Guccioli, from Cephalonia, November 26th 1823 
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Pietro Gamba to Teresa Guiccioli, from Metaxata, November 30th 1823 
Byron to the General Government of Greece, from Cefalonia, with partially-legible addition by Pietro 
 Gamba, November 30th 1823 
John Cam Hobhouse to Byron, from Kirby Park, Melton, December 6th 1823 
Julius Millingen to the London Greek Committee, from Metaxata, December 7th 1823 

Byron to John Bowring, from Cephalonia, December 7th 1823 
P.S. from Byron to Douglas Kinnaird, from Cephalonia, December 11th 1823 
Alexander Mavrocordatos to Byron, from Missolonghi, December 13th 1823 
Pietro Gamba and Byron to Teresa Guccioli, from Cephalonia, December 14th 1823 
Byron to Douglas Kinnaird, from Cephalonia, December 23rd 1823 
Alexander Mavrocordatos to Byron, from Missolonghi, late December 1823 
William Wordsworth to Henry Taylor, from Rydal Mount, December 26th 1823 
Byron to James Kennedy, from Cephalonia, December 26th 1823 
Byron to John Bowring, from Cephalonia, December 26th 1823 
Byron to John Cam Hobhouse, from Cephalonia, December 27th 1823 
Byron to Douglas Kinnaird, from Cephalonia, December 27th 1823 
Byron to Thomas Moore, from Cephalonia, December 27th 1823 
Leicester Stanhope to Byron, from Missolonghi, December 28th 1823 
Leicester Stanhope to Byron, from Missolonghi, December 29th 1823 
Alexander Mavrocordatos to Byron, from Missolonghi, December 29th 1823 
Alexander Mavrocordatos to Byron, from Missolonghi, late December 1823 
Byron to Leicester Stanhope, on board the mistico Scrofer, December 31st 1823 
 
CEPHALONIA JOURNAL (concluded at Missolonghi), June 19th 1823 – February 15th 1824 

 
1824 

 
Byron to Henry Muir, from Dragomestri, January 2nd 1824 
Dr Bruno and Byron to Charles Hancock, from Dragomestri, January 2nd 1824 
Byron to Charles Hancock, from Missolonghi, January 13th 1824 
Alexander Mavrocordatos to Byron, January 9th / 17th 1824 
Pietro Gamba to Teresa Guiccioli, from Missolonghi, January 8th 1824 
Pietro Gamba to Teresa Guiccioli, from Missolonghi, January 14th 1824 
Byron to Charles Hancock, from Missolonghi, January 17th 1824 
Byron to Alexander Mavrocordatos, from Missolonghi, January 16th 1824 
Byron to George Stevens, from Missolonghi, January 19th 1824 
Byron to Charles Hancock, from Missolonghi, January 19th 1824 
Byron on the Present State of Greece, January 26th 1824 
Byron to Captain Yorke, from Missolonghi, January 27th 1824 
Leicester Stanhope to John Bowring, from Missolonghi, January 28th 1824 
Leicester Stanhope to William Parry, from Missolonghi, January 30th 1824 
Byron to Signor Praidi, from Missolonghi, February 1st 1824 
Byron to Charles Hancock, from Missolonghi, February 5th-9th 1824 
John Cam Hobhouse to Byron, from London, February 12th 1824 
Leicester Stanhope to John Bowring, from Missolonghi, February 18th 1824 (a) 
Leicester Stanhope to John Bowring, from Missolonghi, February 18th 1824 (b) 
Byron to Douglas Kinnaird, from Missolonghi, February 21st 1824 
Alexander Mavrocordatos to John Bowring, from Missalonghi, February 23rd 1824 

Byron to Augusta Leigh, from Missolonghi, February 23rd 1824 
John Cam Hobhouse to Byron, from London, February 23rd 1824 
Pietro Gamba and Byron to Teresa Guiccioli, from Missolonghi, February 24th 1824 
Byron to John Murray, from Missolonghi, February 25th 1824 
Byron to the London Greek Committee, from Missolonghi, March 4th 1823 
Byron to Thomas Moore, from Missolonghi, March 4th 1824 
Byron to James Kennedy, from Missolonghi, March 4th 1824 
Byron to Samuel Barff, from Missolonghi, March 5th 1824 
Byron to John Bowring, from Missalonghi, March 9th 1824 

Byron, notes to a letter from Leicester Stanhope, sent from Athens, March 6th 1824; Byron’s 
 additions March 19th 
Edward John Trelawny to Byron, March [?] 1824 
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Byron to James Kennedy, from Missolonghi, March 10th 1824 
Byron to Sir Frederick Stoven, from Missolonghi, March 8th 1824 
William Parry and Byron to Charles Hancock, from Missolonghi, March 10th 1824 
Byron to “one Parucca”, from Missolonghi, March 11th 1824, with context 
Byron to Douglas Kinnaird, from Missolonghi, March 12th-13th 1824 
Metropolitan Ignatius of Arta to Byron, from Pisa, March 13th 1824 
John Cam Hobhouse to Byron, from London, March 15th 1824 
Pietro Gamba and Byron to Teresa Guiccioli, from Missolonghi, March 17th 1824 
John Bowring to Byron, from London, March 19th 1824 

Byron to Leicester Stanhope, from Missolonghi, March 19th 1824 
Byron to Samuel Barff, from Missolonghi, March 26th-28th 1824 
Byron to Douglas Kinnaird, from Missolonghi, March 30th 1824 
Byron to Lord Holland, from Missolonghi, March 30th 1824 
Byron to the Earl of Clare, from Missolonghi, March 31st 1824 
Byron to a Prussian officer, from Missolonghi, April 1st 1824 (with context) 
Pietro Gamba to Teresa Guiccioli, from Missolonghi, April 5th 1824 
Alexander Mavrocordatos to Byron, April 5th 1824 
Byron to Samuel Barff, from Missolonghi, April 6th 1824 
Alexander Mavrocordatos to Byron, from Missolonghi, April 8th 1824 
Byron to Charles Barry, from Missolonghi, April 9th 1824 
William Fletcher to Augusta Leigh, from Missolonghi, April 20th 1824 
William Fletcher to John Murray, from Missolonghi, April 21st 1824  
Alexander Mavrocordatos to Augusta Leigh, May 1st 1824 
 

———————————— 
THE CORRESPONDENCE 

———————————— 
 
Byron departs for Greece on July 16th, arriving in Cephalonia on August 3rd. 

 
Pietro Gamba to Teresa Guiccioli, on board the Hercules, July 17th 1823: 

(Source: text from typed copy, Keats-Shelley House Rome; LJ VI; BLJ XI) 
[A Sua Eccellenza / la Signora Cont.a Teresa Gamba Guiccioli / a / Bologna / per favore / Da Bordo 
l’Ercole – in Genova – 17 Luglio –] 
 
Carissima Teresa / Perchè non posa incolparci di negligenza da bordo con l’acqua e coi zolfanelli ti 
spedisco due righe – da Batuzzi l’apportatore, saprai le nostre notizie e la ragione perchè siam qui di 
ritorno – Ho fatto impostare una lettera per Papà lunga e dettagliata – Il vento è già ziprosperato e 
faremo vela in questa sera. – Da Livorno farò ogni mio potere per spedirti novelle – e cosi dovunque si 
potrà. Byron sta bene di salute – e stanco dalle fatiche della notte e del di – e da un bagno caldo – ti 
prega a dispensarlo di scrivere – Per mia parte pero’ e per Battuzzi ti manda dicendo mille cose. Fatti 
cuore, conforta le tue speranze – attendi nostre lettere – cerca in seno all’amicizia qualche 
consolazione per questo temporaneo soffrire – che appieno pero’ so immaginare quanto. Salutami 
Costa Clementina Marchetti ecc Amami e Credimi / Il tuo Pietro 

Translation: To her Excellency the Countess Teresa Gamba Guiccioli at Bologna, with respect / On 
board the Hercules1 – in Genoa harbour – July 17th – [1823] 

Dearest Teresa 
So that you don’t blame us with negligence from the outset, what with the sea and the winds, I send 
you a couple of lines by Batuzzi, the bearer.2 You will know of our news and the reason why we3 are 
back here again – I have sent a long and detailed letter to Papa. The wind here has already improved 
and we shall be sailing this evening. I shall do my best to send you news from Livorno and so from 
now it will be possible [to keep in touch]. Byron is in good health and tired from the night’s and day’s 
work and from a hot bath. He begs you to excuse him from writing. For my part however I send you a 

                                                           
1: The Hercules was “an old collier-built tub”, commanded by Captain Scott. 
2: Giacomo Batuzzi was the Gambas’ agent or clerk, as Zambelli was to B. 
3: The party consisted originally of B., Pietro, Trelawny, Bruno, a Greek called Prince Constantine Skilitzy (a 
relative of Mavrocordatos), eight servants including Fletcher, Tita Falcieri, and Lega Zambelli, five horses and 
two dogs, Moretto and Lyon. 
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thousand things via Battuzzi. Take heart, take comfort from your hopes – await our letters – search in 
your heart, for friendship’s sake, for some consolation for this temporary suffering – which, however, I 
am scarcely able to imagine. My respects to Costa, Clementina, Marchetti,4 etc. Love me and believe 
me 
Your Pietro. 
 

Byron and Pietro Gamba to Teresa Guiccioli, from Livorno, July 22nd 1823: 

(Source: text from typed copy, Keats-Shelley House Rome; LJ VI; Byron’s part, BLJ XI) 
This note from Byron is at the top of the letter: 

My dearest Teresa – I have but a few moments to say that we are all well – and thus far on our way to 
the Levant – Believe that I always love you – and that a thousand words could only express the same 
idea. – / ever dearest yours / N.B. 

The first paragraph is struck through as if events have passed it by: 

(Livorno) / Alla Sig.ra Con.sa Teresa Gamba Guiccioli / a Bologna / Livorno / July 22d. 1823 / 
Carissima Teresa / Byron occupatissimo – e contento in mezzo alle occupazioni – da a me l’incarico di 
scriverti in dettaglio tutte le nostre notizie. – La principale, e che più ti interessa l’hai già intesa di lui – 
cioè che sta bene, che siamo bene – e che il suo e nostro animo è, e sara sempre lo stesso. Ieri sera 21 
luglio alle 4 pom.e abbiamo approdato a Livorno dopo un viaggio alquanto luogo più che si pensava – 
dalle altre mie lettere, e da Battuzzi saprai e avrai saputo come si torno’ in Genova, anzi in Albaro – e 
come si parti soltanto al Venerdi – Cio’ che non puoi aver saputo è che alla tempesta che ci aveva 
cacciato in Porto è seguita una calma nojosa per tutto il Sabbato e la Domenica – finalmente – un 
fresco ponente favorevole ci spinse qui. – Non posso trattenermi più a luogo con te perche io pure sono 
occupatissimo – ma prima di partire comporro’ una Storia particolare di tutto solo per contentarti, che 
so quanto ogni inezia anche ti interessa – ma il vero tutto è compreso in poche parole. Noi partiremo, 
credo, domani e ci diriggiamo a Zante – dove troveremo notizie particolari di Blaquière, e dove 
decideremo. Da Messina io ti spediro’ nostre notizie – poi di ogni parte dove potro’. Stanne tranquilla. 
Intanto fatti animo e sopporta questa passegera calamita con quella forza d’animo, che in altre 
occasioni hai mostrato. A Papa, a Costa ec. mille saluti. Spero di trovare vostre novelle a Messina poi a 
Zante pel mezzo stabilito. Amatemi e credetemi / tutto vostro Pietro – 

The remainder is not struck through, as if the second half of the letter is the part intended to be read: 

Livorno – Luglio – 23. 1823. / Non parti jeri la posta come si credeva – e percio’ ho riaperta la lettera 
per aggiurgerti le nostre notizie fino a tutto l’oggi Di nuovo. Byron sta molto bene di salute – e noi tutti 
ugualmente – il nostro medico ci perseguita sempre con pillole ed altri farmaci alla mano, ma per 
buona ventura siamo costretti a cacciarlo, giacche finora nessuno ne ha bisogno. = mylord vive una 
vita più attiva per parlare, e, per gli esercizj di corpo, quantunque a bordo – ma la penna credo che 
l’abcj trascurato affatto. E tu che fai mia Teresa – Come sei stata accolta? In che cosa? In che 
situazione? Qual viaggio? Come resiste la tua persona a tanti travagli d’animo? Come e che è di Papà – 
dimmi tutto tutto. Noi aspettavamo tue lettere oggi a Livorno, ma con poca speranza – e infatti è andata 
fallita. Ne cercheremo anche a Messina. Ma le risposte a questa diriggile pure a Zante: perché per 
Messina non sei più in tempo se non le hai già inviate. / Tra questi Greci di Livorno, abbiamo trovato 
molti intrighi, che non ci fanno presagire troppo bene. – Le notizie son sempre le stesse – per gran 
venture siamo mossi con animo si poco entusiastico – che nulla puo’ sorprenderci – e in faccia al 
publico non siamo ancora compromessi per altro che per andar là a vedere lo stato delle cose – e 
giovorre se si potra’ = ma nulla più. / Amami e credimi sempre / Il tuo Pietro / Mylord non è disceso 
da bordo oggi – Partiremo alla una dopo mezzodi. – Il vento è favorevole – Cosi come il Cielo potesse 
alquanto rasserenare il tuo animo. / Addio. / P.S. Giuliani è partito di qui ben pochi giorni: e vi tornerà 
bentosto perché vi sono i Buturlin – Le casse libri pel felucca non sono ancor giunte ma giungeranno 
bentosto – e Dunn è incaricato di consegnargliole. Io ho lasciato una lettera per lui – e in questa che 
v’intenderete con Lui del come quando o che dobbiate farne – vi aggiungera le note traduzioni – e 
lascio sopra di voi le poche spese che saranno occorse. Aggiungetele agli altri vostri debitucci con Lui 
– Non son che parole: state sana – a Papà mille cose”] 

Translation: (Leghorn) / To the Countess Teresa Gamba Guiccioli / at Bologna / Leghorn / July 22nd 
1823 / Byron is very busy – he’s happy in the midst of his various tasks – he gives me the job of 
writing to you all our news in detail. – He has already told you the most important news, which 

                                                           
4: Paolo Costa was the academic at whose Bologna home Teresa was living. Clementina and Marchetti 
unidentified. 
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interests you the most, namely that he is well, and that we are all well, and that our spirits are and 
always will be the same. Yesterday evening, July 24th, at four in the afternoon, we landed at Livorno 
after a journey somewhat longer than we had expected. You will know from my other letters, and from 
Batuzzi, how we didn’t leave until Friday. What you can’t have known is that the storm which caught 
us in port was followed by a dull calm throughout Saturday and Sunday – finally a favourable easterly 
wind pushed us here. I cannot write to you much longer because I am very busy – but before leaving I 
shall put together a very odd story to keep you happy, because I know how every trifle interests you – 
but in truth all can be compressed into few words. We shall, I believe, leave tomorrow for Zante, 
where we shall have news of Blaquiere,5 and there we shall make up our minds what to do next. I shall 
send you our news from Messina, and then from wherever I can. Have patience. Meanwhile, put up 
with this disturbing period with the strength of mind which you have shown on other occasions. A 
thousand greetings to Papa, Costa, and the rest. I hope to find news from you at Messina, and then in 
Zante, by the usual means. Love me, and believe me to be entirely yours / Pietro. 

Leghorn – July 23rd 1823. / The post didn’t go yesterday as we thought it would – so I’ve re-opened 
the letter to bring our news up to date for you. Byron is in excellent health – so are we all – our doctor6 
follows us everywhere with pills and other medicines in his hand, but for good luck’s sake we have to 
chase him off, since none of us needs them. Mylord is leading a more active life, so to speak, and gets 
lots of physical exercise even though we’re on board ship – but I believe he completely neglects 
anything to do with writing. And what is my Teresa doing – what keeps you busy? What are you 
doing? Where? Where are you going? How are you bearing up under all this emotional trouble? How’s 
Papa, and what’s he talking about? – tell me everything. We looked forward to getting your letters 
today at Livorno, but without much hope – and indeed they didn’t turn up. We shall look for them at 
Messina, too. But address your reply to this at Zante – unless you’ve already sent them – because we 
shan’t be in Messina long enough.7 

We found much intrigue amongst the Greeks at Leghorn, which makes us worry a bit about what 
we’ll find.8 The news is always the same – and we’re lucky to be in high spirits, but not too carried 
away – nothing will surprise us – and publicly we’re committed to nothing except going there to see 
how things are – and to make ourselves useful if possible – but nothing more. Love me, and believe me 
always 

Your Pietro. 

P.S. Giuliani9 left here a few days ago – and will be back with you soon because you are the 
Buturlin.10 The extra crates sent by felucca haven’t arrived yet, but will soon – and Dunn11 has 
undertaken to forward them. I’ve left a letter for him – and from it you’ll understand how, when, and 
what you must do – I’ve added the translated notes for you – and I’ll leave you to pay the few expenses 
which will be necessary.12 They will add to the other things you owe him – these are only words: keep 
well – a thousand things to Papa 

 

John Cam Hobhouse to Byron, from London, July 8th 1823: 

(Source: text from NLS Ms.43443; BB 335-6) 
[Pour / Le tres honourable Milord / Milord Byron / Pair d’Angleterre / à Genes / Italie] 
 

London. July 8, 1823 
My dear Byron – 
 I am much suprised at your having received no letters – any have been written – I 
trust, however, you will duly get the resolutions of the Committee passed at the last meeting, when, 
after very proper acknowledgments, you were formally appointed representative of the friends of 
Greek liberty in England – 
                                                           
5: Edward Blaquiere, emissary of the London Greek Committee. 
6: Dr Francesco Bruno was B.’s doctor, recommended by the great Andrea Vaccà Berlinghieri of Pisa. 
7: In the event they didn’t stop at Messina. 
8: They were joined at Livorno by James Hamilton Browne, and by by a Greek called Vitaly, whose supposed 
friends warned the English that he was an impostor and traitor. 
9: Giambattista (?) Giuliani was a retired diplomat whom B. had known at Pisa. He had provided information on 
the Congress of Verona, which B. had used for The Age of Bronze. 
10: Reference obscure. Giuliani had once been “Intendant of the Russian Count Battailin” (BLJ X 103). 
11: Henry Dunn was a merchant at Leghorn. 
12: Perhaps printer’s bills for Pietro’s translation of The Bride of Abydos. 
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 I shall be extremely anxious to hear of you & I trust that you will not suffer your zeal to lead 
you into the least risk – The object is not that you should fight – but that you should be at the seat of 
government to encourage the enthusiasm of the people and also to 
 
1:2 
 
give weight authority & utility to the efforts of the Greek Committee – Never fear about Blaquiere – he 
is not our agent – We pay some of his expenses & he writes its letters but he is not in your line & 
cannot be in your way – I am sorry you do not like the publication of your letter.13 It was not all 
published, only selections were made – I can assure you it produced the best effects here & made 
money come into our subscription. I shall communicate what you tell about the steam boat – although I 
am afraid our funds will not allow us to engage in such an adventure – I repeat take care of yourself in 
every way – I hope the canteen will come after you – I chose a most excellent one for you – The other 
articles Murray sent out before – I am almost afraid that 
 
1:3 
 
this letter will not reach you at Genoa but I suppose you have given orders to have your missives sent 
after you. If there is any thing I can do for you here pray use me in any way – 
 I am extremely glad that you have taken this step on many accounts which it will be too long to 
mention here & which if read by the Austrian police would not be over-edifying. The Island14 is much 
admired & if you choose ever to come back into our cloudy country I have no doubt you may carry all 
before you – I suppose you see our newspapers so that I need not tell you we are making an effort for 
the Spaniards – Our subscriptions amount to 16.000 – £ one individual having given 5000 £ without 
letting us know his name – This could not happen out of England – The last news from the peninsula is 
rather good – The cortes know they are fighting with ropes about their necks 
 
1:4 [above address:] and will therefore stick to what they have begun – Parliament will be up in a few 
days – I wish to god I could join you in your [below address:] expedition – We might then see what 
difference thirteen or fourteen years had made in our feelings as to Greece – Farewell dear Byron – 
believe me always your very affect. 

J. C. Hobhouse 
 

July 30th 1823: The Morgante Maggiore published in The Liberal No 4. 

 

Pietro Gamba and Byron to Teresa Guiccioli, from Argostoli, August 4th 1823: 

(Source: text from typed copy, Keats-Shelley House Rome; LJ VI; Byron’s part, BLJ XI 15) 
The entire letter is struck through. 

Alla Sig.ra Contessa Teresa Gamba Guiccioli / Ancona / per / Bologna / Via Otranto / Argosotoli di / 
Cefalonia – 4. Agosto 1823. / Carissima Sorella / Siamo giunti questa mattina in questo porto. Il 
tragitto è stato fortunato – poichè in dieci soli giorni siamo giusti a questa Isola – anzi in nove, ma il 
vento contrario ci ha impediti di prender porto per un giorno intero. Siamo tutti in salute. Ti 
meraviglierai di non aver ricevute nostre lettere da Messina – ed ora non da Zante. – Quando 
passammo in faccia a Messina il vento era si prospero ed eramo si ben provvisti d’acqua, che 
stimammo inutile anzi pernicioso il trattenersi. Un altra ragione ci ha determinati ad approdare piutosto 
a Cefalonia, che a Zante – ed è che il nostro Compagno di viaggio Sig.r Browne Hamilton era amico 
particolare del Governatore di questa isola, da cui percio’ potevemo prometterci ogni favore. In fatti 
spero che non ci siamo ingannati – dico spero – perché non l’abbiam trovato nell’Isola ma si aspetta 
domani. Notizie della Grecia non precise – percio’ ci tratteremo qui per qualche tempo prima di fare 
alcuno passo – anzi prima di aver ben pesato e conosciuto maturamente le stato delle cose credo che 
non moveremo. – Tu pero’ seguita a indirizzare le tue lettere a Zante – perché in qualunque luogo ci 
possiamo trovare di là ci arriveran sicure – e qui vi abbiamo occasione ogni giorno. Mylord è in ottima 
salute – e in buon’ umore. Cosi lo potessi esser tu! – Salutami Papà con Costa e tutti gli Amici. Sta pur 

                                                           
13: B. to H., June 9th 1823: “Your Committee have printed my letter – with what view or advantage is more than I 
can conjecture – as I hear nothing from – and little of them”. The publication made it impossible for B. not to go 
to Greece. 
14: In his diary, H. never mentions The Island (or The Age of Bronze, or the later cantos of Don Juan, or The 

Vision of Judgement …). 
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tranquilla sopra di noi, che non ci esporremo a niun pericolo – e ci rivedremo ben tosto. Amami e 
credimi il / Tuo Pietro 

A Messina per una Barchetta del Pilota in un pezzetto di legno io mandai commissione a un Banchiere 
di avvisarti ch’era passati – non si poteva in carta senza approdare = 

Translation: To the Countess Teresa Gamba Guiccioli / Ancona / via Bologna / Via Otranto / 
Argostoli on Cephalonia – August 4th 1823. / My Dearest Sister / We just arrived in this port this 
morning. The journey was lucky – because it took us only ten days to get to this island – although 
when we arrived, contrary winds stopped us entering the port for a whole day. We are all well. You 
will have been wondering at not having received our letters from Messina – and now, not from Zante. 
In fact, when we passed Messina, the wind was so favourable and we had so much water on board that 
we decided that the delay would have been useless and stupid. A different reason made us land at 
Cephalonia rather than at Zante – it’s that our travelling companion Mr Hamilton Browne is a 
particular friend of the Governor of this island,15 from whom he was able to assure us of every kind of 
favour. In fact I hope we are not deceived in this – I say hope – because we have not found him on the 
island, although we expect to tomorrow.16 News from Greece is unclear – because we shall stay here 
for some time before making any move – before we know what’s going on and have thought about it 
seriously, I don’t think we’ll go anywhere. Meanwhile, go on addressing your letters to Zante – 
because we find that they get here safely from that place – and we are in daily contact with it. Mylord 
is in excellent health – and good humour. If only you could be so too! Greet Papa for me, and Costa, 
and all our friends. Don’t worry about us, we shan’t put ourselves in any danger – and you will soon 
see us again. Love me, and believe me, 

 Your Pietro. 
 

Byron adds: 

 
P.S. / My dearest Teresa – / I cannot write long letters as you know – but you also know or ought to 
know how much and entirely I ever am your / A.A. in E. / N.B. 
 

Pietro concludes: 

 
At Messina I sent a message on a piece of wood to a banker, telling you what had happened – you 
can’t send a letter on paper unless you go ashore = 
 
Pietro Gamba to Ruggero Gamba, from Argostoli, August 4th 1823: 

(Source: text from typed copy, Keats-Shelley House Rome) 
None of this letter is struck through, as if it substitutes for the identically-dated previous one: 

Al Sig.r Conte Gamba / Ancona / per / Bologna / Via Otranto / Argostoli di Cefalonia – 4 Agosto 1823. 
/ Carissimo / Ti meraviglierà di ricever mie lettere da questa Isola – ma ci siamo determinati a questa 
piutosto che a Zante perché avevamo delle forti relazioni con questo Governatore. Il nostre viaggio è 
stato assai prospero anzi felicissimo poichè in dieci dì ci siamo trovati in queste Isola da Livorno – 
quando ordinariamente se n’impiegano 20 e 30. – Le notizie che abbiamo potuto raccoglier qui sono – 
che la flotta Turca tiene strettamente bloccate tutte le coste della Morea, e che la Greca non è ancor 
comparsa – si crede per mancanza di danari da pagar le ciurme: ma è aspettata ogni dì. Per terra pare 
che i Turchi marcino contro la Morea in tre corpi – ma i Greci li attendono di piè fermo – anzi si 
vocifera un fatto di arme favorevole ai Greci accaduto alle Termopili. Incerto – Fra pochi di aspettiamo 
la verita – In generale le cose della Grecia presentano buone speranze. Noi ci tratteremo qui per 
qualche tempo giachè possiamo conoscere esattamente lo stato delle cose – le disposizioni di quel 
Governo a riguardo di Mylord – e la possibilità di farsi utili a quei miseri senza sacrificarsi inutilmente. 
Io gli scrivero’ esattamente prima che prendiamo una qualche risoluzione. Dispiacemi di aver 
trapassato Zante per non salutare il nostro Grassetti – ma or’ ora gli scrivero’ – e faro’ in modo che o 
lui venga a visitarci, o io forse trovero’ occasione di andare a lui. Sono in smania di conoscere le 
notizie del loro viaggio – accoglimento – stato di Teresa – disposizioni del Governo – della famiglia 
ec. ec. seguiti pure a sostenere che il nostro è solo un viaggio coll’intenzione di [ ]farsi utili a quei 
miseri – non più – e ai Nonni e al Governo che quando mi sarà permesso di ripatriare io lo faro’ 

                                                           
15: The governor was Colonel Charles Napier, sympathetic to philhellenes. Hamilton Browne had advised B. to 
go to Cephalonia, rather than Zante, because of him. 
16: Napier was at a conference where Turkish infraction of Ionian neutrality was being discussed. 
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bentosto. Acetti i saluti di Mylord – passi i miei a tutti gli amici, Parenti ec. e mi creda / Suo Devmo 
Figlio Pietro / Giro sta bene e lo saluta – e lo prega di passare le sue nuove. 
 
Translation: To Count Gamba / Ancona / via Bologna / Via Otranto / Argostoli on Cephalonia – 
August 4th 1823 / Dearest Father / You will wonder at receiving my letters from this island – but we 
decided to come here instead of Zante because we had such excellent relations with the Governor here. 
Our voyage was very prosperous and very happy because we arrived at the island only ten days after 
leaving Livorno – ordinarily it takes between twenty and thirty. – The news we have been able to 
gather here is that the Turkish fleet keeps a strict blockade along the entire coast of the Morea, and that 
the Greek fleet is as yet not so strong – to judge from their inability to pay crewmen: but they are 
expected to be able to do so any day now. On land it seems that the Turks are marching against the 
Morea in three groups – but the Greeks are standing sure-footed against them – there is rumoured to be 
a Greek army comparable to the Greeks who fell at Thermopylae. Nothing is certain – in a few days 
we expect to learn the truth – in general our view of Greek affairs gives us reason to hope. We shall 
stay here for some time until we are able to get to know the way things are more precisely – the 
disposition of this Government in relation to Mylord – and how best to be useful to these unhappy 
people without sacrificing ourselves uselessly. I shall write to you before we take such a decision. I 
was sorry to have passed Zante without greeting our friend Grassetti17 – but I shall write to him at once 
– and arrange either for him to visit us, or perhaps find an occasion to go and see him. I’m anxious to 
know about your journey18 – how you were received – how Teresa is – the disposition of the 
Government – the family, etc. etc. It’s necessary for them to understand that ours is a journey with the 
sole intention of being useful to these unhappy people – no more – so tell Grandfather and 
Grandmother19 and the Government that when I’m permitted to return home I shall do so as soon as 
possible. Mylord sends his greetings – convey mine to all friends, etc, and believe me / Your most 
devoted son Pietro. / Wish Giro20 good health and greet him from me – and beg him to pass on his 
news. 
 
Pietro Gamba to Paolo Costa, from Santa Eufemia, August 12th 1823: 

(Source: text from typed copy, Keats-Shelley House Rome) 
 

Al Nobil Uomo / il Sig.r Paolo Costa / per Corfù / a Bologna / S. Eufemia di Cefalonia – 12 – Agosto – 
1823. – / Amico Preg[issi]mo / Credo che Teresa sia in Bologna – e forse presso di voi: e Papà pure, 
ovvero in Ferrara, ma perché non so nulla di preciso ho pensato di accludervi questa lettera per Teresa. 
Da Papà avrete inteso a qual partito io mi son deciso, e perché: perché cioè non mi permettevano di 
ripatriare, e poi come e perché? Mylord interessantissimo nella causa de’ Greci ha voluto guidicare da 
vicino in che modo potrebbe essergli più utile non avendo riguardo a niuno incomodo o danno proprio. 
Io l’ho seguito con tutto l’animo. Siamo in Cefalonia da otto di: le notizie che abbiamo ricevute della 
Grecia sono contradittorie – e una sola è certa – che una flotta considerabile ottomana blocca tutte le 
coste di Morea, e ci chiude l’entrata. Non sarebe il peggio questo – ma la Discordia pare che governa 
quei miseri schiavi scatenati. – Da quanto ho potuto io giudicare di qui, pochissimi fra loro sono degni 
della causa che hanno alle mani; – Colpa forse inevitabile della lunga ed orribile schiavitù. Noi 
aspetteremo qui più certe notizie prima di deciderci. Alleviate se potete per la nostra amicizia la 
situazione della povera Teresa; non vi dico ajutate Papà ad ottenere giustizia perché so che il vostro 
animo vi sprona abastanza. Amatemi e credetemi / Vostro Dev[otissi]mo Amico / Pietro Gamba / P.S. 
Salute per me a Giuditta e a tutti gli Amici che si rammentano di noi. Addio. 

 

Translation: To the noble / Signor Paolo Costa / via Corfu / to Bologna / St. Eufemia on Cephalonia – 
August 12th 1823. – / Dearest friend / I believe Teresa is in Bologna, and perhaps near you: and Papa 
too, that is, in Ferrara; but because I know nothing precisely I thought I would enclose this letter to 
Teresa. I’d understood from Papa by whom my fate had been decided, and why: why, that is, they 
won’t allow me home, and then, how and why? Mylord, with his great interest in the Greek cause, 
wanted to judge from close quarters how it would be possible to be most useful, without regard to his 

                                                           
17: Gaetano Grasetti was a doctor from Rome who had practised in Ravenna. An associate of Joachim Murat, he 
had had to leave Ravenna in 1815. First he lived in Ancona, then had to move to Patrass on the Gulf of Corinth. 
He died in exile in 1837 (Origo papers). 
18: Ruggero Gamba’s sentence of exile from the Romagna had been lifted, and he had tried to return to Ravenna. 
19: The elderly Gambas were political conservatives. Although they tolerated B., they disapproved of the way he 
involved their son and grandchildren in his revolutionary schemes. 
20: Giro unidentified. 
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own inconvenience or his own affairs. I follwed him with all my heart. We have been in Cephalonia 
for eight days: the news we have received about the Greeks has been contradictory – and only one 
thing is clear – that a large Ottoman fleet is blockading the entire coast of the Morea, preventing 
anyone crossing to the mainland. This would not be the worst – the worst is the seeming Discord 
which rules these miserable, crazy slaves. I have been able to judge this myself from here, so few of 
them are worthy of the cause which they have in hand; – for which perhaps their long and horrible 
servitude is responsible. We wait here for more definite information before making any decision. For 
the sake of our friendship, please relieve poor Teresa’s situation if you can; I won’t ask you to assist 
Papa in obtaining justice, for I know you own spirit will spur you sufficiently towards that. Love me, 
and believe me, / Your most devoted friend, / Pietro Gamba. P.S. give my greetings to Giuditta21 and 
to all the friends who remember us. Farewell. 
 
Marcos Botsaris to Byron, from Agrafa at Carpenissi, August 18th 1823: 

(Source: Pietro Gamba, Lord Byron’s Last Journey to Greece, p.32) 
Botsaris died in the action which he here predicts. 

 
Your letter, and that of the venerable Ignazio, have filled me with joy. Your Excellency is exactly the 
person of whom we stand in need. Let nothing prevent you from coming into this part of Greece. The 
enemy threatens us in great number; but, by the help of God and your Excellency, they shall meet a 
suitable resistance. I shall have something to do tonight against a corps of six or seven thousand 
Albanians, encamped close to this place. The day after tomorrow I will set out, with a few chosen 
companions, to meet your Excellency. Do not delay. I thank you for the good opinion you have of my 
fellow-citizens, which God grant you will not find ill-founded; and I thank you still more for the care 
you have so knidlt taken of them. Believe me,” &c. 
 
Pietro Gamba and Byron to Teresa Guccioli, from Argostoli, August 19th 1823: 

(Source: text from typed copy, Keats-Shelley House Rome: Byron’s part, BLJ XI 18) 
 
A Teresa ec. / Argostoli di Cefalonia – 19 Agosto – 1823. / Carissima Teresa / Un’altra mia lettera ti 
deve giungere scritta da S.a Eufemia – porto sul confine di questa Isola, quando ci recammo in Itaca. 
Eccoci ritornati da due giorni. Il nostro viaggio è stato fortunato – lungo sette giorni, dei quali tre 
abbiamo spesi a far visite nell’interno dell’Isola – Ci siamo divertiti assai – L’isola è veramente 
vaghissima, e quantunque piena di antiche memorie, o almeno di luoghi dove la fantasia ne puo’ creare 
– noi ci siamo più dilettati a guardare le belle viste, e gustare gli squisiti grappoli di uva, che a stillarci 
il cervello sopra qualche dirocatto muro. Mylord è stato contento, in buona salute – e di ottimo umore 
– ha condotto una vita molto affaticata in questa caldissima stagione – e cio’ ch’e più da notare nelle 
ore più calde del di – sopra muli, e a piedi ha salito montagne non dolci per dio – e nulla ha sofferto. – 
Da tutte le autorita inglesi di quell’Isola abbiamo ricevuto come qui mille cortesie. – Abbiam pranzato 
per tre di in compagnia del Governatore, ed una del Reggente ossia Gonfaloniere di quell’Isola – 
ottimo uomo. La memoria di quel viaggetto ci resterà sempre gradita. / Niuna lettera, non una parola 
d’Italia dopo la nostra partita – Mi comincia a dar qualche pena, poichè son già 39 di che ci lasciamo: e 
in un mese dovriano giungere – ma al mare non si pongan leggi – dunque aspettiamo. Tu ugualmente 
cerca di tenerti in calm quanto puoi se nostre lettere ti tardassero – perchè da questa sola ragione puo’ 
dipendere non mai da mia negligenza – vedi se tralascio alcuna occasione. / Siamo ancora incerti sul 
partito che prendermo, e la strada – perché le notitizie di Morea son sempre incerte e confuse: 
generalmente pero’ favorevoli. / Saluta gli amici e credimi / Il tuo Pietro 
 
Translation: To Teresa, etc. Argostoli on Cephalonia, August 19th 1823. / Dearest Teresa / You 
should have received another of my letters, written from Santa Eufemia – a port at the other side of this 
island, facing Ithaca. Here we are, having returned two days ago. Our journey was fortunate – seven 
days long, of which we spent three visiting the island’s interior – we enjoyed ourselves very much – 
the island is truly wonderful, full, moreover, of ancient memories, or at least of places where the 
imagination can create them – we were delighted there to see the beautiful views, and to taste the 
exquisite bunches of grapes, rather wearing out our brains over some crumbling ruins. Mylord was 
pleased, in good health and excellent spirits – he has led a very tiring life in this hot weather, and what 
is more, in the hottest hours of the day – on muleback and on foot he climbed up moutains which by 
God were not mild, – and is none the worse. From all the English authorities on that island we received 

                                                           
21: Giuditta was Costa’s wife. 
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a thousand courtesies, just as we have here. – We dined in the Governor’s company22 three days 
running, and once with the Regent or Viceroy of that island – an excellent man. The memory of that 
short journey will always be a pleasant one for us.23 
 No letters, not a word from Italy since our departure – I’m starting to worry, because it’s now 
thirty-nine days since we left, and they should have arrived within a month – but there are no rules for 
the sea – so we have to wait. You too must try and be patient if our letters are late in coming to you – 
because the cause of such a thing will never be my negligence – I neglect no opportunity. 
 We are still undecided as to which faction to support, and which road to take – because the news 
from the Morea remains unclear and confused: generally, however, it’s favourable. Greet our friends 
and believe me / Your Pietro. 
 
The following letter from Byron is on the same sheet: 

 
(Cephalonia. – Ago 20o 1823) / My dearest Teresa / Pietro will have satisfied you with the account of 
our health and safety. – We have been travelling in this Island and in Ithaca and have visited the places 
to which the remembrances of Ulysses and his family are attached. – Of political news we can say but 
little as little is actually known – and even that is partly contradictory. – – – / Let me hope that you 
keep up your spirits and that you will continue to do so. – – / I write in English as you desired, and I 
suppose that you are as well acquainted with that language as at Genoa. – – We have already written 
three or four times and will continue to do so by every good opportunity. – I am just going to take a 
ride on shore with Colonel D[uffie]. and take advantage of the fresco for that purpose. – – Ever dearest 
T. / a. a. in e ++++ / N.B. / Cephalonia Ago 20o 1823 
 
Byron to Captain Wright Knox, from Cephalonia, August 26th 1923: 

(Source: Ms. not found; text from James Kennedy, Conversations on Religion with Lord Byron and 

Others, Philadelphia 1833, Folcroft rpt 1975, p.211; BLJ XI 19) 
Cephalonia, August 26, 1823 

MY DEAR SIR, 
 I HAVE to acknowledge your very kind and flattering letter, and am truly glad that you and Mrs. 
K. have not been so tired of my company as I feared. The few days which I passed with you in your 
beautiful island, are amongst the whitest in my existence; and as such I shall recollect them, –not 
without the hope of our meeting again, some time, and somewhere. 
 I have given directions to Messrs. Kornologni (or Corialegno ) to furnish the Moreote refugees 
with every necessary for their decent subsistence at my expense—as before proposed by myself; and I 
have also (as he may, or should have apprized you) directed two hundred and fifty dollars to be placed 
at your disposal, for the other families now in Ithaca, to be distributed to the most deserving, or the 
most necessitous, in such proportions as your better experience and knowledge of their circumstances 
may suggest. The various demands upon me have made me limit the sum lower than I could wish, but 
it may be a little help to some in the meantime, and we may perhaps do more by-and-by. 
 I hope that Mrs. K. has not suffered from her travels, . . . she is the best and most intrepid craigs-
woman (as the Scotch call it) I have met with. Count P. Gamba, and the rest of the party, beg their best 
thanks and respects both to her and to you; and uniting in every good wish, I ever am, 
  Your obliged 
 And faithful servant, 
   NOEL BYRON 
CAPTAIN K. 
 Ithaca 

 
P.S. I do not include the Moreote family’s debt in the subscription. I intend to pay that on a separate 
account; but I forget the amount. 
 

August 29th 1823: Don Juan IX, X and XI published. 
 

Byron to William Fletcher, from Metaxata, September 4th 1823: 

(Source: NLS Acc.12606 / 4179; BLJ XI 20) 
[To, / Mr Willm. Fletcher / Brig Hercules / Argostoli.] 
                                                           
22: The English Resident on Ithaca was Captain Knox. 
23: Pietro does not tell Teresa of the quasi-apoplectic attack B. had at the Greek monastery on the night of August 
17th, before they arrived back on Cephalonia. Neither does he tell her that B. had disbursed 250 tallari to twelve 
refugee families on Ithaca. 
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Metaxata. Septr 4. 1823 

Fletcher – 
You have forgotten or mis[Ms. tear: “laid”] the letters received to=day whic[Ms. tear: “h I”] told you 
to put {up} with the other[Ms. tear: “s from”] the basket in my Cabin – you [Ms. tear: “must”] search 
for and send them immedia[Ms. tear: “tely”] by the bearer – 

Noel Byron 
 
P.S. There is a man sent on purpose – so be quick. – – 
 
Undated memorandum by Byron; CMP 227; text from National Library Athens (file K5); scan 

kindly provided by Roddy Beaton. This is the list of queries (“letters”) which Byron tells 

Hobhouse, on September 11th, that he has sent to the “G. Government” with Trelawny and 

Hamilton Browne. 

Queries. 
 

1. 
If they have anything they wish to have immediately communicated to the C. in England? – 
 

2 
Their force – their mode of payment and its’ amount per man – also its’ average per thousand men – 
i.e. ye. whole expence of their maintenance? 
 

3. 
Their fleet and its’ object in not coming out? 
 

4. 
The prices of provisions for ye. [presumed Ms. gap: “forage”] 
 

 
and living &c.? – also the exchange &c. – – – 
 

5. 
Their prisoners and their mode of treating them. 
 

6. 
The actual and effective power of the executive Government – so called at least – and how far it is 
respected & obliged to the people. – – 
 

7. 
Their Chiefs – who – which – and what – I mean as “good men and true.”24 –  
 

8. 
The state of the Islands as in connection with the peninsula – & how far they are likely or liable to 
unite under the same Institutions. – 

[scrawl] 
 
Pietro Gamba to Teresa Guiccioli, from Metaxata, September 10th 1823:

25
 

(Source: text from typed copy, Keats-Shelley House Rome) 
 

Alla Sig.ra Con.sa Teresa Gamba / Guiccioli in / Bologna / Raccomandata al Sig.r Barry e Co. / Via 
Otranto a / Genova / (Italia) / Metaxata – 10 settembre 1823 
 
Carissima Teresa / Da quattro di abbiamo abbandonato Argostoli – e ci siamo ritirati a questo villaggio 
distante 9 miglia dal paese. E’ posto sopra una vaga collina – all sinistra si vede il Monte revitos ossia 
montagna nera chè è stimata la più sublime di tutta Grecia dopo il Pindo – e alla destra una bella 
pianura, il mare, Zante in … petto e da lunghi la Morea – vedi un bel quadro, ma per dio tutto si riduce 
al quadro. – Imagina le nostre avventure in questo esiglio – Ogni mattina io esco in cerca di beccafichi, 

                                                           
24: Shakespeare, Much Ado About Nothing, III iii 1. 
25: This is the first letter Pietro writes after Teresa’s letters have at last arrived (they had been held at Zante). 
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e per ventura il sito più frequentato sta vicino alla casa di una maledetta vecchia, che mi va 
bestemiando ogni mattina, in Greco e in veneziano perché teme che con le mie archiburgiate gli 
appicchi fuoco alla casa – Di Cristiani o di Cristianelle non conosco e non conosciamo altri in questa 
contrada. 
Vedendo lo stato delle cose incertissimo nella Morea. Si è deciso ad aspettare qui per qualche tempo 
finchè fossa produrre una determinazione già matura: difficilissima perché con somma difficoltà si 
puo’ sapere il vero qui – non meglio forse che in Italia – ne è da farne maraviglia poichè sappiamo per 
molte prove che le cose si sanno peggio e più tardi da vicino qualche volta che da lungi. Il Giudizio 
che tu hai sentito pronunziare in Italia intorno alla Nazione Greca non è falso, Se è vero cio’ che noi 
abbiam raccolto fin qui – qualunque ciarla tu possa sentire intorno di noi, non datti alcuna pena – e la 
nostra condotta finora ti sia una valida garanzia. – Trelawny col sig.r Browne altro nostro compagno si 
sono recati a Tripolitza per conoscer più esattamente lo stato delle cose – In breve attendiamo le loro 
relazioni. 
Povero Papà! Quanta molestia, – tutte sopra di lui – Se l’affezione de’ suoi figli gli puo’ esser di 
qualche sollievo nelle sue persecuzioni ti prego di non trascurare nulla per sempre accrescergliene 
nuove prove. Son contento della condotta del Nonno – Cristiano fanatico ma ottimo uomo e l’indole si 
mostra nelle circonstanze. Il cielo gli dia lunga vita. Io ricevetti la tua lettera del 30 Luglio prima – e 
mi rimedio in una col male – possa far pel meglio – restai pero’ in pena non conoscendo la verità: 
pochi giorni e questa mi giunse l’altra mattina che svelò il tutto. Ogni cosa che tu sai di Papà, della 
famiglia – degli amici, de’ nostri Paesi narramela – che l’avero’ sempre carissimo. – B. sta ed è stato 
sempre benone. – Io tengo la maggior cura che so e posso dalla sua salute, e di tutto che l’interessa – e 
sta bene e va ogni cosa bene – In tutto che si è incontrato finora egli è più contento molto de’suoi 
compatriotti, che dei Patriotti Greci, e per dio ne ha ragione. Vedremo in appresso – – – Fatti cuore, e 
sopporta con fermezza le tue noje e le tue pene – mi rallegra di vederti alquanto rassegnata e tranquilla 
– Cosi si … [text ends] 
 
Translation: To the Countess Teresa Gamba Guiccoli in Bologna, care of Mr Barry and Co, Via 
Otranto, Genoa (Italy). Metaxata, September 10th 1823. / Dearest Teresa / We left Argostoli four days 
ago26 – and have retired to this village, nine miles into the country. It’s situated on the top of a hill – to 
the left can be seen the “Monte revitos” or Black Mountain, which is said to be the most sublime in all 
Greece after the Pindus – and to the right a beautiful plain, the sea, Zante in … and in the distance the 
Morea – you see a fine picture, but by God everything comes down to a picture. – Imagine our 
adventures in this exile – Each morning I go in search of beccaficas,27 and as luck will have it the best 
spot to find them is near the house of a damnable old woman, who curses me every morning in Greek 
and Venetian, because she’s afraid that I’ll set fire to her house with my blunderbuss. I can’t find any 
well-disposed Christian people in these parts at all – neither male nor female. Seeing the very uncertain 
state of affairs in the Morea, it’s been decided to wait here for a while, so that we can come to a better-
informed decision: it’s extremely hard to find out the truth here – no easier, perhaps, than in Italy – and 
it’s not surprising, because we have plenty of evidence that things look much worse from close up than 
they do from a distance. The opinion that you heard stated in Italy about the Greek nation is accurate. 
If what we’ve heard around here recently is true – whatever rumours you may heard about us, pay 
them no attention – the way we’ve been behaving up to now should be guarantee enough for you. 
Trelawny and Mr Browne, our other friend, have gone to Tripoliza to find out more exactly how things 
are – in short, we await their news.28 
 Poor Papa! What ill-treatment29 – everyone all over him – if the love of his sons can be of any 
solace to him in his persecution, I beg you to neglect no way of showing him new proofs of it. I’m 
pleased with the way Grandfather is behaving – a Christian fanatic but a splendid man, as you can see 
from the way he’s acting now. Heaven grant him a long life. Earlier, I received your letter of July 30th, 
and it made up for the one with the bad news – but I’ll make the best of it – but I was still unhappy at 
not knowing the truth: then a few days later this one arrived which revealed everything. Everything 
you know about Papa, about the family – tell it me – I shall always hold it most dear. Byron is and has 
always been very well. I take the greatest care of his health and of all his concerns that I understand 
                                                           
26: While at Argostoli, B. and the whole company had lived and slept on board the Hercules. They moved to 
Metaxata, as Pietro says, on September 6th. 
27: Beccaficas were small birds much prized as delicacies. See Beppo, 43, 1. 
28: Trelawny and Hamilton Browne, impatient with B.’s inactivity, had taken it upon themselves to go to the seat 
of the Greek government in the Morea, to make his presence publicly known. Trelawny and B. never met again. 
29: Ruggero had been given permission to return to his estates in Ravenna by the Consul of the Papal States in 
Genoa: but at the Romagna frontier he had been turned away by the police and exiled to Ferrara, where from 1825 
to 1832 he was imprisoned. 
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and am able to – and he’s well and everything’s going well – Of everything we’ve encountered so 
far he’s more pleased with his own compatriots than with the Greek Patriots, and by God he’s right. 
We shall soon see. Take heart, and bear with strength your griefs and pains – it helps me to see you so 
resigned and calm – So if … [text ends] 
 
Byron to John Cam Hobhouse, from Cephalonia, September 15th 1823: 

(Source: NLS Acc.12604 / 4123C; not in 1922 II; BLJ XI) 
[To, John Hobhouse Esqre. M.P. / <Whitton Park / nr. Hounslow /  London> Kirkby Park / Melton 
Mowbray // <forwarded by the Captain of the Brig / Hercules.> 
 

Septr. 15th. 1821 
Dear H.e 
I add to my former letter the enclosed which will “prate” to you of our “whereabouts”30 and 
whatabouts – one is very interesting in being the last which Marcos Bozzari ever dictated or signed, – 
as he fell {on} the following day. – The other is from Metaxa – and the third a mere note announcing 
the landing of my letter=bearer (Mr. H. Browne) at Pirgo. – – 
  yrs ever 
   N. B. 
P.S. 
Until I have an answer from Tripolitza – or some further intelligence of the Committee’s storeship – I 
shall hardly go to Messalonghi – address to Genoa (to Messrs Webb) who will forward [vertically up 

right-hand side of page:] my letters to Cephalonia or Zante. [sideways on left-hand side of page:] The 
Government at Tripolitza are so divided at present and so jealous of foreigners that if I were to land 
without their direction at any particular place – as “one in authority”31 – it would form a cause or 
pretext for taking umbrage, since Mavrocordato is out of office. 
 

Byron to Alexander Mavrocordatos, from Cefalonia, October 1st 1823: 

(Translation only from BLJ XI 36-8) 
The original is in Pietro Gamba’s hand. Mavrocordatos replies on October 21st. 

 

Cephalonia – 1 October 1823 
Prince, – Your kind letters were gratefully received by me since they come from a person who enjoys 
so much esteem throughout Europe and also because they brought the welcome flattery that my efforts 
might be of some benefit to your unfortunate and glorious Country. But as to the task imposed upon 
me by the British Committee, of which I am a member, I was obliged to address myself to the Greek 
Government, no matter how it may have been composed or where it may have been situated. Nothing 
can give me more pain than to see your Excellency separated from the management of public affairs, 
or in such a situation as scarcely to be able to use your talents and your industry for the benefit of your 
Country: but a foreigner, it seems to me, must refrain with certain caution from every act that might 
sustain parties and foster discord. Such is my firm opinion – and I am certain that the fairness of your 
Excellency will admit that I am right. 
 No one is surprised, certainly, that discords are awakened in a country that has undergone a 
revolution and only just escaped from so long and so barbarous a tyranny; but I cannot conceal my 
displeasure – and also the hope that I had, encouraged by the honourable examples of the past years, – 
that in a war in which the Greeks did not fight for Political theories, nor for Independence only, but for 
their very existence, they would be able to keep themselves far away from those very serious evils that 
always manifest themselves in all Revolutions. My fallen hope changes to dread when I think of the 
consequences that this discord can bring – of the advantages and of the opportunities that it can offer to 
those Barbarians your oppressors – to the coolness that it will produce in all those interested in your 
cause, that is, all friends of Enlightenment and Humanity – and to the pretexts that it might lend to the 
natural enemies of every liberty to meddle in Greek affairs, with the collapse of all the noble hopes of 
the good people. In spite of every deplorable circumstance, my feeling for your cause will certainly 
remain unchanged – and when the opportunity presents itself to me to be really useful to your country, 
I will not hold myself back from doing so because of dangers or sacrifices or for any other less noble 
reason. Before your letters reached me I had sent two Englishmen,32 my comrades, to the Government 
in the Morea, from whom I am still awaiting a reply. Nothing would be dearer to me than to work with 

                                                           
30: Shakespeare, Macbeth, II ii. 
31: Biblical: see Matthew 8. 
32: Trelawny and Hamilton Browne had gone to Tripolitza of their own accord. 
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you in this cause – but I have explained the reasons to you that hold me back. And then the state of 
things up to now seems such, that I do not see how or what a foreigner might do that could be of 
benefit to Greece and to the honour of himself. Therefore, it is very likely that I may decide to remain 
here watching until a better opportunity is offered to me. 
 I wrote to the Primates of Hydra thanking them for their kind offers, and in order not to duplicate 
the letters, I beg you to give my respects to Signor Luriotti and Signor Tricoupi, who were so kind as 
to write to me by means of Signor Praidi. Confident that circumstances will be more favourable, and 
that the generous efforts of your compatriots, in which you have taken such a glorious part [will 
triumph] – with every most profound sentiment of esteem and respect, I declare myself Your 
Excellency’s most devoted servant 
  [Signature excised] 
 
P.S. – From the most recent news received from the Committee, I have learned that an Artillery 
Brigade with experienced campaigners – with expert officers – with Congreve rockets and persons 
trained in using them and in constructing them – have been sent to Greece under my direction. If your 
deputies had arrived in England sooner, they would have arranged a loan without great difficulties, 
which now may be greatly augmented by the knowledge of your dissensions – and probably the Greek 
government’s bills of exchange might also have been accepted. Therefore, it is always of the utmost 
urgency to make haste. Gordon will not come in person but will contribute from his means to increase 
the funds of the Committee. 
 Others write me also that many officers are waiting only for a report from me to come to the aid of 
Greece, but in the present circumstances I would consider it a culpable trick to entice them to come – 
where not only does so much discord reign, but where there seems to be such a great jealousy of 
foreigners. I would be very happy, if the opportunity presented itself to me, to make your most valued 
acquaintance. And if it would not displease you, to write to me occasionally of whatever and however 
you most like, I will always consider it a favour – – and I will be pleased to reply to you with the 
frankest sincerity that is known to me and which you so much deserve. Believe me once again, with 
most profound respect, 
 Your most devoted servant 
  N B 
 
Pietro Gamba and Byron to Teresa Guccioli, from Metaxata, October 8th 1823: 

(Source: text from typed copy, Keats-Shelley House Rome: Byron’s part, LJ VI 275-6; BLJ XI 42-3) 
 

A Sua Eccellenza / La Sig.ra Con.ssa Teresa Gamba Guiccioli / a Bologna / Metaxata – 8 Ottobre – 
1823. / Mia Cara Teresa / Eccoci ancora in Metaxata – ossia in Cefalonia = e non vedo come 
troveremo la strada per sortirne – Credo te a Bologna, e Papà a Ferrara; dunque le cose in statu quo. – 
Quante chiacchiere hai inteso? – Quanti fantasmi ti ha figurato la tua inferma fantasia? Io non ci 
conosco un miglior rimedio che le discussioni Filosofiche – Filologiche di Paolo = e le amorose cure 
agnine di Giuditta – E il lavoro a cui te sei data, o che Paolo ti ha imposto = Credo che egli da medico 
morale lo abbia giudicato un rimedio ai tuoi mali imaginativi – e non sara una scarsa loda o 
un’equivoco preludio per l’opera se avrà buon’ effetto. Dalle tue lettere ne conoscerò l’attività. 
  Tu mi chiedi ragione per cui siamo e forse saremo qui – ti risponderò in poco (che non basteria 
un volume a darti minuta descrizione) che la situazione della Grecia no ci ha ancor preparato alcuna 
occasione per cui si possa credere l’opera di B. con molto e vero effetto utile perchè la divisione dei 
partiti in quell’infelice è tanta quanti sono quella che possono concepire qualche speranza di comando 
o di rapina – perchè i migliori sono o scacclati o disgustati – e perchè l’interesse generale della Grecia 
da pochi Greci s’intende e da pochissimi si vuole. Non possiamo farne gran maraviglia – e le ragioni 
sono note = Ma intanto che può fare uno straniero in mezzo a quei Birbanti = dico dei Capi = se non 
attendere migliore opportunità B. ha confermato la sua originale opinione di questi popoli, ma non 
però ha cangiato il suo intendimento: E questo merita certo maggiori lodi = Tu non sarai di mia 
opinione = 
  Gli affari dei Greci in generale non sono in mala situazione – e procederanno – più per la fisica 
legge dell’inerzia – che per altro – la quale ordina che i corpi in moto debbino avanzare, e quelli in 
quiete non si muovino – Alla prima ubbidiscono i Greci, alla seconda i Turchi = che sono la più 
indolente e bestial razza mai guardata dalla Luna. Dunque vadino – Io per me vorrei con tutto il mio 
cuore aveder la Grecia libera – vorrei cooperarvi se e quanto potessi – Poi buona notte – con tutta la 
libertà, ed ogni più desiderabile vantaggio nulla potrebbe mai riternermi fra i Greci – Sono la più vana, 
e più falsa genia della terra, un’aggregato chimico di tutti i vizi dei loro antenati, con molti dei Turchi e 
una buona dose dei Giudaichi – disciolti e omogeneati nel crogiuolo della schiavitù – Se il Cielo li 
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ajuta a liberarsene – se ne spoglieranno – ma non sta a noi di vederli depurati ne i nostri figli. La 
mia opinione può essere, e desidero che sia troppo severa: figlia forse dell’agro che mi ha messo in 
corpo la vista continua delle viltà e degli intrighi di questi maledetti Ionici. Gli altri non li conoscono 
che per relazioni. – Ma – ma siam partiti con animo si calmo, e parato ad ogni peggio che mi vergogno 
quasi dal vedermi tanto trasportato = Tutti e da tutte le parti assediano B. per estrargli i suoi duros = 
ma dopo averne largamente sparsi forse un migliaio – ora vi ha ripreso un tale affetto, che dubito assai 
che possino trovarsi si buoni fabri da praticare una chiave per … [text ends] 
 
Translation: To the Countess / Teresa Gamba Guiccioli / at Bologna / Metaxata – October 8th 1823. / 
My Dear Teresa – Here we are still at Metaxata – or rather still on Cephalonia – and I don’t see how 
we’re going to find a way out. I believe you to be at Bologna, and Papa at Ferrara; so things haven’t 
changed. What gossip have you heard? What phantasmas have you raised up in the illness of your 
imagination? I know of no better cure for such stuff than Paolo’s philosophical and philological 
discussions33 – or than Giuditta’s love-cures – and the work you’ve set yourself, or that Paolo has set 
you – I’m sure he’s prescribed a moral medicine for the illness of your imagination – and it will be 
neither scant praise of nor ambiguous introduction to his work if it has the right effect. I can tell what 
you’re doing from your letters. 
 You ask the reason why we are here, and will remain here – I shall answer you in brief (so as not to 
waste a whole book with minute details) that the situation in Greece hasn’t given us a single occasion 
on which we might believe that Byron’s work could have any real effect, because the divisions 
between the wretched parties are so many and of such a kind that we never know whether to expect 
commands from them, or robbery – because the best of them are either paralysed or disgusted – 
because few Greeks know what is needed for the good of Greece, and still fewer want it. We can’t be 
too surprised by this – and the reasons for it are well-known – but meanwhile what can a foreigner do 
in the midst of these Villains (I speak of their leaders) unless a better opportunity occurs? Byron has 
been confirmed in his original opinion of these people, but has not changed his intentions towards 
them – and this certainly deserves high praise – although you won’t agree with me. 
 The affairs of the Greeks are in general not in a bad state – and they are developing – more by the 
physical law governing inertia than by any other – the one which says that a body in motion must 
advance, and that one at rest must not – the first is obeyed by the Greeks, the second by the Turks – 
who are the most idle and bestial race ever seen from the Moon. So it goes – for my part I wish to see 
Greece free – I want to assist them if and when I can – but then Goodnight – with all possible freedom 
and with every desirable advantage, nothing could keep me long amongst the Greeks. They are the 
vainest and most insincere race on earth, a chemical aggregate of all the vices of their ancestors, plus 
many taken from the Turks, and a good dose of the Jewish – diluted and mixed in the melting pot of 
slavery. If Heaven helps them to freedom, they will cast their vices off – but it will not be for us, or for 
our sons, to see them cleansed. Perhaps my view is too severe – I hope it will prove to be – it’s a 
product of the bitterness which has filled my being at witnessing the vileness and treachery of these 
damned Ionians.34 The mainland Greeks I know only from hearsay. But – but we departed with such 
calm spirits, and thought ourselves so well-prepared for the worst, that it fills me with shame to see 
myself carried away like this. Everyone, from all sides, besieges Byron with a view to getting his 
money from him, but having generously given away perhaps a thousand, his warm feelings left him in 
such a way, that I very much doubt whether they could have a way to make a key for … [text ends] 
 
Byron adds: 

8bre. 7mo. 1823 
My dearest T. – Pietro has told you all the gossip of the Island – our earthquakes – our politics – and 
present abode in a pretty village. – But he has not told you the result of one of his gallantries – which I 
leave to him to describe. As his opinions and mine on the Greeks are nearly similar – I need say little 
on the subject. – – I was a fool to come here but being here I must see what is to be done. If we were 
not at such a distance I could tell you many things that would make you smile – but I hope to do so at 
no very long period. – Pray keep well – and love me as you are beloved by yrs. Ever / a.a. +++ in e. / N 
B  
 

                                                           
33: Teresa had started a course in philosophy under Costa’s instruction. 
34: Pietro’s early disillusion was partly a result of the violent and greedy behaviour of B.’s Souliot bodyguard, 
some of whom, he found, were neither Souliot nor Greek. B. had given him the job of dismissing them. The 
meanness of two Ionian bankers, Cariddi and Corgialegno, who, with discourtesy, refused to honour B.’s letters of 
credit, had also struck him. 
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Byron to Colonel John Duffie, from Cephalonia, October 9th 1823: 

(Source: Ms. not found; text from James Kennedy, Conversations on Religion with Lord Byron and 

Others, Philadelphia 1833, Folcroft rpt 1975, p.209; LJ VI 258; BLJ XI 43-4) 
October 9, 1823 

DEAR COLONEL, 
 The pelisse fits as if it had been made for me, excepting that it is a little too short in the sleeves, 
which is not of any consequence. 
 I shall therefore, with many acknowledgments, accept and wear it,—somewhat, I fear, in the mode 
of the ass in the lion’s skin in the fable; or, rather in the hope which the Indians entertain when they 
wear the spoils of a redoubted enemy, viz. that his good qualities may be transferred to the new 
possessor with his habiliments. But these being the garments of a friend, may, I trust, be still more 
propitious. 
 I send you some papers, but I doubt that you have later ones; however, they can serve the mess as 
duplicates: the 29th and 30th are among them; but the 26th and 27th (28th being Sunday) are not yet 
arrived. 
  Believe me ever and truly, 
   Yours affectionately 
    NOEL BYRON 
 

Byron to Augusta Leigh from Cephalonia, October 12th 1823: 

(Source: text from NLS Acc.12604 / 4151; LJ VI 258-64; QII 747-50; BLJ XI 44-7) 
[To, The Honourable Mrs. Leigh / St. James’s Palace / London. / Angleterre.] 

Cephalonia. 8bre. 12th. 1823. 
My dearest Augusta – 
 Your three letters on the subject of Ada’s indisposition have made me very anxious 
to hear further of her amelioration. – I have been subject to the same complaint but not at so early an 
age – nor in so great a degree. – Besides it never affected my eyes – but rather my hearing and that 
only partially and slightly and for a short time. – I had dreadful and almost periodical headaches till I 
was fourteen – and sometimes since – but abstinence and a habit of bathing my head in cold water 
every morning cured me – I think – at least I have been less molested since that period. – Perhaps she 
will get quite well – when she arrives at womanhood – but that is some time to look forward to, though 
if she is of so sanguine a habit – it is probable that she may attain to that period earlier than is usual in 
our colder climate; – in Italy and the East – it sometimes occurs at twelve – or even earlier – I knew an 
instance 
 
1:2 
 
in a noble Italian house – at ten – but this was considered uncommon. – You will excuse me touching 
on this topic medically and “en passant” because I cannot help thinking that the determination of blood 
to the head so early unassisted – may have some connection with a similar tendency to earlier maturity. 
– Perhaps it is a phantasy. – At any rate let me know how she is – I need not say how very anxious I 
am (at this distance particularly) to hear of her welfare. – – – – 
You ask me why I came up amongst the Greeks? – it was stated to me that my so doing might tend to 
their advantage in some measure in their present struggle for independence – both as an individual – 
and as a member for the Committee {now} in England. – How far this may be realized I cannot 
pretend to anticipate – but I am willing to do what I can. – They have at length found leisure to quarrel 
among themselves – after repelling 
 
1:3 
 
their other enemies – and it is no very easy part that I may have to play to avoid appearing partial to 
one or other of their factions. – They have turned out Mavrocordato – who was the only Washington or 
Kosciusko kind of man amongst them – and they have not {yet} sent their deputies to London to treat 
for a loan – nor in short done themselves so much good as they might have done. – I have written to 
Mr. Hobhouse three several times with a budget of documents on the subject – from which he can 
extract all the present information for the Committee. – I have written to their Govt at Tripolizza and 
Salamis – and am waiting for instructions where to proceed – for things are in such a state amongst 
them – that it is difficult to conjecture where one could be useful to them – if at all. – However I have 
some hopes that they will see their own interest sufficiently 
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1:4 
 
not to quarrel till they have secured their national independence – and then they can fight it out among 
them in a domestic manner – and welcome. – You may suppose that I have something to think of at 
least – for you can have no idea what an intriguing cunning unquiet generation they are – and as 
emissaries of all parties come to me at present – and I must act impartially – it makes me exclaim as 
Julian did at his military exercises – “Oh Plato what a task for a Philosopher!35 – – 
However you won’t think much of my philosophy – nor do I – “entre nous”. – – – – –  
If you think this epistle or any part of it worth transmitting to Ly. B. you can send her a copy – as I 
suppose – unless she is become I know not what – she cannot be altogether indifferent as to <what> 
my “whereabouts” 36 and whatabouts. – I am at present in a very pretty village (Metaxata in 
Cephalonia) between the mountains and the Sea – with a view of Zante and the Morea, – waiting for 
some more decisive intelligence from the provisional 
 
2:1 
 
2d.) Govt in Salamis. – – But here come some visitors. 
I was interrupted yesterday – by Col. Napier and the Captain of a King’s ship – now in the harbour – 
Col. N. is resident or Governor here and has been extremely kind and hospitable – as indeed have been 
all the English here. – When their visit was over a Greek arrived on business about this eternal siege of 
Mesalonghi (on the coast of Acarnania or Etolia) and some convoys of provisions which we want to 
throw in – and after this was discussed – I got on horseback (I brought up my horses with me on board 
and troublesome neighbours they were in blowing weather) and rode to Argostoli and back – and then 
I had one of my thunder headaches – (you know how my head acts like a barometer when there is 
electricity in the air) and I could not resume till this morning. – Since my arrival in August I made a 
tour to Ithaca – (which you will take to be Ireland – but if you look into Pope’s 
 
2:2 
 
Odyssey – you will discover to be {the} antient name of the Isle of Wight –) and also over some 
<Atha> parts of Cephalonia. – – We are pretty well in health the Gods be thanked! – by the way who is 
this Dr. Tipperary or Mayo or whatever his name is? I never heard of anything of the name except an 
Irish County? – – 
Laurence the Surgeon – if he be the man who has been persecuted for his metaphysics – is I have heard 
an excellent professional man – but I wonder Ly. B. should employ (so tell her) a Papist or a Sceptic. – 
I thought that like “douce David Deans” she would not have allowed “a Goutte of physic to go through 
any of the family”37 unless she was sure that the prescriber was a Cameronian. – – 
There is a clever but eccentric man here a Dr. Kennedy – who is very pious and tries in good earnest to 
make converts – but his Christianity is a queer one – for he says that the priesthood of the Church of 
England are 
 
2:3 
 
no more Christians than “Mahmoud or Termagant”38 are. – He has made some converts I suspect rather 
to the beauty of his wife (who is pretty as well as pious) than of his theology. – I like what I have seen 
of him – of her I know nothing – nor desire to know – having other things to think about. He says that 
the dozen shocks of an Earthquake we had the other day – are a sign of his doctrine – or a judgement 
on his audience – but this opinion has not acquired proselytes. – One of the shocks was so prolonged – 
that though not very heavy – We thought the house would come down – and as we have a staircase to 
dismount out of the house – (the buildings here are different from ours) it was judged expedient by the 
inmates (all men please to recollect – as if there had been females we must have helped them out or 
broken our bones for company) to make an expeditious retreat into the 
                                                           
35: Gibbon, Decline and Fall of the Roman Empire, Chap.19. 
36: Shakespeare, Macbeth, II i 58. 
37: Scott, The Heart of Midlothian, Chap.11: “Wad I no?” answered David—“but I wad, though; and if he didna 
satisfy me that he had a right sense of the right hand and left hand defections of the day, not a goutte of his physic 
should gang through my father’s son.”  
38: Scott, Quentin Durward, Chap.17: “Take a draught of comfort first,” said the lanzknecht, tendering him a 
flask – “but I forget, thou art beast enough to drink nothing but water, like a vile vassal of Mahound and 
Termagund”. 
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courtyard. – Who was first out the door I know not – but when I got to the bottom of the stairs I found 
several arrived before me – which could only have happened by their jumping out of the window – or 
down over or from the stairs (which had no balustrade or bannisters) rather than in the regular way of 
descent. – The Scene was ludicrous enough – – but we had several more {slight shocks} in the night 
but stuck quietly to our beds – for it would have been of no use moving – as the house would have 
been down first – had it been to come down at all. – – – 
There was no great damage done in the Island (except an old house or two cracking in the middle) but 
the soldiers on parade were lifted up <like> {as} a boat {is} by the tide – and you could have seen the 
whole line waving (though no one was in motion) by the heaving of the ground on which they were 
drawn up. – You can’t complain of this being a brief letter. – – – – 
 
3:1 
 
3d.) I wish you would obtain from Lady B. – some account of Ada’s disposition – habits – studies – 
moral tendencies – and temper – as well as of her personal appearance for except from the miniature 
drawn four years ago (and she is now double that age nearly) I have no idea of even her aspect. – 
When I am advised on these points I can form some notion of her character – and what way her 
dispositions or indispositions ought to [Ms. tear: “be”] treated – and though I will never interfere with 
or thwart her mother – yet I may perhaps be permitted to suggest – as she (Lady B.) is not obliged to 
follow my notions unless she likes – which is not very likely. – Is the Girl imaginative? – at her present 
age – I have an idea that I had many feelings and notions – which people would not believe if I stated 
them now – and therefore I may as well keep them to myself. – – Is she social or solitary – taciturn or 
talkative – fond of reading or 
 
3:2 
 
[above address:] otherwise? – and what is her tic? – I mean her foible – is she passionate? – I hope that 
the Gods have made her any thing save poetical39 – it is enough to have one such fool in a family. – 
[below address:] You can answer all this at yr. leisure – address to Genoa as usual – the letters will be 
forwarded better by my Correspondents there. 

yrs. ever 
N. B. 

 
P.S. Tell Douglas Kd I have only just got his letter of August 14th. and {not only} approve of his 
accepting a sum not under ten or twelve thousand pounds for the property in question – but also of his 
getting [vertically up right-hand side:] as much as can be gotten above that price. 
 
Byron to Captain Hill, from Cephalonia, October 13th 1823: 

(Source: this text from BLJ XI 47-8) 
Hill was an English officer in Argostoli. 

8bre 13 1823 

My dear Capt.—Our new (I took a pencil & broke it—& must now take to the pen) our new lady of the 
laundry sends her daughter alone among my serving men one half of whom are p—d and the other 
likely to be so. If her parents do not want to make her a w—— and a thief they had better employ 
another messenger—for the poor girl seems half a child and to merit a better fate.—I assure you I have 
no interest saying this one way or the other—for if I wanted to get hold of her I could not devise a 
better school than among these fellows of mine, than whom a greater set of rascals never existed—you 
had as well tell her father to come himself or to send her mother with the things—otherwise we shall 
have some complaint or other probably, and it were [torn] that any damage should [torn] upon those 
who are in [torn] used to it—on the [torn] ample rather than on this [?Hebe] of the washing tub—It is 
because you recommended this poor family to our business that I am anxious nothing unpleasant 
should occur to the Girl—and I hope you will do me the justice to think so—believe me 

ever yr. obliged 
NB 

Pietro Gamba and Byron to Teresa Guiccioli, from Metaxata, October 14th 1823: 

                                                           
39: Shakespeare, As You Like It, III iii 13. 
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(Source: text from typed copy, Keats-Shelley House Rome; Byron’s part BLJ XI 48) 
Teresa has written on the envelope: “Ada malade – L’oie de la San Michele – Pas de lettres de 

moi”. 
 
A Sua Eccellenza / La Sig.ra Co.a Teresa Gamba Guiccioli / a Bologna / Metaxata di Cefa.a 14. Ottobre 
– 1823 / Cara mia Teresa / Tue lettere, ne alcun’ altra d’Italia sono giunte dopo quella in data 28 
agosto. Ci duole, ma non si dispera perchè sappiamo che dipende dalla volontà dei venti. Renditi tu 
dunque alla stessa ragione. La nostra situazione non è cangiata – ne ragione è nata perchè 
cambiamento debbe seguire. Della Grecia nulla dopo l’ultima mia – Missolunghi assediato per terra, è 
bloccato per mare – ma alla maniera Turca = cioè non strettamente. E’ ben munito, ben guarnito – 
approvigionato abbastanza = e qui si fanno collette per spedirgli altre provigioni – Byron si sente 
dolere i suoi duros e difficilmente potrà scansare che glie ne esponghino alquanto. / Povero By[ron] è ’ 
stato molto attristato per una notizia che gli giunse, per già 15 di – di una malattia alla testa della sua 
cara Adda. Puoi immaginare quante tristi immagini gli presentava la sua fantasia – e aggiungi il timore 
che dovesse tardare qualche mese prima che ne sapesse – – – – e il sospetto che glie lo comunicassero 
apposta per tormentarlo ora lontano e il pensiero che era male di famiglia = E’ giunto pero’ un’ altro 
bullettino, che la dice migliorata assai e fuori di ogni pericolo – anzi ben portante nella sua salute 
generale, ma sofferente alquanto agli occhj – la sua tristezza è mitigata – molto – ma non finita – 
Aggiungi un’altra rimarchevole ragione – Mangio’ l’oca al 29 – giorno solenne, come sai = Ne voleva 
un’ altra pel dieci, che è pure giorno solenne – e lo ingannarono i servi – gliela diedero all’undici – 
Puoi credere che schiamazzo. / Byron è impaziente d’andare a cavallo – non posso scriver più a lungo. 
Saluta Papà e scrivimi. / Il tuo Pietro. 
 
Translation: To her Excellency the Countess Teresa Gamba Guiccioli / at Bologna / Metaxata on 
Cephalonia October 14th 1823. / My dear Teresa / Neither your letters, nor any others we have 
received from Italy, have arrived since the ones dated August 28th. This is sad, but we don’t give up 
because we know how much depends on the will of the winds. You must also put it down to the same 
cause. Our situation has not changed – there’s no reason why it should have. We’ve heard nothing 
from Greece since I wrote last – Missolonghi, besieged by land, is blockaded by sea – but in the 
Turkish manner – that is to say, not very strongly. It is well armed, well garrisoned, well enough 
provisioned – and they’re making collections here to send them further provisions – Byron is upset 
about his cash – and he’ll hardly be able to stop them making more and more from him. 
 Poor Byron has been very saddened by a message they sent him, fifteen days ago – about a bad 
illness in the head which his dear Ada had. You can imagine what sad fantasies presented themselves 
to his imagination – add to which the fear of its having been months before he’d know about it – – – – 
and the suspicion that they communicated about it to torment him from far away and the thought that 
there was a family disease = But now there has been another message, which says she is much better 
and free from all danger – so feeling well in her general health, though suffering a lot with her eyes – 
his sadness lessened – a lot – but did not disappear completely.40 Add another remarkable reason – he 
ate the goose on the 29th – a solemn day, as you know41 – he wanted another one for the 10th which is 
a solemn day too – and the servants fooled him – they gave it to him on the 11th – you can imagine the 
racket he made. 
 Byron is impatient to go riding – I can’t write any longer. Greet Papa and write to me. 
 Your Pietro. 
 
Byron adds: 

 
My dearest T. – we have not heard from you for some time why do not You write? We have sent 
several letters – / ever and entirely yours / a. a in e + / N.B. – 
 
Frank Abney Hastings

42
 to Byron, from Hydra, October 20th 1823, and Byron to the London 

Greek Committee, December 15th 1823; Hastings mostly unpublished;
43

 Byron BLJ XI 79; text 

from National Library, Athens (file K5); scan kindly provided by Roddy Beaton: 

                                                           
40: The news of Ada’s illness caused B. to discontinue his Cephalonia Journal. 
41: September 29th is the Feast of Michaelmas. Superstition dictates that disaster will fall unless one eats a goose 
on this day. On Michaelmas Day 1822 B. had taken pity on his geese and not eaten them. They outlived him. 
42: Frank Abney Hastings (1794-1828) philhellene; died of infection in the search for a surgeon competent to 
amputate his arm. See BLJ XI 79n; Marchand III 1129-30 & 1141; and Nicholson, Byron, the Last Journey, 
p.212: “And, after all, there was no one else on whom Byron could rely. Mavrocordato, Stanhope, Trelawny, even 
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Idra 20 / 0 Oct. 1823. 
My Lord, 
 A fever which I contracted in Candia,44 & which has confined me almost strictly to my bed 
for three months, was nearly carrying off at this island; this with the weakness & length of my 
convalescence is the reason why I have not done myself the honor of waiting personally on your 
Lordship to present the letter which Mr. Blaquiere charged me with; I therefore profit by this occasion 
of sending it to you accompanied by other documents which I hope may meet the approbation of your 
Lordship; at the same time that I beg to assure you that if I can in any way be of service to your 
Lordship you have only to command me. As this is possibly the first time that your Lordship ever 
heard of me, it may not be superfluous to inform you that I am the second son of Gen. Sir C. Hastings. 
Bart, who having served sixteen years in the Navy and attained the rank of Commodore was removed 
from the list by the Admiralty for calling out Capt. Parkes of his M.S. Epheginia;45 this I am aware is 
not a recommendation! but perhaps my conduct has always been such that my name may live amongst 
those that know me in British Navy without a stigma, & I have certificates 
 
2 
from those Captains I served under as a Lieutenant which do not prove that I was unworthy of 
occupying a post in the Navy; these I hope to be able to present personally to your Lordship, & if you 
meet (as is not impossible) officers to whom I am known, I refer you confidently to them for the 
character I bore in the Navy. I have thought necessary to occupy your Lordship thus long with myself 
as a broken officer is not usually considered worthy of much confidence – It is reported that your 
Lordship is invested with powers for the employment of considerable sums destined to succour 
Greece, I therefore take the liberty of laying before you the state of the Greek Navy & a project by 
which the foundations <of> may be laid for its amelioration as well as very essential service rendered 
<to> immediately to the cause & this without considerable expense – The three islands of Hydra, 
Spetzia & Ipsara furnish the ships for the composition of the fleet, the expense of the crew being 
defrayed either by the Morea, or the islands or in part by one & the other – these Ships however still 
remain the property of the Merchants who take great care not to risk them – the sailors that form the 
crew are accustomed to live extremely at their ease, each has his house, his family etc. this arose from 
the enormous profits they made during the war in their trade by shares, a method of navigation which 
at first sight may be considered advantageous to all parties, but if investigated will I believe be found 
to be replete with incon 

3 
-veniences. The ships of each island form a squadron commanded by an Admiral chosen by the 
Primates of that island, they have their separate signals etc. etc. It is not difficult to imagine the 
confusion arising out of this organisation, the Ships accompanying this heterogeneous mass are for the 
most part too weak to bear ca{n}non of a calibre above a six pounder <it> and you find them armed 
with guns of all sizes & calibres mixed, badly provided with powders & what you will scarcely believe 
some Ships have put to Sea with shot on board not adapted to their guns – Your Lordship will 
doubtless have some difficulty to believe that a similar confusion can exist and you will be unable to 
reconcile it with the success which you have been accustomed to have reported of the Greek fleet over 
the Turk, but unfortunately all these reports were fabricated (doubtless for interested motives). The fact 
is the two fleets have never had any affair except at Patras, in January last year, where only about half 
a dozen Ships were engaged on either side, and they separated without doing one another any material 
damage; with their fire ships t’is true they have been more successful & of this I will treat hereafter – 
Your Lordship will perhaps permit me to relate by way of illustration the reception which some of ye 

                                                                                                                                                                      
Gamba, had failed him; Napier and Gordon showed no signs of coming to his assistance; Hobhouse was no good 
at all. There was, it is true, a certain Captain Hastings who would write him endless letters offering advice, co-
operation, and service. But who was Captain Hastings? Obviously another of these enthusiasts, and one, 
moreover, with a whole hive of bees in his bonnet. For did not Captain Hastings fill his letters with strange ales of 
Egyptian preparations for a descent upon Crete? And did he not pester Byron with some plan for one of these new 
steam-driven vessels with which to assail the Turks? The thing was laughable; it would explode at once—of 
course it would explode. The letters from this Captain Hastings remained unanswered. / And the tragedy of it all is 
that Frank Abney Hastings, the most intelligent and unsullied of all English Philhellenes, was in the right; and 
that, had Byron met him personally, this whole foolish story would have undoubtedly been otherwise”. 
43: This letter is not the report printed at Finlay’s History of Greece (Oxford 1877), VII pp.335-40. 
44: Crete. 
45: Hastings means that he, not his father, was cashiered. In 1820, he challenged an officer who impugned his 
seamanship. 
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ameliorations I attempted to introduce into their Navy (on my arrival in Greece) met with. The 
difficulty of obtaining precision of fire from a vessel is very great owing to her continual movement, as 
well 
 

4 
as that of your adversary, & a century ago the destruction by Naval gunnery in Europe was very 
uncertain & rarely decisive; at present the precision to which European nations have reduced their 
practice is astonishing, but this is owing to the agency of locks, tubs, sights &c &c – as well as a long 
& painful training of the crew – I attempted to introduce some of these improvements on board of the 
Themistocles – – a very fine Corvette the property of the Toombasi’s,46 for I had brought with me from 
Marseilles 20 gun locks – these after much persuasion I was permitted to fix on the canonandes of the 
above mentioned Corvette – but no sooner had we occasion to make use of them than the Capt. had 
them all taken off & the guns were fired by means of a red hot iron; this example gave me a foretaste 
of what I had to expect in my work of reform & might have entirely disgusted one less persevering and 
less enthusiastic in the Greek cause – knowing the inferiority of the Greeks in numerical force I was 
more convinced of the necessity of supplying that deficiency by some artificial means and as Calms 
are frequent in these seas during a part of the summer, I imagined that t’would be rendering an 
essential service to Greece to contrive to impel some vessels during a Calm who with long guns might 
harass the largest ships of the enemy (for I have witnessed the effect of gun boats against the largest 
Ships in the Gut of Gibraltar – but more particularly in the Danish Belt) meditating on this subject I 
asked myself 
 

5 
why with a proportionate number of men a large vessel could not be rowed as fast (or nearly so) as a 
boat? the reason is obvious: the leaver or oar could not be given the length sufficient to obtain a 
proportionate prize, without becoming unmanageable, (in consequence of the heigth of the vessel from 
the water) also the whole of the motive agent could not be placed at the extremity of the leaver as in a 
boat – – this gave rise to the idea that wheels after the plan of a Steam boat might succeed worked by 
the crew – reinforced if necessary from the other Ships of the fleet; I had a couple of pair made at 
Marseilles adapted to a boat which answered the purpose in every respect & if they succeed on a boat I 
know no reason why they should not be equally efficacious on a large vessel, multiplied in proportion 
to her size – I gave the model to the Idriotes & proposed to them to try the experiment, but my 
proposition was received with a scorn which I think was not due to a person who had gone to some 
expense in their cause (perhaps more than circumstances ought to have allowed him to incur). 
Observing the confusion which arose from <the> each island having a different code of Signals – 
unknown to the Ships of the other islands, I wished to establish an universal code, more particularly as 
the actual ones are extremely defective and inconvenient, but all to no purpose, nobody would listen to 
any change in their system<s> – Without being a Naval man your Lordship will readily feel the 
confusion & danger to which a fleet of 60 or 70 Sail is exposed at night, when there is no order of 
sailing estab 
 
6 
-blished – The Signal made to tack, the Ships of the other islands neither understand it, nor would obey 
it if they did; some do not see the Signl. &c &c thus the Ships of the fleet are crossing one another in all 
directions & if they have not already lost some vessels by the shock of a rencontre it is more to be 
attributed to the fine weather that usually prevails whilst the fleet keeps the sea than to any other 
circumstance; however, spars & rigging suffer continually. Great as is this inconvenience t’is not the 
only one attending such disorder for t’would be perfectly impossible to bring 3 out of 70 sail into a 
position to fire upon an enemy without having an order of battle or of Sailing previously established. 
To obviate these inconveniences I drew up instructions for conducting a fleet, but without more 
success than my other representations had met with & these documents remain so much waste paper. 
These are not the only propositions I have submitted to the Idriotes, perceiving that the present way in 
which the Naval warfare is carried on yields so little service to Greece that I am almost disposed to 
think they would do better not to send their Ships to sea & thus economise to the country so 
considerable an expense, I proposed that they should employ two aims which although not yet in 
practice in any Navy I am convinced might be employed with success – viz – Red hot shot & shells – 
These propositions were rejected, yet I think I can prove these aims may be used with astonishing 
effect against an enemy like the Turks, as 

                                                           
46: Manoli Tombazes. 
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to an European enemy he would adopt the same mode of warfare & thus <they> you {would} be on an 
equality. The principal objection usually urged against the use of red hot shot is the danger to yourself 
– Yet in what does this danger consist? is it in the transport? the shot is carried enclosed so as to be 
quite innocent even if the bearer was to be killed, & <even> in that case t’is taken up immediately by a 
bye stander! is it the furnace? but this may be placed low in the hold where no shot can attain it. So – 
there are not these are not the reasons that have prevented the use of red hot shot on board a Ship; t’is 
the danger of the shot communicating fire to the cartridge, & thus render it impossible to run out the 
gun when loaded as well as pointing it – but if this shot is enclosed in a slight iron case, this objection 
would be obviated & the shot might get cold in the gun without communicating fire to the cartridge – 
As to shells they could not well be lanced from others than cannonades; the Greek vessels not carrying 
long guns of a calibre sufficiently vaste; & the only precaution necessary in the employment of this 
aim is to prevent its rolling in the gun & thus destroying its fusee, as well as splitting by striking in the 
gun – both these inconveniences are obviated by fixing the shell to a bottom of wood which pushing 
the shell directly before it avoids either the rolling or zig zag cause – it is unnecessary to add that these 
propositions were rejected as well as all the others & these numerous examples displayed to me the 
futility of medling with the Greek Navy whilst in the hands of 
 

8 
Merchant Captains & their sailors, for independent of the distinctive character of the Idriotes which 
would rather lead them to fail after their own manner than to succeed by taking the advice of a Franc, 
there is so marked a difference between the qualities necessary to form the Capt of a merchant vessel 
& the Capt of a man of war, that we must not be astonished if these men (who for the most part do not 
know how to read or write) should not comprehend the utility of the innovations proposed to them – I 
resolved (en attendant) to serve on shore, hoping that a government might be formed strong enough to 
make the acquisition of a National Navy & that I might hope to see some of my ideas put into practice 
– This did not arrive; however at the beginning of this year a work fell into my hands, t’was written by 
a M. Paix Hands, Lt Colonel of Artillery in the French service & he proposed to his government very 
much the same as I had been labouring to introduce into the Greek Navy – viz – the employment of 
shells thrown horizontally from a Ship; he proposes some alterations in the form<s> of the guns which 
he employs & gives them more the form of lengthened canonades than long guns by which he reduces 
the weight and augments the calibre of his guns – he also improves the form of his gun carriages – all 
these alterations though useful are not indispensable to the employment of shells – an experiment 
 

[9] 
was made against a Ship anchored in the Escalet and one Shell sufficed to sink her – this surely is 
satisfactory<ly> enough! Supported by this authority I made another application by a letter to the 
Prince Mavro Cordato<xx> who was then a Minster, he approved my proposition & had it translated & 
sent to Idra where it dyed the same death with every other proposition which I had presented to those 
islanders – I hope to have the honor of presenting to you this as well as some other documents which I 
have written upon the subject. At the beginning of this year I accompanied M. Toombasi to Crête with 
the title of Commander of the Artillery, however we never made use of what we had – I could not 
procure the formation of a corps of Artillery – in a word I found myself a cipher as Francs always are 
in this country – My thoughts always turned towards the Navy and to my project of lancing shells from 
a vessel, I perceived that Créte had occasion for vessels & not having any of her own <they>  
{she} hired those of Idra, which as may be supposed rendered little or no service, the merchants let out 
their vessels to make money & were not likely to risk them in battle by which they would incur very 
considerable expense even in the event of success, so that they remained chiefly at anchor by which 
they avoided the wear & tear of the vessel & each endeavoured to deceive the Candiotes 
 

10 
by reducing the number of their crew etc .. they did not even perform the service of preventing the 
circulation of Kijeks from one Turkish port to another – In this state of things I meditated proposing to 
the Candiotes to purchase a vessel & fit her out after the manner I have already detailed giving me the 
command & manning her with a crew from the Ionian islands, but as the Governor M. Toombasi has 
his vessels employed by the island, the proposition was not feasible for the moment, however during a 
period of convalescence I drew up a statement destined to be presented to the Candiote government 
when ever the governor should be changed, I hope to have the honor of showing this document to your 
Lordship. I lay before them the advantages arising from the possessing a vessel of their own, instead of 
being dependant on another island for their marine, as well as from the manner of arming her, for I 
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should propose four cannonades of the largest size to be obtained or that the vessel could carry & 
two mortars. The cannonade of 68 pds charged with 3 pds of powder at point blank carries a shell 302 
yards to the first graze and after 12 grazes to the distance of 1365 yards, now the charge of a canonade 
is one eigth the weight of the shot, therefore with such an augmentation of charge, one might expect a 
very considerable extent of range if required, however I should never wish for a greater unless forced 
to fight at a distance & with elevation you 

11 
would attain the greatest distance at which any precision can be expected. The last mentioned ordnance 
may astonish your Lordship as well as the Candiotes but as I propose going close & shall almost 
always have the option of doing so, extent of range is not required but augmentation of calibre; this 
aim would therefore be particularly destructive as I should carry mortars of 12 inch which having the 
calibre of 250 pds would only weigh 2500 pds not being the weight of a long 12 pds. and the shell 
would contain 200{or nearly 17 ounces} pds of powder & by choosing mortars with the tourillons or 
trunnions47 in the centre of the piece they are mounted horizontally as easily as canonades – I fancy the 
experiments which I propose making, for I wish for the most ample confirmation of my opinions 
before any steps are taken in this affair. My plan of attack would be (having a Franc crew from the 
Ionian islands) either during the day to approach some vessel which I observed to be detached from the 
fleet, covering myself with neutral colours, until she was about to board me, & then changing my 
colours to lance my broadside into her, or to introduce myself into the fleet during the night & there 
profit of circumstances always endeavouring to direct my attack on a vessel that had troops on board. 
The temerity of one vessel of six guns attacking the Egyptian fleet seems great, & almost so 
 

12 
wild as to merit no more attention than the ravings of a madman, but it must be recollected that I am 
far from wishing to oppose myself to the whole of his force; I have only in view to destroy his 
stragglers & those who have seen a Turkish fleet will agree that it is not an undertaking of such 
extraordinary temerity more particularly when provided with an aim so formidable as the shell against 
the shot – I have seen the Turkish fleet under sail in fine weather & although tolerably collected in the 
evening, the following morning they have covered a space of 1000 12 leagues, and yet the Greeks 
never took advantage of such an extraordinary dispersion of their enemy – – to be sure were rarely in 
better order – I served on the coast of America during the whole of the last war with that enterprising 
people & t’was there that one might learn how to employ a small force with effect – I have seen their 
privateer schooners follow our convoys for several days together; they sailed well & if not so well as 
you yet sufficiently near it to hold you a chase of a day, which you could not undertake & leave your 
convoy; consequently they rarely failed to cut off some straggling merchant Ships during the night – If 
such things can be done against Englishmen who certainly did not want either experience or activity 
what may not be performed against Turks? Nothing has been yet attempted & an enterprising officer 
with a 
 

13 
with a handy vessel could perform such things that Europe would believe them fabulous – The Port of 
Suda one of the finest in the Archepelago & where under the Turkish regime was embarked about forty 
cargoes of oil yearly, produced by a wood laying between that port and the Canea, has its town & 
fortress upon an island in the centre of the harbour, this is without water & if blocked for a summer it 
would be obliged to surrender. I thought I could lay before the Candiote government arguments so 
strong in favour of fitting out a vessel after my plan that I should succeed with them whenever M. 
Toombasi retired which will probably take place at the commencement of next year, but there would 
be scarcely any doubt of <success> their acquiescing in the plan if your Lordship would undertake to 
assist them in fitting out this vessel with the funds which are entrusted to your disposition & the 
proposition might even be made to them in spite of the opposition to be expected from the Idriotes – It 
may be enquired whether it would not be a more rational plan to join myself to the Greek fleet & act 
with them as I should have their support & in case of accident I should have their succour, but I have 
been already so disgusted with the disorder that reigns among them as well as with the obstinacy of 
their commanders, that I should greatly dislike acting with them, more particularly as they would be 
present merely to take 
 

14 

                                                           
47: The trunnions are the pieces sticking out on both sides of a cannon, facilitating the swivel. Tourillon is the 
French word. 
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the credit of success without aiding in any way or sharing any of the danger. Your Lordship will 
readily perceive why I choose a Franc crew, for independant of the great advantage to be derived from 
the deception which such a crew enables you to practice on the enemy, I should never be able to 
submit an Idriote crew to my orders & they would not render the service required, because having their 
family at Idra & being accustomed to return there every two or three months, they could never be kept 
cruizing off Candia for a whole summer, but would insist on returning to Idra; for the reason that they 
have their house family etc – they would never be brought to risk themselves as it will be necessary to 
do, besides that they prefer going on board their own Ships & cruising three months in the year <to> 
receiving 50 piastres a month to embarking where real service is to be performed – Men that have 
acquired such habits are of no use as men of war men – Besides that the destructive character of their 
nation would induce them rather to make the project of a Franc fail than succeed; they would bring on 
board with them all their indiscipline & all their contempt of science as well as their terror of a shot – 
for such it is that they cannot be brought to fight broadside to broadside with an enemy however 
inferior; they approach them with their guns loaded, they fire & lay down on the deck when he replies 
& take refuge from his guns 

15 
before they rise to reload theirs they then return & perform the same operation – Your Lordship will 
ask perhaps if this example is not drawn rather from some particular case than from their general 
practice & you will cite the courage displayed by the crews of the fire Ships – here I am prepared to 
join my tribute of admiration to that of your Lordship, yet the causes that led to that devotedness are 
not perhaps what they may appear to your Lordship – It would really be a phenomenon if a few men 
could not be found in such a population inspired with sufficient patriotism & love of glory to risk 
themselves for their country, yet it must be recollected that this patriotism was stimulated by the 
promise of a considerable sum and every body knows what an electrick effect the hopes of obtaining 
money has upon the Greeks – I have also remarked that the Greeks are much more disposed to risk 
than to fight – I was early struck with this trait – for they hasard in the most gratuitous manner, indeed 
it may be justly called a war of hasard – I was at first inclined to consider this as a particular trait in the 
Greek character, but I have since changed my opinion & consider it as one of the distinctive marks of a 
civilisation little advanced; people that do not reflect are the slaves of their own sensations – thus so 
soon as an Idriote hears a ball whistle he feels that there is danger & he lays down, not reflecting in the 
first place that the enemy firing ill, not more than one shot out of 100 take effect & of one that strikes 
the Ship t’is again more than one hundred to one that he will escape unhurt – 
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In a fire ship t’is different, he approaches his enemy clandestinely & feels no danger until having 
communicated the fire to his vessel it is too late to retire & nothing is left for him to escape with or 
without fear – We must not forget also the enthousiasm which existed at the commencement of the war 
& which is sensibly diminished – A franc crew on the contrary will place much emulation in 
succeeding they will be more readily subjected to a kind of discipline & they will remain off Candia as 
long as that island continues to pay them; in fact they will readily become Candiotes, which is what is 
wanting, for attached particularly as I am to the fate of Candia I wish to see a Candiote Navy rise out 
of nothing & annihilate that of the Pashaw of Egypt – thus putting to shame these islanders who have 
so numerous a marine already formed to their hands & yet do nothing: I am not insensible to the risk I 
run in case of success, I am aware that these islanders are capable of having me assassinated, but if I 
succeed I care little if I fall under their knife: your Lordship will have difficulty in believing that they 
could carry their jealousy to such an extent but when I assure you that last winter I heard a Primate of 
Idra declare that he would give an hundred <poun> dollars rather than the Ipsariotes should have 
burned the Line of Battle Ship at Tenedos you may imagine to what an extent they are capable of 
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carrying their jealousy – Your Lordship may perhaps consider this plan of lancing shells a vague 
project <and> the possibility of which is not sufficiently proved to offer a garantee; but recollect my 
Lord t’is only a howitzer used on board a ship & I do not ask for any steps being taken until an 
experiment has been made which proves beyond contradiction the possibility of such a measure – As 
to the danger t’is a childish argument, for certainly there is less danger in transporting powder in iron 
globles than in paper cartridges. The jealousy of the Candiotes of an Ionian crew & an English Capt. 
may be something; yet that people are less disposed to distrust foreigners than the other Greeks & as I 
am known to them they will probably receive me with less suspicion than another – Should your 
Lordship be disposed to lend your support to this plan & honor me with a reply I should be obliged if 
you would direct it to the care of M. Iacomachi Toombasi. I did & will endeavour to obtain correct 
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information as to the expense, however I should not propose putting to sea until the Egyptian fleet 
was about to put to sea with a supply of troops next year for Candia; the interval will not be too long to 
make the necessary preparatives – It may be necessary now to say a word or two of myself, not having 
the honor of being personally known to your Lordship & this circumstance may induce you to consider 
this 
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my project as a speculation to obtain a command whereby to enrich myself – If such had been my 
views in Greece I should from the commencement have chosen a line of conduct very different from 
that which I have followed & by which I have expended about 8000 piastres in the Greek cause – But 
let us see if money can be made by the plan I propose? in the first place the Turks have little or no 
commerce except in neutral bottoms that are protected & I shall be employed in a very different way 
from cruising after prizes; my object will be by every kind of stratagem to destroy in detail the Ships of 
the Pashaw of Egypt and prevent<ing> his landing succours in Créte, it must also be recollected that 
the war I propose waging allows no prizes, your adversary is to be destroyed or it is probable he will 
destroy you – Besides that my command will be subject to be revoked by the common consent of your 
Lordship & the Candiotes should I commit such a dereliction of my duty as to abandon the object for 
which the vessel was equipped, without receiving orders from the Candiote government. That glory is 
in great measure the object I propose to myself I cannot deny, & I must acknowledge that independant 
of the satisfaction I should receive from establishing an European reputation t’would be a delicious 
revenge to prove to those who have <xx> deprived me of my rank in the British Navy that the object of 
their persecution is not altogether devoid of Naval merit – but although glory will 
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result to me in the event of success t’will only be of a secondary kind, the first place will always 
appertain to your Lordship, yours will be the merit of the <f> fabricator of the machine mine merely 
that of the simple workman. As it will be necessary to make experiments upon canonades and mortars I 
must trust to your Lordship for obtaining me this permission as my application would not be sufficient, 
in the event of this being acceded to I should prefer the port of Navarin for several reasons, I know the 
Governor who is a rational civilised man – there is a 48 pds canonade there as well as <is> mortars – 
The only other port is Napoli di Romanie, but there there would be a jealousy between the Government 
& the Capt. Pano who is governor, t’is too near Idra & would excite jealousy and have too many 
spectators – I have now treated the department of the Navy perhaps at more length than I ought to have 
permitted myself to have done, a fear of not being explicit has perhaps drawn me into prolixity. I must 
also beg your Lordship to be indulgent on a convalescent who a week ago was obliged to be carried 
from his bed – May I now my Lord be permitted to address you on the subject of the military land 
force – t’is not my profession but having served in that department in Greece & having now been in 
the country a year and a half I have thought that some circumstances may have fallen under my obser 
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-vation of which your Lordship may be uninformed. As your Lordship may be charged with powers 
over some future supplies I shall recommend great care being taken to deliver them into safe hands as 
all succours hitherto arrived have been most shamelessly misapplied. As to Artillery, small calibre is of 
no use here, for it will not carry Grape to the distance at which they even fight & to fire with round 
shot against tirailleurs48 posted behind rocks is to expend powder & make a useless noise; that of a 
larger calibre would be too difficult of transport in this mountainous country – beside the Greeks will 
not protect their cannon, & they have scarcely ever made use of any but to lose it. However I am of 
opinion that the different Derevens or Defiles might & ought to be fortified, in that case they would 
always be in a state of defense with a very few soldiers: in the event of fortifying these passes 
canonades, howitzers and mortars would be the artillery I should recommend the employment of, for 
there t’is not the range that is required but a multiplication of the projectile as well as an augmentation 
of its destructiveness. As to their fortresses although in a wretched state, they have no occasion to be 
relieved, for all of them are filled with old Venitien bronze guns which for the most part useless now 
might be converted into iron<s> ones which would leave a superfluity of funds to be employed on the 
fortress – As to a regular siege nobody in his senses could think of one with soldiers such as are 
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the Greeks, however there are fortified places which might be bombarded without the necessity of 
making approaches; such I am told are Patras and Modon, here it would appear that there would be no 

                                                           
48: Sharpshooters. 
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great difficulty in the employment of artillery, nevertheless there is always the one, viz, that the 
Greek soldier will not work & artillery always requires a battery to be thrown up for its protection & 
probably Redouts &c &c – There was a very striking instance of this indolence & pride on the part of 
the Greek soldier last year at Missalonghi; that town was then not fortified & was only inclosed by a 
mud wall, about four feet high, the troops within did not amount to more than 250 men & they were 
blocked by Omer Pashaw who had about six thousand – A Turkish squadron also blockaded them by 
sea & they were in want of provisions – the frequent & heavy rains that fell threatened to wash away 
entirely the wall which already gaped with with various breaches, nevertheless the soldiers could not 
be prevailed upon to repair the frail barrier; prayers were offered up for the cessation of the rain & they 
were contented with this – They had a 48 pds but t’was in the town instead of being on the ramparts, 
here again they displayed the same stupid obstinacy, & t’was not until 
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the evening before the attack when Londo49 arrived with a reinforcement of his troops rather more 
under discipline than those that had hitherto been in the town that this gun was placed in battery – 
however Londo’s being able to make his soldiers work is a proof that if <few> few measures were 
taken the whole of them might be made to follow the same example. In the event of their being made 
to work what would most be wanting would be a corps of artillery and this they are particularly 
obstinate in not forming, its indispensability is such even for their fortresses that one must be in Greece 
to see a nation without that important corps; however they think that nothing is more simple & easy 
than the duty of an Artillery man & <if> they consequently place to perform it the first soldier that 
comes to hand – If your Lordship ever should have guns or Mortars to offer to Greece, I should 
strongly recommend you to insist on a corps of Artillery before you deliver the guns – On parting from 
the Morea for Crête I was promised a corps of Artillery in that island but once arrived I saw the futility 
of expecting its execution as M. Toombasi the Governor was not free to form one – he was obliged to 
leave it in the hands of the Hydriotes, that he had brought with him & with these people there was no 
hopes of performing 
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any thing – fortunately we had no occasion to use our cannon – even supposing the Idriotes to be the 
most expert Artillerists in the world I ask if it is doing justice to Crete to leave the guns entirely in the 
hands of a people who are merely there as his personal guard & who will return next year? The Cretans 
will then have the Artillery on their hands without any body who ever fired a gun – your Lordship 
having brought such supplies with you have both the right & the power to dictate; & I should strongly 
recommend you not to deliver an article without previously stipulating for its employment – As to the 
organisation of troops I should advice your Lordship to undertake it yourself rather than pass the 
money into the hands of the government for that purpose, as I fear much in that case, a great part 
would find its way into other channels such as the payment of arrears &c &c – Independent of this 
consideration the government last year (and this appears to have the same ideas upon the subject) 
endeavoured <f> to form the soldiers at its disposition as regular troops, this I should recommend your 
Lordship not to attempt, for independant of the dislike which they have for that species of organisation 
& which would prevent any but those who have no other means of subsistance from entering into it the 
materials for forming them do not exist. 
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officers & non commissioned officers who know their duty are not to be found among the Greeks, & 
as to European officers, they are for the most part the scum of their country, perhaps no crime can be 
named, that might not have been found among the corps called Phile Hellenes50 – but granting, that 
some tolerable ones exist – they are ignorant of the language & certainly with that impediment cannot 
be supposed capable of instruction & Regiment. But even suppose that you succeed in forming several 
Regiments – – how will you employ them? for alone they will not be strong enough to carry on a war 
of Strategicks & if united to the irregular troops they are sure to be abandoned & sacrificed – the 
Prince Mavro Cordato committed that fault last year at Petard51 & thus sacrificed the unfortunate 
Francs he had under his command – Those who have seen the Greek Regiment that exists will I fancy 

                                                           
49: Andreas Londos, whom B. had met in Vostizza in 1809. 
50: The foreign volunteers. 
51: At the battle of Peta in July 1822, the Greek troops of Gogos Bakolas left a vital ridge unguarded, allowing the 
Turks mastery of the field. Many philhellenes were killed. Mavrocordatos was in overall command, and his 
reputation was badly damaged by the defeat. 
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readily agree that t’is useless to attempt to form regular troops for the moment. People in the state of 
civilisation in which the Greeks are at this moment, are only to be submitted to regular military 
discipline by two ways – force, like that used by Peter the Great or time & patience which will bring 
them round by degrees – – the force does not exist – it only remains therefore to have recourse to 
patience which will be effectual although slow; can it be expected that a people who reject European 
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muskets & use one which they cannot put to their shoulder should voluntarily embrace a European 
discipline? however there is an innovation approaching to a regular organisation which I should 
propose to your Lordship to adopt if you will undertake to form troops. At present every three or four 
men have their Captain who has a commission of πεντεκοσηχαρκος52 & those with thirty or forty are 
χιλιάρκος53&c &c – this<s> abuse has become so ridiculous that the fifth part of an army is formed of 
Colonels, Captains &c &c who have not a corporal’s squad under their orders – it appears to me that 
t’would not be difficult to form corps after the organisation of our Regiments with all that chain of 
subordination which is so necessary to the success of Military operations – that subordination would 
assuredly be ill-observed at first, but by degrees it would creep in – The soldiers would care little what 
organisation you gave them & what letters had their officers provided you gave them their favourite 
muskets and did not oblige them to learn an exercise & manoeuvres – I am persuaded that this 
innovation might be introduced with little or no difficulty & would have happy results in approaching 
the ideas of the soldiers in some degree to European discipline as well as the advantage that would 
immediately result from the acknowledged subordination, however to establish this it is necessary that 
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all ranks should be regularly paid. It would also be desirable to engage soldiers for a certain length of 
servitude & to retain a part of their pay by way of obliging them to complete the period agreed upon; 
the want of this regulation has almost ruined those parts of Greece which have been the Theatre of 
War, for the continual flux & reflux of troops going to join & returning disgusted from the army 
imposed on the villages by which they passed Υαθα γίνος ξένος [?],54 thus a similar army of a 
thousand men do more mischief to a country than a sedentary army of 20,000 – May I now my Lord be 
permitted to plead the cause of Crete that interesting yet long neglected part of Greece: all supplies that 
come to this country have as yet been swalled up by the Morea, all succours by the Naval islands have 
been directed to the Morea; Crete (that ραιδον of Greece) has been left to struggle alone against an 
adversary whose activity & intelligence may place him on an equality with the Port. It is only at the 
beginning of this year that Crete received a gratuitous supply & t’was one of her countrymen – a rich 
Russian Merchant, he sent out a thousand muskets & 20 guns; however the Moriotes detained all the 
guns but 7; & to show what jealousy has been displayed I found two 5½ inch mortars half buried in a 
deserted garden at Tripolitza, nobody knew of their existence; we made application for them to be 
carried to Candia with us – we were not refused, but the operation of granting 
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them was purposely lengthened until our departure – the government gave us an order to receive two 
months from Napoli di Romanie, however we with difficulty obtained one dismounted. I am informed 
that the fortress of Retymo to the East of Suda is easy to be reduced, being commanded by an 
eminence at the distance of about 300 toises55 – it was the intention of M.Toombasi & the Candiotes to 
attempt reducing it this winter, but they have not the means, their artillery consists in 7 iron 4 pds 
Merchant {Ships}guns & an eight inch mortar – the latter is the only part of their artillery that can 
make any impression – if your Lordship should receive any ordnance before that period t’would I think 
be {more} usefully employed by the Candiotes than by any other people in Greece, however I should 
recommend your Lordship to stipulate with them that they form a corps of {Candiote} Artillery before 
they receive the Artillery – Mortars would be particularly desirable <as> in such an attack as the object 
would be to annoy the inhabitants in their houses until you forced them to capitulate; for all attempts at 
forming a breach & giving an assault are useless; such irregular troops as those of Greece will never 
mount to an assault – I am told that your Lordship expects a Rocket corps from England & in that case 
I hope Candia will not be forgotten 

                                                           
52: For πεντακοσίαρχος, meaning “commander of 500”. 
53: For χιλίαρχος, meaning literally “commander of 1000”, but also used to translate “Colonel” – this is what 
Stanhope is called in Greek. 
54: The phrase seems to imply “burdensome foreign tax”. 
55: Russian measurement, equivalent of two metres. See DJ VII and VIII. 

Comment [RB1]: this has me foxed for 
the time being. Sense ought to mean 
‘additional/foreign burden/tax’? 
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for I am particularly interested in the fate of Crete – the people although not as united among 
them{selves} as one could wish have gained my affection – they are far from disliking & treating 
francs in the way the[y] do in the Morea, and they are not so Turkish – you may remark very 
considerable vestiges of Venetian manners & customs – they carry guns which, although ridiculously 
long, have but[t]s which can be put to the shoulder & thus the Sphackartes & some others who carried 
arms under the Turks fire with a precision which one must see to credit. I saw a man throw up a small 
stone about twice the size of his ball and strike it as it fell – another hit a small bird on the wing – Thus 
I see greater hopes of making soldiers of such men as of the Moriotes – Your Lordship will perhaps 
reply that all succours sent to this country are destined to forward the general cause & that they must 
be delivered into the hands of the government to be employed by it in the manner that may appear 
necessary but I think your Lordship must have remarked in your former voyages that the Geographical 
divisions <of> <this> as well as the form of the Turkish government has given rise to jealousies which 
render the incorporation of all Greece under one form of government extremely difficult, & I am 
persuaded that nothing but an exterior force could effect it – It appears to me that a federal form of 
Government is that adapted to Greece & in fact such a form exists 
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tacitly. The Morea has rendered no relief to Candia [&] it is idle to expect that Candia should relieve 
the Morea if such should ever be in her power; each state or Province has been left to struggle 
separately for itself & thus they have suffered & suffer still all the inconveniences of a Federal 
Government, it is therefore natural to expect they should assert all the independance. I shall abstain 
from entering into the political divisions & intrigues that unfortunately exist in Greece: Mr. Brown56 
has probably detailed them to you better than I can, & your Lordship was doubtless prepared to expect 
these temporary disunions before your arrival in Greece – in fact considering the state of civilization 
here ’tis impossible it should be otherwise – they are Turks in every thing but religion & yet some 
shrewd politicians have wished to give them a form of government which as yet only exists in 
speculation & wants the essential sanction of experience – – time will correct these errors – we must be 
contented to march slow but surely – – t’is true that if Greece had another enemy, she would long since 
have been subdued – – but if she had had another master she would not have revolted! I shall conclude 
with a wish that ere long we may have the honor of seeing your Lordship at Napoli di Romanie where 
you are so anxiously expected by all men of information and patriotism who look up to your Lordship 
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as likely to be the interior pacificator of the country – – the liberator of Greece – – who does envy your 
Lordship the bright page you will adorn in the history of the Greek Revolution? – – for my part – I 
hope to follow at a respectful distance, contented always to appear, as 
 Your Lordship’s 
 very faithful, 
 & very obedient, 
 humble servant, 
 Frank Hastings. 
 

Byron writes on separate sheet: 

 
I recommend this report strongly to the Consideration of the Committee – as I believe that it is agreed 
by Col. Napier and other men of experience – that it is on the whole faithful – intelligent and scientific. 
– 
Mr. Hastings to the above qualities unites those of great courage and coolness as well as enterprise. 

Noel Byron. 
10bre. 15th. 1823. 
 
Translation and paraphrase of Alexander Mavrocordatos to Byron, from Hydra, October 21st 

1823: 

(Sources: George Clinton, Memoirs of the Life and Writings of the right honourable Lord Byron, 1826, 
p.691, and National Library, Athens, K5; my thanks to Roddy Beaton.) 
Mavrocordatos answers Byron’s of October 1st. 

                                                           
56: James Hamilton Browne had, with Trelawny, become impatient with B.’s caution in remaining on Cephalonia, 
and had crossed to the mainland. 
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[Mavrocordatos gives gracious thanks, says dissensions are indeed natural, and to understand theirs 
you have to see them up close. Byron may think Ma.’s withdrawal from government is an effect of 
dissensions or, worse, perhaps even part of their cause. The truth is the opposite:] 
 
“… je ne me suis rétiré que pour faire cesser les dissentions, en préferant de laisser agir ceux qui se 
trouvent à la tête du gouvernement d’une manière, qui n’est sans doute nullement d’accord avec mon 
opinion … si le gouvernment s’est encore trouvé divisé entre lui-même, ce n’est pas ma faute: il ne 
faut pas du reste croire que si le gouvernement est divisé, la Nation l’est aussi…” The Greeks are 
united in determination to fight “jusqu’a l’extremité”. 
 
[The most serious problem is not dissension but lack of means to carry on the war. Ma. insists that “se 
nous avions les moyens, les divisions n’existeraient pas” or would be insignificant[!]. Great concern 
that deputies nominated [for loan] still haven’t left. Picks up on expected frankness: “I should do 
myself an injustice, my lord, if I were not to speak to you with the frankness which you expect from 
me …] 
 

 “… je ne puis pas être tout-à-fait d’accord avec vous lorsque vous croyez qu’il vaudrait mieux que 
vous restiez en observation. Je ne nous consillerai jamais d’avoir l’air seulement d’embrasser des 
intérêts d’un parti; mais tout le monde sait, et personne n’en est plus assuré que moi, que vous êtes 
venu avec l’intention ferme de sécourir la Grèce: cette Grèce est dejà devant vous, sous vos yeux, vous 
pouvez voir du premier coup d’oeil, quel est le côté ménacé, que Missolonghi est bloqué par mer, et 
cerré par terre; qu’il manque de provisions, qu’il va tomber entre les main de Turcs, que ceux-ci 
n’auront aucune difficulté de pénétrer après cela en Morée, et envahir une partie de ses provinces les 
plus fertiles… Porter du secour à cet endroit, le sauver, sauver par conséquent la Grèce toute entière, 
est-ce se déclarer pour un parti? Je ne le crois pas…” 
 
[“I cannot agree with you when you say that your best plan is to rest in observation. I will never advise 
you to run the risk of appearing to embrace the interests of a party; but all the world knows, and no one 
better than myself, that you are come here with the firm intention of succouring Greece: – this Greece 
is now before you, under your eyes; you may see at the first glance which is the part in danger, – that 
Missolonghi is blockaded by land and sea, that it is destitute of provisions, and on the point of falling 
into the hands of the Turks, who afterwards will have no difficulty in penetrating into the Morea and 
seizing upon its most fertile provinces, from whence it will be hard, nay, impossible, to dislodge them. 
To carry succour to this place, to save it, is to save Greece itself. Is this declaring for a party? I don’t 
think so …”] 
 
“Si le gouvernement est divisé, c’est une raison de plus pour que vous soyez guidé par vous même à 
faire le plus de bien que vous pourrez. Mr Brown m’a paru persuadé de cette vérité, il est d’ailleurs 
resté assez du tems près du gouvernment pour être à même de vous donner des informations exactes 
sur tout ce qui pourrait être digne de votre attention.” 
 
[“If the government is divided, it is one more reason why you should be your own guide in doing the 
best that you can. Mr Browne seemed to be persuaded of this truth, and moreover he was near to the 
government long enough to be able to give you precise information on everything worthy of your 
attention”.] 
 
Ma. agrees about there being too many foreign volunteers, let’s hope for better: day when “on pourra 
invaiter les bons amis sans se compromettre.” [“We shall be able to invite good friends without 
compromise”.] 
 
In a P.S. written on the 25th, he learns with great displeasure that the mission is only now about to 
depart. It will pass Byron on its way. Browne will explain the delay. 
 
[“Is it not rather to do that which the feelings of honour and humanity dictate to us all? Influenced by 
these and other reasons, I never know when to leave off inviting you to come to the succour of 
Missolonghi”.] Ma. reinforces his plea for “vos secours en faveur de Missolonghi”. 
 

Byron to Colonel John Duffie, on Cephalonia, October 23rd 1823: 
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(Source: Ms. not found; text from James Kennedy, Conversations on Religion with Lord Byron and 

Others, Philadelphia 1833, Folcroft rpt 1975, p.210; LJ VI 264-5; BLJ XI 51-2) 
October 23, 1823. 

DEAR COLONEL, 
 I HAVE to pray you to permit the regimental smith to shoe my horses, when he can be spared from 
duty. 
 I was very sorry that I missed you the other day, and yet I know not how, for I rode out on the road 
to Argostoli. The day before yesterday I was in town, and with the intention of intruding on you; but I 
was detained by business till too late. 
 The Greek provisional government has sent over one of their agents to conduct me to the 
residence of the said government. Brown and Trelawny, having been better treated than others, 
probably give a much more favourable account than we have yet had, from other quarters, of the state 
of the government and country. For my own part, I shall endeavour to judge for myself, and expect to 
set out early in November, according to the desire of the President and his brethren. 
 We have had another earthquake here (somewhat smarter than the former,)57 in the night. It threw 
down and broke a “lambico,” or filtering-machine for water, (I really have forgotten the proper term in 
our language but it is for a drip-stone to clear water,) and we are bounden to Providence for not having 
our bones broken instead of crockery. 
  Believe me ever and truly, your obliged 
   And sincere friend and servant, 
    NOEL BYRON 
COLONEL D. 
 Argostoli. 

 
P.S.—Count Pietro Gamba salutes you, and is doing his best to get well again; with what success, the 
doctors know best. 
 

Pietro Gamba to Teresa Guccioli, from Metaxata, October 29th 1823: 

(Source: text from typed copy, Keats-Shelley House Rome) 
 

<A Sua Eccelenza / La Contessa Gamba Guiccioli ec ec ec> Metaxata di Cefa., 29 ottobre / Mia Teresa 
/ La tua ultima a me e scritta dal 27 Settembre – e la ricevei al 23 incirca. – A B. l’ultime è del 24 – Ne 
abbiamo ricevute alquante, ma non credo tutte secondo che tu mi dici di averne spedite tante. Parmi 
però che le nostre vi arrivino con sufficiente regolarità – Certo vi ha un mese d’intervallo, ma ora che 
hanno preso via dovrebbe giurgerterne qualquna almeno ogni settimana – Noi non tralasciamo ne 
posta, ne sopratutto occasione qualunque che ci si presenti – L’altrojeri ne abbiamo consegnate per te e 
per Papà a un Barone Tedesco – che tornando di Grecia si reca all sua Patria per Italia. 
  Mi affligono le tuoi patimenti, quantunque in gran parte immaginarj – ma mi conforta che ti 
manchi vera causa – Niun pericolo ci sovrasta ne ci sovrastera = confida alla nostra prudenza – Ma 
purtroppo convienmi ripeterti, che siamo ancora indecisi, cioè che sopra quel che più ci sta a cuore non 
possiamo ancora decider nulla. Tu intanto hai abastanza affare col sottile J.Patrizio – e coi Preti = Qui 
si vocifera il C. della Genga eletto a nuovo Papa – Per il tempo superfluo che queste occupazioni ti 
lasciano (che il tempo sarà il tuo peggior nemico) mi raccomando a Paolo – e alla sua ideologia – 
 Ogni minuta cosa che mi conti di casa, e degli amici l’ho sempre gratissima. 
 B. sta ottimamente della salute – e che che se ne dica – lo ho trovato che nei strappazzi sta sempre 
meglio – non però che glie li consigli – ma solamente per persuadirti che non li teme, come tu ti 
spaventi – – – 
 Del Greci ne vittorie marine ne terrestri – nulla più che Missolunghi é stretto dai Turchi per mare e 
per terra, e che Morea e sempre intatta – – e forse intangibile. Non puoi credere quanto ci faccian 
ridere le gazette Europee – Inglesi e Francesi che ci capitano qui a qualche intervallo. Vi leggiamo 
vittorie, battaglie, eroismi – Oh mia Teresa – è la vera scuola del disinganno riguardo alla fede che 
meritano le gazette – – 
 Mi ricordo al proposito l’Epigramma d’Alfieri che termina / chi s’infama, ma chi sfama / i 
giornalisti – i giornalisti / Gl’Oziosi, ignoranti, invidi e tristi? / Al Costa, a Clementina e Papà, ec, e 
alla Martinetti se fosse tornata in Bologna mille saluti – / Credimi / Il tuo affmo fratello / Pietro Gamba 

                                                           
57: Kennedy’s note: On the former occasion he said, “I ran out of the room as fast as my legs would carry me, 
and left Gamba behind; but when I got down I saw Gamba before me, for he had jumped over the stair case. I then 
thought it high time to return; and we found Count Delladicima sitting very tranquilly, wondering what had 
become of us.” He laughed as he mentioned the circumstance. 
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[Handwritten on typescript: 

 Chi s’infama? 

 i Giornalisti. 

 Ma, chi sfama 

 i Giornalisti? 

Gli oziosi, ignoranti, invidi, tristi. – V.Alfieri] 

 
Translation: To her Excellency the Countess Gamba Guiccioli, etc. / Metaxata on Cephalonia, 
October 29th / My Teresa / Your last letter to me is dated September 27th, and I received it on the 23rd 
of this month. Your last letter to Byron is dated the 24th. We have received some of them, but I don’t 
believe from what you say to me that you’ve sent as many. However, it seems that our letters get to 
you with sufficient regularity – certainly it is a month since, but now they have but now they have been 
taken away you ought to receive one at least every week. We shall neglect neither the post, nor, above 
all, any other opportunities which present themselves here. The other day we sent some to you and to 
Papa by a German Baron, who was leaving Greece to return to his country by way of Italy. 
 Your worries upset me, even though they are in great part imaginary – but it comforts me to think 
that you have no real cause – no danger threatens us here, nor will any do so – have more confidence in 
our caution – unfortunately I have to keep telling you that we still haven’t made up our minds, that is 
to say despite anything we may want to do, we are not yet able to make any decisions at all. You, 
meanwhile, have a fair amount of business with the Subtle Patrician – and with the Priests – everyone 
here will be shouting about Cardinal della Genga being elected the new Pope – for all the spare time 
which these tasks leave you, what about, if you have any time left after all these tasks I recommend to 
you (time must be your worst enemy), I put my trust in Paolo and his philosophy.58 I am always 
pleased to hear the least thing you tell me about home, and I am very thankful to hear about my 
friends. 
 Byron is in the best of health so they say – I’ve noticed he is always best when under stress – not 
however that you should advise him about it, but I only try to persuade you that you should not fear the 
problem, as you are becoming scared. 
 There are no Greek victories either by sea or by land – only Missolonghi is threatened by the 
Turks – and the Morea is intact – and perhaps untouchable. You would not believe how much the 
European newspapers make us laugh – English and French ones arrive here from time to time. There 
we read of victories, battles, heroism – oh my Teresa – this is the true school for learning how much 
faith to put in newspapers – I’m reminded by the way of the epigram by Alfieri which ends with, “Who 
defames, but who gets fat? – Journalists, journalists, idle, ignorant, detestable, and sad”.59 
 A thousand greetings to Costa, to Clementina and Papa, and to Marchetti if he has come back to 
Bologna, Believe me your most affectionate brother, 
    Pietro Gamba. 
 
Byron to John Bowring, from Cephalonia, November 10th 1823: 

(Source: this text from BLJ XI 73-4) 
l0bre. 10th. 1823 

Dear Sir,—Colonel Napier will present to you this letter.—Of his military character it were 
superfluous to speak.—Of his personal I can say from my own knowledge as well as from all public 
rumour or private report that it is as excellent as his military.—In short a better or a braver man is not 
easily to be found.—He is our Man to lead a regular force, or organize a national one for the Greeks.—
Ask the Army—ask any body.—He is besides a personal friend of both P[rince] Mavrocordato—Col. 
Stanhope—and myself and in such concord with all three—that we should all pull together—an 
indispensable as well as a rare point—especially in Greece at present.—To enable a regular force to be 
properly organized—it will be requisite for the Loan holders to set apart at least £50-000 Sterling—for 
that particular purpose—perhaps more, but by so doing they will guarantee their own monies—and 
“make assurance doubly sure”.—They can appoint Commissioners to see that part properly 
expended—and I recommend a similar precaution for the whole.— 
 I hope that the Deputies have arrived as well as some of my various dispatches (chiefly addrest to 
Mr. Hobhouse) for the Committee.—Col. Napier will tell you the recent special interposition of the 
Gods in behalf of the Greeks—who seem to have no enemies in heaven or [on] earth to be dreaded but 
their own tendencies to discord amongst themselves.—But these too it is to be hoped will be 

                                                           
58: Paolo Costa, with whom Teresa was staying in Bologna, gave her philosophy lessons. 
59: Pietro quotes the last fives lines of No II (written in 1783) of Alfieri’s Epigrammi. 
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mitigated—and then we can take the field in force on the offensive—instead of being reduced to the 
“petite Guerre” of defending the same fortresses year after year and taking a few ships—and starving 
out a castle, and making more fuss about them—than Alexander in his cups—or Buonaparte in a 
bulletin.—Our friends here have done something in the way of the Spartans—(though not one tenth of 
what is told) but have not yet inherited their style.—Believe me 

yrs. ever & truly 
NB 

Byron to John Cam Hobhouse, from Cephalonia, November 10th 1823: 

(Source: text from NLS Acc.12604 / 4123C; not in 1922 II; BLJ XI) 
Cephalonia. 9bre 10th. 

1823 
My dear H. 
 Herewith I recommend to you the Greek Deputies – whom Heaven prosper! I have 
bought a “Grose of Green Spectacles” – i.e. I have advanced four thousand pounds to the Greek Govt 
to succour Messalonghi and “the old Gentleman – his man Abraham” and my horse Blackberry “all 
trotted off apparently very well pleased with one another.” But never mind – and pray “do not forget 
the importance of Monogamy – maintaining it against “the Deuterogamists of the age”. 

yrs ever. 
N. B. 

 
[1:2, 1:3 and 1:4 blank.] 
 
Byron to Leicester Stanhope, from Cephalonia, November 25th 1823: 

(Source: Harry Ransom Center, Texas, photocopy from microfilm; BLJ XI 64) 
Colonel Stanhope was a Benthamite. He hoped to civilise the Greeks via printing and 

newspapers. 

9bre. 25th. 1823 
Dear Colonel Stanhope – 
 As far as my approval can be of any consequence I approve of ye letters – and 
regret that I missed you this morning. – I reinclose them – and also a subscription list which I have 
read over. – As I have no advices on that score from you or Colonel Napier and know nothing 
whatever of Mr. or Mrs. Flack or Slack – nor can ascertain who or what they were or are except that Mr 
Flack was an Auctioneer of Corfu – and that Mrs. 
 
1:2 
 
Slack is not the most deserving of her sex – I can say no more on the subject till I see you or Col. N. – 
I acknowledge the receipt of the documents and also of the pamphlet with many thanks. – Believe me 
very truly 
 yrs in all sincerity 
  and amity 
   Noel Byron 
To the Honorable 
 Colonel Stanhope 
  &c. &c. &c. 
 
Pietro Gamba and Byron to Teresa Guiccioli, from Metaxata, November 26th-29th 1823: 

(Source: text from typed copy, Keats-Shelley House Rome; Byron’s part BLJ XI 66) 
 
Metaxata di Cefalonia – 26 No. 1823 – / Mia Cara Teresa / Hai ragione di essere in collera con noi – 
che non abbiamo scritto almeno di 20 di = ma anche non ne abbiam ricevute da più di un mese. Non so 
quanto rimarremo ancora in questa Isola giacche siamo in tutto schiavi delle circonstanze – quando 
partimmo da Genova non era nessuna intenzione di aprodar qui – quando vi prodammo non volevamo 
rimanerci più di qualche giorno – ora vi rimanghiamo da 4 mesi – ne so quando ce ne trarremo. Non ti 
lamentar dunque della tua posta – e lagnati almeno con la fortuna – pêrché vedo che in tutto è regina 
delle nostre azioni. Niun romore, niuna ciancia, ti ala [??] molestia – Non hai’a temere che dalla tua 
fantasia – Confida del resto sulla nostra prudenza. Dacci ogni notizia che puoi di Casa, dello Stato 
Pontificio – degli amici di Bologna ec. Saluta Paolo Giuditta – i Marchetti – la Corneglia ec. ec. Byron 
sta ed è stato sempre bene, vivendo qui quasi all’eremita. Credimi sempre / Il tuo aff.mo fratello / 
Pietro Gamba 
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[Handwritten on typescript: “Cornelia Martinetti”.] 

 
P.S. 29. No.e 1823. / Ieri sera abbiam ricevuto tue lettere dopo quasi due mesi di silenzio – Dunque 
non sei sola a lagnarti – e non prendercela con noi – che scriviamo sempre regolarmente = e non temer 
nulla di noi, che siamo fummo, e saremo sempre prudentissimi – – vedine una prova. – Eccoci per 
quasi 3 mesi in Metaxata – sai che By… non è difficile a por le radici dovunque si fermi – ma per Dio 
le circonstanze son state tale finora che la sua immobilità è stata riputata effetto della più profonda 
Politica – e non Nazione – perché non si poteva agire più prudentemente – ne ottener migliori effetti 
che in questo modo, quantunque le dissensioni, che erano sospese in Grecia per l’opera de’ suoi 
consigli – siano ricominciate – nonostante le nostre speranze riguardo ai Greci sono molto più forti che 
mai. Essi però sono e saranno la stessa canaglia che io ti descrissi. Credo il loro Padrone, – l’ottomano 
non è più fatto per loro – perché non è più in grado di tener servi ma forse di andar lui a servizio – – 
ma per Dio dubito che non abbino bisogno di un qualche altro Padrone, Se rimannono a loro stessi sara 
perchè niuno li vuole – é chi li vorrebbe non sara permesso dal suoi amici. Non possiamo ancor far 
verum conto sull’avvenire, non dubitare, che quando l’occasione si porgerà – io e noi faremo tutto 
perchè i tuoi tormenti abbino fine, se dipendenza da noi, cioè se non avrà sede nel tuo cervello. 
Raccamandami alla memoria di que’ buoni si ricordan di me e credimi di nuovo / Il tuo fratello – / Son 
meravigliato che non ti arrivin lettere nostre per la via di Ancona – sono trattenute = ah se avessi 
conosciuto tu un’ottima occasione. Il Colonello Stanhope è venuto d’Ancona a Cefalonia in 8 giorni – 
potevi spedirci un Panegirico se ti piaceva. Addio. 
 
[Handwritten on typescript: “E’ la 2

o
 e 3

o
 pag. della lettera di 26/29 di P. Gamba”.] 

 
Translation: Metaxata, on Cephalonia. November 26th 1823. / My dear Teresa, / You are right to be 
angry with us – for not having written to you for twenty days – but at the same time we have not heard 
from you for more than a month. I do not know how much longer we are going to stay on this Island, 
since we are above all slaves of circumstance – when we left Genoa we had no intention at all of 
coming anywhere near it – when we came to it we intended to stay no longer than a few days – now 
we’ve been here four months we have no idea when we’re going to leave. So don’t complain about 
your post – if only you would cry out against fortune – because I can see that she is the queen of all our 
actions in all things. No rumours, no gossip, will come near you – you have nothing to fear except your 
own imagination – for the rest, trust in our sense of caution. Send us what news you can about home, 
about the Pontifical State, about our friends in Bologna and so on. Give our greetings to Paolo, 
Giuditta, the Marchetti, Corneglia,60 and so on and so on. Byron is and always has been well, living 
here like a hermit. Believe me always, Your most affectionate brother, Pietro Gamba. 
 
P.S. November 29th 1823. Yesterday evening we received your letters after almost two months of 
silence. So you are not alone in moaning – and don’t tell us that you are – we who always write 
regularly – and don’t get angry with us, who are, have been and always will be as prudent as possible. 
Here is a proof. We have been in Metaxata for almost three months. You know that Byron puts down 
roots easily wherever he is, but by God, the circumstances here have so far been such that his 
immobility has been put down to the most profound policy – and rightly – for it would not be possible 
to act more prudently – nor to attain better results than by doing as he did, although the quarrels – 
which were suspended in Greece through the way his counselling worked – started again, despite 
which our hopes for the Greeks are stronger than ever. However, they are and always will remain the 
scum I have described to you. I believe their master the Ottoman is no longer destined for them, 
because he’s no longer in a position to keep subjects but perhaps to become a subject himself, but by 
God I don’t think they need another subject like him. If they remain independent it will be because 
nobody wants them, and whoever would want to associate with them would not be allowed to do so by 
their friends. We cannot yet be sure about the future; you can imagine that when the opportunity 
presents itself we shall all do everything to ensure that your torments come to an end if you depend on 
us, that is, if you don’t let your imagination run away with you. Give my remembrances to those good 
people who remember me, and once again believe me 
 Your brother 
I am amazed that our letters did not arrive by way of Ancona – they’re being held back – ah, if only 
you’d taken an excellent opportunity. Colonel Stanhope came to Cephalonia from Ancona in eight 
days – You could send us a hymn of praise if you wished. Farewell. 

                                                           
60: Corneglia unidentified. 
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Byron adds: 

9bre 29o 1823 
My dearest T. – 
 What Pietro says is very reasonable, but we are at present so busy – that I have little time to write 
much in addition to his letter<s>. 
Here are arrived – English – German – Greeks – all kinds of people in short – proceeding to or coming 
from Greece – and all with something to say to me – so that every day – I have to receive them here or 
visit them in Argostoli. – 
The Greek affairs go on better – they have taken Corinth - <one of> {and} their fleet has had a victory 
near the Islands – but not in these waters. - - - -  
I still hope to see you in Spring – and in the mean time entreat you to quiet your apprehensions and 
believe me ever 
  yr. A.A. in e + + + 
   N.B. 
P.S. 
I regret to see in the English papers that Colonel Fitz Gibbon brother to my particular friend Lord Clare 
has eloped from Ireland with the wife of a friend: the affair makes much noise. – The woman had four 
children and carried two with her. 
 
Pietro Gamba to Teresa Guccioli, from Cephalonia, November 26th 1823: 

(Source: text from typed copy, Keats-Shelley House Rome) 
 
Alla Sig.ra Contessa Teresa Gamba Guiccioli / in / Bologna / Cefalonia 26 Novembre 1823 / Mia  Cara 
Teresa / Non ti sorprenda il ritorno di Girò – ne apponilo ad alcuna disonorevole mancanza da parte 
sua. Per aver condotto a caccia Leone il cane favorito di Byron senza sua licenza – egli l’ha licenziato. 
Io credo che sia pel suo meglio – perchè colla sua arte potrà dovunque guadagnarsi la vita e seguitando 
a servire forse la disimparerebbe. Siigli utile, se puoi e come puoi. / Credimi / Il tuo affmo fratello / 
Pietro Gamba 
 
P.S. Se mai questa ti giungesse prima delle altre nostre – sappi che non abbiam tue lettere ne di casa ne 
di Italia da due mesi ormai. Non posso riputarlo da tua trascuranza, forse ne arriveran molte in una 
volta. Noi stiamo benone – da Girò intenderai le nostre notizie. Siamo ancora in quest’Isola, e siamo 
per rimanerci non so precisamente quanto. Qualunque possa essere la nostra risoluzione tu ne sarai 
avvisata – Intanto sii pur persuasa della nostra prudenza, e frena la tua negra imaginazione – che non 
ha d’onde. Saluta Paolo, e Guiditta, e gli amici ec. Di nuovo 
 
[Handwritten on typescript: “Potrebbe essere Diomgi Giraud, di Grenoble venuto in Italia volontario 

nelle truppe della Rep. Francese aveva poi potro domicilio a Ravenna e vi facera l’arrolino. Fu 

condannato a vent’anni di seclusione nel forte di Imola incolpato di aver provvisto armi ed arrotati 

quantità di stili per gli “Americani” di Ravenna. Secondo il Fabbri egli sarebbe stato carcerato in 

luogo di un Girolamo Deny mesistente e quindi per errore [ma è facile veder che si tratta profrio di 

una sola persona] Notizia – desunata da [Eduardo Fabbri “Sei Anni e due mesi della mia vita” Roma 

1915 pago 120]”] 
 
Translation: To the Countess Teresa Gamba Guiccioli in Bologna: Cephalonia November 26th 1823 / 
My dear Teresa / Don’t be surprised about the return of Girò

61 – it is not because of any dishonourable 
failing on his part. It’s not that he took Lyon, Byron’s favourite dog, on a hunting trip without 
permission – he’d been given permission for it. I believe it was the best thing for him – because with 
his skill he could earn his living anywhere and had he gone on serving he might perhaps have forgotten 
it. Be useful to him, if and however you can. Believe me Your most affectionate brother Pietro Gamba. 
 
P.S. If this ever arrives before any of our other letters – you should know that we haven’t had your 
letters, neither from home nor from Italy, for two months now. We can’t put this down to your 
negligence – perhaps they will all arrive at the same time. We are very well indeed – Girò will give 
you our details. We are still on this Island, and shall stay here for we don’t know how long. Whatever 

                                                           
61: Girò is hard to identify. The handwritten note in the Origo papers suggests that he is one Diomgi [??] Giraud 
from Grenoble, a French republican who lived in Ravenna and was condemned to twenty years in the fortress of 
Imola for providing arms to the Americani, or Carbonari of Ravenna. But the connection seems tenuous. 
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our decision is, you will be informed – meanwhile be persuaded of our caution, and calm your dark 
imaginings – which have no foundation. Greet Paolo, Giuditta, our friends, and so on. Once again … 
 
Byron to the General Government of Greece, from Cefalonia, with partially-legible addition by 

Pietro Gamba, November 30th 1823: 

(Source: text from copy in National Historical Museum, Athens, 14727; LJ VI 277-8 (edited); BLJ XI 
66-70). In a scribal hand – the original is signed by Byron. Sections in square brackets omitted 

from this copy; sections between asterisks added. 
 

Cephalonia 30 Novembre 1823. 
 Il Colonello Stanhope [&c. &c.] venuto da Londra con commissioni dal Comitato [Greco] per agire 
in mia compagnia a favore della liberazione [di] *della* Grecia si reca presso [la sede del] *il*  
Governo per offrirvi i suoi servizi, che potrebbero esservi di gran giovamento, – e per farvi gradire 
alcuni suoi progetti a vostro benefizio. Egli è membro di una delle più antiche e nobili famiglie 
dell’Impero Britannico, ed uno dei più esperti uffziali della nostra armata. Confido che sarà accolto 
con quella cortesìa [con la] *colla* quale furono tutti gli altri stranieri da me raccomandati – di che vi 
riferisco molte e sincere grazie. 
 Il Sigre Anarg[h]iro vostro inviato, tornando dee aver presentato la mia lettera al Governo – dalla 
quale comprenderete che io ho fatto ogni mio potere per sod*d*isfare alla domanda che il Governo mi 
ha fatta per mezzo de’ suoi [Inviati,] *Deputati* Sigri Orlando e Luriotti. Un negoziante Inglese di 
Zante si è incaricato di realizzare le mie cambiali in favore del Governo Greco a giusto cambio. Alcuni 
negozianti Ionici [ossia] *e* Greci sia per odio del Governo Greco o per intrighi privati, o per viltà 
politica ricusarono di realizzarle senza un’usura vergognosa, nonostante varie lettere di credito dalle 
prime case d’Italia o di Londra. Il Sigre Corialegno si è tenuto offeso perchè il prelodato Governo non 
ha voluto eleggere il suo fratello a [d]*D*eputato per 1’imprestito a Londra. Io raccomando al 
Governo di non nominare alcuno di quella famiglia, ne’ de’ suoi amici a tale incarico poichè abbiam 
ragioni persuadenti che essi hanno delle viste particolari: ed in caso di una tal nomina io me stimerei in 
obbligo di far avvertire gl’Imprestanti Inglesi di tenersi in guardia con quelli co’quali trattano. Non 
dico 
 
1:2 
 
ciò per alcun mio dispiacere che da lui mi fosse fatto, giacchè il Sigre Corialegno, si è mostrato cortese 
a mio riguardo, dicendo che [“] *=* come Banchieri daranno a me tutto che voglio, ma al Governo 
Greco, nulla.” Ecco le precise loro parole. 
 L’affare dell’Imprestito, 1’aspettatio[n] si lungamente sospirata della flotta, ed il {non} cessato 
pericolo di Missolonghi mi hanno ritenuto qui fin*’*ora, e mi riterranno finche alcune di queste cause 
siano tolte via. Quando il denaro destinato alla flotta sarà sborsato, io partirò, quantunque non vegga a 
che possa giovare la mia presenza in Morea nel presente stato delle cose. Quì sono arrivati contrari 
rumori di nuove dissenssioni nel governo Greco, anzì del principio d’una guerra civile. Desidero con 
tutto il mio cuore*,* che siano falsi*;* o almeno esaggerati, giacchè non saprei immaginare alcuna 
calamità che fosse più da temere per voi che quella. 
Devvo confessarvi francamente che se un qualundue ordine ed unione non si conferma, tutte le 
speranze di un imprestito torneranno vuote, – ogni soccorso che potesse la Grecia aspettare dagli 
[E]*e*steri, che certo non sarebbero ne pochi ne spreggevoli veranno sospesi, e forse affatto impediti, 
– e quel che è peggio le grandi Potenze d’Europa*,* delle quali nessuna era nemica alla Grecia, e che 
parevano inclinare favorevoli d’accordo allo stabilmento di uno stato indipendente in Grecia si 
persuaderanno che i Greci non sono atti a governarsi per se stessi, e concerteranno qualche mezzo per 
far fine a’ vostri disordini, 

che 
1:3 
 
che troncherà tutte le vostre più belle speranze, e tutte quelle de’ vostri amici. 
 Permettete*,* che vi aggiunga una volta per sempre: – Io desidero il bene della Grecia, e non altro: 
farò ogni mio potere per assicurarlo: ma non consento*,* ne consentirò mai*,* che il [P]*p*ubblico 
ne’ i privati Inglesi siano delusi sopra il vero stato delle cose Greche[.] *–* Il resto dipende da voi, 
Signori[,]*!* [v]*V*oi avete combattuto gloriosamente, conducetevi anche onoratamente [coi] *co* 
vostri compatrioti e col mondo, ed allora non si potrà più dire come si è ripe*t*tuto per due [milla] 
*mill’* anni collo [s]*S*toric[o]*i* Roman[o]*i*, che Filopemene fù l’ultimo dei Greci. – 
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Non vogliate permettere che nemeno la [C]*c*alunnia (e chi può evitarla specialmente in una lotta 
sì difficile[!]*?*) possa paragonare il [Pacha] *Pascia* [T]*t*urco al [P]*p*atriotta Greco in pace, 
dopo che [1’anno] *questo l’ha* sterminato in guerra. 
 Vi prego di accettare queste mie sincera opinioni, come una prova del mio attuamento al vostro 
vero interesse, e di credermi quel che sarò sempre &c. &c. &c. 
 
  Lord [Byron] B .. —— 
1:4 
 
[Pietro Gamba’s handwriting is not good.] 
 
Poichi nella prima nostra Gazetta abbiamo pubblicato in prochina man dato del Comitato Go. di La. Ai 
Capi della Grecia per {so}pporti alla concorrobba[??] ei consciamo [??] opportuna di publicare qui 
un’estrato delle lettere [  ] [  ] Byron invio agli presso lassi che <anno> {mesi} potra [??] sulle [  ] [  ] 
Caro Signorini [??] – quantunque possino esse [  ] letter in molti Giornali – – Possamo ora consolare 
gli amici della Grecia, da [  ] da quali epoca ha fatto molti progressi tanto al [  ] fuori [  ] Morea nella 
parti Orientale e Occidentale, quanto nel Peloponesso, pressa e che [  ] avvicinassi il momento in cui 
ogni discordia sarà popisti [??] dobbiamo pure rallegrare gli [  ] [  ] dei Greci, in qualunque <cosa si> 
{rumore} possa esser corpo delle [  ] corte loro, sulla guerra civile della Barbari non si è venuto alle 
anni per [  ] agetto [  ] [  ] [  ] un [  ] Ellenico è [  ] [  ] sa mano Greca. 
  P.G.  
 
Translation: 

November 30, 1823 
Colonel Stanhope &c. &c. who has come from London with orders from the Greek Committee to work 
along with me for the liberation of Greece, approaches the seat of Government in order to offer you his 
services which might be of great advantage to you, – and to have you accept some of his projects for 
your benefit. He is a member of one of the oldest and most noble families of the British Empire, and 
one of the most skilful officers of our armed forces. I trust that he will be received with the same 
courtesy as have all the foreigners recommended by me – for which I give you many and sincere 
thanks. 
 Your envoy Signore Anarghiro having returned, must have presented my letter to the Government 
– from which you will understand that I have done everything in my power to satisfy the request that 
the Government has made of me by means of its envoys, Signore Orlando and Signore Luriotti. An 
English merchant of Zante has been entrusted with the cashing of my bills of exchange in favour of the 
Greek Government at a fair exchange. Several Ionic, or rather Greek, merchants, whether for hatred of 
the Greek Government, or for private conspiracies, or from political cowardice, refused to make the 
exchange without a shameful interest, notwithstanding several letters of credit from the first houses of 
Italy and London. Signore Corialegno [sic] is offended because the before mentioned worthy 
Government did not want to appoint his brother a Deputy to London for the loan. I implore the 
Government not to nominate any member of that family nor any of their friends for such a commission 
since we are convinced of their having some particular [i.e. self-interested] views, and in case of such a 
nomination I would deem it my obligation to warn the English lenders to be on guard with those with 
whom they were dealing. I do not say this for any displeasure that he has caused me, since Signore 
Corialegno has shown himself to be courteous in dealing with me, saying that “as Bankers they will 
give me all that I want, but nothing to the Greek Government.” These are their precise words. 
 The affair of the Loan, the waiting for so long for the much desired fleet, and the ever-present 
danger to Missolonghi have kept me here until now, and will hold me here until some of these 
obstacles have been removed. When the money assigned for the fleet has been paid out, I will depart, 
although I cannot see how my presence in the Morea might be of benefit in the present state of affairs. 
Unfavourable rumours of new dissensions in the Greek Government, or rather of the start of a civil 
war, have reached here. I hope with all my heart that they are false or at least exaggerated, since I 
could not imagine any calamity that is more to be feared for you than this. I must admit to you frankly 
that if some kind of order and union is not confirmed, all hopes for a loan will be lost, – any assistance 
that Greece might expect from abroad, which certainly would not be inconsiderable nor contemptible, 
will be suspended, and maybe even stopped, and what is worse is that the great Powers of Europe, of 
which none was an enemy of Greece, and which seemed favourably inclined to agree with the 
establishment of an independent Greek state, will be persuaded that the Greeks are not capable of 
governing themselves and will arrange some means for putting an end to your disorder which will cut 
short all your most noble hopes, and all those of your friends. 
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 Allow me to add this once more and for always: I want what is good for Greece and nothing 
else: I will do everything in my power to insure this: But I do not consent, nor will I ever consent to 
permit the Public or private English citizens ever to be deluded about the true state of things in Greece. 
The rest depends on you, Gentlemen. You have fought gloriously, if you also conduct yourselves 
honourably with your compatriots and with the world, it will no longer be possible to echo those words 
of the Roman historian, which have been repeated for two thousand years – that Philopomene was the 
last of the Greeks. You do not even want to permit that Calumny (and who can avoid her especially in 
so difficult a fight!) might compare the Turkish Pasha to the Greek Patriot in peace, after they have 
exterminated him in war. I beg you to accept this &c. &c. &c. 
N B Peer of England 
 
Pietro Gamba to Teresa Guiccioli, from Metaxata, November 30th 1823: 

(Source: text from typed copy, Keats-Shelley House Rome) 
 
A Sua Eccellenza La Sig.ra Co.sa Teresa Gamba Guiccioli / a Bologna / Metaxata di Cefalonia, 30 
Novembre 1823 – / Mia Cara Teresa / Il nostro Amico Browne, che tu conosci già abastanze per nome 
si reca a Londra per la via d’Ancona, e passa di Bologna. Passando per Bologna io l’ho pregato a 
volterti visitare, e darti tutte le informazioni e notizie che puoi desidare di noi de’ nostri Paesi. Niuno 
ne è meglio informato. Se desidera di far relazioni in codesta città fa che Costa e gli altri nostri Amici 
gli offrino tutta l’opera loro. Credo che per questa volta non avrà tempo per far conoscenze – ma 
tornando in altra occasione non gli saranno discere. E’inutile che io ti faccia un Panegirico di lui – cio’ 
che ne conosci per le mie lettere te lo raccomanda abastanza. 
 Abbiamo ricevuto notizia di nuove discordie nel Governo-sedicente della Grecia. Mylord 
prevedendo le male conseguenze che protrebbero derivare alla loro causa da queste dissensoni ha 
creduto di dover scrivergli una lettera per persuaderli della necessità di stare uniti e concordi – Te ne 
accludo copia – fanne quell’uso che vuoi – Byron te lo concede. Salutami gli Amici e credimi – – – – – 
– – – – / Il tuo affmo fratello / Pietro Gamba 
 P.S. Fà che Costa conduca Browne da Marchetti ……. Byron ama che questa sua lettera sia 
conosciuta perchè in questo affare dell’imprestito non abbia a cadere qualche responsabilità sulle sue 
spalle ingiustamente – come al solito. * La classica erudizione di Filopemene ** B[yron] dice che è in 
onore di Santa Chiara e contro la pedanteria greca si puo’ spianare un buon razzo alla Congreve – Mi 
scrivi che Vincenzo *** non verrà a Bologna? Per dio non so comprenderlo. Egli è più attempato – e 
gli si vuoi far perdere questi anni che sono tanto preziosi. – Mi pare una stoltezza – ne ho scritto a lui 
stesso – e ne scriverò a Papà…. Poni ogni tue influenza a distorre Papà da queste condannabile 
indolenza…. 
Credimi 
 
[Handwritten on typescript, with reference to annotations in P.S.: * pubblicata in Lit. & Journ. Vol. 

VIo pag. 277 / ** Supremo capo militara della Lega Achea (253-183 a.C) detto’ “ultimo degli Elleni” 

grande stratega e fantore e difensore dell’unità peloponnesiaca, citato nella lettera di cui sopra. / *** 

Vincenzo Gamba] 
 
Translation: To the Countess Teresa Gamba Guiccioli, at Bologna: Metaxata, on Cephalonia, 
November 30th 1823. / My dear Teresa / Our friend Browne,62 whom you already know well enough 
by name, is returning to London via Ancona, and is passing through Bologna. I have asked him to visit 
you from time to time when he does so, and to give you all the news and information you want about 
us and our countries. No-one is better informed about them. If you wish to contact him in Bologna get 
Costa and our other friends to offer him all their assistance. I believe that this time he will not have 
leisure to make their acquaintance – but one cannot tell what other occasions may arise. There’s no 
point in my writing a Hymn of Praise on him – what you know from my letters already63 will 
recommend him to you sufficiently. 
 We have had news about new discord in the self-styled Government of Greece. Mylord, 
foreseeing the bad consequences which might come from such dissension, thought he should write 
them a letter64 to persuade them of the need to stay united and in harmony – I enclose a copy of it – 
make of it what use you will – Byron allows you to. Greet our friends and believe me your most 
affectionate brother Pietro Gamba. 

                                                           
62: James Hamilton Browne returned to England at this time to help negotiate the Greek Loan. 
63: Pietro has barely mentioned a Browne in any of the letters we have. 
64: See previous item. 
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 P.S. make Costa introduce Browne to Marchetti ……. Byron would like this letter of his to be 
known, because in this matter of the Loan65 he doesn’t want responsibility to fall unjustly on his 
shoulders as usual. The classical learning about Filopemene66 – Byron says that in honour of Santa 
Clara67 you can set off a good Congreve rocket68 against such Greek pedantry. But do you write that 
Vincenzo69 has not come to Bologna? By God I don’t understand him. He’s growing up – and unless 
he does something will lose these years which are so precious. He seems an idler to me – I’ve not 
written directly to him – and will write to Papa about him …. Use all your influence to warn Papa 
about this damnable laziness …. Believe me 
 
John Cam Hobhouse to Byron, from Kirby Park, Melton, December 6th 1823: 

(Source: text from NLS Ms.43443; BB 337-40) 
 

Kirby Park. Melton. December 6. 1823 
My dear Byron – 
 I cannot tell you how much pleasure the receipt of your letters of the 14 & 17th of 
September gave me. In the first place your long silence had made me almost afraid that I was not likely 
to hear from you again – & secondly I thought it probable that you might find the transmission of 
letters difficult & therefore decline the effort altogether – On both these accounts your missives were 
the more unexpected and accordingly the more agreable. I am delighted also to hear so good an 
account of your health which I pray you to attend to as the one thing needful – particularly the organs 
of digestion – I say this feelingly having been ill for nearly six months with a complaint in the head 
which the learned say belongs fairly to the stomach … if one was sick at the stomach I suppose they 
would say that was a disease of the head. I could be very diffuse not to say smart on this point – you 
recollect Swift, 
 

“But should some neighbor feel a pain 
Just in the parts where I complain”70 

 
But I will content myself with iterating my advice to you to take care of the entera and mesentera and 
pericardia and in short all those regions dolorous – I wish I had joined you in “the immortal islands & 
the well known sea” instead of jaunting after health in Scotland and the North England the hospitality 
of whose natives is, as you say of that of your Cefalonian friends, no good prescription for a weak 
digestion – 
I think you have done a very wise not to say a very spirited and honorable deed by going to Greece. It 
gives me the greatest satisfaction to find that your visit is properly appreciated by the people whom 
you go to encourage – and you may depend upon it that it is looked upon quite in the proper light here. 
It is long since I have been enabled to attend the Greek committee, for the Spanish business, and my 
own parliamentary affairs occupied me entirely during the latter part of the session – but I have 
repeated communications with the most active of the committee and have been made aware of their 
proceedings respecting you – which I trust 
 
1:2 
 
you approve – They have put, I learn, the whole of their means, small enough alas, at your disposal and 
they anticipate the greatest advantage from being represented by a person like yourself. I have had 
much pleasure in learning from good authority that since the Committee has been known to take an 
interest in Greek affairs, Englishmen have been looked upon with a much more favorable eye in 
Greece. Other informants tell me that the Turks also, since Lord Strangford’s interposition in their 

                                                           
65: The Greek Loan, nominally of £800,000, was raised on February 19th 1824. Parry writes: “While the loan was 
negotiating, and after it was contracted for, he [B.] frequently congratulated himself that he had never written a 
single line to induce his countrymen to subscribe to it; and that they must hold him perfectly guiltless, should they 
afterwards lose their money, of having contributed in any way to delude them” (Parry, Last Days, 168). 
66: Philopoemen (252-183 BC) commander of the Achaen League who crushed the Spartans at Mantinea (208). 
This seems to be a reference to a letter in which Teresa shows off her classical learning, perhaps comparing either 
B. or Pietro or both to Philopoemen. 
67: The advanced girls’ school which Teresa attended. B. was often satirical about the pretentious written style 
she learned there. 
68: Congreve rockets were relatively new. They were used in 1813 at Leipzig. See Don Juan I, 129, 6. 
69: Their younger brother. He accompanied Teresa on her first trip to England in 1832. 
70: Swift, Lines on the Death of Dr Swift, ll.135-6. 
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favor with Russia, are equally pleased with the English – so that between both our puir hill folk71 
will come off well as travellers in your parts – Immediately on receiving your letters, I wrote to Mr. 
Bowring – he returned for answer that “Parry with his artifices, laboratory, battery, &c sailed on the 
9th of November, in the Ann Capt. Longridge for Malta Corfu & a port in the Morea – she was to wait 
at Corfu for orders from you or from Colonel Stanhope who I suppose is by this time with you – The 
goods in the Ann amounted to 584 packages including mathematical and surgical instruments –  
medicines – printing and lithographic presses – types &c – Lauriottos is soon expected in England to 
negotiate a loan – With these points I presume you are already acquainted but I think it as well to insert 
them in my dispatch – Of course the Committee will leave to yourself the entire election of the line 
you think right to pursue – If by going to Tripolizea you can do good without any personal risk to 
yourself – then you will do very right to go – But pray do not forget that no one wishes you to run the 
least risk – On the contrary all your friends are very anxious that you should not expose yourself to any 
danger – This can do no earthly good, and may have a very different effect – you see what Wilson has 
got by putting himself in peril’s way – Nothing but sneers and a little instance of that feeling which no 
one likes to encounter I mean pity – Besides you know well that things are not carried on in a regular 
manner by the Turkies – your prisoner of war is a rare animal amongst them – you I am sure, then, will 
take care not to get within reach of their trombones – But this sort of caution is not of such importance 
as that which I would urge respecting health – do not go into the country in the sickly season – All the 
medicines in that famous chest of yours 
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once at Malta, nor all those of the good ship Ann are of service against the pestilence of some districts 
– particularly in the Morea – so pray do not think of altering your quarters unless on mature 
preparation in every respect – You have done quite right in waiting for orders and invitations from the 
Government – and by the way let me add, to what I have said above, that you are not called upon to 
make great pecuniary sacrifices – do no such thing – You have done a great deal in going at all – the 
moral influence is more than any money which any individual can advance – The expense might hurt 
you and would hardly be felt by them – In short whatever you do recollect that our first anxiety, or at 
least mine, is certainly for yourself – you will be of great service by being on the spot – This alone will 
be of importance and as much as any one can expect or would wish – I have great thought of coming 
on myself at the end of the next session of parliament, when, if you are there, we can renew some of 
our old pastimes and habits – I wrote to Murray immediately respecting the articles ordered but not 
arrived – He returned for answer that the man did send them properly packed – of the which he is 
ready to take oath – also that the Canteen was most carefully made up – to which he will swear – 
Murray adds that he asks me to give your Lordship assurances of his unabated attachment. I hope the 
story of the letters is not true – To D. Kinnaird I also wrote telling him exactly what you wished to 
have done and what not done – I am sure you may depend upon his activity fidelity and every good 
quality which can adorn a power of attorney – He, who is at or approaching, his little climacteric, has 
been very unwell but is now quite whole & in spirits – To Hunt I also wrote. He returns for answer that 
he will send out no more proofs & has sent out none since he learnt you left Italy – Of the Juans the 
16th Canto is the only one not corrected by you – this he thinks of stating in order to account for any 
errors of the press in the 16th – The 12th. 13th. 14th Cantos were published a few days ago.72 The 15th 
and 16th will follow, he says, after a necessary pause – When he learnt your wish respecting the 
number of Cantos to be published together it was too late to change the arrangement – so that unless 
you supply another canto the two in hand must appear and a less price be charged for them – 
 
1:4 [above address:] Hunt adds that although the injunction is removed & the pirating continues yet 
little injury is done to the work as the genuine cheap edition keeps down the sale of the spurious one – 
Hunt supposes you know all his previous proceedings from D. Kinnaird – We shall look out most 
anxiously for further accounts from you – The enemy has taken care to publish that you entertain an 
unfavorable opinion of the issue of the contest in Greece – The Committee shall know the exact truth 
of what you think, and I have written a letter to them on that head but they of course [below address:] 
will take care to contradict any disingenuous rumour which may injure the cause & can be of no 
service to any one – You have by this time been informed of the fall of the Spaniards. A most fatal 
blow to the cause of liberty all over the world, of which no one or very few seems to see the full 
consequences. Our blockade at home I mean the blockheads on our side, hug themselves that we did 

                                                           
71: Scott, Waverley, Chap VII (“the scattered remnant of HILL-FOLK”: not “puir”). 
72: Not true; they were published on December 17th. 
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not go to war – as if there would have been any necessity for doing more than speak one decisive 
word – and if we should not have to go to war after all for some trifle not one [worth?] thinking of – 
But you have politics enough where you are and are at the last post where any contest for freedom can 
be made, so I shall not dispirit you with the account of the failure of the struggle elsewhere – Burdett, 
at whose hunting seat I am, sends his kindest regards & best wishes – Pray write, & believe me ever 
your’s most truly, J. C. Hobhouse 
 

Julius Millingen to the London Greek Committee, from Metaxata, December 7th 1823, with 

commentary by Byron (in bold): text from National Library, Athens (file K5); scan kindly 

provided by Roddy Beaton: 

Metaxata. Cephalonia. Dec 7th 1823 
My dear Sir. 
 I had the honor of informing you by mine of the 15th ult. that I was waiting here the arrival 
of the Greek fleet destined to the relief of Missolonghi, preparing to embark on board of it. The retreat 
of the Turks from before that town [Ms. tear: “hav”]ing done away with the necessity of its’ 
appearance, * it appears [Ms. tear: “to m”]e that I could not employ myself more usefully than by 
joining [Ms. tear: “the”] Suliotes, the best and bravest of the Greeks, who at this mo[Ms. tear: 

“men”]t are in Missolonghi and to all appearances are like[Ms. tear: “ly”] soon to take the field 
{again near Patras, in crossing the bay}. My plan has met with Lord Byron’s approbation. To morrow I 
leave Cefalonia in the company of Botzari uncle of the celebrated Marco, and in that of Coraisco 
whose health, I grieve to say is in the most precarious state. I take with me the Surgical Instruments 
contained in the box C C. 9 – and the cases of medicine marked C C 11 & 12 Then at Missolonghi I 
shall neglect nothing in order to communicate to you the necessary information respecting the medical 
wants of the Greeks, and the establishing an hospital in that town. 
 I informed you also by the same occasion that the proof which had been held out to me by 
the Greek Government, that 

———————————————————————————————————————— 
* Nota Bene – By the [  ] Providence of the Deity, t[Ms. tear: “he”] Mussulmens were seized with 

a Panic and fled – but n[Ms. tear: “ot”] to the fleet which ought to have been here months ago – 

and has no excuse to the contrary – lately at least, since I had the money ready to [text curls up 

right-hand side:] [long Ms. tear]re time than the m[long Ms. tear]re interest of most accounts. N.B. 
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the government of Greece would make me an allowance for my [Ms. missing: “ser”]vices, has 
unfortunately turned {out} perfectly chimerical, * and stated that unless the Committee consented to 
give me the same as they do to M[Ms. missing: “r”] Tindall, I should find myself situated in the most 
awkward predicament and be forced by the urgency of necessity to abandon a cause to which I 
otherwise was ready entirely to devote myself. On representing the matter to Lord Byron, he asvised 
me to draw on the Committee, and generously offered to endorse the bill. I have, consequently, drawn 
on you for the sum of £19, 7, 10 the equi[Ms. missing: “valent”] of 91 Spanish dollars [the] sum which 
would be due to me for [Ms. missing] ing quarter, supposing the Committee agreed to my dema[Ms. 
missing: “nd … b”]ecoming one dollar per diem. 
 I hope you will not forget the affair of Captain Patrson, and that the Committee will not 
allow that we should be the sufferers of its unprovident arrangements – Allow me to remain, 
  Dear Sir, 
   Your’s obediently 
    Julius Millingen 
Note 

* And will also do so – till they obtain a loan they have not a rap – nor credit (in the Islands) to 

raise one – a medical man may succeed better than others – but all these penniless officers had 

better have staid at home – much money is not required – but some must – N.B. 
 
Byron to John Bowring, from Cephalonia, December 7th 1823: 

(Source: text from Huntington, photocopy from microfilm; LJ VI 280; BLJ XI 72) 
[No address.] 

10bre. 7o. 1823 – 
Dear Sir – 
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 I confirm the above. – It is certainly my opinion that Mr. Millingen is entitled to the 
same salary with Mr. Tindall – and his service is likely to be harder. – 
I have written to you (or to Mr. Hobhouse for your perusal) by various opportunities – mostly private – 
also by the Deputies and by Mr. Hamilton Browne. – – 
The Public success of the Greeks has been considerable – Corinth taken – Messolonghi nearly safe – 
and some ships in the Archipelago taken from the Turks. – But there is not only dissention in the 
Morea but civil war by the latest accounts, to what extent we do not yet know – but hope trifling. – 
For six weeks I have been expecting the 
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fleet – which has not arrived – though I have at the request of the Gk. Gt. advanced (that is have 
prepared & have in hand) two hundred thousand piastres (deducting the commissions and bankers 
charges) of my own monies – to forward their projects. – The Suliotes73 {now in Acarnania and 
elsewhere} are very anxious that I should take them under my direction – and go over and put things to 
rights in the Morea – which without a force – seems impracticable – and really – though very reluctant 
(as my letters will have shown you) to take such a measure – there seems hardly any milder remedy. – 
However I will not do anything rashly, – and have only continued here so long in the hope of seeing 
things reconciled – and have done all in my power therefor. – Had I gone sooner they would have 
forced me into one party or the other – and I doubt as much now. – But we will do our best. 

yrs. ever 
N. B. 

 
P.S. from Byron to Douglas Kinnaird, from Cephalonia, December 11th 1823: 

(Source: text from NLS, Acc.12604 / 4135C; QII 752-3; BLJ XI 74-5) 
 

P.S. 10bre. 11th. 1823. 
 I presume that you have also come to some agreement with Mr. M about “Werner”. – The year is 
more than out since he published it. – Although the copyright should only be worth two or three 
hundred pounds – I will tell you what can be done with them – for three hundred pounds I can maintain 
in Greece at more than the fullest pay of the Provisional Govt rations included – one hundred armed 
men for three months! – It is not that I am in any pressing need of monies – especially of this kind – 
but it is better to have all financial matters arranged of whatever description – rents – funds – 
purchase=monies – or printer’s products – I presume that there is or will be something from “the 
Island” also – and from the sale of the other writings – but I do not reckon much 
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on anything of that kind. – H. ought to have collected the works by this time – as before directed – and 
published the whole eleven new D. J.s. – – – 
I am particular on this point only – because a sum of trifling amount even for a Gentleman’s personal 
expences in London or Paris – in Greece can arm and maintain hundreds of men – you may judge of 
this when I tell you that the four thousand pounds advanced by me is likely to set a fleet and an army in 
motion for some months. 
I request you to avoid all unnecessary disbursements (excepting for the Insurances) in England – 
whatever remains to be paid to lawyers and creditors (and you yourself say that it is but a sum not 
exceeding much my whole (Kirkby Mallory included) half year’s income can be settled after the Greek 
war – or the Greek Kalends; – for the dogs – especially the [vertically up right-hand side:] lawyers – 
have already had more than ever was justly owing to them. – But they shall have fair play – and I too I 
hope [inverted, along top edge:] and trust – but prithee look to these recommended affairs. 
 

Alexander Mavrocordatos to Byron, from Missolonghi, December 13th 1823: 

(Source: text of letter from National Historical Museum, Athens, 15,769; Ms. of PS not found; 
provisional translation from Nicholson, pp.175-6) 
 
My Lord. 

                                                           
73: The Suliots were a group of southern Albanian Christians, who had been homeless since Ali Pacha’s sack of 
their home in Suli in 1803 (see DJ III, The Isles of Greece, st.13). They now roamed western Greece, seeking food 
and employment. The Greeks hated and feared them. 
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Après bien de retards occassionés par des circonstances imprévues, et, de mauvaisement sur tout, 
par la contrariété de vent, je suis enfin arrivé au lieu [« mon » ??] destination. Mon retard a fait 
beaucoup de mal en ce que les ennemis consternés pour les nouvelles de la defaite de leur flotte, et de 
la dispersion de leur armée dans la Grèce orientale, prévoient l’arrivée prochain d’une force navale 
Greque dans ces passages, et la difficulté d’une retraite si nous faisions un debarquement sur leur 
dernières, se sont précipitament retirés pour les frontières de la Gréce occidentale. Le Pacha de 
Scondra,74 après un séjour de deu[x] journées dans les environs de Prévésa, a continué sa marche 
retrograde pour reconduire ses troupes chez lui. Omer-Pacha seul avec un corps de 1500 <Albaniés> 
Albanais reste dans cette ville. Arta est depourvue de troupes Lepante et Patràs ont une garrison 
mécontente et mutinée, parcqu’elle n’a reçu sa solde depuis quatorze mois: toutes ces circonstances 
nous permettent d’espèrer une heureuse issue de nos entreprises, si nous pouvons maintenir 
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pour quelque temps notre flotille dont la coopération est absolument nécessaire à l’éxecution de nos 
projets. Ce n’est pas vous flatter, Mylord, que de vous assurer qu[e] j’aurais hésité d’accepter une 
tâche aussi grande si je ne fondais mes e[s]pérances sur votre coopération: le gouvernement aussi n’a 
compté que sur elle, aussi que Vous verrez dans la lettre du Senat que j’ai l’honneur de Vous 
transmetter ci-jointe. en arrivant ici j’ai également trouvé tous les esprits tellement disposés et si 
persuadés de cette vérité que vous serez reçu comme un Sauve[u]r; soyez persuadé, Mylord, qu’il ne 
dépende que de vous d’assurer le sort de la Grèce; Lepante et Patràs cernés par terre et par mer, ne 
tardent pas de capituler, et, [  ] de ces deux places, nous pouvons former des projets pour l’occupation 
de la Thessalie. 
 J’ai donné ordre à un des meilleurs vaissaux de notre escadre de se mettre à la voile pour 
Cephalonie, en lui défendant, par précaution, d’entrer dans le port. Ms. Léli qui est en meme temps 
expédiè sur une autre bateaux, sera porteur de ma lettre; s’il obtient l’honneur de vou[s] voir il pourra 
vous informer plus emplemment de l’état des choses, aussi que de l’utilité, de la necessité memme de 
votre présence: Si vous vous rendez à nos veux, 
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aux veux du Sénat et de toute la Grèce, le capitain du bark attende vos ordres quant à moi, heureux de 
pouvoir cooperer avec votre Seigneurie à l’accomplisement de l’independence de ma Patrie je 
n’attends que le moment de notre jonction, et je vous prie d’agréer l’assurence réitreé de mon respect, 
et de la plus haute consideration, avec la quelle j’ai l’honneur d’être 
 Mylord,75 
 
Missolonghi 
l 1 / 13 Xbre 1823       de Votre Seigneurie 
 
Translation: My lord / After several delays occasioned by unforeseeable circumstances, and, most 
unhappily, by contrary winds, I am at last arrived at my destination. My lateness has done much harm, 
in as much as the enemies, astounded by the news of the defeat of their fleet, and of the dispersal of 
their army in eastern Greece, foresee the immediate arrival of a Greek naval force in these waters, and 
the difficulty of a retreat if we make an assault on their rear, have retreated rapidly to the frontiers of 
western Greece. The Pacha of Scondra, after a two-day stay near Prevesa, has continued his retreat in 
order to take his troops home. Only Omer Pacha, with a troop of 1,500 Albanians, is left in that town. 
Arta is empty of troops, Lepanto and Patras have discontented and mutinous garrisons, because they 
have not been paid for fourteen months: all these circumstances allow us to expect a happy outcome 
for our enterprises, if we can for a time maintain our fleet, the co-operation of which is absolutely 
necessary in the execution of our projects. I do not flatter you, my Lord, if I assure you that I would 
have hesitated to accept so great a task if I did not found my hopes on your co-operation. The 
government too has relied on it exclusively, as you will see in the letter from the Senate which I have 
the honour to transmit to you, enclosed. On my arrival here I found everyone equally disposed, and so 
persuaded of this truth that you will be received like a Saviour. Be assured, my lord, that on you alone 
depends the fate of Greece. Lepanto and Patras, cut off by land and by sea, will not be slow in 
surrendering, and with these two locations we can form plans for the occupation of Thesally. 

                                                           
74: His name was Omer Vrionis. 
75: The letter is not signed. 
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 I have given orders to one of the best vessels in our fleet to get under sail for Cephalonia, 
ordering it, by way of precaution, not to enter the port. Monsieur Léli, who has at the same time been 
dispatched in another vessel, will be the bearer of my letter; if he has the honour of seeing you, he will 
be able to inform you more fully of the state of things, as also of the usefulness, the necessity even, of 
your presence here. If you agree to our wishes, to the wishes of the Senate and of all Greece, the 
captain of the barque awaits your orders. As for me, happy to have the opportunity of co-operating 
with your lordship in the liberation of my homeland, I await only the moment of our meeting, and I 
beg you to accept the repeated assurance of my respect and of the highest estimation with which I have 
the honour to be, My lord, [NO SIGNATURE]. Missolonghi, 1st / 13th December 1823 / To your 
lordship. 
 
Mavrocordatos P.S. 

(Source: Ms. not found; provisional translation from Nicholson, pp.175-6) 
 
P.S. – At the very moment when I was about to send off my letter I have received, owing to the arrival 
of Colonel Stanhope, your kind letter of the 2nd inst. Its contents and the assurance which Colonel 
Stanhope has given me have kindled my hopes to an even greater degree. 
 Your observations on Greece are dictated by that good sense which characterises your judgment. 
Yes, My Lord, the present moment will decide the fate of Greece. If ever I have done my duty, I shall 
redouble my activity and my zeal when I find you beside me. Opinion here is very well disposed, and I 
hope that we shall have little to fear from the contagion of the dissensions which rule the situation in 
the Peloponnese: I feel assured even that these dissensions will shortly terminate; everything depends 
on the success of our plans. I am trying to collect the Souliot corps, which will be very necessary to us, 
and to put a stop to all misunderstandings between the chiefs here. A noble spirit of emulation will, 
under the eyes of a man like you, take the place of their former rivalries: they will wish to distinguish 
themselves; they will accomplish miracles. You will find enclosed a letter from Colonel Stanhope, who 
deserves in every respect the praise you have bestowed on him, and whose acquaintance I feel happy to 
have made. Again accept, My Lord, the assurance of my respect. 
         A. M. 
 

Pietro Gamba and Byron to Teresa Guccioli, from Cephalonia, December 14th 1823: 

(Source: text from typed copy, Keats-Shelley House Rome; Byron’s part BLJ XI 78-9) 
 
A Sua Eccelenza / La Sig.ra Contessa Gamba Guiccioli / a. / Bologna / [stamp: Italia / Stato Pontificio] 
/ Cefalonia – 14 – decembre – 1823 / Mia Cara Teresa / Non tue lettere dopo il 27 ottobre – una del 
Papà ora son 5 di per mezzo di Grassetti – sempre però della data del 27 ottobre. Se ti mancano le 
nostre, sarà per colpa dei venti, o dei Postieri – non nostra certo. Il sig.r Hamilton Browne, nostro 
compagno di viaggio da Livorno finora – traversando l’Italia per recarsi a Londra ti porgerà nostre 
lettere, con ogni più minuta notizia che puoi desiderare di noi, o delle cose nostre. Il verno ci è arrivato 
adosso senza che ce n’accorgiamo. – Sperò gia che fino alla Primavera sarai rassegnata da qualche 
tempo – e se ti vuoi sfogare contro qualcuno, sfogati col tempo che vola troppo ratto, cogli 
avvenimenti che non han si buone ali – coi venti, cogli elementi – con tutti fuorchè contro di noi, che 
siamo innocentissimi. – Gli affari dei Greci vanno bene, e i nostri non male – la pazienza è una virtù, 
che dà ottimi benchè tardi frutti  // chi ne ha esercitata più di noi? Per quattro mesi eremiti su questo 
scogli – in tutto eremiti anacoreti, meno negli affari – Non puoi credere le virtù monacali di Byron? 
Sono sopra ogni loda // Eppure credi che le circonstanze ci hanno consigliato a questa condotta – e che 
spero non sarà senza ottimi effetti // Non temere mai per noi, confida interamente sulla provata nostra 
prudenza – Agli amici, Costa, Marchetti, Benedetti, degli Antony – Martinetti ec. al solito salute. 
Credimi / Il tuo affmo fratello / Pietro Gamba 
 
Translation: To the Countess Teresa Guiccioli at Bologna: Cephalonia, December 14th 1823 / My 
dear Teresa / None of your letters have arrived since the one dated October 27th – Grassetti brought us 
one from Papa in five days – dated, however, October 27th. If ours have not reached you, it is the fault 
of the winds and of the postal service – certainly not ours. Mr Hamilton Browne, our travelling 
companion from Livorno until now – crossing Italy on his way to London, will bring you our letters, 
with as much detailed news about us, or about our affairs, as you may desire. Winter came upon us 
without our really noticing – I hope that by the spring you will be resigned for a while – and if you 
wish to complain about anything, complain about time, which steals everything away too cruelly, 
about unfortunate events – about the winds, about the elements – and about everything apart from us, 
who are completely innocent. The Greeks’ affairs go well, and ours do not go badly – patience is a 
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virtue, which bears fruit even though it comes late – who has exercised it more than us? For four 
months we have been hermits on these rocks – utterly secluded hermits, anchorites, at least in our 
affairs – You would not believe the monastic virtues of Byron – they are beyond any praise. Yet you 
must believe that circumstances have led him to this mode of conduct – and that I hope it will not be 
without the best of results – fear nothing on our behalf, have complete confidence in our proven 
caution – greetings to our friends, Costa, Marchetti, Benedetti,76 Anthony,77 Martinetti,78 and so on. 
Believe me / Your most affectionate brother / Pietro Gamba. 
 
Byron adds: 

 
Carissima Pettegola79 
 But I forgot that I must write to you in English by your own request, – well! here we are still – 
but how long we may be so I cannot say. – The Greek affairs go on rather better – but I won’t bore you 
with politics. 
Perhaps in the spring we shall be able to invite you to Zante to satay with the Grassettis and then I 
could come over and see you from the Morea or elsewhere. Or Pietro or I could run down to Ancona to 
convoy you hither so you see – we think of your Excellency – and of your sentimental projects. 
The Climate up to this day has been quite beautiful. Tuscany is Lapland in comparison – but today we 
have a high wind – and rain – but it is still as warm as your Primavera. – – – – – – –  
Pietro and I are occupied all day and every day with Greek business – and our correspondence already 
amounts to more volumes than that of Santa Chiara – even when your Eccellenza was in the course of 
your education. – – – 
Pietro is full of magnificent projects – and the Greeks also – most of which commence and will I 
presume end (those of the Greeks I mean for Pietro is more sparing than I of our Soldi) in asking me 
for some money. – – – – 
There is a rumour that the Legislative Govt. of  the Morea – have named me jointly with Mavrocordato 
in some commission or other – but which or what I do not yet know – and perhaps it is only a rumour. 
– – – – – 
For my part – “me – me – ne &c. &c.” and leave them to project as they please – being neither 
ambitious nor enthusiastic on much points as you know but always very much dearest T. 
     yours a.a. in E + 
      N.B. 
 
P.S. Saluta l’Olimpie quando e quanto puoi della parte mia, ed anche la Giulia e la Laurina, non 
dimenticando Papà ed i due fratelli ecc. 
I miei rispetti a Costa, e mille complimenti a sua Siora. Ieri fui preso dalla pioggia e “mi duole ecc.” 
ma non è che una cosa passagiera. Pietro è stato ammalato – (lascio a lui dirvi di quale malattia) ma 
grazia alla cure dell’Dottoretto Bruno (chi è stato battezzato Brunetto Latini essendo piuttosto 
penatico) è ora tornato in istato di salute  
 
Translation of P.S.: Greet Olimpia from me as much and when you can and also Giulia and Laurina, 
not forgetting Papa and your two brothers. My respects to Costa and a thousand compliments to his 
good lady.80 
 Yesterday I was caught in the rain and “I ache &c.” But it is only temporary. Pietro has been ill (I 
will let him tell you of what ailment) but thanks to the attentions of our little doctor Bruno, who has 
been christened Brunetto Latini, being rather pedantic,81 he is quite well again 
 
Pietro Gamba and Byron to Teresa Guiccioli, from Cephalonia, December 14th 1823: 

(Source: Biblioteca Classense, Ravenna; text from typed copy from Keats-Shelley House Rome; 
Byron’s part BLJ XI 78-9) 
 
[A Sua Eccelenza / La Sig.ra Contessa Gamba Guiccioli / a. / Bologna / [stamp: Italia / Stato Pontificio] 

                                                           
76: Benedetti unidentified. 
77: Anthony unidentified. 
78: Martinetti unidentified. Perhaps Cornelia Martinetti Rossi, who sent B. her copy of Glenarvon. 
79: “Dearest Gossip”. 
80: In the Venetian dialect, siora. 
81: Brunetto Latini is Dante’s old schoolmaster, whom, in the Inferno, he meets in the circle of the sodomites 
(Inferno XV). 
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Cefalonia – 14 – decembre – 1823 / Mia Cara Teresa / Non tue lettere dopo il 27 ottobre – una del 
Papà ora son 5 di per mezzo di Grassetti – sempre però della data del 27 ottobre. Se ti mancano le 
nostre, sarà per colpa dei venti, o dei Postieri – non nostra certo. Il sig.r Hamilton Browne, nostro 
compagno di viaggio da Livorno finora – traversando l’Italia per recarsi a Londra ti porgerà nostre 
lettere, con ogni più minuta notizia che puoi desiderare di noi, o delle cose nostre. Il verno ci è arrivato 
adosso senza che ce n’accorgiamo. – Sperò gia che fino alla Primavera sarai rassegnata da qualche 
tempo – e se ti vuoi sfogare contro qualcuno, sfogati col tempo che vola troppo ratto, cogli 
avvenimenti che non han si buone ali – coi venti, cogli elementi – con tutti fuorchè contro di noi, che 
siamo innocentissimi. – Gli affari dei Greci vanno bene, e i nostri non male – la pazienza è una virtù, 
che dà ottimi benchè tardi frutti // chi ne ha esercitata più di noi? Per quattro mesi eremiti su questo 
scogli – in tutto eremiti anacoreti, meno negli affari – Non puoi credere le virtù monacali di Byron? 
Sono sopra ogni loda // Eppure credi che le circonstanze ci hanno consigliato a questa condotta – e che 
spero non sarà senza ottimi effetti // Non temere mai per noi, confida interamente sulla provata nostra 
prudenza – Agli amici, Costa, Marchetti, Benedetti, degli Antony – Martinetti ec. al solito salute. 
Credimi / Il tuo affmo fratello / Pietro Gamba 

 
Translation: To the Countess Teresa Guiccioli at Bologna: Cephalonia, December 14th 1823 / My 
dear Teresa / None of your letters have arrived since the one dated October 27th – Grassetti brought us 
one from Papa in five days – dated, however, October 27th. If ours have not reached you, it is the fault 
of the winds and of the postal service – certainly not ours. Mr Hamilton Browne, our travelling 
companion from Livorno until now – crossing Italy on his way to London, will bring you our letters, 
with as much detailed news about us, or about our affairs, as you may desire. Winter came upon us 
without our really noticing – I hope that by the spring you will be resigned for a while – and if you 
wish to complain about anything, complain about time, which steals everything away too cruelly, 
about unfortunate events – about the winds, about the elements – and about everything apart from us, 
who are completely innocent. The Greeks’ affairs go well, and ours do not go badly – patience is a 
virtue, which bears fruit even though it comes late – who has exercised it more than us? For four 
months we have been hermits on these rocks – utterly secluded hermits, anchorites, at least in our 
affairs – You would not believe the monastic virtues of Byron – they are beyond any praise. Yet you 
must believe that circumstances have led him to this mode of conduct – and that I hope it will not be 
without the best of results – fear nothing on our behalf, have complete confidence in our proven 
caution – greetings to our friends, Costa, Marchetti, Benedetti,82 Anthony,83 Martinetti,84 and so on. 
Believe me / Your most affectionate brother / Pietro Gamba. 
 
Byron adds: 

 
Carissima Pettegola85 
 But I forgot that I must write to you in English by your own request, – well! here we are still – 
but how long we may be so I cannot say. – The Greek affairs go on rather better – but I won’t bore you 
with politics. 
Perhaps in the spring we shall be able to invite you to Zante to satay with the Grassettis and then I 
could come over and see you from the Morea or elsewhere. Or Pietro or I could run down to Ancona to 
convoy you hither so you see – we think of your Excellency – and of your sentimental projects. 
The Climate up to this day has been quite beautiful. Tuscany is Lapland in comparison – but today we 
have a high wind – and rain – but it is still as warm as your Primavera. – – – – – – –  
Pietro and I are occupied all day and every day with Greek business – and our correspondence already 
amounts to more volumes than that of Santa Chiara – even when your Eccellenza was in the course of 
your education. – – – 
Pietro is full of magnificent projects – and the Greeks also – most of which commence and will I 
presume end (those of the Greeks I mean for Pietro is more sparing than I of our Soldi) in asking me 
for some money. – – – – 
There is a rumour that the Legislative Govt. of the Morea – have named me jointly with Mavrocordato 
in some commission or other – but which or what I do not yet know – and perhaps it is only a rumour. 
– – – – – 

                                                           
82: Benedetti unidentified. 
83: Anthony unidentified. 
84: Martinetti unidentified. Perhaps Cornelia Martinetti Rossi, who sent B. her copy of Glenarvon. 
85: “Dearest Gossip”. 
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For my part – “me – me – ne &c. &c.”86 and leave them to project as they please – being neither 
ambitious nor enthusiastic on much points as you know but always very much dearest T. 
     yours a.a. in E + 
      N.B. 
 
P.S. Saluta l’Olimpie quando e quanto puoi della parte mia, ed anche la Giulia e la Laurina, non 
dimenticando Papà ed i due fratelli ecc. 
I miei rispetti a Costa, e mille complimenti a sua Siora. Ieri fui preso dalla pioggia e “mi duole ecc.” 
ma non è che una cosa passagiera. Pietro è stato ammalato – (lascio a lui dirvi di quale malattia) ma 
grazia alla cure dell’Dottoretto Bruno (chi è stato battezzato Brunetto Latini essendo piuttosto 
penatico) è ora tornato in istato di salute 
 
Translation of P.S.: Greet Olimpia from me as much and when you can and also Giulia and Laurina, 
not forgetting Papa and your two brothers. My respects to Costa and a thousand compliments to his 
good lady.87 
 Yesterday I was caught in the rain and “I ache &c.” But it is only temporary. Pietro has been ill 
(I will let him tell you of what ailment) but thanks to the attentions of our little doctor Bruno, who has 
been christened Brunetto Latini, being rather pedantic,88 he is quite well again 
 

December 17th 1823: Don Juan XII, XIII and XIV published. 

 
Byron to Douglas Kinnaird, from Cephalonia, December 23rd 1823: 

(Source: text from NLS Acc.12604 / 4135C; QII 753-4; BLJ XI 74-5) 
[To, The Honourable / Douglas Kinnaird / Pall Mall East. / Messrs Ransom & Co. / London / Noel 
Byron / Honoured by Col. Napier.] 

10bre. 10o. 1823. 
Dear Douglas – 
 This will be delivered by Col. Napier – whom I request you to present to the Committee. 
– He is too well known to require me to say more than I have already said in my letter to Mr. Bowring 
– which See. – – I have had only two letters from – you, – both (I think) of August – {one however is 
without date.} – I have often written to acknowledge both – and to sanction or approve your 
acceptance of the Rochdale proposition. – 
I have been expending monies on the Greek Cause. – I shall probably have to expend more – and 
therefore require more to expend. – – As I hope that you have gotten together the Kirkby Mallory dues 
– {also arrears} – also mine own especial fees and funds; – the Rochdale produce – and my income for 
the ensuing year – (and I have still of the present year 
 
1:2 
 
[above address:] something in hand – including my Genoese credit) ought to make a pretty sufficient 
sort of sum to take the field withal – and I like to do so with all I can muster – in case of anything 
requiring the same. – [below address:] I shall be as saving of my purse and person as you recommend 
– but you know that it is as well to be in readiness <with> with one or both in the event of either being 
required. – yrs. ever and faithfully. 
 N. B. [scrawl] 
P.S. 
 Col. Napier will tell you the {recent} news. 
 

Byron to John Bowring, from Cephalonia, December 26th 1823: 

(Source: Harry Ransom Center, Texas, photocopy from microfilm; second postscript from Moore’s 
Life; LJ VI 292; BLJ XI 82-4) 

P.S. – As much of this letter as 
you please is for the Committee – the rest 

may be “entre nous”. – 
 

                                                           
86: “me ne infoto”; Venetian for “I don’t give a fuck”. See Buratti, L’Elefanteide, 86, 8. 
87: In the Venetian dialect, siora. 
88: Brunetto Latini is Dante’s old schoolmaster, whom, in the Inferno, he meets in the circle of the sodomites 
(Inferno XV). 
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10bre. 26th. 1823 

Dear Sir – Little need be added to the enclosed Which have arrived this day except that I embark 
tomorrow for Messolonghi. – The intended operations are detailed in the annexed documents. – – I 
have only to request that the Committee will use every exertion to forward our views – by all it’s 
influence and credit. – I have also to request you personally from myself to urge my friend and trustee 
Douglas Kinnaird (from whom I have not heard these four months nearly) to forward to me all the 
resources of my own we can muster for the ensuing year since it is no time to menager purse – or 
perhaps person – I have advanced – and am advancing all that I have in hand – but I shall require all 
that can be got together – and (if Douglas has completed the sale of Rochdale – that and my years 
income for next year ought to 
 
1:2 
 
form a good round sum) as you may perceive that there will be little cash of their own amongst the 
Greeks – (unless they get the loan) it is the more necessary that those {of their friends} who have any 
should risk it. –  
The Supplies of the Committee are some useful – and all excellent in their kind – but occasionally 
hardly practical enough {– in the present state of Greece –} for instance the Mathematical instruments 
are thrown away – none of the Greeks know a problem from a poker – we must conquer first – and 
plan afterwards. – The use of the trumpets too may be doubted – unless Constantinople were Jericho – 
for the Hellenists have no ear for Bugles – and you must send us somebody to listen to them. – We will 
do our best – and I pray you to stir your English hearts at home to more general exertion – for my part 
– I will stick by the cause while a plank remains which can be honourably clung to – if I quit it – it will 
be by the Greek’s conduct – and not the holy Allies or the holier Mussulmans – but let us hope better 
things. 
 ever yrs. 
  NB 
 
 
P.S. – I am happy to say that Colonel Leicester Stanhope and myself are acting in perfect harmony 
together – he is likely to be of great service both to the cause and to the Committee, and is publicly as 
well as personally a very valuable acquisition to our party on every account. He came up (as they all do 
who have not been in the country before) with some high=flown notions of the sixth form at Harrow or 
Eton, &c.; but Col. Napier and I set him to rights on those points, which is absolutely necessary to 
prevent disgust, or perhaps return; but now we can set our shoulders soberly to the wheel, without 
quarrelling with the mud which may clog it occasionally. 
I can assure you that Col. Napier and myself are as decided for the cause as any German student of 
them all; but like men who have seen the country and human life, there and elsewhere, we must be 
permitted to view it in its truth, with its defects as well as beauties, more especially as success will 
remove the former gradually. – 
 N. B. 
 
Byron to James Kennedy, from Cephalonia, December 26th 1823: 

(Source: text from Biblioteka Jagiennonska, Cracow; BLJ XI 84; my thanks for Monika Coghen for 
her help) 

Decr 26, 1823 – 
Dear Sir 
 I am too much employed to write – 
Neither of these reports are true, and I presume that it is neither unjust nor ungracious to request that 
you will do me the faviour of contradicting the worlds to which you allude 
 
1:2 
 
You will excuse the trouble I give you, – the imputation is of no great importance – –  
  yours ever 
   Byron 
 

Alexander Mavrocordatos to Byron, late December 1823: 

(Source: Ms. not found; provisional translation from Nicholson, pp.176-7) 
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MY LORD, 
 Here is a third letter; but M. Praïdes, who arrived at the same moment exactly as Mr. Leli was to 
leave, is the reason for delay of the first expedition. I send him again to you with the letters which the 
first was instructed to bring you. All that I heard from M. Praïdes has only increased my desire that we 
should come together. As I have written already, I should never, in view of my retirement from public 
life, have accepted a task whose magnitude and difficulty I foresaw, had I not counted upon the co-
operation of Your Excellency. It is true that circumstances are such as to enable us to accomplish 
much; but it is absolutely necessary that we should act in this way without losing time; for all the 
money which you have recently given in response to our solicitations will shortly be expended, if we 
keep the ships here for long without employing them immediately and in conjunction with operations 
on land on the plan of getting possession of Lepanto. M. Praïdes will place before you the details of 
this truth. We must play for time: every day gained, every hour, is a great advantage for us. Your 
presence will do the greatest good : our forces will be electrified; the enthusiasm of all will be kindled 
to follow the impulsion which you will give them. Do not let us lose this great opportunity, and you 
will have the pleasant satisfaction of having contributed to the work of our regeneration. 
 I shall repeat myself no longer; My Lord, I only wait for the moment when we can join forces – 
the rest will soon be done. 
    I am, etc. 
 
William Wordsworth to Henry Taylor, from Rydal Mount, December 26th 1823: 

(Source: text from Bodleian M.S.Eng.Letters c. 1 ff. 337-8. Another version is at The Letters of 

William and Dorothy Wordsworth, ed. Moorman and Hill, Clarendon Press, Oxford 1970, III 237-8.) 
Wordsworth on Byron’s indebtedness to him. 

[To Henry Taylor Esqre, 11 Chapel Street, Grosvenor Square] 
Rydal Mount Dec:r 26:th 

Dear Sir, 
 You are perhaps not aware that the infirmity in my eyes makes me afraid of touching a pen, and 
tho’ they are always much better {in winter} than in the Summer Season, I am obliged mostly to 
employ an <amensis> Amanuensis, as I do at present. I should not however, have failed to answer your 
obliging letter immediately, if I could have been of any service to you in the point to which you 
directed my attention. I have not, nor ever had a single poem of Lord Byron’s by me, except the Lara, 
given me by Mr Rogers,89 & therefore could not quote any thing illustrative of his poetic obligations to 
me: as far as I am acquainted with his works, they are <much> {the} most apparent in the 3d Canto of 
Childe Harold; not so much in particular expressions, tho’ there is no want of these, as in the tone 
(assumed rather than natural) of enthusiastic admiration of Nature, & a sensibility to her influences. Of 
my writings you need not read more than the blank verse poem on the river Wye90 to be convinced of 
this. Mrs W. tells me that on reading one of Lord B.’s poems91 of which the story was offensive she 
was much disgusted with the plagiarisms from Mr Coleridge – at least she thinks it was in that poem, 
but as she read the Siege of Corinth in the same volume, it might possibly be in that. {If I am not 
mistaken} there was some acknowledgement to Mr C.92 which takes very much from the 
reprehensibleness of literary trespasses {of this kind}. Nothing lowered <in> my opinion of Byron’s 
poetical integrity so much, as to see “pride of place” carefully quoted as a quotation from Mackbeth,93 
in a work where contemporaries, from whom he had drawn wholesale, were not adverted to. It is 
mainly on this account that he deserves the severe chastisement which you, or some one else, will 
undoubtedly one day give him: and may have done so already, as I see by advertisement the Subject 
has been treated in the London Mag. 
 I remember one impudent instance {of his thefts}. In Raymond’s translation of Coxe’s <translation 
of> {travels in} Switzerland, with notes of the translator, is a note with these words, speaking of the 
fall of Schaffhausen Lewy, descendant avec moi sur cet échaffaud, tomba, à genoux en s’écriant: Voilà 
un enfer d’eau!94 This expression is taken by Byron and beaten out unmercifully into two stanzas, 
which a critic in the Quarterly Review is foolish enough to praise – they are found in the 4th: Can: of 

                                                           
89: Lara was first published by John Murray anonymously, with Jacqueline: a Tale by Samuel Rogers, shortly 
after 5th August 1814. 
90: Tintern Abbey. 
91: The Siege of Corinth. 
92: See The Siege of Corinth, B.’s note to 476. 
93: CHP III, 18, 5. 
94: CHP IV, 69, 5. 
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Childe Harold. Whether the obligation is acknowledged or not I do not know, having seen nothing 
of it, but in quotation. 
 Thank you for your parallels – I wished for them on Mr Rogers’ account who is making a 
collection of similar things relating to Gray. There are few of yours I think which one could swear to as 
conscious obligations – the subject has three branches – accidental coincidences without any 
communication of the subsequent Author; unconscious imitations & deliberate conscious obligations. – 
The cases are numerous in which it is impossible to distinguish these by any thing inherent in the 
resembling passage – but external aid may be called in with advantage where we happen to know the 
circumstances of an Author’s life, & the direction of his studies – Do not suffer my present remissness 
to prevent you favouring me with a letter if there is the least chance of my being of service to you. I 
shall reply immediately, if I have any thing to say worthy your attention. With best wishes from myself 
& family, I remain, dear Sir, 
       Very sincerely yours, 
        Wm Wordsworth 
 
When you write to your Father, be so good as to make my respectful remembrances to him. 
 
Byron to John Cam Hobhouse, from Cephalonia, December 27th 1823: 

(Source: text from NLS Acc.12604 / 4123C; 1922 II 286; BLJ XI 85) 
[To, / J.C.Hobhouse Esqre. M.P. / to ye. care of J.Bowring Esqre. / Greek Committee / London / 
Angleterre / Inghilterra.] 

27th. 10bre. 1823. 
Dear Hobhouse – 
 I embark for Messolonghi – Douglas Kd. and Bowring can tell you the rest – I 
particularly require and entreat you to desire Douglas Kinnaird to send me soon Credits to the 
uttermost – that I may get the Greeks to keep the field – never mind me – so {that} the Cause goes on 
– if that is well – all is well. – – – 
Douglas must send me my money (Rochdale M{ines} included. – if the sale is completed and the 
purchase money paid) the Committee must furnish their money and the monied people theirs – with 
these, – we will soon have men enough – and all that. – – – 
 yrs. ever 
  N. B. 
 
P.S. Mavrocordatos’ letter says that my presence will “electrify the troops” so I am going over to 
“electrify” the Suliotes – as George Primrose went to Holland “to teach the Dutch English who were 
fond of it to distraction.” 
 
Byron to Douglas Kinnaird, from Cephalonia, December 27th 1823: 

(Source: Ms. not found; text from N&Q September 25th 1869, p.250; BLJ XI 85-6) 
10bre95 27th, 1823. 

Dear Douglas, 
 I am embarking for Missolonghi—Bowring can tell you the rest, for yr despatches will go 
together.—I am passing “the Rubicon”—recollect that for God’s sake—and the sake of Greece.—You 
must let me have all the means and credit of mine that we can muster or master—and that 
immediately—and I must do my best to the shirt—and to the skin if necessary.—Stretch my credit and 
anticipate my means to their fullest extent—if Rochdale sale has been completed I can keep an army 
here, aye, and perhaps command it. 
 Send me forthwith all the credits you can, and tell the Committee that they should “enact a man 
and put money in their purse.”96 Why, man! if we had but 100,0001, sterling in hand, we should now 
be halfway to the city of Constantine. But the Gods give us joy! “En avant,” or as the Suliotes shout in 
their war—cry “Derrah! Derrah!” which being interpreted, means “On—On—On!” 
  Yours ever, 
   N.B. 
To the Hon. Douglas Kinnaird, 
Messrs Ransom and. Co., Bankers, 
Pall Mall East, London. 
 

                                                           
95: N&Q has “13bre”, an impossibility. 
96: Shakespeare, Othello I iii (adapted). 
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Byron to Thomas Moore, from Cephalonia, December 27th 1823: 

(Source: Ms. not found; text from Moore’s Life II 700; LJ VI 294-5; BLJ XI 84-5) 
Cephalonia, December 27. 1823. 

I received a letter from you some time ago. I have been too much employed latterly to write as I could 
wish, and even now must write in haste. 
 I embark for Missolonghi to join Mavrocordato in four-and-twenty hours. The state of parties (but 
it were a long story) has kept me here till now; but now that Mavrocordato (their Washington, or their 
Kosciusko) is employed again, I can act with a safe conscience. I carry money to pay the squadron, 
&c., and I have influence with the Suliotes, supposed sufficient to keep them in harmony with some of 
the dissentients;—for there are plenty of differences, but trifling.  
 It is imagined that we shall attempt either Patras or the castles on the Straits; and it seems, by most 
accounts, that the Greeks, at any rate, the Suliotes, who are in affinity with me of ‘bread and salt,’—
expect that I should march with them, and—be it even so! If any thing in the way of fever, fatigue, 
famine, or otherwise, should cut short the middle age of a brother warbler,—like Garcilasso de la 
Vega, Kleist, Korner, Joukoffsky97 (a Russian nightingale—see Bowring’s Anthology),98 or 
Thersander, or,—or somebody else—but never mind—I pray you to remember me in your ‘smiles and 
wine.’99 
 I have hopes that the cause will triumph; but whether it does or no, still ‘honour must be minded 
as strictly as milk diet,’100 I trust to observe both,  

Ever, &c.  
 
Leicester Stanhope to Byron, from Missolonghi, December 28th 1823: 

(Source: Ms. not found; text from Gamba, pp.295-6) 
 

Missolonghi, December 28th, 1823. 
The Greek ship sent for your Lordship has returned; your arrival was anticipated, and the 
disappointment has been great indeed. The Prince is in a state of anxiety, the admiral looks gloomy, 
and the sailors grumble aloud. It is right and necessary to tell you that a great deal is expected from 
you, both in the way of counsel and money. 
 In the first place, your loan is much wanted; and if the money arrive not speedily, I expect the 
remaining five ships (the others are off), will soon make sail for Spezia. I think therefore that a large 
portion of the loan should immediately be placed at the disposal of Mavrocordato. 
 With respect to your coming here, all are eager to see you: they calculate moreover on your aiding 
them with resources for their expedition against Lepanto: they think you will take 1000 or 1500 
Suliotes into your pay for two or three months. 
 This town is swarming with soldiers, and the government has neither quarters nor provisons for 
them. 
 I walked along the street this evening, and the people asked me after Lord Byron!!! 

L.S. 
Leicester Stanhope to Byron, from Missolonghi, December 29th 1823: 

(Source: Ms. not found; text from Gamba, p.296) 
Miss. 29 Dec. 

 Prince Mavrocordato and the admiral are in a state of extreme perplexity: they, it seems, relied on 
your loan for the payment of the fleet; that loan not having been received, the sailors will depart 
immediately. This will be a fatal event indeed, as it will place Missolonghi in a state of blockade; and 
will prevent the Greek troops from acting against the fortresses of Nepacto and Patras. 
 Under these circumstances, I hope your Lordship will proceed hither. You are expected with 
feverish anxiety. Your further delay in coming will be attended with serious consequences. 

L.S. 
Alexander Mavrocordatos to Byron, from Missolonghi, December 29th 1823: 

(Source: Ms. not found; text from Gamba, p.295) 
 

De Missolonghi, ce 29 Decemb. 1823. 

                                                           
97: Moore’s note: One of the most celebrated of the living poets of Russia, who fought at Borodino, and has 
commemorated that battle in a poem of much celebrity among his countrymen. [In fact Zhukovsky – he translated 
POC but refused to translate any more of B.’s work]. 
98: John Bowring (ed.) Specimens of the Russian Poets (1820). 
99: Moore, The Legacy (from Irish Melodies) l.3. 
100: Goldsmith, The Vicar of Wakefield, Chapter 20. 
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 C’est avec le plus grand chagrin que j’ai vu de retour le bâtiment que j’ai cru devoir mettre à 
votre disposition ........ Je prends donc le parti de faire une double expedition aujourd’hui d’une barque 
Ionienne, qui portera mes lettres dans le port, et du bâtiment de l’ammiral Bottazi, qui restera à la voile 
sous Metaxata pour vous attendre a son bord. 
 Je n’ai pas besoin de vous dire, mi Lord, combien il me tard de vous voir arriver; a quel point 
votre presence est desirée de tout le monde, et quelle direction avantageuse elle donnera à toutes les 
affaires. Vos conseils seront écoutes comme des oracles; et nous ne perdront par le tems le plus 
précieux de nos operations contre 1’ennemi. 
 
Translation: Missolonghi, this 29th of December 1823. / It is with the greatest distress that I saw the 
boat returning which I had hoped to place at your disposal … I have therefore today to make a double 
expedition, in an Ionian vessel which will take my letters into port, and in the boat of Admiral Bottazi, 
which will remain under sail off Metaxata, waiting for you to board her. / I need not tell you, my Lord, 
how I long to see you arrive; how much your presence is desired by all, and what an advantageous 
direction it will give to all our affairs. Your advice will be listened to like oracles; and we shall not lose 
the most precious days in our operations against the enemy. 
 

Alexander Mavrocordatos to Byron, late December 1823: 

(Source: Ms. not found; provisional translation from Nicholson, p.186) 
 
MY LORD, 
 I have already replied to your kind letter of yesterday by the hands of Liverius, my secretary, 
whom I sent to you by sea, telling you that I had also sent you, immediately after the arrival of your 
letter to Colonel Stanhope dated from Scrophes, M. Praïdes with three ships, of which one was flat-
bottomed, and for the purpose of looking for you at Petala. I have every reason to suppose that M. 
Praïdes will have gone as far as Dragomestri if he has learnt of your departure for that place. I hope 
also that M. Liverius, with my answer and the orders to the military authorities of Xeromeros, will 
arrive on one of our ships before this present letter. I repeat again, my Lord, that you will have much to 
suffer if you decide to come by land, whereas your voyage by sea on the small boats offers no danger. I 
am pleased to hope that you will be here before this letter reaches you. As regards Count Gamba, I 
have every hope that he will shortly be released, with the boat and all his belongings, in view of the 
fact that such a capture can never be good or be admitted by the British authorities. 

I have the honour, etc., 
A. MAVROCORDATO. 

 
Byron to Leicester Stanhope, on board the mistico Scrofer, December 31st 1823: 

(Source: Ms. not found; text from Moore’s Life II 705-6; LJ VI 296-8; BLJ XI 86) 
Scrofer (or some such name), on board a  

Cephaloniote Mistico, Dec. 31. 1823.  
My dear Stanhope,  
We are just arrived here, that is, part of my people and I, with some things, &c., and which it may be as 
well not to specify in a letter (which has a risk of being intercepted, perhaps);—but Gamba, and my 
horses, negro, steward, and the press, and all the Committee things, also some eight thousand dollars of 
mine, (but never mind, we have more left, do you understand?) are taken by the Turkish frigates, and 
my party and myself, in another boat, have had a narrow escape last night, (being close under their 
stern and hailed, but we would not answer, and bore away,) as well as this morning. Here we are, with 
the sun and clearing weather, within a pretty little port enough; but whether our Turkish friends may 
not send in their boats and take us out (for we have no arms except two carbines and some pistols, and, 
I suspect, not more than four fighting people on board,) is another question, especially if we remain 
long here, since we are blocked out of Missolonghi by the direct entrance. 
 You had better send my friend George Drake (Draco), and a body of Suliotes, to escort us by land 
or by the canals, with all convenient speed. Gamba and our Bombard are taken into Patras, I suppose; 
and we must take a turn at the Turks to get them out: but where the devil is the fleet gone?—the Greek, 
I mean; leaving us to get in without the least intimation to take heed that the Moslems were out again.  
 Make my respects to Mavrocordato, and say that I am here at his disposal. I am uneasy at being 
here: not so much on my own account as on that of a Greek boy with me, for you know what his fate 
would be; and I would sooner cut him in pieces, and myself too, than have him taken out by those 
barbarians. We are all very well. N. B.  
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The Bombard was twelve miles out when taken; at least, so it appeared to us (if taken she actually 
be, for it is not certain); and we had to escape from another vessel that stood right between us and the 
port.  
 
CEPHALONIA JOURNAL (concluded at Missolonghi), June 19th 1823 – February 15th 1824 

(Source: text from NLS Acc.12604 / 04061; LJ VI 238-52; QII 739-46; BLJ XI 29-35) 
The thirteen sheets of Byron’s Cephalonia Journal have been divided, and half-bound in red and 

brown (“orange”) Morocco leather. The pages measure 19 x 24.4 cm. There is a fourteenth sheet 

which is blank. 

 
[page 1:] 

June 19th. 1823 
 

 The Dead have been awakened – shall I sleep? 
  The World’s at war with tyrants – shall I crouch? 
 The harvest’s ripe – and shall I pause to reap? 
  I slumber not; the thorn is in my Couch – 
 Each day a trumpet soundeth in mine ear – 
  It’s Echo in my heart – 
 

[triple swirl] 
 
  Metaxata – Cephalonia – Sept 28.th 
  1823 
 
On the sixteenth (I think) of July I sailed from Genoa in the English Brig Hercules – Jno. Scott Master. 
– on the 17th. a Gale of wind occasioning confusion and threatening damage to the horses in the hold – 
we bore up again for the same port – where we remained four and twenty hours longer and then put to 
sea – touched at Leghorn – and pursued our voyage by the straits of Messina for Greece – passing 
within sight of Elba Corsica – the Lipari islands including Stromboli Sicily Italy &c. – about the 4.th of 
August we [page 2:] anchored off Argostoli, in the chief harbour of the Island of Cephalonia. – 
Here I had some expectation of hearing from Capt. B.101 who was on a mission from the Gk Committee 
in London to the Provisional Gov.t of the Morea – but rather to my surprise learned that he was on his 
way home – though his latest letters to me from the peninsula – after expressing an anxious wish that I 
should come up without delay – stated further that he intended to remain in the Country for the present. 
– – 
I have since received various letters from him addrest to Genoa – and forwarded to the Islands – partly 
explaining the cause of his unexpected return – and also (contrary to his former opinion) <app> 
requesting me not to proceed to Greece yet, for sundry reasons, some of importance. – I sent a boat to 
Corfu in the hopes of finding him still there – but he had already sailed for Ancona. – 
In the island of Cephalonia Colonel Napier102 commanded in chief as Resident – and Col. Duffie103 the 
8th. a King’s regiment then forming the Garrison. We were received by both those Gentlemen – and 
indeed by {all} the Officers as well as the Civilians with the greatest kindness and hospitality – [page 
3:] which if we did not deserve – I still hope that we have done nothing to forfeit – and it has continued 
unabated – even since the Gloss of new Acquaintance has been worn away by frequent intercourse. – 
We here learned what has since been fully confirmed – that the Greeks were in a state of political 
dissention amongst themselves – that Mavrocordato104 was dismissed or had resigned (L’Un vaut bien 
l’autre)105 and that Colocotroni106 with I know not what or whose party was paramount in the Morea. – 
The Turks were in force in Acarnania &c. and the Turkish fleet blockaded the coast from Missolonghi 
to Chiarenza – and subsequently to Navarino – The Greek Fleet from the want of means or other 

                                                           
101: Edward Blaquiere, emissary of the London Greek Committee. He had first visited B on April 5th 1823, in 
Genoa. 
102: Colonel Charles Napier, Military Governor of Cephalonia, was sympathetic to philhellenes. Hamilton 
Browne had advised B. to go to Cephalonia, rather than Zante, because of him. 
103: Lieutenant-Colonel John Duffie was a frequent companion of B. on his rides. 
104: Alexander Mavrocordatos (1791-1865) was in theory President of free Greece. The Greek politician whom 
B. distrusted least. 
105: “which is much the same thing”. 
106: Theodor Colocotronis (Kolokotrones: 1770-1843) an enemy of Mavrocordatos. C.-in-C. of the Greek forces 
in the Peloponnesus. Favoured amity with Russia. 
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causes remained in port in Hydra – Ipsara – and Spezia – and for aught that is yet certainly known 
may be there still. As rather contrary to my expectations I had no advices from Peloponnesus – and had 
also letters to receive from England from the Committee I determined to remain for the interim in the 
[page 4:] Ionian Islands – especially as it was difficult to land on the opposite coast without risking the 
confiscation of the Vessel and her Contents – which Capt. Scott naturally enough declined to do – 
unless I would ensure to him the full amount of his possible damage. – – 
To pass the time we had made a little excursion over the mountains to Saint Eufemia – by worse roads 
than I ever met in the course of some years of travel in rough places {of many countries}. – At Saint 
Euphemia we embarked for Ithaca – and made the tour of that beautiful Island – as a proper pendant to 
the Troad – which I had visited several years before.107 – The hospitality of Capt. Knox (the resident) 
and his lady108 was in no respect inferior to that of our military friends of Cephalonia. – That 
Gentleman with Mrs K. and some of their friends conducted us to the fountain of Arethusa109 – which 
alone would be worth the voyage – but the rest of the Island is not inferior in attraction to the admirers 
of Nature; – the arts and [page 5:] tradition I leave to the Antiquar<y/>ies, – and so well have those 
Gentlemen contrived to settle such questions – that as the existence of Troy is disputed – so that of 
Ithaca (as Homer’s Ithaca <that is> i.e.) is not yet admitted. – – 
Though the month was August and we had been cautioned against travelling in the Sun – yet as I had 
during my former experience never suffered from the heat as long as I continued in motion – I was 
unwilling to lose so many hours of the day on account of a sunbeam more or less – and though our 
party was rather numerous no one suffered either illness or inconvenience as far as could be observed, 
though one of the Servants (a Negro)110 – declared that it was as hot as in the West Indies. – I had left 
<behind> on board our thermometer – so could not ascertain the precise degree. – We returned to Saint 
Eufemia and passed over to the monastery of Samos on the opposite part of the bay and proceeded next 
day to Argostoli by a better road than the path to Saint Eufemia. – The land Journey was made on 
Mules. – – Some days after [page 6:] our return I heard that there were letters for me at Zante – but a 
considerable delay took place before the Greek to whom they were consigned had them properly 
forwarded – and I was at length indebted to Col. Napier for obtaining them for me; – what occasioned 
the demur or delay – was never explained. – I learned by my advices from England – the request of the 
Committee that I would act as their representative near the Gk Gov.t and take charge of the proper 
disposition and delivery of certain Stores, &c. &c. expected by a vessel which has not yet arrived up to 
the present date (Septr. 18) – – 
Soon after my arrival I took into my own pay a body of forty Suliotes under the Chiefs Photomara – 
Giavella – and Drako111 – and would probably have increased the number – but I found them not quite 
united among themselves in any thing except raising their demands on me although I had given a 
dollar per man more each month than they could receive from the [page 7:] G.k Gov.t and they were 
destitute at the time I took them of everything. – – I had acceded too to their own demand – and paid 
them a month in advance. – – But set on probably by some of the trafficking shopkeepers with whom 
they were in the habit of dealing on credit – they made various attempts at what I thought extortion – 
so that I called them together stating my view of the case – and declining to take them on with me – 
but I offered them another month’s pay – and the price of their passage to Acarnania – where they 
could now easily go as the Turkish fleet was gone – and the blockade removed. – This part of them 
accepted – and they went accordingly. – Some difficulty arose about restoring their arms by the 
Septinsular Gov.t112 but these were at length obtained – and they are now with their compatriots in 
Etolia or Acarnania. – – – – 
[page 8:] I also transferred to the resident in Ithaca – the sum of two hundred and fifty dollars for the 
refugees there – and I had conveyed to Cephalonia a Moriote family who were in the greatest 
helplessness – and provided them with a house and decent maintenance under the protection of Messrs 
Corgialegno113 – wealthy merchants of Argostoli – to whom I had been recommended by my 
Correspondents. – – 
I had caused a letter to be written to Marco Bozzari114 the acting Commander of a body of troops in 
Acarnania – for whom I had letters of recommended; his answer was probably the last he ever signed 
or dictated – for he was killed in action the very day after it’s date – with the character of a good 
                                                           
107: Ithaca, home of the legendary Odysseus. 
108: Captain and Mrs Wright Knox. Knox was English Resident at Vathy, the main town of Ithaca. 
109: Arethusa’s fountain is not traditionally on Ithaca, but on Ortygia; see Ovid, Metamorphoses, V. 
110: Benjamin Lewis. B. had hired him from Trelawny. 
111: Photomara, Giavella and Drako otherwise unidentified Suliot chiefs. 
112: That is, the English government of the Ionians (the Seven Islands). 
113: Two Ionian bankers, Cariddi and Corgialegno, had with discourtesy, refused to honour B.’s letters of credit. 
114: Marcos Bozzaris (c.1788-1823) from Epirus, had associated with Ali Pacha, but changed sides. 
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Soldier – and an honourable man – which are not always found together nor indeed separately. – – I 
was also invited by Count Metaxa the Governor of Missolonghi115 to go over there – but it was 
necessary in the present state of parties that I should have [page 9:] some communication with the 
existing Gov.t on the subject of their opinion where I might be – if not – most useful – at any rate least 
obnoxious. – – As I did not come here to join a faction but a nation – and to deal with honest men and 
not with speculators or peculators – (charges bandied about daily by the Greeks of each other) it will 
require much circumspection <for me> to avoid the character of a partizan – and I perceive it to be the 
more difficult – as I have already received invitations from more than one of the contending parties – 
always under the pretext that they are the “real Simon Pure”.116 – – After all – one should not despair – 
though all the foreigners that I have hitherto met with from amongst the Greeks – are going or gone 
back disgusted. – Whoever goes into Greece at present should do it as Mrs Fry went into Newgate117 – 
not in the [page 10:] expectation of meeting with any especial indication of existing probity – but in the 
hope that time and better treatment will reclaim the present burglarious118 and larcenous tendencies 
which have followed this General Gaol delivery. – When the limbs of the Greeks are a little less stiff 
from the shackles of four centuries – they will not march so much “as if they had gyves on their 
legs”.119 – – At present the Chains are broken indeed; but the links are still clanking – and the 
Saturnalia is still too recent to have converted the Slave into a sober Citizen. – The worst of them is 
that (to use a coarse but the only expression that will not fall short of the truth) they are such d–––d 
liars; – there never was such an incapacity for veracity shown since Eve lied120 in Paradise.121 – One of 
them found fault the other day with the English language – because it had so few shades of a Negative 
– whereas a Greek can so modify a No – to a [page 11:] yes – and vice versa – <that> by the slippery 
qualities of his language – that prevarication may be carried to any extent and still leave a loop=hole 
through which perjury may slip without being perceived. – – – 
This was the Gentleman’s own talk – and is only to be doubted because in the words of the Syllogism 
– “Now Epimenides was a Cretan”.122 But they may be mended by and bye. – 
 

Sept. 30th 
 
After remaining here some time in expectation of hearing from the G.k Gov.t I availed myself of the 
opportunity of Messrs B. and T.123 proceeding to Tripolitza – subsequently to the departure of the 
Turkish fleet {to write to the acting part of the Legislature.} My object was not only to obtain some 
accurate information so as to enable me to proceed to the Spot where I might be if not most safe at 
least more serviceable but to have an opportunity of forming a judgement on the real state of their 
affairs. In the mean time I hear from Mavrocordato and the Primate of Hydra124 – {the latter} inviting 
me to [page 12:] that island – the former hinting that he should like to meet me there or elsewhere. 
 

1823 
10bre. 17.th 

 
My Journal was discontinued abruptly and has not been resumed sooner – because – on the day of it’s 
former date I received a letter from my Sister Augusta – that intimated the illness of my daughter – and 
I had not then the heart to continue it. – – Subsequently I had heard through the same channel that she 
was better – and since that she is well – if so – for me all is well. 
But although I learned this early in 9bre. I know not why – I have not continued my journal, though 
many things which would have formed a curious record have since occurred. – – – – 
I know not why I resume it even now except that standing at the window of my [page 13:] apartment in 
this beautiful village – the calm though cool serenity of a beautiful and transparent <m/>Moonlight – 

                                                           
115: Count Constantine Metaxata was military governor of Missolonghi. 
116: From the play A Bold Stroke for a Wife by Susan Centilivre (1717). 
117: See Don Juan X, sts.84-6. 
118: For B.’s use of the adverb that goes with this adjective, see Don Juan I, 219, 6. 
119: Henry IV I, IV ii 40 app.: … the villains march wide betwixt their legs, as if they had gyves on. The quotation 
makes B. into Falstaff, and the Greeks his followers, of whom the jail has just been emptied. 
120: Could be “liv’d”. 
121: Unfair on Eve, who was seduced and misguided, not mendacious. 
122: The paradox contained in the statement “Epimendies is a Cretan: he says all Cretans are liars”. B. implies 
that Greeks could not tell the truth if they wanted to. 
123: James Hamilton Browne and E.J.Trelawny had gone to Tripolitza in impatience at B.’s seeming paralytic 
inability to move from Cephalonia. Trelawny and B. never met again. 
124: The primate of Hydra otherwise unidentified. 
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showing the Islands – the Mountains – the Sea – with a distant outline of the Morea traced between 
the double Azure of the waves and skies – have quieted me enough to be able to write – {from} which 
(however difficult it may seem for one who has written so much publicly – to refrain) is, and always 
has been to me – a task and a painful one. – – I could summon testimonies were it necessary – but my 
handwriting is sufficient – it is that of one who thinks much, rapidly – perhaps deeply – but rarely with 
pleasure. – – – 
But – “En Avant!” – The Greeks are advancing in their public progress – but quarrelling amongst 
themselves. – – – – 
I shall probably bon gré mal gré be obliged to join one of the factions – which I have hitherto 
strenuously avoided in the hope to unite them in one common interest. – [page 14:] Mavrocordato – 
has appeared at length with the Idriote Squadron in these seas – (which apparition would hardly have 
taken place had I not engaged to pay two hundred thousand piastres (10 piastres {per} <the> dollar 
{being the} present value on the Greek Continent) {in aid of Missolonghi} – and has commenced 
operations somewhat successfully but not very prudently. – Fourteen (some say Seventeen) Greek 
Ships attacked a Turkish vessel of 12 Guns – and took her. – – This is not quite an 
Ocean=Thermopylæ125 – but n’importe; they (on dit) have found on board 50000 dollars – a sum of 
great service in their present exigencies – if properly applied. – This prize however has been made 
within the bounds of Neutrality on the Coast of Ithaca – and the Turks were (it is said) pursued on 
shore – and some slain. – All this may involve a question of right and wrong with the not very [page 
15:] Tolerant Thomas Maitland126 – who is not very capable of distinguishing either. – I have advanced 
the sum above noted to pay the said Squadron – it is not very large but is double that which Napoleon 
the Emperor of Emperors – began his campaign in Italy, withal – vide – Las Cases – passim vol 1. 
(tome premier.)127 
The Turks have retired from before Messolonghi – nobody knows why – since they left provisions and 
ammunition behind {them} in quantities – and the Garrison made no sallies – or none to any purpose = 
they never invested Messolonghi this year – but bombarded Anatoliko – (a sort of village which I 
recollect well having passed through the whole of that country with 50 Albanians in 1809 Messolonghi 
included)128 near the Achelous – some say that Vrioni Pacha129 heard of an insurrection near Scutari130 
– some – one thing some another – for my part I have [page 16:] been in correspondence with the 
Chiefs – and their accounts are not unanimous. – – – 
The Suliotes both there – here – and elsewhere – having taken a kind of liking to, or at least formed or 
renewed a sort of acquaintance with, me – (as I have aided them and their families in {all} that I could 
according to circumstances) are apparently anxious that I should put myself forward as their Chief – (if 
I may so say) I would rather not for the present – because there are far too many divisions and Chiefs 
already – but if it should appear necessary – why – as they are admitted to be the best and bravest of 
the present combatants – it might – or may – so happen – that I could – would – should – or shall take 
to me the support of such a body of men – with whose aid – I think something might be done both in 
Greece and out of it – (for [page 17:] there is a good deal to put to rights in both) I could maintain them 
out of my own present means (always supposing my present income and means to be permanent) they 
are not above a thousand – and of these not six hundred real Suliotes – but then they are allowed to be 
equal (that seems a bravado though but it is in print recently) one to 5 European Moslems – and ten 
Asiatics – – – be it as it may – they are in high esteem – and my very good friends. – – – – 
A Soldier may be maintained on the Mainland – for 25 piastres ({rather} better than two dollars a 
month) monthly – and find his rations out of the Country – or for four dollars – including his paying 
for his rations – therefore for between two and three thousand dollars a month (and the dollar here is to 
be had for 4 and 2 pence instead of 4 and 6 pence – the price in England) I [page 18:] could maintain 
between five hundred {or or} and a thousand of these warriors for as long as necessary – and I have 
more means than are – (supposing them to last) to do so – for my own personal wants are very simple 
(except in horses as I am no great pedestrian) and my income considerable for any country but England 
– (being equal to the President’s of the United States – the English Secretaries’ of State’s or the French 
Ambassador’s at Vienna and the greater Courts – 150000 Francs – I believe) and I have hope to have 

                                                           
125: In 480 Leonidas, King of Sparta, held the Thermopylae pass against the Persians under Xerxes with a force 
of three hundred men, allowing the rest of Greece time to organise. 
126: “King Tom” Maitland, drunken and boorish English Governor of the Ionians. 
127: Las Cases reports that on the eve of his invasion of Italy in 1796 Bonaparte could raise no more than 2,000 
louis. Nevertheless, he triumphed there, just as B. hopes to do in Greece 
128: Anatoliko, which B. passed through with Hobhouse on their way back from Tepellene in autumn 1809. 
129: Vrioni Pacha unidentified. An Ottoman general. The Mss. looks like “Santa or “Scutra.” 
130: Modern Shkodër in northern Albania. 
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sold a Manor131 besides for nearly 3000000 francs more – thus I could (with what We should extract 
according to the usages of war – also) keep on foot a respectable clan or Sept or tribe or horde132 – for 
some time – and, as I have not any motive for so doing but the well=wishing to Greece, [page 19:] I 
should hope with advantage. – [the rest of page 19 is blank.] 
 
[page 20:] 

January 22nd 1824. 
Messalonghi. 

On this day I complete my thirty sixth year. – 
 

1. 
 ’Tis time this heart should be unmoved, 
  Since others it hath ceased to move – 
 Yet though I cannot be beloved 
   Still let me love! 
 

2. 
 My days are in the yellow leaf133 
  The flowers and fruits of Love are gone – 
 The worm – the canker, and the grief 
   Are mine alone! 
 

3. 
 The Fire that on my bosom preys 
  Is lone as some Volcanic Isle, 
 No torch is kindled at its blaze – 
   A funeral pile! 
 

4. 
 The hope, the fear, the jealous care 
  The exalted portion of the pain 
 And power of Love I cannot share, 
   But wear the chain. 
[page 21:] 

5. 
 But ’tis not thus – and ’tis not here – 
  Such thoughts should shake my Soul, nor now, 
 Where Glory decks the hero’s bier 
   Or binds his Brow. 
 

6. 
 The Sword – the Banner – and the Field – 
  Glory and Greece around us see! 
 The Spartan born upon his shield, 
  * Was not more free! – 
 

7. 
 Awake! – (not Greece – She is awake! –) 
  Awake my Spirit! think through whom 
 Thy Life=blood tracks its parent lake, 
   And then Strike home! – 

 
8. 

 Tread those reviving passions down, 
  Unworthy Manhood; – unto thee 

                                                           
131: The Rochdale collieries. They had been subject to litigation, but were sold in autumn 1823. 
132: B. does not know whether to give his followers a Scots, Roman, Hebrew / Native American or Hunnish 
appellation. 
133: Macbeth, V iii 22-3: My way of life / Is fall’n into the sear, the yellow leaf … 
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* The Slain were borne on their shields – witness the Spartan mother’s speech delivered with the 
buckler – “Either with this or on this.” 
 
[page 22:] 
 In different should the smile or frown 
   Of Beauty be.134 
 

9. 
 If thou regret’st thy Youth, why live? 
  The Land of honourable Death 
 Is here – up to the Field! and Give  
   Away thy Breath. 
 

10. 
 Seek out – less often sought than found – 
  A Soldier’s Grave – for thee the best – 
 Then Look around and choose thy Ground 
   And take thy Rest! 
 
     Messalonghi. January. 22nd 1824 
       / 
 / NB / 
    / 

[long swirl] 
[page 23:] 

February 15th.1824 
 
Upon February 15th. – (I write on the 17th. of the same month) I had a strong shock of a Convulsive 
description but whether Epileptic – Paralytic – or Apoplectic is not yet decided by the two medical 
men who attend me – or whether it be of some other nature (if such there be) it was very painful and 
had it lasted a minute longer must have extinguished my mortality – if I can judge by sensations. – – I 
was speechless – {with} the features much distorted – but not foaming at the mouth – they say – and 
my struggles so violent that several persons – two of whom – Mr. Parry the Engineer135 – and my 
Servant Tita the Chasseur136 are very strong men – could not hold me – it lasted about ten minutes – 
and came on immediately after drinking a tumbler of Cider mixed [page 24:] with cold water in Col. 
Stanhope’s apartments. – This is the first attack that I have had of the kind to the best of my belief: I 
never heard that any of my family were liable to the same – though my mother was subject to 
hysterical affections. – Yesterday (the 16.th) Leeches were applied to my temples, – I had previously 
recovered a good deal – but with some feverish and variable symptoms; – I bled profusely – and as 
they went too near the temporal Artery – there was some difficulty in stopping the blood – even with 
the Lunar Caustic – this however after some hours was accomplished about eleven o clock at night – 
and this day (the 17th.) though weakly I feel tolerably convalescent. – – 

                                                           
134: Refers to Loukas’ indifference. Compare B.’s confession of his inadequacy as a Stoic, at Don Juan, XVII, 
stanza 10: 
 If such doom waits each intellectual Giant, 

  We little people, in our lesser way, 

 To Life’s small rubs should surely be more pliant; 

  And so for one will I – as well I may. 

 Would that I were less bilious – but, Oh fie on’t! 

  Just as I make my mind up every day 

 To be a “totus, teres” Stoic Sage, 

 The Wind shifts, and I fly into a rage. 

135: William Parry was the Fire-Master sent out by the London Greek Committee to organise B.’s artillery, and so 
on. He made, ghost-written, a convincing account of his days at Missolonghi, in The Last Days of Lord Byron 
(1825). He and B. got drunk frequently. 
136: Tita Falcieri was B.’s gondolier. 
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With regard<s> to the presumed cause of this attack – as far as I know there [page 25:] might be 
several – the state of the place and of the weather permits little exercise at present; – I have been 
violently agitated with more than one passion recently137 – and a good deal occupied politically as well 
as privately – and amidst conflicting parties – politics – and (as far as regards public matters) 
circumstances; – I have also been in an anxious state with regard to things which may be only 
interesting to my own private feelings – – and perhaps not uniformly so temperate as I may generally 
affirm that I was wont to be138 – how far any or all of these may have acted on the mind or body of 
One who had {already} undergone many {previous} changes of place and passion during a life of 
thirty six years I cannot tell – nor – – but I am interrupted by the arrival of a report from a party 
returned from reconnoitring a Turkish Brig of War just stranded on the Coast – and [page 26:] which is 
to be attacked the moment we can get some guns to bear upon her. – I shall hear what Parry says about 
it – here he comes. – [the rest of page 26 is blank.] 
 
1824: As the London Greek Committee’s representative, Byron proceeds to Messolonghi. After 

an adventurous sea journey, punctuated by the Turkish blockade and by storms, he comes 

ashore on January 5th. Wearing full military uniform for the landing, he receives a hero’s 

welcome. He puts himself at the head of five hundred Suliote soldiers, whose expenses he pays, 

and prepares for his first military operation, the capture of Lepanto. On January 22nd he writes 

On This Day I Complete My Thirty-Sixth Year. On February 5th William Parry, the fire master, 

arrives in Messolonghi with his specialist mechanics, but the plan to attack Lepanto is eventually 

abandoned due to various setbacks, including impassable roads and the dissolution of the Suliote 

troops – who turn out not to be Suliotes. Byron remains occupied with administrative decision-

making and is awaiting instructions from the Greek government. Starting in February, his 

health gradually declines: on the 15th he has an epileptic fit. Early in April, he goes for a ride in 

the rain, and collapses with a severe fever. He dies on April 19th, 1824 (Greek Easter Monday). 

 
Byron to Henry Muir, from Dragomestri, January 2nd 1824: 
(Source: Harry Ransom Center, Texas, photocopy from microfilm; LJ VI 298; BLJ XI 87-9) 
[To, / Henry Muir M.D. / &c. &c. &c. / Health Office / Argostoli / Cephalonia / N.B.] 
Muir was Health Officer on Cephalonia. 

 
[On cover] Lord Byron presents his respects to the Commandant of Kalamo and will feel particularly 
obliged if that Gentleman will forward this letter to Argostoli. [Ms. tear: “Request”]ing his pardon for 
the trouble. 

Dragomestri. 1824 Jry 2d. 1823 
My dear Muir 
 I wish you many returns of the season – and happiness therewithal. – Gamba and the 
Bombarda (there is strong reason to believe) are carried into Patras by a Turkish frigate – which we 
saw chase them at dawn on the 31st. – We had been down under the stern in the night believing her a 
Greek till within pistol shot – and only escaped by a miracle of all the Saints (our Captain says) and 
truly I am of his opinion – for we should never have got away of ourselves. – They were signalizing 
their Consort with lights – and {had} illuminated <xx> <xx> the ship {between decks} – and were 
shouting like a Mob – but then why did they not fire? perhaps they took us for a Greek brulotte – and 
were afraid of kindling us – they had no colours flying even at dawn nor after. – At daybreak my boat 
was on the coast – but the wind unfavourable for the port – a large vessel with the wind in her favour 
 
1:2 
 
standing between us and the Gulph – and another in chace of the Bombard – about 12 miles off or so. – 
Soon after they stood (i.e. the Bombard and frigate –) apparently towards Patras and a Zantiote boat 
making signals to us from the shore to get away – away we went before the wind – and ran into a 
Creek called Scrofes (I believe) where I landed Luke and another (as Luke’s life was in most danger) 
with some money {for themselves} and a letter for Stanhope and sent them up the country to 
Messolonghi, where they would be in safety, – as the place where we were could be assailed by armed 
boats in a moment – and Gamba had all our arms except two carbines – a fowling piece – and some 

                                                           
137: B. quotes or paraphrases Brutus at Julius Caesar I ii 39-40: Vexed am I / Of late with passions of some 

difference … 

138: A reference to his feelings for Loukas (see poem above). 
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pistols. – In less than an hour – the vessel in chace neared us – and we dashed out again – and 
showing our stern (our boat sails very well) got in before night to Dragomestre – where 
 
1:3 
 
we now are. – But where is the Greek fleet? I don’t know – do you? I told our Master of the boat that I 
was inclined to think the two large vessels (there were none <within> {else in} sight) Greeks – but he 
answered “they are too large – why don’t they show their colours? and his account was confirmed be it 
true or false – by several boats which we met or passed. As we could not at any rate have got in with 
that wind – without beating about for a long time – and as there was much property and some lives to 
risk <without> (the boy’s especially) without any means of defence – it was necessary to let our 
boatmen have their own way. – – I dispatched yesterday another messenger to Messolonghi – for an 
escort – but we have yet no answer. We are here (those of my boat) for the fifth day – without taking 
our cloathes off – and sleeping on deck in all weathers – but are all very well and in good spirits. – It is 
to be supposed 
 
1:4 
 
that the Govt. will send for their own sakes an escort as I have 16000 dollars on board – the greater part 
for their service. – – I had (besides personal property to the amount of about 5000 more) 8000 dollars 
in specie of my own – without reckoning the Committee’s stores – so that the Turks will have a good 
thing of it – if the prize be good. – I regret the detention of Gamba &c. – but the rest we can make up 
again – so tell Hancock to set my bills into cash – as soon as possible – and Corgialegno to prepare the 
remainder of my credit with Messrs Webb {to be turned into} monies. – I shall remain here (unless 
something extraordinary occurs) till Mavrocordato sends – and then go on – and act according to 
circumstances. – My respects to the two Colonels – and remembrances to all friends – tell “Ultima 
Analise” that his friend Raidi139 did not make his appearance with the brig – though I think that he 
might as well have spoken with us in or off Zante – to give us a gentle hint of what we had to expect. 

yrs. ever affectly. 
N. B. 

2:1 
 
P.S. 
 Excuse my scrawl on account of the pen and the frosty morning at daybreak – I write in haste a 
boat starting for Kalamo. – I do not know whether the detention of the Bombard (if she be detained for 
I cannot swear {to it} and can only judge from appearances – and what all these fellows say) be an 
affair of the Govt. and Neutrality and &c. – but she was stopped at least 12 {distant} miles from any 
port – and had all her papers regular from Zante for Kalamo and we also. – I did not land at Zante 
being anxious to lose as little time as possible – but Sir F. S. came off to invite me &c. and every body 
was as kind as could be – even in Cephalonia. – 
 
Dr Bruno and Byron to Charles Hancock, from Dragomestri, January 2nd 1824: 

(Source: text from Harrow School Library A 1937.2; LJ VI 301-3; BLJ IX 89-90) 
[To, / ― Hancock Esqre. / to ye care of Dr Muir / Sanità / Argostoli / Cephalonia / N.B.] 
 
Dr Bruno writes: 
 
 Pregiatmo. Sigr. Ancock 

Dragomestro li 2 Gennajo 1824. 
 
Ho il bene d’essere incombenzato da Milord d’informavi che il di lui viaggio fino a Zante fu ottimo: 
ivi ebbimo calma perfetta e parrecchie ore: poscia con piccolo vento incamminatici verso Missolonghi, 
sui finire della notte che era molto Severa ci incontrammo a fronte di una fregata, la sui gente accostati 
dalla nostra nave che le sera vicina d’un breve tiro di pistola, si pose a gridare con alte voci: Il padrone 
della nostra nave, subito comprese essere quella una fregata Turca, e, raccommondandoci profondo 
silenzio, fece voltare la prora e scampammo da una preda che per i Turchi non poteva essere nè più 
facile, nè più sicura. 

                                                           
139: Should be “Praidi”. 
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Alle ore otto del mattino scorgiamo la Bombarda che fuggiva inseguita da una fregata che non 
spiegò mai bandiera, e che giudicò il padrone della nostra barca essere pure Turca. Diffatti arrivata 
quella a poco distanza della Bombarda, le fece cangiare cammino diriggendola verso Patrasso. Mentre 
noi continuavamo, spettatori dell’ accennata scena, il nostro viaggio verso Missolonghi, {con mezzo 
vento,} vediamo un’altra fregata, che a vento in poggia si diriggeva sopra la nostra nave, quella pure fu 
riconosciuta Turca, come ne fummo dopo accertati da parrechi pescatori; ma noi ci ricoverammo entro 
Scrofes. Ivi Milord spedi sull’istante due persone a Missolonghi per informare il Pre. Maurocordato 
dell’accaduto, e dopo si fece vela per Dragomastro, dove siamo già da tre giorni. Nel breve tragitto da 
Scrofes a Dragomestro viddimo nuovamente la fregata, dalla quale come da ogni altro pericolo siamo, 
si crede, costà in sicurezza. Della Bombarda non abbiamo alcuna notizia [1:2 
 
 e ne attendiamo da Missolonghi dove furono già spediti tre espressi. La bombarda aveva le sue carte 
per Calamo, fù presa alla distanza del blocco di più di sedici miglia, ed è una violazione dei Turchi 
delle più evidenti. I primati di questi paesi vennero premurosamente a visitare Milord, e non potevano 
mostrarsi verso di lui più officiosi per ogni riguardo: e mentre vi presenta i di lui saluti, mi dice che 
voliate favorire di realizzare il più presto possible le sue cambianti. 
Milord gode buona salute come pure noi tutti della barca. Aggradite i miei saluti, e conservatevi, E 
vostro amico e servo 
   Dre. Francesco Bruno. 
 
Translation (source: LJ VI 301n): Dear Mr Hancock, / I have been given by Milord the pleasant task 
of informing you that his voyage from Zante was excellent: we had calm and perfect conditions for a 
good many hours. Then, with a light wind, we sailed here towards Missolonghi, and towards the end of 
the night, which was very severe, we came face to face with a frigate, [la sua gente], which came up to 
our ship so that it was within a short pistol-shot, and loud voices could be heard from on board. The 
captain of our ship at once realised that it was a Turkish frigate, and told us to keep absolute silence, 
turned the prow about and escaped from a confrontation which for the Turks could not have been 
easier, or more certain. 
 At eight in the morning we sighted the bombard, which was in flight, pursued by a frigate, which 
flew no colours, and which our captain judged to be Turkish as well. The frigate came to within a short 
distance of the bombard, and forced it to change course in the direction of Patrass. Meanwhile we 
continued, spectators of the foregoing scene, our voyage towards Missolonghi, with a moderate wind, 
and saw another frigate, which was tacking towards our ship; this too was recognised as a Turk, as we 
were later assured by several fishermen: but we escaped from it into Scrofes. Here Milord at once 
landed two people140 and told them to go to Missolonghi, to tell Prince Mavrocordato what had 
happened, and then made for Dragomestre, where we have been already three days. In the short 
crossing from Scrofes to Dragomestre we saw the frigate again, from which, as from all other dangers, 
we are, we believe, safe. We have had no word from the bombard, but expect to hear of it from 
Missolonghi, where we have already sent three messages. The bombard had its maps for Calamo, more 
than sixteen miles from the blockade, the Turks’ violation of which was clear. The bishop of this 
region came quickly to visit Milord, and could not have shown him more thoughtful attention, and 
while being presented to him, told me that he wished to have his plans realised as quickly as possible. 
 Milord is in good health, as indeed are all of us on this vessel. Accept my greetings, and take care 
of yourself. 
 Your friend and servant, 
  Dr Francesco Bruno. 
 
Byron continues: 

 
[letter concludes at top of Byron’s opening:] P.S. Remember me to Muir and every body else. – I 
have still the 16000 dollars with me – the rest were on board the Bombarda. – 
 
Dear Sr. “Ancock” 
 Here we are – the Bombard taken or at least missing – with all the Committee stores – 
my friend Gamba – the horses – negro – bulldog – Steward – and domestics – with all our implements 
of peace and war – also 8000 dollars; – but whether they will be lawful prize or no – is for the decision 
of the Governo of the Seven Islands. – 
I have written to Dr. Muir by way of Kalamo 

                                                           
140: One of these was Loukas Chalandritsanos, whom B. wished to preserve from Turkish rape. 
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[1:3 is written at ninety degrees:] 
 
with all particulars. – We are in good condition and what with wind and weather and being hunted or 
so a little – sleeping on deck &c. {are} in tolerable seasoning for the country and circumstances. – But 
I foresee that we shall have occasion for all the cash I can muster at Zante and elsewhere – Mr. Barff 
gave us 8000 and odd dollars – so there is still a balance in my favour. – We are not quite certain that 
the vessels were Turkish which chaced – but there is strong presumption that they were – and no news 
to the contrary. – At Zante every body from the Resident downwards – were as kind as could be – 
especially your worthy and courteous partner. – Tell our friends to keep up their spirits – and we may 
yet do very well – – I [Ms. tear: “disembarked”] the boy and another Greek {who were in most per[Ms. 

tear: “il”] – the boy at least from the Morea – which put [Ms. tear: “sa”]fely on shore near Anatoliko I 
believe – and [Ms tear: “w”]e must stick by our Goods 

yrs. ever 
N.B. 

 
[written horizontally at bottom:] I hope that Gamba’s detention will be only temporary, as for the 
effects and monies – if we have them well! – if otherwise – patience. – 
 
1:4 
 
I wish [Ms. tear: “you a hap”]py new year and [Ms. tear: “all our friends the”] same. 
 

Byron to Charles Hancock, from Missolonghi, January 13th 1824: 

(Source: text from Harrow School Library A 1937.3; LJ VI 303; BLJ XI 91-3) 
[To, / C. Hancock Esqre. / to ye care of / H. Muir Esqre / Sanità / Argostoli / Cephlonia / N.B. 
 
P.S. – Many thanks to Colonel Wright and Muir for their exertions about the vessell. – B. – – 
 

Messolonghi. Jy. 13th. 1824 
Dear Sr. H. 
 Many thanks for yrs. of ye 5th. ditto to Muir for his. – You will have heard that Gamba and my 
vessel got out of the hands of the Turks safe and intact – nobody knows well how or why – for there is 
a mystery in the story somewhat melodramatic – Captain Valsamachi – has I take it spun a long yarn 
by this time in Argostoli; – I attribute their release entirely to Saint Dionysius of Zante – and the 
Madonna of the Rock near Cephalonia. – The adventures of my separate bark were also not finished at 
Dragomestre. – 
We were conveyed out by some Greek Gunboats – and found the Leonidas brig of war 
 
1:2 
 
at Sea to look after us. – But blowing weather coming on we were driven on the rocks – twice – in the 
passage of the Scrophes – and the dollars had another narrow escape. – Two thirds of the Crew got 
ashore over the bowsprit – the rocks were rugged enough – but water very deep close in shore – so that 
she was after much swearing and some exertion got <enough> {off} again – and away we went with a 
third of our crew leaving the rest on a desolate island – where they might have been now – had not one 
of the Gunboats taken them off – for we were in no condition to take them off again. – 
Tell Muir that Dr. Bruno did not show much fight on the occasion – for besides stripping to the flannel 
waistcoat – 
 
1:3 
 
and running about like a rat in an emergency – when I was talking to a Greek boy (the brother of the 
{Gk} Girls in Argostoli ) and telling him the fact that there was no danger for the passengers whatever 
there might be for the vessel – and assuring him that I could save both him and myself – without 
difficulty (though he can’t swim) as the water though deep was not very rough – the wind not blowing 
right on shore – (it was a blunder of the Greeks who missed stays) the Doctor exclaimed – “Save him 
indeed – by G – d – save me rather – I’ll be first if I can” a piece of Egotism which he pronounced with 
such emphatic simplicity – as to set all who had leisure to hear him laughing – and in a minute after – 
the vessel drove off again 
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1:4 
 
after striking twice – she sprung a small leak – but nothing further happened except that the Captain 
was very nervous afterwards. – To be brief – we had bad weather almost always – though not contrary 
– slept on deck in the wet generally – for seven or eight nights – but never was in better health (I speak 
personally) so much so that I actually bathed for a quarter of an hour on the evening of the fourth inst. 
in the sea – (to kill the fleas and others) and was all the better for it. – – 
We were received at Messolonghi with all kinds of kindness and honours – and the sight of the fleet 
saluting &c. and the crowds and different costumes was really picturesque. – We think of undertaking 
an expedition soon – and I expect to be ordered with the Suliotes to join the army – all well at present – 
we found 
 
2:1 
 
2d.) Gamba already arrived – and every thing in good condition. – Remembrance to all friends 

yrs. ever 
N.B. 

P.S. 
 You will {I hope} use every exertion to realize the Assetts – for besides what I have already 
advanced – I have undertaken to maintain the Suliotes for a year – ([Ms tear: “and”] accompany them 
either as a Chief or [word torn out with seal] whichever is most agreeable to the Government) besides 
sundries. – 
I do not quite understand Browne’s “letter of Credit” – I neither gave nor ordered a letter of Credit that 
I know of – (and though of course if you have done it – I will be responsible) I was not aware of any 
thing – except that I would have backed his bills – which you said was unnecessary. – 
 
2:2 
 
As to orders – I ordered nothing but some red cloth – and oil cloth – both of which I am ready to 
receive – but if Gamba has exceeded my commission the {other} things must be sent back for I cannot 
permit anything of the kind nor will. – The Servants’ journey will of course be paid for – though that is 
exorbitant. – As for Browne’s letter – – I do not know anything more than I have said – and I really 
cannot defray the charges of half Greece and {the Frank} adventurers besides. – – – 
Mr. Barff must send us some dollars soon – for the expences fall on me for the present. – – – 
 
2:3 
 
P.S. 2d.         Jy. 14th. 1824. 
Will you tell Saint (Jew) Geronimo Corgialegno – that I mean to draw for the balance of my credit 
with Messrs Webb & Co; – I shall draw for two thousand dollars – (that being about the amount more 
or less) but to facilitate the business I shall make the {draft} payable also at Messrs Ransom and Co’s 
Pall Mall East London. – – – 
I believe I already showed you my letters (but if not I have them to show) by which besides the Credits 
now realizing – you will have perceived that I am not limited to any particular amount of credit with 
my bankers – The Honourable Douglas my friend and trustee is a 
 
2:4 
 
principal partner in that house – and having the direction of my affairs – is aware to what extent my 
present resources may go – and the letters in question were from him. – I can merely say that within 
the current year {1824} besides the money already advanced to the Greek Govt. and the credits now in 
your hands and yr. partner(Mr. Barff) which are all from the income of 1823 (I have anticipated 
nothing from that of the present year hitherto) I shall – or ought to have at my disposition upwards of 
an hundred thousand dollars – (including my income – and the purchase money of a manor recently 
sold) and perhaps more – without impinging on my income for 1825 – and not including the remaining 
balance of 1823. – yrs. ever N.B. 
 
P.S. – Many thanks to Colonel Wright and Muir for their exertions about the vessel. – 
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Alexander Mavrocordatos to Byron, January 9th / 17th 1824: 

(Source: text from photofacsimile, 1973 Byron Journal, No.1, p.27) 
 
 Mylord, 
 Pour terminer aujourd’hui l’affaire des Souliotes, j’ai absolument besoin de trois mille Tallario. 
Vous m’aviez dit que si le besoin l’égige vous me remettriez toute la Somme de l’emprunt quoique 
vous n’ayez pas pu l’avoir encore toute entière de Zante. Le besoin, comme vous savez, est urgent, et 
les ayant persuadé de recevoir une partie de leur solde passée, je crois nécessaire de les satisfaire le 
plutôt possible. Si vous avez donc la bonté de me faire avoir cette somme aujourd’hui, en attendant 
qu’elle arrive de Zante, Vous obligerez infiniment Votre dévoué ami et Serviteur 

A Mavrocordato 
Le 9 / 17 Janvier 1824 
 Missolonghi 
 
À Sa Seigneurie 
Le très hon. Lord Byron 
  &c. &c. 
 
Translation: My lord / In order to settle today the matter of the Souliotes, I absolutely must have three 
thousand Tallaris. You told me that if the need arises you would send the whole amount of the loan, 
even though you will not have been able to receive it all from Zante. The need is, as you know, urgent, 
and having persuaded them to accept part of their back pay, I think it necessary to satisfy them as soon 
as possible. If therefore you had the goodness to forward that sum to me today, while awaiting its 
arrival from Zante, you would infinitely oblige your devoted friend and servant / A Mavrocordato / 
January 1 / 17 1824 / To his Lordship / The Rt. Hon. Lord Byron &c &c 
 

Pietro Gamba to Teresa Guiccioli, from Missolonghi, January 8th 1824: 

(Source: text from typed copy from Keats-Shelley House Rome) 
 
Zante 16 Gennaio 1824 / Per mezzo di S.S.U.mo / Samuel Barff / Zante Via di mare / A Sua 
Eccellenza / La Sig.ra Co.sa Teresa Gamba / Guiccioli / a / Bologna / [stamp: Italia / Stato Pontificio] / 
Missolonghi – 8 del 1824 / Mia Cara Teresa / Eccoti il Prospetto della prima Gazetta Ellenica – in 
Greco – ma si publicherà anche in Italiano tosto che avremo compositori Italiani abili per stampare – 
pei quali abbiamo gia scritto. Il prezzo è di 6 talleri per mese. Io spero che si troveranno associati 
anche in Bologna – Raccommandala. Spero che non si troveranno ostacoli presso ai Governi d’Italia, 
ne presso a verun Governo del Mondo, giacche la causa Greca non puo’esser in odio ad alcuna Potenza 
Cristiana e perchè specialmente si è stabilito per principio di non trattare mai alcun sogetto che possa 
offendere in verun modo la politica del Gabinetto Europei. Al Supremo Pontefice, i Greci hanno 
particolare gratitudine – per i tanti benefizj che gli ha fatto anche quando gli altri si mostravano freddi 
sino all’Ostilità. Lord Byron è stato ricevuto come un Angelo liberatore. Gli affari procedono sempre 
in meglio verso l’ordine – dai Turchi non vi ha alcun timore – e i Greci tutti hanno ricorso a Byron per 
la composizione delle loro discordie, che sono ormai interamente sopite. Ti scriverò presto a lungo. 
Credimi / Il tuo aff.mo Fratello / P. Gamba 
 
Translation: Zante, January 16th 1824: through the hands of your humble servant Samuel Barff, 
Zante, by sea. To the Countess Teresa Gamba Guiccioli, at Bologna: Missolonghi,141 January 8th 1824. 
My dear Teresa / Here for you is the prospectus of the first Greek Gazette142 – in Greek – but it will 
soon be published in Italian also, as soon as we have Italian compositors able to print it – for whom we 
have already written. The price is six talleri a month. I hope we shall find associates in Bologna – 
recommend it. I hope there will be no obstructions to it from the governments of Italy, nor from any 
governments on earth,143 for the Greek cause cannot be hateful to any true Christian Power,144 and 
especially because it is founded on the principle of never dealing with any subject which can in a real 
way offend the politics of Europe.145 To the Supreme Pontiff, the Greeks have particular gratitude – for 

                                                           
141: B. had embarked for Missolonghi on December 29th, and arrived on January 4th. 
142: The first number was published on January 24th 1824. In fact it was called The Greek Telegraph. 
143: In fact the Greek Telegraph was banned in both the Ionians and in the Austrian-ruled states of Italy. 
144: Gamba writes knowing that his letters are being opened. 
145: Yet Parry reports that B. disapproved of such newspapers: “If the Greeks wished to have newspapers they 
would establish them; now, they would be looked on as the work of foreigners, and intended to promote their 
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so many benefits which he has conferred on them when others showed themselves cold to the point 
of hositilty. Lord Byron has been received like a liberating Angel. Matters go on better than ever – we 
have no fear of the Turks – and the Greeks call on Byron for the settling of their quarrels, which are 
now completely resolved. I shall write more to you at length. Your most affectionate Brother / Pietro 
Gamba 
 
Pietro Gamba to Teresa Guiccioli, from Missolonghi, January 14th 1824: 

(Source: text from typed copy from Keats-Shelley House Rome) 
 
Zante via di mare / Zante 16 Gennajo 1824 / Per mezzo del S.S. U.mo / Samuel Barff / Alla Sig.ra 
Contessa Teresa Gamba Guccioli / Bologna / Italia / Stato Pontificio / Missolonghi – 14 – del 1824 – / 
Mia Cara Teresa / Altre lettere ti avranno recate le ultima nostre notizie – e in pochi di avrò 
un’occasione diretta per Ancona, per la quale ti scriverò a lungo – ma per non trascurarne alcuna eccoti 
due parole – per assicurarti della nostra salute – delle buone nostre speranze – del niun pericolo che ci 
sta incontro – se la tua immaginazione non ne crea. Sta sana sta tranquilla sta lieta – se puoi – a Byron 
non dispiacerebbe che tu frequentassi qualche Società come quella del’Ortensia Buonaparte – Io 
confido che nella primavera ventura ci rivedremo cioè ci rivedrai – perchè converrà più a te di fare un 
viaggio con qualcuno – o tuo fratello – o Giuliani fino alle Isole = che a noi di tornare in Italia = per 
ora – ma ne parleremo. Salutami Papà – i fratelli – Paolo – gli amici ec. / Il tuo affmo fratello / Pietro 
Gamba / P.S. – Byron non ha mai goduto una si vigorosa salute. – 
 
Translation: Zante, by sea, January 16th 1824: through the hands of your most humble servant 
Samuel Barff / To the Countess Teresa Gamba Guiccioli / Bologna, Italy / Missolonghi January 14th 
1824 / My dear Teresa / Other letters will have given you the latest news about us – and in a short time 
I shall have an opportunity, via Ancona, to write to you at length – but, so as not to disappoint you at 
all, here are a couple of words for you – to assure you of our health – of the wealth of our hopes – of 
the fact that we are in no danger here – as long as your imagination creates none. Stay sane, stay 
tranquil, stay light-hearted – if you can – Byron would not be upset if you went out into society in the 
manner of Hortense Buonaparte146 – I trust that next spring we shall see you, that is, you will see us – 
for it will more suit you to make a voyage with someone – either your brother – or Giuliani – to the 
Islands – than it will suit us to come back to Italy – for the time being – but we shall speak about it. 
Greet Papa – my brothers – Paolo – our friends and so on. / Your most affectionate brother / Pietro 
Gamba. / P.S. Byron has never enjoyed a more vigorous health. 
 

Byron to Alexander Mavrocordatos, from Missolonghi, January 16th 1824: 
(Translation by Valeria Vallucci. Source: General State Archives, Athens, Iστορικον Αρχείον Αλ. 
Μαυορκρδάτου, no.912, together with official copy. The version previously published in Μνηµεία της 

Ελληνικής Ιστορίας, vol V: Iστορικόν Αρχείον Αλεξάνδρου  Μαυορκρδάτου, ed. E.G. Protopsaltis, vol. 3 
(Athens: Academy of Athens, 1968) p.68 is taken from the copy, not from the original. My thanks to 
Roddy Beaton; an inaccurate version is at ΙΣΤΟΡΙΚΟΝ ΑΡΧΕΙΟΝ, p.68). Not published in English. 
 

Gen.o 16 1824. 
 

1. 
Prima che si potrebbe realizzare nelle Isole Ionie i migliori Cambiali sopra Londra o Genova – si 
vorrebbe almeno due mesi – si voleva tanto tempo pei passati – e poco mancava che non si dovrebbe 
spedire a Malta – i degni Ionii non avendo o non volendo rendere loro contante se non all’usura. 

2. 

                                                                                                                                                                      
views. They must be a means of sowing jealousy and mistrust. They might attack private individuals, and might 
give umbrage to foreign powers. There was no practice to regulate the mode of conducting them, and laws could 
be immediately formed to check all their excesses. He who was attacked, and could not wield the pen, would reply 
with his sword, and bloodshed and anarchy would be the consequence of discussing theories of government before 
independence was obtained. There were a great number of factious designing men in Greece; and in the present 
state of the country, a press set up by foreign assistance was only likely to afford them a means of disturbing 
public tranquillity” (Parry, Last Days, 34). 
146: Hortense de Beauharnais, Napoleon’s step-daughter, was made by him Queen of Holland. She had an affair 
with the Comte de Flahaut (subsequently husband to Mercer Elphinstone) something the like of which both Pietro, 
and B. looking over his shoulder, may be here hinting could do Teresa some good. 
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In meno di quel tempo, avremmo una riposta da Londra per mezzo dei deputati ed allora i 20 o 30 
mila talari sarebbero superflui; – se i deputati non riescono, io farò tutto nell’ mio potere per soddisfare 
alla richiesta del’ Governo della Morea. – 
 

3. 
L’impegno che io ho preso per mantenere il corpo dei Sulioti &c. (senza cercare alcun rimborso) 
conterà appresso poco 20 mila talari – e mi pare che nelle circostanze 
 
1:2 
 
attuali – questa è la maniera più utile per sollevare il’ Governo di un peso di Soldati – che non avendo 
paese sono naturalmente diffidenti e difficili di tenere in freno finche sanno ciò che hanno {da} 
aspettare dal’ Governo. – – – 
 

4. 
Io aspetto delle lettere particolari d’ Inghilterra – sopra i miei affari privati – ed allora saprò {dire} 
precisamente ciò che posso – o non posso fare coi miei {proprii} mezzi dentro questo anno corrente – 
nel’ fratempo io non mancherò alla mia parola – in ciò che ho già promesso. 

N. B. 
P. S.          5. 
Se pertanto il Principe 
ed il Governo {lo} credono necessario – 
possiamo spedire un’ agente 
in Cephalonia per trattare in 
nome mio & {in} quello del’ Governo Greco 
per la somma ora richiesta dal Corpo Legislativo. 
 
ΙΣΤΟΡΙΚΟΝ ΑΡΧΕΙΟΝ adds, (Σηµ. παραλήπτου): ’Απόχρισις τού λόρδου έγγραφος πρός τόν 
Μαυραχορδατον περί τού ζητήµατος τού δανείού παρά τού Βουλ(ευτιχού). 
 
Translation: 

January 16th 1824 
1. 

It would take at least two months before the best exchange rates for London and Genoa could be 
obtained. It took a long time in past months. We were almost obliged to send them to Malta, since the 
Ionian gentlemen were either unable or unwilling to lend cash except at usurious rates. 

2. 
We shall have had an answer from London, via the deputies, in less time than that, and then the twenty 
or thirty thousand talari would be superfluous. If the deputies do not succeed, I shall do everything in 
my power to satisfy the request of the government of the Morea. 
 

3. 
The commitment I have made to maintain the Suliot corps, &c. (without seeking any reimbursement) 
will cost just under twenty thousand talari, and it seems to me that in the present circumstances this is 
the most useful way to relieve the government from the burden of soldiers who, having no home 
country, are naturally suspicious and hard to keep under control as long as they know what they should 
expect from the government. 
 

4. 
I expect some special letters from England on my private affairs, and then I shall be able to say 
precisely what I can and cannot do with my own resources during the current year. Meanwhile I shall 
not go back on the promise I have made already. 

N. B. 
 
P. S. 5. Therefore, if the Prince and the Government believe it necessary, we could dispatch an agent to 
Cephalonia to deal in my name and in the name of the Greek Government  the amount requested by the 
Legislative Body. 
 
(Recipient’s note): Written response of Lord Byron to Mavrocordatos on the question of the loan for 
the Leg(islative) [Body]. 
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Byron to Charles Hancock, from Missolonghi, January 17th 1824: 

(Source: text from Harrow School Library A 1937.4; LJ VI 308-10; BLJ IX 94-5) 
[To, – / C. Hancock Esqre / &c. &c. &c. / Argostoli / Cephalonia / N.B] 
 
P.S. Respects to Col’s Wright and Duffie and the Officers civil and military – also to my friends Muir 
and Stevens particularly and to Della Decima. 

Messolonghi. Jy. 17th. 
1824. 

Dear Sir – 
 I have answered at some length yr. obliging letter – and trust that you have received my reply by 
means of Mr. Tindal. – I will also thank you to remind Mr. Tindal that I would thank him to furnish you 
on my account <for> {with} an order on the Committee for one hundred dollars which I advanced to 
him on their account through Signor Corgialegno’s agency at Zante {on his arrival in Octr} – as it is 
but fair that the said Committee should pay their own expences. – An order will be sufficient – as the 
money might be inconvenient for Mr. T. at present to disburse. – – I have also advanced to Mr. Blackett 
the sum of fifty dollars which I will thank Mr. Stevens to pay to you on my account from monies of Mr. 
Blackett now in his hands – I have 
 
1:2 
 
Mr. B’s acknowledgement in writing. – As the wants of the State here are still pressing – and there 
seems very little {Specie} stirring – except mine – I still stand paymaster – and must again request you 
and Mr. Barff to forward by a safe channel (if possible) all the dollars you can collect on the bills now 
negociating – I have also written to Corgialegno for two thousand dollars – being about the balance of 
my {separate} letters from Messrs Webb & co. making the bills also payable at Ransom’s in London. – 
Things are going on better – if not well – there is some order – and considerable preparation – I expect 
to accompany the troops on an expedition 
 
1:3 
 
shortly – which makes me particularly anxious for the remaining remittance as “money is the Sinew of 
War” and of Peace too – as far as I can see – for I am sure there would be no peace here without it. – 
However – a little does go a good way which is a comfort. The Govt. of the Morea – and [Ms. tear: 
“of”] Candia – have written to me for a further advance from my own peculium of 20- or 30-000 
dollars to which I demur for the present – (having undertaken to pay the Suliotes {as a free gift} and 
other things already, besides the loan {which I have} already advanced) till I receive letters from 
England – which I have reason to expect. – When the expected Credits arrive I hope 
 
1:4 
 
{that} you will bear a hand – otherwise I must have recourse to Malta – which will be losing time – 
and taking trouble – but I do not wish you to do more than is perfectly agreeable to Mr. Barff and to 
yourself – – I am very well – and have no reason to be dissatisfied with personal treatment – or {with} 
the posture of public affairs, – others must speak for themselves. yrs. ever & truly 

Noel Byron 
 
Byron to George Stevens, from Missolonghi, January 19th 1824: 

(Source: Harry Ransom Center, Texas, photocopy from microfilm; BLJ XI 96) 
[To, – / G. Stevens Esqre. / &c. &c. &c. / Custom House / Argostoli / Cephalonia.] 
Stevens was a customs official at Argostoli on Cephalonia. 

Messolonghi Jy. 19th. 1824 
My dear Sir / I have just received yr. very kind letter – you will have heard long ago – that Gamba got 
away without damage – and that after some escapes of my own boat (twice pretty narrowly from 
Shipwreck, as our {boatmen} ran us on the rocks) and some fatigue and hard weather – we all got in to 
Messolonghi. – For further particulars – I refer you (if it interests you) to Gamba’s epistle and mine to 
Mr. Hancock and to Muir. – – 
With regard to the order – and bills &c. of Gamba – and all these bales of Cloth – which are a perfect 
mystery to me (as I never heard of them till this moment) Gamba must explain himself with you – 
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1:2 
 
for I know nothing of the matter – nor will have anything to do with it except to see that you sustain no 
loss – of course; – if he and Master Browne147 have managed this between them, I can only say that 
they are fitter to manage their own concerns than mine – and that I am – (as I have always been) a 
damned fool to permit them to interfere in any business of my own. – However – no possible blame 
can attach to you – and as I said before “coute qui coute” – you shall sustain no loss whatever. – 
I have little news to add to what are contained in my letters to Hancock and Muir – we are discussing 
and preparing for active operations – and (as 
 
1:3 
 
I have told Hancock –) I must muster all the means in my compass as I am paymaster “pro tempore” 
and Heaven knows what besides – – willing to do what I can – in any post in which they <may/>may 
be pleased to place me – and having no choice – being about as fit for one as another – and tr[Ms. tear: 

“ly”] not ambitious of a very high one – which is more than can be said of some of our adventurers. – 
– – 
Blackett returns to Cephalonia – very unwell – and (like all the rest hitherto) thoroughly tired of the 
Greeks and of their cause into the bargain. – He owes me fifty dollars – which I will trouble you to 
remit from his monies to Hancock on account – I have Blackett’s acknowledgement. This accursed 
Cloth merchandizing of Gamba – 
 
1:4 [above address:] seems likely to cost more than five hundred men – for a month nearly; – for it is 
certain that here – few five hundred men have received so much for almost a year. – [below address:] 
But this comes of letting boys play the man – all his patriotism diminishes into the desire of a sky blue 
uniform and be d – d to him – for a coxcomb. – Best remembrances to all friends military and civic – 
and to Delladecima 
 ever yrs. faithfully 
  N. B. 
 
[crosswise over 1:1] 
 
P.S. 
 I fear the only remedy (and that is a bad one) is to have the things sold by auction for what they 
will fetch and to abide by the loss on the sale – I shall at any rate save something by this – and pay 
rather less for Gamba’s imprudence – and my own folly; I can not in the present circumstances of the 
Greeks afford to throw away a sixpence except upon their nonsense – and Gamba’s must stand over till 
another time. – You will therefore have the goodness to dispose of them as you best can – as for me – I 
mean to stick by the Greeks to the last rag of canvas or shirt – and not to go snivelling back like all the 
rest of them up till now nearly – if it can be avoided, that is to say. – – 
I must also say that the prices are said to be very exorbitant (of the cloth account) but of this I am no 
judge – except that I have to pay for it. – – – 
 

Byron to Charles Hancock, from Missolonghi, January 19th 1824: 

(Source: text from Harrow School Library A 1937.5; LJ VI 310-12; BLJ IX 95-6) 
Missolonghi Jy. 19th. 1824 

Dear Sir – 
 Since I wrote on ye 17th. I have received a letter from Mr. Stevens enclosing an account from 
Corfu – which is so exaggerated in price – and quantity – that I am at a loss whether most to admire 
Gamba’s folly – or the merchant’s knavery. – – 
All that I requested Gamba to order was red cloth enough to make a jacket – and some oil skin for 
trunks &c. – the latter has not been sent – the whole could not have amounted to 50 dollars. – The 
account is 645!!! – I will guarantee Mr. Stevens against any loss – of course – but I am not disposed to 
take the articles (which I never ordered) nor to pay the amount. – I will take 100 dollars worth – the 
rest may be sent back – and I will make the merchant an allowance of so much per Cent – or if that is 
not to be done – we must sell the whole by auction at what price the things may fetch – for I would 
rather 
 

                                                           
147: “Master Browne” – Dr Bruno. 
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1:2 
 
{incur} the dead loss of part – than be incumbered with a quantity of things to me at present 
superfluous or useless. – – Why! – I could have maintained 300 men for a month for the sum in 
Western Greece! When the dogs and the dollars and the Negro and the horses fell into the hands of the 
Turks – I acquiesced with patience (as you may have perceived) because it was the work of the 
Elements – of War – or of Providence – but this is a piece of {mere} human knavery or folly – or both 
– and I neither can nor will submit to it. – I have occasion for every dollar I can muster – to keep the 
Greeks together – and I do not grudge any expence for the Cause – but to throw away as much as 
would equip – or at least {maintain} a corps of excellent ragamuffins with arms in their hands to 
furnish Gamba and the Doctor with “blank books” (see list) broad Cloth – <and> Hessian boots – 
 
1:3 
 
and horse – whips (the latter I own they have richly earned) is rather beyond my endurance – though a 
pacific person – as all the world knows – or at least my acquaintances. – – I pray you to try to help me 
out of this damnable commercial speculation of Gamba’s – for it is one of those pieces of imprudence 
or folly – which I don’t forgive him in a hurry. – I will of course see Stevens free of expence out of the 
transaction – by the way the Greek of a Corfiote – has thought proper to draw a bill and get it 
discounted at 24 dollars – if I had been there – it should have been protested also. – 
Mr. Blackett is here ill – and will soon set out for Cephalonia. – He came to me for some pills – and I 
gave him some reserved for particular friends – and which I never knew any body recover from under 
several 
 
1:4 
 
months – but <th> he is no better – and (what is odd –) no worse – and as the Doctors have had no 
better success with him – than I – he goes to Argostoli – sick of the Greeks and of a Constipation. 
I must reiterate my request for Specie – and that speedily – otherwise public affairs will be at a 
standstill here. – – 
I have undertaken to pay the Suliotes for a year – to advance in March 3000 dollars besides to the 
Govt. for a balance due to the troops – and some other smaller matters for the Germans and the Press – 
&c. &c. &c. so what with these and the expences of my own suite which though not extravagant is 
expensive (with Gamba’s d – – – – d nonsense) I shall have occasion for all the monies I can muster – 
and I have {credits} wherewithal to face the undertakings {if realized} – and expect to have more soon 
– believe me ever and truly 

yrs. 
N.B. 

 
Byron on the Present State of Greece, January 26th 1824: 

(Source: text from National Historical Museum, Athens, 19437: LJ VI 411, and CMP 193-4, where it 
is dated February 26th and where the Ms. is recorded as no longer extant) 
 

Jy 26th 1824. 
The present State of Greece is perhaps different from what has been represented both by friends and 
enemies. – The foreigners in Greece have with few exceptions never been in the Country before – and 
of those exceptions still fewer have visited these regions before the revolution. – Those who have will 
be rather surprized that the disorganization is not still greater – although <for> {in} any other country 
– it would appear unbounded. – The Greeks have been downright Slaves for four centuries – and there 
is no tyrant like a Slave. – The Delegate of a Despot is still a bondsman – and men whose fathers 
fathers farther than they can reckon were absolute vilains without property even of their {own} persons 
– still more if they were in fetters, – – or in many instances may seem only to have exchanged the 
chains of the prison for the freedom of the Jailor. – This is a sad truth – but we feel that it is one. – We 
are not here to flatter – but to <help> {aid} – as far as in our power – to a better order of things – and 
whether of the Greeks – or to the Greeks – let the truth be spoken. – 
 
1:2 
 
The Number of pamphlets which have been published in Europe on the subject {of the Greek contest} 
has of course been sufficient. – We have not been in the way of seeing many {of these} – and those we 
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have seen were not much to the purpose – The narratives of travellers military and civil – may not 
be less numerous – – Without entering into their merits or demerits it is more essential to advert to the 
persons or rather to the circumstances which have produced them – One thing it is essential to remark 
– viz – that hitherto no stranger has succeeded in Greece – either in doing much for the Nation, or for 
himself. – French – Germans – Italians – English – Poles – men of all nations – ages – and conditions – 
military and naval – rich and poor – good and evil – speculative and practical – merchants – officers – 
Jews148 – Generals – German Barons {and Bankers} – English Gentlemen – {and Adventurers} and 
surely some men of talent and good intention among them – have in the course of the last three years 
run the Gauntlet of Greece – and of the Survivors of fever – famine – {fatigue} and the Sword – – the 
greater part of those who have not gone back in disgust – remain in misery. – Perhaps they would 
complain less 
 
1:3 
 
of penury in a climate – where neither friends nor foes are encumbered with wealth – but some of them 
and not without justice may remonstrate against neglect – for in <all> {most} occasions where 
opportunity has permitted it has been allowed by the Greeks themselves that the strangers have done 
their duty. – 
 
[1:4 is blank.] 
 
Byron to Captain Yorke, from Missolonghi, January 27th 1824: 

(Source: text from B.L.Add.Mss.46878 ff.18-19; BLJ XI 101) 
[To, – / The Honble / Capt. Yorke / H.M.B. Alacrity. / Noel Byron] 
Yorke had come from Cephalonia to investigate infractions of Ionian neutrality. 

Messolonghi. – 
Jy. 27th. 1824. 

Ld. Byron presents his Compliments to Capt. Yorke. The Stock such as was attainable in this place and 
the neighbourhood – is sent – and Ld. B. has only to regret that it is not more worth sending – it is 
however the best that could be extracted from this Marsh. There has been no account sent in – and the 
price must be in itself so very trifling – that Ld. B. begs Capt. Yorke will not think a moment on the 
subject – as on some 
 
1:2 
 
future occasion L. B. hopes to indemnify himself with interest from the Navy stores and more 
particularly {from} those of Captain Yorke. – 
 
Leicester Stanhope to John Bowring, from Missolonghi, January 28th 1824: 

(Source: Ms. not found; text from Stanhope, pp.95-9) 
Stanhope was representative at Missolonghi of the London Greek Committee. His and Byron’s 

inability to communicate is well-illustrated in this letter. Neither man knows what he’s talking 

about. 

Missolonghi, 28th Jan. 1824. 
My dear B. 
 PARRY has arrived at Ithaca, and has sent Mr. Humphries to Missolonghi for instructions. After 
receiving his intelligence, I consulted with Lord Byron and Prince Mavrocordato. I then wrote to Parry 
to proceed to Dragomestre, there to disembark all his stores, and to place them in the magazines. From 
Dragomestre they will be conveyed to this place in small craft. Two hours after Mr. H.’s arrival, he 
was sent back to Ithaca, so that the amount of demurrage will not be great. 
 Colonel Gordon and Captain Blaquiere are, I am told, coming out to Greece in the spring. Their 
presence will be attended with the most beneficial consequences. Pray urge their speedy departure. 
 Capt. York, of the Alacrity, a ten-gun brig, came on shore, a few days ago, to demand an 
equivalent for an Ionian boat that had been taken in the act of going out to the Gulf of Lepanto with 
provisions, arms, &c. The Greek fleet, at that time, blockaded the harbour with five brigs, and the 
Turks had fourteen vessels of war in the Gulf. The Captain maintained, that the British government 
recognized no blockade that was not efficient, and that efficiency depended on the numerical 
superiority of cannon. On this principle, without going at all into the merits of the case, he demanded 

                                                           
148: LJ and CMP read “tars”. 
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restitution of the property. Prince Mavrocordato remonstrated, and offered to submit the case to the 
decision of the British government; but the Captain peremptorily demanded restitution of the property 
within four hours. He received 200 dollars as an equivalent. Lord Byron conducted the business on 
behalf of the Captain. In the evening he conversed with me on the subject. I said the affair was 
conducted in a bullying manner, and not according to the principles of equity and the law of nations. 
His Lordship started into a passion. He contended, that law, justice, and equity, had nothing to do with 
politics. That may be; but I will never lend myself to injustice. His Lordship then began, according to 
custom, to attack Mr. Bentham. I said, that it was highly illiberal to make personal attacks on Mr. 
Bentham before a friend who held him in high estimation. He said, that he only attacked his public 
principles, which were mere theories, but dangerous;—injurious to Spain, and calculated to do great 
mischief in Greece. I did not object to his Lordship attacking Mr. B.’s principles; what I objected to 
were his personalities. His Lordship never reasoned on any of Mr. B.’s writings, but merely made sport 
of them. I would, therefore, ask what it was that he objected to. Lord Byron mentioned his Panopticon 
as visionary.149 I said that experience in Pensylvania, at Milbanke, &c. had proved it otherwise. I said 
that Bentham had a truly British heart; but that Lord Byron, after professing liberal principles from 
boyhood, had, when called upon to act, proved himself a Turk.—Lord Byron said, what proofs have 
you of this?—Your conduct in endeavouring to crush the press,150 by declaiming against it to 
Mavrocordatos, and your general abuse of liberal principles.—Lord Byron said, that if he had held up 
his finger he could have crushed the press.—I replied, with all this power, which, by the way, you 
never possessed, you went to the Prince and poisoned his ear.—Lord Byron declaimed against the 
liberals whom he knew—. But what liberals? I asked; did he borrow his notions of free-men from the 
Italians?—Lord Byron. No; from the Hunts, Cartwrights, &c.—And still, said I, you presented 
Cartwright’s Reform Bill,151 and aided Hunt by praising his poetry and giving him the sale of your 
works.152—Lord Byron exclaimed, you are worse than Wilson, and should quit the army.153—I 
replied, I am a mere soldier, but never will I abandon my principles. Our principles are diametrically 
opposite, so let us avoid the subject. If Lord Byron acts up to his professions, he will be the greatest;—
if not, the meanest of mankind.—He said he hoped his character did not depend on my assertions.—
No, said I, your genius has inmortalized you. The worst could not deprive you of fame.—Lord Byron. 
Well; you shall see: judge me by my acts. When he wished me good night, I took up the light to 
conduct him to the passage, but he said, What! Hold up the light to a Turk! 
 I hope that the Quakers will now begin to supply their funds to the promotion of education, the 
establishment of dispensaries, &c., in Greece. Their aid is much wanted, and it will be most usefully 
and effectually applied to the country itself. We should limit our charities to acts of wide-spreading 
and permanent utility. All our exertions must otherwise be comparatively insignificant. Some of the 
unfortunate Greeks, whom the Quakers, with such laudable intentions, sent home, are now pining in 
want, and contributing to create further distress. I am surprised that this does not occur to their 
excellent understandings. 
 Ulysses154 writes, that the Turks have endeavoured to make diversion in Negropont, but have 
been driven back into the fortress. He represents the capture of Negropont as essential to the interests 
of Greece, inasmuch as the riches of that place alone would enable her to carry on alone the war 
against the Turks. Ulysses talks of a congress at Salona155 in Eastern Greece. This powerful chief is 
said to be in the democratic interest.156 
    Yours 

L.S. 
  
Leicester Stanhope to William Parry, from Missolonghi, January 30th 1824: 

(Source: Parry, p.11) 

                                                           
149: Bentham’s panopticon would have been a circular prison, from the centre of which the governor could see all 
inmates without being seen himself. B.’s singling out this idea seems to suggest that it’s the only idea of 
Bentham’s that he’s heard of. 
150: To keep Pietro out of harm’s way, B. had given him The Greek Telegraph to edit. Then, when it attacked the 
Austrian monarchy, he closed it down (it is not clear whether this has happened yet). 
151: In his third and last Lords speech, B. did not present Major Cartwright’s Reform Bill, but only spoke in 
favour of his freedom to speak. 
152: Stanhope cannot tell Orator Hunt from either Leigh Hunt or John Hunt. 
153: Sir Robert Wilson was cashiered for refusing to fire on the crowds at Queen Caroline’s funeral. B.’s 
statement is outrageous. 
154: Odysseus Androutses, a brigand leader admired by Stanhope and E.J.Trelawny. 
155: Salona is modern Amfissa. 
156: Stanhope speaks optimistically. 
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Missolonghi, Jan. 30, 1824.  

Dear Sir,  
 The Turkish fleet returned into the Gulf of Lepanto yesterday morning; as they are slow in all their 
movements, there is no chance of their putting to sea again for many days. 
 Under these circumstances, Prince Mavrocordato, Lord Byron, and myself, think it desirable, that 
you should discharge your cargo at Scrofeo. Boats will be in readiness there to receive the articles, and 
to bring them on direct to Missolonghi. 
 It will, I fancy, be necessary for you to procure a pilot, but Martin will be able to afford you every 
information on this and other subjects. 
 Should you have already, on the receipt of this letter, commenced your disembarkation at 
Dragomestri, you had better go on with that work; but, in that case, you would do well to load as many 
boats for this place as may be there procurable. 
 I beg of you, by the first occasion, to forward to Missolonghi all the lithographic presses, and 
articles connected with the printing apparatus; also, one person that is acquainted with the art of 
lithographic printing. 
 Be pleased, also, to forward my trunk, saddle, sword, letters, &c. forthwith to Missolonghi. 
 The Artillery Corps, of which you are the Inspector, and every thing, will be ready for you here on 
your arrival. I expect you here with the greatest impatience; your services will be most important to the 
independence and liberties of Greece. 
  Your’s most truly, 
  LEICESTER STANHOPE. 
 
Byron to Signor Praidi, from Missolonghi, February 1st 1824: 

(Source: text from National Historical Museum, Athens, 15,773: not in BLJ; unpublished) 
[A Monsieur / Monsieur Praidi / &c . &c. &c. / S. M. M] 
Praidi was secretary to Mavrocordatos. 

 
Caro Signor P – 
Signor Parry dice – che abbisognano almeno une ventina di barche se siano piccole – per 
transportare157 la roba. – 
In una Porto come questo – l’autorità può trovare quante barche vuole – se le commanda. – Siccome 
mi pare che sia per il bene generale che non vi perde piu tempo – Io prega caldamente di dare le ordini 
necessari – Ho l’onore di protestami – 
  &c. &c. &c. 
   N. B. 
 
[1:2 and 3 blank.] 

 
Translation: Dear Signor Praidi / Mr Parry says that we have immediate need of twenty boats if they 
are small to transport the equipment.158 In a port such as this the authorities can find as many of these 
as they want if they so command it. So it seems to me that for the general good we must lose no time – 
I beg you urgently to give the necessary orders – I have the honour to protest myself &c &c &c N.B. 

 
Byron to Charles Hancock, from Missolonghi, February 5th-9th 1824: 

(Source: text from Harrow School Library A 1937.6; LJ VI 314-17; QII 757-61; BLJ XI 106-110) 
Messolonghi. Fo. 5.o 1824. 

Dear Sir 
 Dr. Muir’s letter and yrs. of the 23d. reached me some days ago, – tell Muir {that} I am glad 
of the promotion for his sake – and of his remaining near {us} for all our sakes, – though I cannot but 
regret Dr. Kennedy’s departure – which accounts for the previous earthquakes and the present English 
weather in this climate. – With all respect to my medical pastor – I have to announce to him that 
amongst other firebrands, our firemaster Parry (just landed) has disembarked an elect blacksmith – 
entrusted with three hundred and twenty two Greek testaments, – – I have given him all facilities in my 
power for his works spiritual and temporal – and if he can settle matters as easily with the Greek 
Archbishop and hierarchy I trust that neither the heretic nor the supposed Sceptic will be accused of 
intolerance. – – – 

                                                           
157: Should be “trasportare”. 
158: “February 2, 3, 4, 5. – Several boats arrived with various articles belonging to the laboratory, 
from Dragomestre” – Gamba, Lord Byron’s Last Journey, p.155. 
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1:2 
 
By the way – I met with the said Archbishop at Anatoliko (where I went by invitation of the Primates a 
few days ago – and was received with a heavier cannonade than the Turks probably) for the second 
time – (I had known him here before) and he and P. Mavrocordato – and the Chiefs and Primates & I 
{all} dined together – and I thought the Metropolitan the merriest of the party – and a very good 
Christian for all that. – – But Gamba (we got wet through on our way back) has been ill with a fever 
and Cholic – and Luke (not the Evangelist – but a disciple of mine) has been out of sorts too – and so 
have some others of the people – and I have been very well – except that I caught cold yesterday with 
swearing too 
 
1:3 
 
much in the rain at the Greeks – who would not bear a hand in landing the Committee stores and nearly 
spoiled our combustibles; – but I turned out in person and made such a row as set them in motion – 
blaspheming at them all from the Government downwards – till they actually did some part of what 
they ought to have done several days before – and this is esteemed as it deserves to be – a wonder. – – 
– 
Tell Muir that notwithstanding his remonstrance – which I receive thankfully – it is perhaps best that I 
should advance {with the troops} for if we do not do something soon we shall have a third year of 
defensive operations – and another siege and all that – we hear that the Turks are coming down in 
force and sooner than usual – and as these fellows do mind me a little – it is 
 
1:4 
 
the opinion that I should go, – firstly – because they will sooner listen to a foreigner than one of their 
own people – out of native jealousies – secondly, because the Turks will sooner treat or capitulate (if 
such occasions should happen) with a Frank than a Greek – and thirdly, – because nobody else seems 
disposed to take the responsibility – Mavrocordato being {very} busy here – the foreign military men 
too young – or not of authority enough to be obeyed by the natives – and the Chiefs – (as aforesaid –) 
disinclined to obey any one except {or rather than} one of their own body. – – 
As for me – I am willing to do what I am bidden and {to} follow my instructions – I neither seek nor 
shun that nor any thing else {that} they may wish me to attempt – and as for personal safety – besides 
that it ought not to be a consideration – I take it that a man is on the whole as safe in one place as 
another – and after all he had better 
 
2:1 
 
2d.) end with a bullet than bark in his body; – if we are not taken off with the sword – we are like to 
march off with an ague in this mud=basket – and to conclude with a very bad pun to the ear rather than 
to the eye – better – martially – than marsh=ally; – the Situation of Messolonghi is not unknown to 
you; – the Dykes of Holland when broken down are the Desarts of Arabia for dryness in comparison. – 
– – 
And now for the sinews of War – – I thank you and Mr. Barff for your ready answer which next to 
ready money is a pleasant thing. – – Besides the Assets – and balance – and the relics of the 
Corgialegno correspondence with Leghorn and Genoa (I sold the dog’s flour tell him but not at his 
price) I shall request and require from the beginning of March 
 
2:2 
 
ensuing – about five thousand dollars every two months – i.e. about twenty five thousand within the 
current year – at regular intervals – independent of the sums now negociating. I can show you 
documents to prove that these are considerably within my supplies for the year in more ways than one 
– but I do not like to tell the Greeks exactly – what – I could {or would} advance on an emergency – 
because otherwise they will double and triple their demands (a disposition {that} they have already 
shown) and though I am willing to do all I can when necessary – yet I do not see why they should not 
help a little – for they are not quite so bare as they pretend to be by some accounts. – – – – 
 

Fy. 7th. 1824 
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I have been interrupted by the arrival of Parry and afterwards by the return of Hesketh who has not 
brought an answer to my epistles which rather surprizes me. – You will write soon I suppose. 
 
3:1 
 
3d.) Parry seems a fine rough subject – but will hardly be ready for the field these three weeks; – he 
and I will (I think) be able to draw together – at least I will not interfere with or contradict him in his 
own department, he complains grievously of the mercantile and enthusymusy (as Braham pronounces 
enthusiasm) part of the Committee – but greatly praises Gordon and Hume, – Gordon would have 
given three or four thousand pounds and come out himself – but Bowring or somebody else disgusted 
him – and thus they have spoiled part of their subscription and cramped their operations. – – – 
Parry says Blaquiere is a humbug; – to which I say nothing. – He sorely laments the printing and 
civilizing expences – and wishes that there was not a Sunday School in the world – or any school here 
at present save and except always an academy for Artilleryship. – – He complained also of the Cold – a 
little to my surprize – firstly because there being no chimneys – I have used myself to do without other 
warmth than the animal heat and one’s Cloak – in these parts – and secondly because I should as soon 
{have} expected to hear a 
 
3:2 
 
Volcano sneeze – as a Fire=master (who is to burn a whole fleet –) exclaim against the atmosphere. – I 
fully expected that his very approach would have scorched the town like the burning glasses of 
Archimedes. – – Well – it seems that I am to be Commander in Chief – and the post is by no means a 
sinecure – for we are <by> not <one on> what Major Sturgeon calls “a Set of the most amicable 
officers” whether we shall have “a <least> boxing bout between Captain Sheers and the Colonel” 159 I 
cannot tell – but between Suliote<s> Chiefs – German Barons – English Volunteers – and adventurers 
of all Nations – we are likely to form as goodly an allied army – as ever quarrelled beneath the same 
banner. 
 

Fy. 8th. 1824 
Interrupted again by business – yesterday – and it is time to conclude my letter. – I drew some time 
since on Mr. Barff – for a thousand dollars – to complete some money wanted by the Govt. – The said 
Government got cash on that bill here and at a profit – but the very same fellow who paid it to them – 
after promising to give me money for other bills on Barff to the amount of thirteen {hundred} dollars 
either could not or thought better of it; – I had 
 
4:1 
 
4.) written to Barff advising <them> him – but had afterwards to write to tell him of the fellow’s 
having not come up to time. – – 
You must really send me the balance soon – I have the Artillerists – and my Suliotes to pay and heaven 
knows what besides – and as every thing depends upon punctuality – all our operations will be at a 
stand still – unless you use dispatch. – – I shall send to Mr. Barff or to you – {further} bills on England 
for three thousand pounds – to be negociated as speedily as you can – – I have already stated here and 
formerly – the sums I can command at home – within the year – (without including my credits or the 
bills already negociated or negociating – or Corgialegno’s balance of {Messrs} Webb’s letter) and my 
letters from my friends (received by Mr. Parry’s vessel) confirm what I already stated. – How much I 
may require in the course of the year I can’t tell but I will take care that it shall not exceed the means to 
supply it. –  

yrs. ever N.B. 
 
4:2 
 
P.S. I have had by desire of a Mr. Gerostati – to draw on Demetrius Delladecima (is it our friend “in 
Ultima Anal<y/>ise”) to pay the Committee expences; – I really do not not understand what the 
Committee mean by some of their p[  ];160 – – – – 

                                                           
159: Samuel Foote, The Mayor Of Garratt. 
160: BLJ guesses “proceedings”. 
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Parry and I get on very well hitherto – how long this may last Heaven knows – but I hope it will for 
a good deal for the Greek service depends upon it – but he has already had some miffs with Col. S. – 
and I do all I can to keep the peace amongst them – however Parry is a fine fellow – extremely active – 
and of strong – sound – practical talent by all accounts. – – – – 
Enclosed are bills for three thousand pounds – drawn in the mode directed (i.e. parcelled out in smaller 
bills –) a good opportunity occurring for Cephalonia – to send letters on I avail myself of it. – 
Remembrances to Stevens and all friends – also my Compliments [vertically up right-and side:] and 
everything kind to the Colonels and officers. 
 
[text of P.S. from Harrow School Library A 1937.829] 
 
P.S. – 2d. or 3d.          Fy. 
9th. 1824. 
I have reason to expect a person {from England} directed with papers (on business) for me to sign – 
somewhere in the Islands – by and bye; – if such should arrive would you forward him to me by a safe 
conveyance – as the papers regard a transaction with regard to the adjustment of a lawsuit – and a sum 
of several thousand pounds – which I {or my bankers and trustees for me –} may have to receive (in 
England) in consequence. – 
The time of the probable arrival – I cannot state – the date of my letters – is the 2d. Novr. and I 
suppose that he ought to arrive soon. – 
 
John Cam Hobhouse to Byron, from London, February 12th 1824: 

(Source: text from NLS Ms.43443; BB 342-4) 
[<The Lord Byron / Cefalonia // Forwarded by the Capt. H. Mollyneux> // J.C.Hobhouse Esqre / M.P. 
/ London] 

London.161 Feb: 12 1824 
My dear Byron = 
 I have just received the dispatches sent through Mr Peacock – He had contrived to be a 
long time on the road and he had also opened the papers saying he had your leave – The gentleman is 
not in good odour here – being attached to a certain Count de Wintz who seems inclined to trade on his 
own account and has squabbled with the Greek Committee respecting his projected loan – 
 This Count has come very inopportunely at the moment when the deputies arrived – as his 
concerns & theirs appear to clash and may perhaps injure the credit of both so as to preclude the 
getting of any loan at all – Baring at first seemed inclined to listen to the Deputies proposals but he 
now, I hear, holds off, and the matter is at a stand – We are, however, going to discuss the subject on 
Saturday next and perhaps may put things into a better train – The death of King Tom162 has been 
hailed here as a great benefit to the cause. – and I have reason to believe that Canning wishes well to 
the Greeks and would do any thing that he can without compromising his neutrality with the Turks and 
the Levant company – We have contrived to let him know that the French are intriguing 
 
1:2 
 
for the sake of getting an island or two put into the hands of the Knights of St John of Jerusalem who 
under their patronage are to be made the head of a sort of league in the Eastern part of the 
Mediterranean, and are, if occasion serves, to direct the Greek confederacy to the purposes of the Holy 
Alliance – The whole plot has been found out & Canning on hearing it expressed, so I am told, a 
resolution to prevent any such enterprise and rather to take the Greeks by the hand himself than 
prevent their becoming the tools of France – If you learn any thing on this point pray let us know – I 
have read all your papers – they are extremely interesting – notwithstanding their dates which, thanks 
to Mr Peacock are no later than September – so that we have news nearer to us by two or three months 
– Nothing can be more serviceable to the cause than all you have done – Every body is more than 
pleased and content – As for myself I only trust that the great sacrifices which you have made may 
contribute (which I have no doubt they will) to the final success of the great cause – This will be 
indeed doing something worth living for – and will 
 
1:3 
 

                                                           
161: BB has “Lincoln”. 
162: Thomas Maitland, tyrannous and drunken Governor of the Ionians; died January 17th 1824. 
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make your name and character stand far above those of any contemporary – At the same time – do 
not, I pray, expose yourself to dangers either by flood or field.163 – “Non missus ad hoc”.164 If you 
go to the seat of government, go to advise and controul – but do not go to mix in the struggle, either 
domestic or external, of the combatants – You may be sure even from the representation of 
Mavrocordato’s agents that you will have a commanding influence and may speak with a certainty of 
being attended to – After what you have done for Missolonghi you must be looked upon as a deliverer 
– If you think the name of the Greek Committee of any service of course you will use it whenever you 
may think fit – The paper of advice respecting the differences amongst the Greeks has been sent out – 
If you like it deliver it – if you think it can be amended – alter it, and give in another in name of the 
Committee – You will find Stanhope a good creature willing to do what you please – and I am sure, 
from what we have seen of your operations, that what you please will be the best thing to be done – I 
am in no fear now of your taking a sudden leave of the cause and country – Matters seem to wear a 
more promising aspect 
 
1:4 
 
than they did in September – You are quite right in lending your 5000£ - If the loan succeeds you will 
of course retake your money immediately – The accommodation was every thing – you are called upon 
for no more – indeed not for so much as you have done. – I can assure you that all the world here 
thinks what I say – Above all take care of your health and do not go to the feverish marshes of the 
Morea where you were once so ill. The bearer of this letter Capt. H. Mollyneux, Lord Seftons son, will 
bring out a parcel containing all the articles which you directed me to procure – He goes to Corfu and I 
trust will soon forward his charge to Cefalonia – If you want any thing else let me know – D. Kinnaird 
has your temporals in his hand and Crabtree tells me that every thing is going on much to your 
advantage – No more money will be paid to Hanson than he can fairly demand – and I hope that is 
none at all – The great thing is to get out of his books and to have done with him – I think it is well you 
did not loose your whole estate by him –  
Parliament has begun very slackly – and the session promises to be exceeding dull and peaceful – very 
much to my satisfaction – who have been & still am in a very queer way with affections of the head 
which the 
 
2:1 
 
Doctors call stomach & which may be any thing – all I know is that I have been going with this child 
for nine months and am not near being delivered yet – I hope you are well – and, I repeat, will keep so 
– The older I grow and the sicker I grow – the more I am sure that health is the only certain blessing – 
with it one can hear any thing without it one can enjoy nothing – what say you? 
Mrs Leigh has had a good deal of sickness in her family – she has now, poor thing, eight children, with 
very slender or rather no means of educating those who are growing up – I do not know what would 
have happened had she been turned out of the palace – Whenever I see her she is most anxious in her 
enquiries after you – Many enquiries and good wishes for you I also meet with from many others – 
John Hunt’s judgement for your Judgement165 was yesterday put off till next term – Abbott’s charge 
to the Jury at the trial was very iniquitous as usual – It is some comfort that, rogue as he is, Gifford late 
attorney General now Chief Justice of the Pleas, has been made a Peer before him – Farewell, write 
whenever you can – give me any commissions and they shall be punctually executed – ever very truly 
your’s John C. Hobhouse 
 
On February 15th, Byron has a quasi-epileptic fit. 

 

February 20th 1824: The Deformed Transformed published. 

 
Leicester Stanhope to John Bowring, from Missolonghi, February 18th 1824 (a): 

(Source: Ms. not found; text from Stanhope, pp.115-17) 
Stanhope’s is a vivid depiction of Byron’s seizure. 

Missolonghi, 18th February, 1824. 
 My dear B. 

                                                           
163: Shakespeare, Othello, I iii 135. 
164: “You were not sent for this”; Hor Serm. II 1 36. 
165: H.’s only reference to The Vision of Judgement. 
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  CAPTAIN PARRY has made the following proposition to Prince Mavrocordato, which 
has been accepted [printed in appendix].166 
 In addition to the sum required by Captain Parry the Prince has granted 500 dollars for wood. The 
adoption of these measures will place Missolonghi, which is one of the keys to the Morea, in a state of 
defence. It will also be the means of forming a most useful corps. 
 Lord Byron was seized, on the 15th instant, with a severe fit. His Lordship was sitting in my room 
and jesting with Parry, but his eyes and his brow occasionally discovered that he was agitated by 
strong feelings. On a sudden he complained of a weakness in one of his legs: he rose, but finding 
himself unable to walk, called for assistance: he then fell into a violent nervous convulsion, and was 
placed upon my bed; during this period his face was much distorted: in a few minutes he began to 
recover his senses, his speech returned, and he was soon well, though exhausted with the struggle. His 
Piedmontese surgeon167 and Dr. Millingen both assured me that the fit, though of a dangerous 
character while it lasted, was not so in its consequences. During the fit his Lordship was as strong as a 
giant, and after it he behaved with his usual firmness. I conceive that the fit was occasioned by over-
excitement. The mind of Byron is like a volcano, it is full of fire, wealth, and combustibles; and, when 
this matter comes to be strongly agitated the explosion is dreadful. With respect to the causes that 
produced this excess of feeling, they are beyond my reach, except one great cause, which was the 
provoking conduct of the Suliots. Lord Byron had acted towards them with a degree of generosity that 
could not be exceeded, and then, when his plans were all formed for the attack of Lepanto, and his 
hopes were raised on the delivery of Western Greeks from the inroads of the Turks, these ungrateful 
soldiers demanded, and extorted, and refused to march until all was settled to gratify their avarice. This 
was enough to agitate any heart warm in the cause of Greece. Such events are, however, quite natural, 
and may and ought to be anticipated. The Suliots have agreed to act agreeably to Lord Byron’s 
pleasure. When you hear these statements do not hang your head. The cause advances. Every day the 
Greeks acquire knowledge and the Turks become more impotent. It requires more wisdom than falls to 
my share to tell you under what rule the Greeks will eventually fall, but of this I am certain—that they 
can never again be slaves. 
 Mavrocordato is of opinion that the Greeks are advancing in knowledge. At their first national 
assembly, he said, that not more than three or four members could express themselves with success; 
whereas, at the second meeting, there were thirty or forty that spoke with a degree of intelligence. He 
expressed himself in favour of a federal government, but said that it was difficult to make the islands 
coalesce, each island aiming at pre-eminence. He also declared himself an admirer of the government 
of the United States. I think the speech of the president of that country and the Greek Chronicle have 
given him this bias. At all events, he has considerably altered the tone of his conversation. 
 Twenty-four Turkish women and children have, through Lord Byron’s instrumentality, been 
offered their freedom. Nine of them wish to remain, and the rest have been sent back to Prevesa. 
 A Turkish brig has run on shore near this place. The bazar is empty, and all are gone to assist in 
capturing her. 
      Yours 
         L.S. 
 
Leicester Stanhope to John Bowring, from Missolonghi, February 18th 1824 (b): 

(Source: Ms. not found; text from Stanhope, pp.117-19) 
Written on the same day as the previous item, Stanhope’s description of Sass’s murder accords 

well with that of Parry (Parry, pp.56-64) 

Missolonghi, 18th February, 1824. 
 My dear B. 
  A TURKISH brig, as I mentioned in my last, run on shore near Missolonghi, two days since. 
The people went in crowds to see her. Parry reconnoitred her, and used every exertion to get some 
guns down to bear upon her, but all of them were out of repair, and before he could arrive the Turks 
had set the brig in a flame. Another Turkish brig was blown up on the same day, at Lepanto. These, 
with the first loss at Ithaca, form a considerable reduction in their naval power in these parts. 
 An English frigate came in here yesterday, and demanded restitution of some vessel. When one 
recollects the extensive shore of Greece, the number of its sailors, and the character of its past 
government, one cannot be surprised at the Greeks taking measures against neutrals who carry supplies 
to their enemies. A supply of 200,000 dollars has been conveyed from Constantinople to Patras, by an 
Austrian brig. 

                                                           
166: Parry asks 1,000 dollars to implement a detailed plan for the defence of Missolonghi. 
167: Dr Bruno. 
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 Captain Sass168 was killed in a fray this morning, by a Suliot. The particulars of this affair are 
as follows; a Suliot, accompanied by Botzaris’ little boy, and another man, walked into the Seraglio. 
The sentinel ordered him back, but he advanced. The sergeant of the guard, a German, said, What do 
you want here? and pushed him back. The Suliot said, What do I want? and struck the sergeant with 
his arm. They then closed, struggled, and the Suliot drew his pistol. The sergeant wrenched it from his 
hand, and blew the powder out of the pan. Captain Sass, seeing the fray, ordered the man to be taken to 
the guard-room. The Suliot would have departed, but the sergeant held him. Captain Sass drew his 
sabre, the Suliot his other pistol; Sass struck him with the flat of his sword. The Suliot then drew his 
sword, and nearly cut off his antagonist’s left arm. He then shot him, with his second pistol, through 
the head, which deprived him of life almost immediately. The Suliot is distinguished for his bravery, 
and poor Sass was as mild as he was courageous. 
 This is a serious affair. The Suliots have no country, no home for their families; arrears of pay are 
owing to them; the people of Missolonghi hate and pay them exorbitantly. Lord Byron, who was to 
have led them to Lepanto, is much shaken by his fit, and will, probably, be obliged to retire from 
Greece. In short, all our hopes in this quarter are damped for the present. I am not a little fearful, too, 
that these wild warriors will not forget the blood that has been spilt. I this morning told Prince 
Mavrocordato and Lord Byron, that they must come to some resolution about compelling the Suliots to 
quit the place. Both are convinced of the necessity of that measure. 
 19th February. This morning Captain Sass was buried. The priests and primates attended at the 
Seraglio, and the procession moved off from thence through the town. Nothing could exceed the 
respect shown to the deceased; the shops were all shut, the whole population were drawn out, and 
crossed themselves as the corpse passed: the ceremony in the church was long, and resembled that 
observed in catholic countries. 
 In consequence of the foregoing and other events, the workmen in the laboratory have refused to 
stop here. I must plainly state to you, that while the Suliots remain, the persons of Europeans are not 
safe in Missolonghi. Parry, Hodges, and Gill, will, however, remain, and they, with the assistance of 
the natives, can perform all the work required of them by the committee. 
 I have been instrumental in establishing a polyglot newspaper, called the Greek Telegraph. The 
prospectus will be sent to you immediately. Pray endeavour to procure 100 subscriptions to it, at 6 
dollars per annum each; relying on your so doing, 100 newspapers will be sent to you weekly. 
 I have solicited many persons to correspond with the committee. The letters and newspapers will 
be addressed to members. I depart for Cranidi and Athens to-morrow. 
    Yours 
       L.S. 
 
Byron to Douglas Kinnaird, from Missolonghi, February 21st 1824: 

(Source: National Historical Museum, Athens, 19435 / a; LJ VI 328-9; BLJ XI 116-17) 
 
P.S. – I have obtained from the 
Greeks the release of eight 
and twenty Turkish prisoners, 
men, women, and children, and sent them to Patras and Prevesa 
  at my own expence. 

Messolonghi. Fy. 21<th/>st. 1824. 
My dear Douglas – 
  I received yr. letter of 9bre 23d and Hobhouse’s of the 6th. l0bre. – with some 
others and all satisfactory; so far so good. – I have said and say again that I am willing to accept a 
mortgage and {to lend my monies} upon fair terms (– 4 {per cent if that is the best medium)} and of 
course on those which others accept – but the Security ought to be good. I wish you could settle that 
matter – as I hope by this time that you have the Rochdale business; – I agree to your proposition of a 
fee {of one hundred guineas to} and to your eulogy also of Mr. Crabtree, and I wish {that} these 
matters were well settled, while the funds are high. I have been here some time – after some very 
narrow escapes from the Turks – and also from being ship=wrecked (we were twice upon the rocks) 
but this you 
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168: Sass was Swedish, with a wife at Malmö. He had been captured and tortured by the Turks. 
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will have heard truly or falsely through other channels – and I won’t bore you with a long story. – I 
have also been very seriously unwell – but am getting better – and can ride about again – so pray – 
quiet our friends on that Score. – <Of> {For} public affairs {here} I refer you to Stanhope’s and 
Parry’s reports; – we are making the best fight we can – and without being too sanguine – we still have 
good hopes of the Greeks and of their cause. – The Deputies will or should have arrived by this time. – 
– 
I drew the other day on your house for three thousand pounds – to carry on the war – but my intention 
of taking the field in person – has been interrupted for the present by a smart illness – from which I am 
slowly convalescing. – – – – 
It is not true that I ever did – will – 
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would – could or should write a satire against Gifford – or a hair of his head – and so tell Mr. Murray. 
– – 
I always considered Gifford as my literary father – and myself as his “prodigal Son” – and if I have 
allowed his “fatted calf” to grow to an Ox before he kills it on my return – it is only because I prefer 
beef to veal. – – 
I shall be very glad to hear a good account of Hunt’s – and {of} all other accounts – for we have 
expences here – I assure you – and I may require my Rochdale as well as Kirkby Mallory proceeds – 
not omitting my funded products – for aught I know – unless they get (the Greeks that is to say) their 
loan – and perhaps even then. I must do the thing properly and handsomely – and so far I have 
succeeded in supporting 
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the Government of Western Greece for the present which would otherwise have been dissolved – but 
Stanhope and Parry can tell you the particulars. – If you have got the eleven thousand and odd pounds 
– (as you say you expected on 9bre. 23d. shortly to receive them) these – with what I had in hand – and 
my income for the current year – to say nothing of contingencies from Ht’s proceeds – or others – will 
or might enable me to keep “the sinews of war” properly strong. – If the Deputies are honest fellows – 
and obtain the loan – they will repay the £4000 (as agreed upon) advanced in l0bre. – and even then – I 
shall save little or indeed less than little – since I am maintaining the whole machine nearly (in this 
place at least) at our own cost. – But – let the {Greeks} but succeed – and I don’t care for myself. 
  yrs. ever 
   N Bn 
Byron to Augusta Leigh, from Missolonghi, February 23rd 1824: 

(Source: text from B.L.Add.Mss.31037 ff.40-2; LJ VI 330-3; QII 762-3; BLJ XI 120-1) 
[Mrs Leigh / To the care of the / Honble Douglas Kinnaird / London / His last letter] 

Messalonghi. Fy 23d. 1824 
My dearest Augusta – 
 I received a few days ago your and Lady B’s report of Ada’s health with other letters 
from England for which I ought to be and am (I hope) sufficiently thankful – as they were of great 
comfort and I wanted some – having been recently unwell – but am now much better – so that you 
need not be alarmed. – – – 
You will have heard of our journeys – and escapes – and so forth – perhaps with some exaggeration – 
but it is all very well now – and I have been some time in Greece which is in as good a state as could 
be expected considering circumstances – but I will not plague you with politics – wars – or 
earthquakes – though we had another very smart one three nights ago which produced a scene 
ridiculous enough as no damage was done except to those 
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who stuck fast in the scuffle to get first out of the doors or windows – amongst whom some recent 
importations fresh from England – who had been used to quieter elements – were rather squeezed in 
the press for precedence. – – – 
I have been obtaining the release of about nine and twenty Turkish prisoners – men women and 
children – and have sent them at my {own} expence home to their friends – but one a pretty little girl 
of nine years of age – named Hato or Hatageè has expressed a strong wish to remain with me – or 
under my care – and I have nearly determined to adopt her – if I thought that Lady B. would let her 
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come to England as a Companion to Ada (they are about the same age) and we could easily provide 
for her – if not I can send her to Italy for education. – She is very lively and quick and with great 
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black Oriental eyes {and Asiatic features} – all her brothers were killed in the revolution – her mother 
wishes to return to her husband who is at Prevesa – but says that she would rather entrust the Child to 
me – in the present state of the Country – – her extreme youth and sex have hitherto saved her life – 
but there is no saying – what might occur in the course of the war (and of such a war) and I shall 
probably commit her to the charge of some English lady in the Islands for the present. – The Child 
herself has the same wish – and seems to have a decided character for her age; – you can mention this 
matter if you think it worth while – I merely wish her to be reputably educated and treated – and if my 
years and all things be considered – I presume it would be difficult to conceive me to have any other 
views. – – – – 
With regard to Ada’s health – I am glad 
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to hear that it is so much better – but I think it right that Lady B. should be informed and guard against 
it accordingly – that her description of much of her disposition and tendencies very nearly resembles 
that of my own at a similar age – except that I was much more impetuous. – Her preference of prose 
(strange as it may now seem) was and indeed is mine – (for I hate reading verse – and always did) and 
I never invented anything but “boats – ships” and generally something relative to the Ocean – I showed 
the report to Colonel Stanhope – who was struck with the resemblance of parts of it to the paternal line 
– even now. – But it is also fit – though unpleasant – that I should mention – that my recent attack and 
a very severe one – had a strong appearance of Epilepsy – why – I know not – for it is late in life – its’ 
first appearance at thirty six – and as far as I 
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2d.) know – it is not hereditary – and it is that it may not become so – that you should tell Lady B. to 
take some precautions in the case of Ada; – my attack has not returned – and I am fighting it off with 
abstinence and exercise and thus far with success – if merely casual it is all very well. – 

[no signature] 
[2:2 blank.] 
 
Alexander Mavrocordatos to John Bowring, from Missalonghi, February 23rd 1824; text from 

National Library, Athens (file K6); scan kindly provided by Roddy Beaton: 

 
Sigre John Bowring 

Missalonghi 23 febbrajo 1824 – 
 in Londra 
 La presente mia serve di’ notificarvi d’averni oggi Tratto a giorni Vent’uno Vista in Prima 
Seconda e Terza di Cambio all’ordine Su P. di Sa Sigra Dllma – L’Onsimo = Lord Noel Byron la Soma di 
Lire Sterline Cento la quale presentata che vi sarà l’Onorerete con la vostr’accettazione ed’alla Sua 
Scadenza col pronto pagamento a Debito del mio Conto —— 
  A. Mavrocordato 
 
John Cam Hobhouse to Byron, from London, February 23rd 1824: 

(Source: text from NLS Ms.43443; BB 436-8) 
[À Milord / Milord Byron / aux soins de / Messrs Webb & Barry / à Gènes / Italie / p France] 
 

London Feb. 23 1824 
My dear Byron – 
 I have received your letter on the eve of your embarking for the Continent & pray 
heaven to prosper your honest undertaking – I wrote the other day by Captain Mollyneux and hope you 
have had my letter – It contained intelligence of the arrival of your dispatches – Since then I have 
delivered them over to the Greek Committee – The Committee on hearing them read – came to this 
resolution – “Resolved unanimously, That Mr. Hobhouse do convey to Lord Byron the sense which the 
Greek Committee entertain of the great services rendered by his Lordship to the cause of Greek 
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Independence, and do express their gratitude for this fresh proof of his exertions in behalf of that 
glorious cause – 
I was desired to add whatever I might think right on the same head – but I have only to say that all 
whom I speak to out of the Committee are equally delighted with what you have done and doing and 
are most anxious for your safety & success – 
So I say do not expose yourself to unnecessary perils – Your friends the Suliotes are brave fellows 
doubtless but their mode of warfare “reculer pour mieux sauter” must very often leave an obstinate 
Englishman in 
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the lurch – The Franks who have hitherto been in action with the Greeks complain of being often left 
in a sort of awkward squad quite alone in the heat of battle – Of course you know this and will act 
accordingly – Let us hear of you by every opportunity – Leicester Stanhope I learn is your avant 
courier – he his a good fellow but no great Greek as you will soon discover – By this time you have 
heard of the success of the Greek loan – The deputies might have had two millions instead of 800,000£ 
if they had pleased – Joseph Hume has subscribed for 10,000£ so you may be sure the thing is a safe 
thing and good at change – We all expect to hear of great doings and I can tell you for certain that 
Canning has a very kindly feeling towards the cause – His great friend Gladstone169 attended a public 
meeting the other day at Liverpool and spoke warmly in behalf of the Greeks – Who knows but next 
autumn may see a regular British mInister at the court of the President of the Hellenic Republic?170 I 
shall positively if I can contrive to come out myself the moment Parliament is prorogued 
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and if we should shake hands under the walls of Adrianople – there would, as the jester Scrope used to 
say, be a trait and an event for the biography – 
Nothing is going on here – never so dull a session known – The ministers certainly are popular – and 
the agricultural asses have amazed all their opposition in the rising bushells of their last corn dole – so 
much for politics – as to poetry I believe the state of that commodity to be rather more in the supply 
than the demand line – I dare say Douglas has told you of the fate of John Hunt’s trial171 – Yesterday I 
was informed by a good judge that honest John would not, however, be brought up for judgement as 
both the Constitutional society who persecuted him and the Judges who mistried him seem inclined to, 
carry their joke no further – We have a new Review set up called the Westminster Review for Radical 
politics which bids fair to succeed as 1500 have been sold of the first number and a second edition is in 
the press – Bowring is the editor – one or two of the articles are very good indeed – as good as any 
thing going – I suppose you occasionally see 
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the Edinburgh & Quarterly and Scott’s novels (also quarterly) The last of the latter – St Ronan’s 
Well172 a complete failure – We have another trial at an oriental Romance by Morier – called Hadji 
Baba – Sir Gere Ousely says it is perfectly Persian – but I cannot relish it and certainly it is vastly 
inferior to Anastasius.173 Ugo Foscolo thinks of coming out to Greece immediately in order to collect 
materials for an account of the war – and if possible to be of service – I suppose in the Tyrtean line – 
for I never heard that he was very “cunning at fence”174 though an Ex Colonel of Napoleon’s school – 
If he does come out he will repair to your head quarters.175 You will find him, if you become 
acquainted, a very extraordinary person – not over agreable, but full of colloquy of the highest kind – I 
never heard him make a common place remark in my life – He has made many enemies and few 
friends here – being a true poet in that particular and rather impracticable –  
Of Tom Moore I have seen nothing lately – I inclosed your letter to him yesterday – Douglas Kinnaird 
 

                                                           
169: John Gladstone, father of W.E.Gladstone. 
170: Evidence of how H. and the Committee judge Greek politics by western European standards. 
171: John Hunt was fined £100 for publishing The Vision of Judgement, a poem to which H. never refers. 
172: Published 1824. 
173: Thomas Hope’s 1820 novel, much envied and admired by B. 
174: Shakespeare, Twelfth Night III iv 271. 
175: Foscolo (born on Zante) does not go to Greece, and he and B. never meet. 
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is shining away at the India House and wants me to purchase 1000£ stock to hear him speak – But I am 
as fond of speaking as a grocer is of figs having enough thereof at my own shop – All your affairs go 
on prosperously as Kinnaird tells me but I am sorry to say that 1 have not very favorable news of your 
daughter Ada – She has been sickly for some time tho’ I hope the sea where she now is (at Hastings I 
believe, will do her good. I will let you know in my next letter how she goes on – The very mild season 
must be in her favour – I do not exactly know by what hand to send this letter – but I shall consult Mr 
Bowring to morrow – Farewell dear Byron & believe me 
 ever your’s most truly 
  John C. Hobhouse 
 

Pietro Gamba and Byron to Teresa Guiccioli, from Missolonghi, February 24th 1824: 

(Source: text from typed copy, Keats-Shelley House, Rome; Byron’s part BLJ XI 121) 
[A Sua Eccelenza / La Sig.ra Con.a Teresa / Gamba Guiccioli / a / Bologna / [stamp: Italia Stato 
Pontificio] – – / Missolonghi – 24 – Febraro – 1824.] 
 
Mia Cara Teresa 
Se ti son giunte notizie delle nostre, cioè mia cattura dai Turchi – e forse chi sa quanto esagerate – Oh 
Dio! che spavento! Che deliquij! Che convulsioni’ o non senza qualcune ragione stavolta – Ma per 
ventura tutto riusci prosperamente – e lo scappare a una imminente disgrazia può già guardarsi per un 
pronottico a buona fortuna. A Papà lo spedii una relazione esatta e minuta di tutto l’accaduto. – – Io 
stimo il meglio di prospetarvi per primo piutosto la sventura che le fortune, altrimenti vi arrivano 
trasfigurate, incerte, ec. E vi danno doppia pena – 
 Eccone un’altra – che ha avuto alsolito buon termine – Non sono otto di, che Mylord mentre 
scherzava e rideva sopra un canapè col bicchiere alla mano in compagnia di altri Inglesi (io ero fuori di 
casa) vuol alzarsi dal canapè – ed è assalito all’improvviso da una forte convulsione con impedimento 
di moversi – sicchè fu preso, posto nel letto, corse il dottore ecc. Era rimasto senza parola, non però 
senza conoscenza per qualche secondo. Puoi immaginare dalla tua la pena generale – Riprese bentosto 
i suoi sensi fu portato a letto – risanato con purganti, e altre medicine – il giorno appesso sorti di letto – 
gli pesava alquanto il capo – gli si attaccarono 8 sanguette alle tempie – Ora si trova da più che sei di 
perfettamente ristabilito – – 
 Spero che questa disgrazia porterà un’ottimo effetto – – Da qualche tempo Byron si era 
accustomato a un pessimo regime di vita – Mangiava poco, e sul cacio forte, e insalata (carta lacerata) 
Beveva molto, di vini gagliardi, e liquore – principalmente di un maledetto grogh, e Brand ossia specie 
di acquavite inglesi fortissime – che sono la loro passione. Per maledetto esempio di un’ottimo rustico 
Inglese che abbiam qui mandato dal Comitato – il Sig.r Parry facitore dei razzi alla Congreve – e 
bevitore strepitato – Mylord aveva bevuto 7 punch fortissimi il giorno innanzi alla disgrazia, e 5 nello 
stesso di. – 
 Aggiungi continue molestie per affari – non poter cavalcare che di rado per le pessime strade, e, i 
tempi piovosi. – – 
 Questo attacco gli ha messo molto giudizio – e il bene che ha prodotto è stato di fargli cambiar 
interamente il metodo di vita. Mangia abbastanza e di pollo e cibi sani – beve modestamente e fa moto 
quanto si può. – Per dirti il vero – io non l’ho mai visto in migliore salute che in mezzo ai più gran 
strapazzi. – Cavalcando 8 ore del giorno in Agosto sotto un cocentissimo sole stave benone. – 
Dormendo per 8 notti senza spogliarsi a bordo di un miserabile mistico nel crudo decembre – e 
bagnandosi in mare in quella stagione / tutti spropositi, stava a maraviglia – Vedi che i spropositi della 
ignavia, dei poltroni sono quelli più da temersi per lui. Io confido che di sventure non avrò più a 
tormentarti – 
 Mylord riceve tue lettere per mezzo di Barry – dunque la sua fama cresce sempre in Italia – così 
quà, così in Inghilterra – dagli ultimi conti di Don Giovanni ha fatto più che 16 mille talleri – e gli si 
scrive dal suoi amici che quando tornerà alla sua Patria sarà ricevuto con entusiasmo – Anche questo 
viaggio gli è stato molto favorevole nell’opinione degli Inglesi – andato pur bene. 
 Dunque sarà incoraggiato, stimato ec. ne godo sommamente – accorgiti perciò che i miei consigli 
e le mie predizioni non erano vane – e che questa temporanea separazione quantunque doveva darti 
grandi pene – infine produrrà ottimi effetti – – – – – tutti, e principalmente per (tagliato sotto il sisillo) 
 Ricordarmi ai Costa, ai Marchetti – – (tagliato sotto il sisillo) che ricordano di noi. Credemi 
sempre / Il tuo affmo fratello / P. Gamba 
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P.S. Byron si lagna che io son stato troppo severo – imputando tutta la …. suo male al Punch – ma 
la vera colpa vuol che sia come è all ……… ve Cap/no Parry – Infine noi tutti stiamo ben – Anche io 
15 giorni fui obbligato al letto per due o tre febbri – Byron spedirà quanto prima la piccol Turca a 
Cefalonia o Zante perchè di là ti sia spedita in Italia colla prima occasione – Addio – 
 Mylord mi avvisa di farvi noto, che ha terminato le sue lire indicante il ricevimento di una somma 
di 12 mila Lire Sterline – incirca 60.000 scudi – Sta bene. – 
 
Translation: To the Countess Teresa Guiccioli in Bologna: Missolonghi, February 24th 1824. My 
dear Teresa / If our news has reached you, that is, my character of the Turks – and perhaps it was 
slightly exaggerated – Oh God! – what a fright! – what a transgression! – what a convulsion, or not, 
without any motive at all this time – but with luck everything will turn out well – and we shall avoid an 
imminent disgrace against which we are already protected by a prophecy of good fortune. I have sent 
to Papa an exact and minute relation of all that happened. I consider that the best thing to do is to point 
out to you first of all the mishaps, rather than the good fortune you may experience, otherwise you will 
feel bewildered by doubt, and it will double your agony – 
 Here is another example – which as usual had a happy ending – Less than eight days ago, as 
Mylord was joking and laughing on the sofa with a glass in his hand, in the company of some other 
Englishmen (I was away from the house), he tried to get up – and was attacked suddenly by a fit,176 
which prevented him from moving – so that he was taken quickly to bed, the doctor sent for, and so on. 
He was left without speech, though not without consciousness, for a few seconds. I can imagine how 
this distresses you – but he soon regained his senses, was put to bed – and treated with purgatives and 
other medicines – later in the day he rose from bed, his head aching somewhat – they attached eight 
leeches to his temples177 – Now we find him perfectly recovered –  
 I hope that this misfortune will have a very good effect – for some time Byron had been 
accustoming himself to a very bad regimen of living – he ate little, mainly cheese and salad (sliced 
thin). He drank a lot, wines, and liquors, mainly a cursed grog, and some some kind of very strong 
English brandy – which they love over there. He had a cursed companion in the shape of an English 
ruffian whom the Committee178 had sent out here – Mr Parry,179 a manufacturer of Congreve rockets180 
– and a noisy drunk. Mylord had drunk seven glasses of punch on the day before the accident, and five 
on the day itself. 
 New problems still haunt our daily business – we can’t go riding except rarely and by the poorest 
roads, and when it’s raining. 
 The attack has improved his judgement – and the good it has produced made him change his style 
of life completely. He eats a lot more, chicken and sensible food – drinks in moderation and takes 
exercise when he can. To tell you the truth – I’ve never seen him in better health than when he is under 
maximum duress. After riding for eight hours a day in August beneath a blazing sun, he looked fine. 
Sleeping eight nights without undressing on board a wretched sailing-boat in tough December – 
bathing in the sea in that season – all this seeming miscalculation made him look wonderful.181 You 
see that you should be more afraid of blunders into the unknown, more afraid on his behalf of the 
influence of fools. I am confident that our adventures hold nothing more to torment you. 
 My lord receives your letters by way of Barry – so his fame is growing in Italy, just as it is in 
England – the last cantos of Don Juan182 have made more than sixteen thousand talleri – and he gets 
letters from his friends telling him that when he returns to his country he will be received with 
enthusiasm, so that this journey has placed him high in the favourable opinion of the English – it has 
all gone really well. 

                                                           
176: The seizure occurred on February 15th 1824, “after drinking a tumbler of Cider mixed with cold water in 
Col. Stanhope’s apartments”. See the Greek Journal (above), where B. describes it in detail. 
177: It was this profuse bleeding by his doctors which weakened B. and made him vulnerable to the rheumatic 
fever which he contracted after his ride in the rain on April 9th. 
178: The London Greek Committee, of whom, according to Parry, B. said, “All their deeds have been only talk 
and foolery” (Parry, Last Days, 192). 
179: William Parry, firemaster, arrived in February 1824. 
180: Yet when Parry arrived “It turned out there were no Congreve rockets, and that it would require two months, 
and no small expense, to prepare any” (Gamba, Last Journey, 157). 
181: “He had not pulled off his clothes since leaving Cephalonia; he had slept upon the deck, and had purposely 
exposed himself to privations, which he thought would harden his constitution, and enable him to bear the fatigues 
of a campaign” (Gamba, Last Journey, 87n). 
182: Don Juan Cantos XII, XIII, and XIV had been published by John Hunt on December 17th 1823; Cantos XV 
and XVI were published on March 26th 1824. 
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 So be encouraged, glad, and so on – I’m really pleased about what’s happening – note that my 
advice and my predictions were not wrong – and that this temporary separation, even though it may 
have caused you great suffering – will in the end produce the best effects – everything, and especially 
through [cut off with the seal] 
 Remember me to Costa, to Marchetti [cut off with the seal] what they remember of us. Believe me 
always / Your most affectionate brother / P. Gamba 
 
PS: Byron comments that I’ve been too severe – putting his illness down to the punch – but he wants 
the real guilt to [cut off with the seal] Captain Parry – when all’s done, we’re well – I myself had to 
stay in bed for fifteen days because of two or three fevers – Byron is sending the little Turkish girl to 
Cephalonia or Zante because from there she can be sent to you in Italy at the first opportunity – 
farewell – 
 Mylord tells me to inform you that all his money has come, he having received the sum of 12,000 
pounds sterling – about 60,000 scudi. – Be well. – 
 
Byron’s postscript: 

F[ebbrai]o 24 o 1824 
My dearest T. – Pietro will have told you all the news – but I have not read the whole of his letter. We 
are all very well now – and every thing appears to wear a hopeful aspect. – Of course you may suppose 
that a country like this is not exactly the place to pass the Carnival in; but it is nevertheless better than 
could be expected all things considered. – – I am going out on horseback – and Pietro has hardly left 
me room enough on this paper to add more at present – but I hope to see you this Spring and to talk 
over these and all other matters, – so be of good cheer and love 

ever yrs. most a a in e + + + 
N BN 

 
Byron to John Murray, from Missolonghi, February 25th 1824: 

(Source: text from BL.Ashley 4753; LJ VI 333-5; QII 764-5; BLJ XI 123-5) 
 [To, / John Murray Esqre. / 50 Albemarle Street / London / Angleterre / N Bn. 
Byron’s last letter to Murray. 
[[on cover:]] Zante 25 February 1824 Received from our Quarantine officer, resealed and [[seal: 

“directed”]] by Your very obedient Servant / Samuel Barff 
 
[[addition sum:]] 9 . 9 / 3 . 10 / 13 . 17 / 2 . 2 / 2 . 15 . 7] 
 
Messalonghi. – Fy. 25th. 1824. 
I have heard from Mr. Douglas Kd that you state “a report of a satire on Mr. Gifford having arrived 
from Italy – said to be written by me! – but that you do not believe it. –” – I dare say you do not nor 
any body else I should think – whoever asserts that I am the author or abettor of anything of the kind 
on Gifford – lies in his throat. – I always regarded him as my literary father – and myself as his 
prodigal son; if any such composition exists it is none of mine – – you know as well as any body upon 
whom I have or have not written – and you also know whether they do or did not deserve that same – – 
and so much for such matters. – You will perhaps be anxious to hear some news from this part of 
Greece – (which is the most liable to invasion) but you will hear enough through public and private 
 
1:2 
 
channels on that head. – I will however give you the events of a week – mingling my own private 
peculiar with the public for we are here jumbled a little together at present. On Sunday (the 15th. I 
believe) I had a strong and sudden convulsive attack which left me speechless though not motionless – 
for some strong men could not hold me – but whether it was epilepsy catalepsy – cachexy – apoplexy – 
or what other exy – or opsy – the Doctors have not decided – or whether it was spasmodic or nervous 
&c. – but it was very unpleasant – and nearly carried me off – and all that – on Monday – they put 
leeches to my temples – no difficult matter – but the blood could not be stopped till eleven at night 
(they had gone too near the temporal Artery for my temporal safety) and neither Styptic nor Caustic 
would cauterize the orifice till after a hundred attempts. – On Tuesday a 
 
1:3 
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Turkish brig of war ran on shore – on Wednesday – great preparations being made to attack her 
though protected by her Consorts – the Turks burned her and retired to Patras – on thursday a quarrel 
ensued between the Suliotes and the Frank Guard at the Arsenal – – a Swedish Officer was killed – and 
a Suliote severely wounded – and a general fight expected – and with some difficulty prevented – on 
Friday the Officer buried – and Capt. Parry’s English Artificers mutinied under pretence that their lives 
were in danger and are for quitting the country – – they may. – On Saturday we had the smartest shock 
of an earthquake which I remember (and I have felt thirty slight or smart at different periods – they are 
common in the Mediterranean) and the whole army discharged their arms – upon 
 
1:4 
 
the same principle that savages beat drums {or howl} during an eclipse of the Moon – it was a rare 
Scene altogether – if you had but seen the English Johnnies – who had never been out of a Cockney 
workshop before! or will again if they can help it – and on Sunday we heard that the Vizir is come 
down to Larissa with one hundred and odd thousand men. – – In coming here I had two escapes one 
from the Turks (one of my vessels was taken – but afterwards released) and the other from shipwreck – 
we drove twice on the rocks near the Scrophes – – (Islands near the Coast.) I have obtained from the 
Greeks the release of eight and twenty Turkish prisoners – men women and children – and sent them to 
Patras and Prevesa – at my own charges – one little Girl of nine years old – who prefers remaining 
 
2:1 
 
2d.) with me – I shall (if I live) send with her mother probably to Italy or to England – and adopt her. – 
Her name is Hato – or Hatageè – she is a very pretty lively child – all her brothers were killed by the 
Greeks – and she herself and her mother merely spared by special favour – and owing to her extreme 
youth – she was then but five or six years old. My health is now better and [Ms. tear: “I”] ride about 
again – my office here is no sinecure – so many parties – and difficulties of every kind – but I will do 
what I can – Prince Mavrocordato is an excellent person and does all in his power – but his situation is 
perplexing in the extreme183 – still we have great hopes of the success of the contest. – You will hear 
however more of public news from plenty of quarters – for I have little time to write – believe me 

yrs. &c. &c. 
N BN 

 

Byron to the London Greek Committee, from Missolonghi, March 4th 1823: 

(Source: this text from BLJ XI 127-8) 
Missolonghi 4th. March 1824 

Gentlemen,—1 am desirous to introduce to your notice the bearer of this Baron Adam Friedell who 
appears (from his well authenticated papers & the knowledge he possesses of the present state of the 
affairs in Greece having lately returned from the Morea) to be an individual who may be usefully 
consulted by your Honourable Committee. I have at his particular request furnished him with this letter 
to avail himself herewith for that purpose—& I am Gentlemen 

yours most sincerely &c. 
NOEL BYRON 

 

Byron to Thomas Moore, from Missolonghi, March 4th 1824: 

(Source: text from Huntington, photocopy from microfilm; Moore’s Life II 741-3; LJ VI 336-8; BLJ 
XI 125-6) 
[To, Thomas Moore Esqre. / Care of / J. Murray Esqre. / 50. Albemarle Street / London / England.] 
The only letter from Byron to Moore which is in Moore’s Life, and has been found. 

 
Messolonghi. Western Greece. 

March 4th. 1824. 
My dear Moore / 
 Your reproach is unfounded. I have received two letters from you and answered both 
previous to leaving Cephalonia. – I have not been “quiet” in an Ionian Island but much occupied with 
business – as the Gk. Deputies (if arrived) can tell you. – Neither have I continued “Don Juan” – nor 
any other poem – you go as usual – I presume by some newspaper report or other. – – – 

                                                           
183: Shakespeare, Othello V ii 349. 
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When the proper moment to be of some use – arrived – I came here – and am told that my arrival 
(with some other circumstances –) has been of at least temporary advantage to the Cause. – I had a 
narrow escape from the Turks – and another from Shipwreck on my passage. – On the 15th. (or 16th.) 
Fy. – I had an attack of Apoplexy or Epilepsy – the physicians have not exactly decided which – but 
the Alternative is agreeable. – – – 
My Constitution therefore remains between the 
 
1:2 
 
two opinions – like Mahomet’s sarcophagus between the Magnets.184 – – All that I can say is – that 
they nearly bled me to death – by placing the leeches too near the temporal Artery – so that the blood 
could with difficulty be stopped even with Caustic. – I am supposed to be getting better, slowly 
however – but my homilies will, I presume, for the future – be like the Archbishop of Granada’s. – In 
this case “I order you a hundred ducats from my treasurer and wish you a little more taste.” –185 
For Public matters I refer you to Col. Stanhope’s and Capt. Parry’s reports – and to all other reports 
whatsoever. – – 
There is plenty to do – war without – and tumult within – they “kill a man a week” like Bob Acres in 
the country.186 – Parry’s Artificers have gone away in alarm – on account of 
 
1:3 
 
a dispute – in which some of the natives and foreigners {were} engaged – and a Swede was killed – 
and a Suliote wounded. – In the middle of their fright – there was a strong shock of an Earthquake – so 
between that and the sword – they boomed off in a hurry – in despite of all dissuasions to the contrary. 
– 
A Turkish brig ran ashore the other day – and was burnt to prevent her from being taken. – I have 
obtained the release of about thirty Turkish prisoners – and have adopted one little girl of about nine 
years old – her name is Hato or Hatagœ – her family were nearly all destroyed in the troubles. – – – 
If I <leave> {live} – she will be provided for respectably – as I mean to send her to my daughter. – I 
hope that she will turn out well. – 
You – I presume – are either publishing or 
 
1:4 [above address:] meditating that same. – Let me hear from and of you – and believe me in all 
events ever and truly yrs. 
 N. B. 
 
[below address:] P.S. –Tell Mr. Murray that I wrote to him the other day – and hope that he has 
received or will receive the letter. – – – 
 

Byron to James Kennedy, from Missolonghi, March 4th 1824: 

(Source: Ms. not found; text from Moore’s Life II 743-4; LJ VI 338-40; BLJ XI 126) 
Missolonghi, March 4. 1824.  

My dear Doctor,  
I have to thank you for your two very kind letters, both received at the same time, and one long after its 
date. I am not unaware of the precarious state of my health, nor am, nor have been, deceived on that 
subject. But it is proper that I should remain in Greece; and it were better to die doing something than 
nothing. My presence here has been supposed so far useful as to have prevented confusion from 
becoming worse confounded, at least for the present. Should I become, or be deemed useless or 
superfluous, I am ready to retire; but in the interim I am not to consider personal consequences; the rest 
is in the hands of Providence,—as indeed are all things. I shall, however, observe your instructions, 
and indeed did so, as far as regards abstinence, for some time past. 
 Besides the tracts, &c. which you have sent for distribution, one of the English artificers (hight 
Brownbill, a tinman,) left to my charge a number of Greek Testaments, which I will endeavour to 
distribute properly. The Greeks complain that the translation is not correct, nor in good Romaic: 
Bambas can decide on that point. I am trying to reconcile the clergy to the distribution, which (without 
due regard to their hierarchy) they might contrive to impede or neutralise in the effect, from their 

                                                           
184: Alludes to the legend which has Mahomet’s coffin suspended mystically in mid-air. 
185: See Le Sage, Gil Blas, VII 4. 
186: Sheridan, The Rivals, Act IV (“tell him I generally kill a man a week”). 
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power over their people. Mr. Brownbill has gone to the Islands, having some apprehension for his 
life, (not from the priests, however,) and apparently preferring rather to be a saint than a martyr, 
although his apprehensions of becoming the latter were probably unfounded. All the English artificers 
accompanied him, thinking themselves in danger on account of some troubles here, which have 
apparently subsided.  
 I have been interrupted by a visit from Prince Mavrocordato and others since I began this letter, 
and must close it hastily, for the boat is announced as ready to sail. Your future convert, Hato, or 
Hatagée, appears to me lively, and intelligent, and promising, and possesses an interesting 
countenance. With regard to her disposition, I can say little, but Millingen, who has the mother (who is 
a middle-aged woman of good character) in his house as a domestic (although their family was in good 
worldly circumstances previous to the Revolution), speaks well of both, and he is to be relied on. As 
far as I know, I have only seen the child a few times with her mother, and what I have seen is 
favourable, or I should not take so much interest in her behalf. If she turns out well, my idea would be 
to send her to my daughter in England (if not to respectable persons in Italy), and so to provide for her 
as to enable her to live with reputation either singly or in marriage, if she arrive at maturity. I will 
make proper arrangements about her expenses through Messrs. Barff and Hancock, and the rest I leave 
to your discretion and to Mrs. K.’s, with a great sense of obligation for your kindness in undertaking 
her temporary superintendence. 
 Of public matters here, I have little to add to what you will already have heard. We are going on as 
well as we can, and with the hope and the endeavour to do better. Believe me,  

Ever and truly, &c.  
 

Byron to Samuel Barff, from Missolonghi, March 5th 1824: 

(Source: Ms. not found; text from LJ VI 340-1; BLJ XI 128-9) 
Missolonghi, March 5th, 1824 

Dear Sir, – If Sisseni is sincere, he will be treated with, and well treated; if he is not, the sin and the 
shame may lie at his [??]. You could not disapprove of the motto to the Telegraph more than I did, and 
do; but this is the land of liberty, where most people do as they please, and few as they ought. 
 I have not written, nor am inclined to write, for that or for any other paper, but have suggested to 
them, over and over, a change of the motto and style. However, I do not think that it will turn out either 
an irreligious or a levelling publication, and they promise due respect to both churches and things, i.e. 
the editors do. 
 If Bambas would write for the Greek Chronicle, he might have his own price for articles.  
 There is a slight demur about Hato’s voyage, her mother wishing to go with her, which is quite 
natural, and I have not the heart to refuse it; for even Mahomet made a law, that in the division of 
captives, the child should never be separated from the mother. But this may make a difference in the 
arrangement, although the poor woman (who has lost half her family in the war) is, as I said, of good 
character, and of mature age, so as to render her respectability not liable to suspicion. She has heard, it 
seems, from Prevesa, that her husband is no longer there. I have consigned your Bibles to Dr. Meyer; 
and I hope that the said Doctor may justify your confidence; nevertheless, I shall keep an eye upon 
him. You may depend upon my giving the Society as fair play as Mr. Wilberforce himself would; and 
any other commission for the good of Greece will meet with the same attention on my part. 
 I am trying, with some hope of eventual success, to re-unite the Greeks, especially as the Turks are 
expected in force, and that shortly. We must meet them as we may, and fight it out as we can. 
 I rejoice to hear that your school prospers, and I assure you that your good wishes are reciprocal. 
The weather is so much finer, that I get a good deal of moderate exercise in boats and on horseback, 
and am willing to hope that my health is not worse than when you kindly wrote to me. Dr. Bruno can 
tell you that I adhere to your regimen, and more, for I do not eat any meat, even fish.  

Believe me ever, &c.  
 
P.S. The mechanics (six in number) were all pretty much of the same mind. Brownbill was but one. 
Perhaps they are less to blame than is imagined, since Colonel Stanhope is said to have told them, ‘that 

he could not positively say their lives were safe.’ I should like to know where our life is safe, either 
here or any where else? With regard to a place of safety, at least such hermetically sealed safety as 
these persons appeared to desiderate, it is not to be found in Greece, at any rate; but Missolonghi was 
supposed to be the place where they would be useful, and their risk was no greater than that of others. 
 
Byron, notes to a letter from Leicester Stanhope, sent from Athens, March 6th 1824; Byron’s 

additions March 19th: 

(Source: Ms. not found; texts from Stanhope, pp.124-7; letter, not notes, BLJ XI 139) 
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Stanhope writes: 

 
My dear Lord Byron, 
  ON the 21st February I bivouacked in the tent of the Prefect of the Lepanto district. He had 
just had a conference with the garrison of that place, and said that if your Lordship appeared there with 
a considerable force, and the arrears due to the troops, amounting to 25,000 dollars, could be paid, the 
fortress could be surrendered. Most anxiously do I hope that your Lordship will proceed thither, 
terminate the negotiation, and take possession of the place. This conquest would almost secure the 
independence of Greece, and would shorten her struggle, perhaps, by many years. 
 
Byron notes: 

 
The Suliots declined marching against Lepanto, saying, ‘that they would not fight against stone-walls.’ 
Colonel Stanhope knows their conduct in other respects here lately. – N .B. 
 
Stanhope writes: 

 
[Odysseus Androutses] has established two schools here [Athens], and has allowed me to set the press 
to work. 
 
Byron notes: 

 

I hope that the press will succeed better there than it has here. The Greek newspaper has done great 
mischief both in the Morea and in the islands, as I represented both to Prince Mavrocordatos and to 
Colonel Stanhope that it would do in the present circumstances, unless great caution was observed. – 
N. B. 
 

Byron writes on the back of Stanhope’s letter: 

 
To J. Bowring, Esq. 

March, 19th, 1824. 
 Dear Sir, 
  Preparations are making for the ensuing campaign. Col. S. and Capt. Parry’s reports will have 
instructed the Committee. Means and money will be required; men are in plenty, if we have the former. 
I shall endeavour to do my duty. 
      Yours, 

N. B. 
 
 P.S. Prince Mavrocodato and L.B. go to Salona. I (L.B.) request Mr. Bowring to urge the Hon. 
Douglas Kinnaird to send L.B. credits to the extent of L.B.’s resources. Here there are the greatest 
difficulties of every kind for the moment—but they have hope—and will fight it out—N. B. 
 
Edward John Trelawny to Byron, March [?] 1824: 

(provisional text from Nicholson, pp.234-5) 
Leicester Stanhope was also impressed by the charisma of the bandit leader Odysseus 

(“Ulysses”) Androutses (1788-1825), who convinced him that he was founding schools and 

newspapers. Androutses was eventually assassinated by being thrown from the Parthenon, as it 

was thought, by agents of Mavrocordatos. 

 
DEAR LORD BYRON, 
 We send another envoy to you on what Ulysses, Col. Stanhope and myself concur in thinking an 
affair of the greatest and most pressing importance, and on its success the success of the ensuing 
campaign we think almost entirely depends! It is to form a treaty of action and active co-operation 
between Eastern and Western Greece – Missolonghi and Athens – and that without delay! I am aware 
there has been proposals and writing about this for some time, but nothing definitely decided on. 
Ulysses has been with his army before Negropont during the whole winter, which, with the coolness of 
the western chiefs, has hitherto prevented the completion of this most needful treaty. There is now no 
time to be lost – we must be doing! Ulysses therefore on his part proposes to be at Salona with M. 
Negris and an able adviser from each separate province that is under his protection. If Mavracordato, 
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Lord Byron, and such others as they shall think proper will give him the meeting, Col. Stanhope, 
who has urged this business on with all might, will postpone his departure from Athens till he hears 
from you, and I can assure you that Ulysses is perfectly sincere and deeply interested to affect what he 
has proposed. Stanhope says he has given you satisfying reasons, and I know if his don’t move you 
mine will not have much effect: only this I do entreat you, to use your influence in effecting this 
desirab1e object of such vital importance to the cause you have so much at heart, and have so 
gloriously and liberally aided. Ulysses is the only man I have found in Greece that I think worthy of 
your confidence and co-operation. You do not know him, Lord Byron, or we should have had you at 
Athens – nor do I despair (if you give us this meeting) of your making Athens your final situation. 
 I say this because you know that from the first moment I had the honour of knowing you till this 
day, in everything in which I have been in action I have only considered your honour and advantage. I 
should have given you a more detailed statement of things here if I had thought anything I could say 
would have influenced you; but you never felt the curse of writing in vain – and after toiling and 
sweating over a composition to have it thrown by unread, or, what is as bad, unattended to – this kept 
me silent – but I am now so imperiously called upon to pour out to you an opportunity of doing Greece 
a greater service than it may ever fall to the lot of a stranger to have the power of doing. 
 I rejoin the army with Ulysses to-day. Corinth and Negropont are in close blockade. Ulysses 
defends the pass of Thermophilly with 3000. He is the most energetic, active, and enterprising soldier I 
have ever met – nor is he deficient in diplomatic knowledge. 
  In pressing haste I am as ever 
   Dear Lord Byron, 
    Yours very faithfully, 
     EDWARD J. TRELAWNY. 
 

Byron to Sir Frederick Stoven,
187

 from Missolonghi, March 8th 1824: 

(Source: Ms. Princeton / Taylor; text from Byron Journal 36 No.2 2008 pp.144-5; transcription by 
Andrew Stauffer; BLJ XI 129, in part) 

Messolonghi, March 8th 1824 
Sir – 
 I have to apologize for the liberty I take in addressing you – but I hope that the motive may be 
partly my excuse. 
 Some Greeks have applied to me to endeavour to interest your feelings on behalf of their relatives 
who were taken in an Ionian boat and carried off to Patras. – The circumstance of their being taken in 
an Ionian boat is that on which their hope is chiefly grounded. It would be an act of humanity if the 
release of these poor people could be obtained or at least their lives spared, and I think that the request 
might be made with some hope of success – as I lately sent back to Prevesa and Patras eight und 
twenty Turkish prisoners whom the Greeks gave up at my insistence 
 The request would come with a much greater prospect of success from your Excellency – as “One 
in Authority”188 and for many other reasons – which need not be explained; – it would also be very 
much for the benefit of both sides – if they could be induced to conduct themselves with some regard 
to the laws of war – or any laws whatsoever. 
 But I am perhaps requiring from you an improper interference – if so – pray excuse me – or indeed 
– excuse me at any rate for intruding on your time and avocations. I have the honour to be with great 
respect –  
 Yr. most obedt. 
  very humble Servt. 
   Noel Byron. 
 
To. H. E. 
Sir F. Stoven, 
&c. &c. &c. Zante. 
 
P.S. I beg leave to add that I do not address this request to you in an official capacity – but in the hope 
– that perhaps your private and personal influence could be exerted in some way in favour of the 
applicants. Their names are enclosed. 
 

                                                           
187: Stoven (in fact Stovin), was British Resident at Zante. 
188: Biblical: Matthew 8:9, “For I am a man under authority”. 
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Byron to John Bowring, from Missalonghi, March 9th 1824; BLJ XI 129; text from National 

Library, Athens (file K6); scan kindly provided by Roddy Beaton: 

To John Bowring Esqre / No. 5 Jeffrey Square / St. Mary Ane / London] 
In scribal hand (identified in BLJ as Parry’s), with Byron’s corrections to Parry’s English, and 

two footnotes by Byron. 

Messolonghi 9th. March 1824 
John Bowring Esqr 
 
 Sir 
  Herewith enclosed you’ll receive Bills drawn by Prince A Mavrocordato for the Sum of Five 
hundred and fifty Pounds, which Sum I Have paid into the Hands of the Prince, and have accepted 
Bills to that Amount, made payable at your House; The Honble Douglas Kinnaird will prese{n}t the 
Bills, and I trust that funds are placed in your Hands sufficient to Honor the{m} <Bills>. 
   I am Sir 
    Yours truly 
     Noel Byron 
P.S. 
 The Prince informs me that 
Mr. Luriotti has funds in his 
Hands to Answer the Amount 
& which will be at your disposal. 
 
Byron writes: 

 
There is another letter P.S. Excuse my writing by 
of advice / besides the Italian  proxy – but we are full of 
ones – from Mavrocordatos – business. yrs. ever, 
enclosing one to Mr. Louriotti Noel Byron 
 
Byron to James Kennedy, from Missolonghi, March 10th 1824: 

(Source: Ms. not found; text from Moore’s Life II 748-50; LJ VI 347-50; BLJ XI 131-3) 
Missolonghi, March 10. 1824.  

Dear Sir,  
 You could not disapprove of the motto to the Telegraph more than I did, and do; but this is the 
land of liberty, where most people do as they please, and few as they ought. 
 I have not written, nor am inclined to write, for that or for any other paper, but have suggested to 
them, over and over, a change of the motto and style. However, I do not think that it will turn out either 
an irreligious or a levelling publication, and they promise due respect to both churches and things, i.e. 
the editors do. 
 If Bambas would write for the Greek Chronicle, he might have his own price for articles. 
 There is a slight demur about Hato’s voyage, her mother wishing to go with her, which is quite 
natural, and I have not the heart to refuse it; for even Mahomet made a law, that in the division of 
captives, the child should never be separated from the mother. But this may make a difference in the 
arrangement, although the poor woman (who has lost half her family in the war) is, as I said, of good 
character, and of mature age, so as to render her respectability not liable to suspicion. She has heard, it 
seems, from Prevesa, that her husband is no longer there. I have consigned your Bibles to Dr. Meyer; 
and I hope that the said Doctor may justify your confidence; nevertheless, I shall keep an eye upon 
him. You may depend upon my giving the Society as fair play as Mr. Wilberforce himself would; and 
any other commission for the good of Greece will meet with the same attention on my part. 
 I am trying, with some hope of eventual success, to re-unite the Greeks, especially as the Turks are 
expected in force, and that shortly. We must meet them as we may, and fight it out as we can. 
 I rejoice to hear that your school prospers, and I assure you that your good wishes are reciprocal. 
The weather is so much finer, that I get a good deal of moderate exercise in boats and on horseback, 
and am willing to hope that my health is not worse than when you kindly wrote to me. Dr. Bruno can 
tell you that I adhere to your regimen, and more, for I do not eat any meat, even fish. 
 Believe me ever, &c.  
 
P.S. The mechanics (six in number) were all pretty much of the same mind. Brownbill was but one. 
Perhaps they are less to blame than is imagined, since Colonel Stanhope is said to have told them, ‘that 
he could not positively say their lives were safe.’ I should like to know where our life is safe, either 
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here or any where else? With regard to a place of safety, at least such hermetically sealed safety as 
these persons appeared to desiderate, it is not to be found in Greece, at any rate; but Missolonghi was 
supposed to be the place where they would be useful, and their risk was no greater than that of others. 
 
William Parry and Byron to Charles Hancock, from Missolonghi, March 10th 1824: 

(Source: text from Harrow School Library A 1937.7; BLJ XI 133-4) 
 

Parry writes: 

Messelonghi 10th. March 1824 
C Hancock Esqr 
 Sir 
  I send by Mr. J. M. Hodges a Bill drawn on Sigr C. Jerostetti for Three hundred and Eighty six 
pounds On Account of the Honble the Greek Committee, for carrying on the Service of this place – 
But Count Deladecima sent no more than Two hundred Dolers – until he should receive instructions 
from C. Jerostetti – therefore I am Obbliged {obliged} to Advance that Sum to prevent a positive Stop 
being put to the Laboratory Service at this place &c &c –. &c – 
  I beg you’ll mention this business to Count D. Deledecima who has the Draft and every 
Account – and that Mr. Barff in conjunction with yourself will endeavour to arrange the money 
account, and when received forward the same immediately to MissElonghi. 

I am 
Sir 

yours very truly 
Byron writes: 

 
So far is written by Capt. Parry – but I 
 
1:2 
 
see that I must continue {ye letter} myself. – I understand little or nothing of the business – saving and 
except that like most of the present affairs here – it will be at a stand still – if monies be not advanced – 
and there are few here so disposed – so that I must take the chance as usual. – 
You will see what can be done with Delladecima – and Gerostati – and remit this sum – that we have 
some quiet – for the Committee have somehow embroiled their matters – or chosen Greek 
Correspondents more Grecian than ever the Greeks are wont to be. 

yrs. ever 
N. BN. 

P.S. – A thousand thanks to Muir for his Cauliflower – the finest 
 
[1:3 is written at ninety degrees:] 
 
I ever saw or tasted – and I believe the largest that ever grew out of Paradise – or Scotland. – – – 
I have written to quiet Dr. Kennedy about the new Paper (with which I have nothing to do as a writer – 
please to recollect and say) I told the fools of Conductors – that their motto would play the devil – but 
like all mountebanks – they persisted. – Gamba – who is anything but lucky – had something to do 
with it – and as usual – the moment he <did> {had} – matters went wrong. – It will be better – perhaps 
in time. – – 
But I write in haste – and have only time to say before the boat sails that I am 

ever yrs 
  N. BN. 
P.S. – Mr. Finlay is here – and has received his mo[Ms. tear: “ney.”] 
 

Byron to “one Parucca”, from Missolonghi, March 11th 1824, with context: 

(Source: text from imperfect facsimile189 at Gamba, p.208; BLJ XI 134-5) 
 
March 10.—Lord Byron received, by way of Zante, a letter from one Parucca, the person who had 
been engaged two months before by the partisans of Pietro Bey to set out for London, and there to 
thwart the negotiations of the deputies Orlando and Luriotti; but he never went. He now wrote to Lord 
Byron, praying him to come into the Peloponnesus, to assist in bringing about an union of all parties. 

                                                           
189: The facsimile is missing text in a vertical line down the middle, and lacks the signature. 
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Thus, by an open and independent line of conduct, he inspired confidence among all the Greeks; 
and the moment appeared to be fast approaching, when all dissensions were to cease, and the 
foundations of a vigorous and national government, suited to the difficult circumstances of the 
country, were, through his meditations, to be finally established. 
 Lord Byron sent the following answer to Parucca*: 

Marzo 11. 1824 
Illustrissimo Signore – 
 Ho 1’onore di rispondere alla di lei lettera – 
Io non bramo altro – ne ho mai bramato – se non a vedere prima di tutto i Greci in pace fra loro. – – Io 
mi son reso qua per ordine del’ <suddetto> Governo {<Greco>} Greco, e fino che non ho un’ invito 
dal’ non me pare che <fosse> {debbo} sortire della Rumelia per il Peloponneso – particolarmente 
come questa parte e più esposta al’inimico. – Per altro – se la mia presenza può giovare quantunque 
poco a riconciliare i due – o più partiti – son pronto di rendermi – o come mediatore – o se fosse 
necessario – come ostaggio. – 
In questi affari io non ho nè mirè personali ne odii particolari – ma il sincero desiderio di meritare il 
nome di amico di vostra patria e patrioti. Ho 1’onore di essere. – 
 
* Gamba’s note: Of the Italian original I give a fac simile, in Lord Byron’s hand-writing, in which 
those acquainted with my language will observe only one grammatical error, and that one of trifling 
importance. 
 
Translation: 

March 11th 1824 
Sir – I have the honour of answering your letter. I do not want nor have ever wanted anything other 
than to see first of all the Greeks at peace with one another. I came here by invitation of the <above-
mentioned> Greek Government, and until that Government has invited me, I do not think that I ought 
to leave Roumelia for the Peloponnesus; and the more so, as this part is exposed in a greater degree to 
the enemy. On the other hand, if my presence can really be of any help at all in reconciling two or 
more parties, I am ready to go any where, either as a mediator, or, if necessary, as a hostage. In these 
affairs I have neither personal aims nor private prejudices, but the sincere wish of deserving the name 
of a friend of your country, and of her patriots. 
 I have the honour etc. 
  ever yrs. N BN 
 

Byron to Douglas Kinnaird, from Missolonghi, March 12th-13th 1824: 

(Source: text from National Historical Museum, Athens 19436; BLJ XI 135-6) 
[To, the Honourable / Douglas Kinnaird, / Messrs Ransom and Co. Bankers / Pall Mall East / London / 
Angleterre / via Otranto / N.B. // 1824 / March 12 / Messalonghi // Opened by the Quarantine Office, 
resealed and forwarded by [Ms. tear] Yr most obt Servt Zante 18 March [Ms. tear] S. Barff] 

Messolonghi March 12th. 1824. 
Dear Douglas / 
 Enclosed is an account in dollars of the monies advanced by me to the Greeks – 
since my engagement in their cause. By this you will perceive that I require reinforcements. – I have 
drawn in favour of Messrs Barff &c for three thousand pounds Stg. therefore, in the expectation of 
further credits which I hope are on the way. 

March 13th – 
I was interrupted yesterday – and must write to=day – without much certainty that the letter will reach 
you – for the Plague has broken out this morning in the town – and of course precautions will be taken 
in the Islands and elsewhere. – 
It has been supposed to be communicated from the Morea – be that as it may, a Man from thence has 
just died of it – 
 
1:2 
 
as my Physician says – whom I have just seen – as well as {the} Prince Mavrocordato. – – 
What the event may be cannot of course be foreseen. – 
To resume – It would be advantageous nay – even necessary for me – or {for} my heirs – that you 
should sell out of the {3 per Cent} Consols now while they are so high – it might make a difference of 
ten thousand pounds in our favour on the original Sum invested. Surely Bland would consent to this – 
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and wait for the occurrence of a Mortgage at four per Cent – or take one on fair security. – I wish 
much to impress this upon your mind. – – – 
I hope that you have arranged the Rochdale business – as well as you <can/>could and completely 
according to your wishes. – 
I hear that Hunt has been found libellous; – we must pay the expences, 
 
1:3 
 
[repaired Ms. tear: “&”] his fine – if he had consented to my coming over as I requested – this would 
not have fallen upon him – but to this he frequently objected – declaring that they would not prosecute 
the Author – but the publisher. – – 
I shall be the more anxious to hear from you – as the Communication will probably be interrupted for 
some time to come – Whatever may [Ms. tear: “occur”] to me – believe me that I [Ms. tear: “am”] 
and was – and will be – (as long as I am at all) ever yrs. very 
  faithfully and affectly. 
   Noel Byron 
To, The Honourable 
 Douglas Kinnaird 
  &c. &c. &c. 
 

Metropolitan Ignatius of Arta
190

 to Byron, from Pisa, March 13th 1824: 

(Source: text from BL.Add.Mss.31037 f.43.) 
       Milord 
        Pise. Le 1/13 Mars 1824 
 Je viens de recevoir la lettre ci-incluse dans une enveloppe et je m’empresse de l’expédier à 
Votre Seigneurie par mer pour eviter les chances des postes. 
 On dit, que le Grand-Seigneur vous a excommunié, et c’est probablement après le réponse de 
votre Ambassadeur à Constantinople, qui ne peut que méconnaître tous les Anglais, qui embrassent la 
cause des Grecs. Maid ce patriache du depotisme, ainsi que son mesquin prophète que peuvent-ils 
faire à un homme tel que Vous, Milord, qu’Apollon et les Muses protégent, et qui a fait tant de 
sacrifices pour rétablir leurs anciens temples dans ce Parnasse? que le Grand Turc condamne tout ce 
qui est noble et généreux, l’Europe a approuvé votre resolution avec applaudissement et vous souhaite 
d’heureux succès; j’en réunis aussi mes vœux, et je vous prie d’agréer l’assurance de la haute estime 
et de la considération la plus distinguée avec lesquelles j’ai l’honneur d’être 
 Milord   tout-à-vous 
A Sa Seigneurie    le Métropolitain Ignace 
Le noble Lord Byron &c. &c. 
 
[1:2, 3 and 4 blank.] 
 
Translation: Pisa / March 13th 1824 / My Lord / I have just received the enclosed letter and I hasten 
to send it to your Lordship by sea to avoid the accidents of the post. / It is said that the Patriarch of 
Constantinople has excommuncated you, and this probably a result of the reaction given by your 
ambassador in Constantinople, who must be ignorant of how all Englishmen are embracing the Greek 
cause. But what can this patriarchal servant of despotism, any more than his petty prophet, do to a man 
like you, My Lord, protected by Apollo and the Muses, who has made so many sacrifices in order to 
restore the ancient temples of Parnassus? While the Grand Turk condemns all that is noble and 
generous, Europe has approved your resolution with applause, and wishes you happy success; I add my 
own wishes to theirs, and I beg you to credit the high esteem and the most distinguished consideration 
with I have the honour to be, / my Lord, / yours, / the Metropolitan Ignatius. / To his Lordship / the 
noble Lord Byron. 
 

John Cam Hobhouse to Byron, from London, March 15th 1824: 

(Source: text from NLS Ms.43443; BB 350-2) 
[The Lord Byron / Missalonghi // John C. Hobhouse // This letter never reached Byron it was returned 
to me through Mr Dearden // last but one I ever wrote to Byron the last went by Capt Molyneux] 
Hobhouse’s last letter to Byron. It never reached him. 

                                                           
190:  Ignatius was a refugee from Ali Pacha who had taken refuge in St Petersburg where he had been favoured by 
the Tsar. B. avoided him in Pisa, but accepted his letters of recommendation for Greece. 
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London.191 March 15, 1824 

My dear Byron 
 Although I have written to you twice very lately yet as Kinnaird tells me a messenger is going 
off to you to-morrow I must send a few lines if only by way of reply to your last note delivered by the 
Greek Deputies – Little did those worthies know the contents of the scytala192 which they carried & 
which they presented in all due form together with a letter from his Highness Mavrocordato conveying 
thanks for all services performed & unperformed in behalf of the cause – I am delighted on all 
accounts that your gross of green Spectacles has turned out such a good bargain and that you will 
recover your horse Blackberry into the bargain193 – Nothing would have given me greater pleasure than 
seeing you set out upon your journey to the Fair at Missolonghi I hope you did not forget to cock your 
hat with pins – We have not heard from you privately as yet since your arrival on the terra firma or 
rather the marshes of Western Greece – but we see by the French journals that you have been received 
in 
 
1:2 
 
an appropriate manner and made a member of the Senate and president of Strangers – What the latter 
office may be I know not – but hope it may not prove as difficult to discharge and as thankless when 
well filled as the conduct of partizans and foreigners generally proves to be – I can assure you that here 
the Greeks look upon your Avater as a perfect Godsend – one of them said to me in so many words – 
“it is Providence who sent that man to our help” – Of course Bowring has told you of the general good 
inclination of Canning to the cause – I believe he will do or let be done which is the same thing all that 
he can without coming to a complete rupture with the Turks or Russians – It will be of the utmost 
service if you can discover any intrigues of the French or any of the allies with the Greeks to let us 
have the details so as to enable us to communicate them to Mr Canning – he certainly is very much 
alive on that score – on the whole he is a popular minister – popular because he succeeds to 
Castlereagh – popular because he did not go to war for Spain – popular because he will go to war for 
South America – popular because he 
 
1:3 
 
is but faintly opposed by the “gentlemen opposite” and popular because he is strongly opposed by the 
gentlemen who sit next to him – I mean Peel & company – The session is going on peaceably – but I 
think I see elements of discord – such as the proposed renewal of the detestable Alien bill for instance. 
– . In France government carries every thing before it – only 23 liberals returned in all the elections – 
In Spain the presence of the French army alone prevents cutting of throats – In Italy there have been 
dreadful proscriptions – Greece in fact is the only point to which, in the old world at least, we look 
with any satisfaction – We are going to give a great public dinner to the Greek Deputies on the first of 
May – and we anticipate good news previously to that day for announcement on that occasion – 
Thomas Campbell has bespoken of me the giving of your health & as I dare say he will do it well 
perhaps it is advisable to put the duty in his hands – Tom Moore I believe will not be in town – The 
loan continues at a small premium & it would have been much higher had it not been for the roguery of 
those trying to get up a Cypriote loan – Peacock de Winz – Hendricks & Co – We have, however, stopt 
them this time 
 
1:4 
 
and hope we shall altogether prevent future operations. We have also detected one Doctor Schinas in 
detaining a trifling subscription meant for his countrymen & employing it for keeping up the war in his 
own housekeeping department. He was a member of our Committee – we were obliged to expell him 
yesterday – I am sorry to say that your patriot, generally speaking, is rather lax in his moralities as to 
money matters – We have had a fellow here in long petticoats playing off an archimondrite or sum 
such character & pretending his whole family have been massacred first & then sent him to negotiate a 
loan of a million of scudi, to bury them I suppose – but my gentleman was soon detected and has I 

                                                           
191: BB has “Lincoln”. 
192: A coded message which can only be decoded with special equipment. 
193: “And so,” returned she, “we have parted with the Colt, and have only got a groce of green spectacles, with 
copper rims and shagreen cases! A murrain take such trumpery. The blockhead has been imposed upon, and 
should have known his company better” – Goldsmith, The Vicar of Wakefield, Chap. XII. 
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believe decamped – you will no doubt have a great deal of difficulty in seeing that the loan is 
applied to proper purposes – but if the Greeks carry their point with the sword I think the gold concern 
will arrange it perhaps more easily than we now expect. Even if rogues get the money & rogues fight 
well the lenders will get paid and that is all that lenders have a right to look for – I like the deputies – 
Lauriottis seems a clever man & Orlando an honest man – I have no chitchat for you of any kind – nor 
do I believe there is any thing 
 
2:1 
 
stirring in the world in which you used to live – All friends make many enquiries after you – & hope 
you will take care of yourself in Greece & return here after the good fight has been foughten – I have 
not heard of your daughter lately – but hope hearing nothing is a good sign – Your monied matters, 
Kinnaird will tell you, are going on swimmingly – you will have, indeed, you have, a very handsome 
fortune – and if you have health – I do not see what earthly advantage you can wish for that you have 
not got – your present endeavour is certainly the most glorious ever undertaken by man – Campbell 
said to me yesterday – that he envied what you were now doing (and you may believe him, for he is a 
very envious man) even more than all your laurels blooming as they are – Go on & prosper – let me 
have a letter from you when you can find time to write & believe me 
  ever very truly your’s 
   John C. Hobhouse 
  

Pietro Gamba and Byron to Teresa Guiccioli, from Missolonghi, March 17th 1824: 

(Source: text from typed copy, Keats-Shelley House Rome) 
The postscript is the last surviving communication from Byron to Teresa. 

 
Via Otranto / A Sua Eccellenza La Sig.ra C.a Teresa Gamba Guiccioli / a Bologna / [stamp: Italia Stato 
Pontificio] / [In Barff’s hand: “Aperta da quest’ uff.o di Sanità re-sigellata e spedita per mezzo di vro 
Servo Umm. Samuel Barff / Zante, li 20 Marzo 1824 / NAP. 1824 / No. 4 13 Apr. / Bologna 18.Apri.”] 
/ Missolognhi, 17 Marzo 1824 / No.4 / Mia Cara Teresa / La Salute di Mylord è buona. Noi pure 
stiamo tutti bene. – Non lettere d’Italia de lungo tempo. Nulla di nuovo, qui se non che siam quasi 
annegati dalle continue dirotte piogge ec. ma si spera prossimo il buon tempo. La tua Turchina di nome 
Abbè è già abbigilata in nobili abiti secondo però il costume del Paese – non puoi credere in quanta 
baldanza sia montata al vedersi in si ricche vesti. Il dottor Kennedy con sua moglie l’avranno in 
educazione come ti scrissi per alcuni. Il dottore scrisse a me, che era ben contentissimo di acettare la 
piccola Protegée di Mylord – che queste opere gli farebbero più che tutti i suoi scritti – ma che non 
consiglierebbe a Byron di mandarla in Italia, dove non può ricevere una buona educazione Religiosa e 
Morale ma piutosta in Inghilterra. Questo serva a tenere in esercizio il tuo umor Rabbioso San. 
Chiaresco. Mi raccomando per notizie di Papà, dei Fratelli, dei Nonni, delle Sorelle e principalmente 
della Faust qui si era sparso alarme pochi giorni fa che la peste fosse a anzi che era penetrata fin qui – 
ma per ventura è svanito affatto. A Costa, Marchetti, Zappi, Strocchi salute. Credimi tuo aff.mo 
fratello. / Pietro G.G. 
 
P.S. – L’altro ieri abbiamo avuto soggetto di ridere per qualche giorno col nostro Mamalucco Fletcher 
– Sempre si lagnava di non trovar donne – Mylord immaginò di mascherare un ragazzo da verginella e 
farglielo offrire. La cosa fu condotta da un Greco padron di casa a maraviglia. Venne la Verginella, che 
cosi gli si assicurava – egli gli regalò tre talleri e altri tre glie – ne promise a cosa consumata, poi la 
condusse sul soffito della nostra casa – Quando usava ogni dolcezza delle sue espressioni Greche per 
vincere gli avanzi del suo pudor verginale – si levò un gran rumore per le scale – Era il fratello della 
sedotta che reclamava la sua sorella tradita – e bestemiava e minacciava. Puoi immaginare lo spavento 
di Fletcher. Si condusse davanti a Byron la vergine col fratello reclamante, che con tutta la serietà di un 
Padrone offeso e la gravità di un Giudice chiamò la sua famiglia dinnanzi a se, per esaminar tutti onde 
scoprire il reo. – Fletcher si tenne sulla negativa, e volle cacciar la colpa su questi e quello, ec. sopra il 
dottore o sopra di me. Puoi immaginare la bella scena – – – – – * erano al fatto della burla. Si fece 
venire una lettera del Principe Mavrocordato, che domandava soddisfazione a nome della giustizia per 
questo insulto fatto da qualicuno delle famiglia di Mylord alla pubblica morale. Fletcher porse altri due 
talleri per acquetare il reclamante fratello. – – – Si era [text ends] 
 
[Handwritten on typescript, with reference to annotation at *: strappata in pezzo di lettera. Forse 

“Anche i Greci”] 
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Translation: Via Otranto / To the Countess Teresa Gamba Guiccioli / at Bologna / [“Opened by 
this health official, re-sealed and forwarded by your humble servant, Samuel Barff, Zante, March 20th 
1824”] Missolonghi, March 20th 1824 / My dear Teresa / Lord Byron’s health is good. We are all 
extremely well. No letters from Italy for a long time. Nothing new, except that we’ve been almost 
drowned by the heavy rain, but we hope soon for fine weather. Your Turkish girl, Abbé by name,194 is 
already dressed in the clothes of an aristocrat, but in the style of her country. You would not believe 
how boldly and big-headedly she shows off, to see herself in such rich clothing. Doctor Kennedy and 
his wife are educating her, as I have written to you in several letters. The doctor wrote to me that he 
was very happy to accept Mylord’s little Protegée – that this work would do him more good than all 
his writings – but that he would not advise Byron to send her into Italy, where she would not receive a 
good Religious and Moral education, but that he should rather send her into England. This will give 
your hot-tempered Santa Chiara humour something to work on. Remember to send me some news of 
Papa, of our Brothers, of our Grandparents, of our Sisters, and principally of Faustina, who had spread 
the alarm a few days ago that the plague could have penetrated as far as us – but luckily, it has 
completely disappeared. Greetings to Costa, Marchetti, Zappi, Strocchi.195 Believe me your most 
affectionate brother Pietro G.G.196 
 
P.S. Recently we were given something to laugh about for several days by our Mamaluke, Fletcher – 
he is always complaining about not being able to find women – Mylord had the idea of dressing up a 
boy as a girl, and offering her to him. The whole thing was set up by a marvellous Greek landlord. The 
virgin – for he was assured that she was so197 – came, they gave her three dollars and promised three 
more after the event. Then he took her into the attic of our house. While he was using every possible 
allurement in the Greek tongue,198 to conquer her virginal reluctance, a great row was heard on the 
stairs. It was the brother199 of the seduced girl, who was asking for his betrayed sister and cursing and 
threatening. You can imagine Fletcher’s terror. The virgin with her threatening brother were taken 
before Byron who with all the severity of an offended master and the gravity of a judge, called his 
household before him to examine them and discover the culprit. Fletcher denied everything and tried to 
put the fault on this man or that, and on the doctor or me. You can imagine what a fine scene it was. 
[tear: perhaps “The Greeks too”] It was a real comedy.200 They brought out a letter from Prince 
Mavrocordato, demanding satisfaction in the name of justice, for this insult to public morality made by 
a member of Mylord’s household. Fletcher had to pay two more talleri to placate the vengeful brother. 
It was [text ends] 
 
Byron adds: My dearest T. – The Spring is come – I have seen a Swallow to-day – and it was time – 
for we have had but a wet winter hitherto – even in Greece. – We are all very well, which will I hope 
keep up your hopes and Spirits. I do not write to you letters about politics – which would only be 
tiresome, and yet we have little else to write about – except some private anecdotes which I reserve for 
“viva voce” when we meet – to divert you at the expense of Pietro and some others. – The Carnival 
here is curious – though not quite so elegant as those of Italy. –  
We are a good many foreigners here of all Nations – and a curious mixture they compose. – – I write to 
you in English without apologies – as you say you have become a great proficient in that language of 
birds. – – To the English and Greeks – I generally write in Italian – from a Spirit of contradiction, I 
suppose – and to show that I am Italianized by my long stay in your Climate. – – Salute Costa and his 
lady – and Papa and Olimpia and Giulia and Laurina – and believe me – dearest T. t.A.A. – in E. 
 N BN 
 
March 26th 1824: Don Juan XV and XVI published. 

 

                                                           
194: In fact, Hatadje. Her father had been a rich Turk at Missolonghi. He had escaped; she and her mother 
remained. Gamba’s tone implies a reference to her in a previous letter which we lack. 
195: Zappi and Strocchi unidentified. Could be dogs. 
196: “Ghiselli Gamba”. 
197: Parry writes that they dragged-up “a young Suliote of the guard” (Last Days, 152). 
198: For further evidence of Fletcher’s linguistic ability, see Hobhouse on an altercation between the valet and a 
landlady in Ornavasso, Italy: “To my astonishment I saw Fletcher remonstrating in very rational Italian” (BL.Add. 
Mss. 56537 f.41r: diary entry for Friday October 11th 1816.) Yet Parry writes that “the pair did not understand 
each other’s language” (Parry, Last Days, 152). 
199: Parry has “husband” (Parry, Last Days, 153). 
200: The anecdote does not reveal how long it was before Fletcher discovered the gender of his imagined victim, 
nor how he reacted if and when he discovered that the joke had originated with B. 
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John Bowring to Byron, from London, March 19th 1824; text from National Library, Athens 

(file K11); scan kindly provided by Roddy Beaton: 

[To the Right Honble / the Lord Byron / &c &c &c / Greece] 
London 19 March 1824 

My dear Lord 
 I take advantage of a Government messenger to inform your Lordship that we send 
 £40,000, of the Loan in Gold & Silver on board the Florida, – a very fast sailing Brig - & shall [  
] it at Zante to Barff & Logotheti – & Blaquiere will accompany the same 
 Your Lordship, Gordon & Conduriottis are appointed the Commissioners – the point is to get 
the negotiation of the Loan solemnly confirmed with all formalities as soon as possible 
 I am My dear Lord 
    Your ord hble & grateful Srt 
     John Bowring 
 
Byron to Leicester Stanhope, from Missolonghi, March 19th 1824: 

(Source: Ms. not found; text from Stanhope, p.300; BLJ XI 137-8) 
Messolonghi. March 19th. 1824 

 My dear Stanhope—Prince Mavrocordato and myself will go to Salona to meet Ulysses—and you 
may be very sure that P.M. will accept any proposition for the advantage of Greece.—Parry is to 
answer for himself on his own articles—if I were to interfere with him—it would only stop the whole 
progress of his exertions—and he is really doing all that can be done without more aid from the Govt. 
which neither works nor pays.—What can be spare will be sent—but I refer you to Capt. Humphries’ 
report—and to Count Gamba’s letter for details upon all subjects.—In the hope of seeing you soon—
and deferring much that [will be to?] said till then—believe me 

Ever and truly yrs. 
N BN 

 
 P.S.—Your two letters (to me) are sent to Mr. Barff as you desire—pray remember me 
particularly to Trelawny whom I shall be very much pleased to see again. 
 

Byron to Samuel Barff, from Missolonghi, March 26th-28th 1824: 

(Source: Ms. not found; text from LJ VI 359-61; BLJ XI 141-3) 
Missolonghi, March 26th, 1824 

Dear Sir, – Since your intelligence with regard to the Greek loan, P[rince] Mavrocordato has shown to 
me an extract from some correspondence of his, by which it would appear that three commissioners are 
to be named to see that the amount is placed in proper hands for the service of the country, and that my 
name is amongst the number. Of this, however, we have as yet only the report. 
 This commission is apparently named by the Committee or the contracting parties in England. I 
am of opinion that such a commission will be necessary; but the office will be both delicate and 
difficult. The Weather, which has lately been equinoctial, has flooded the country, and will probably 
retard our proceeding to Salona for some days, till the road becomes more practicable. 
 You were already apprized that P[rince] Mavrocordato and myself had been invited to a 
conference by Ulysses and the Chiefs of Eastern Greece. Cap. Parry will write to you himself on the 
subject of the artificers’ wages, but with all due allowance for their situation, I cannot see a great deal 
to pity in their circumstances. They were well paid, housed and fed, expenses granted of every kind, 
and they marched off at the first alarm; were they more exposed than the rest? or so much? neither are 
they very much embarrassed, for Cap. Parry says that he knows all of them have money, and one in 
particular a considerable sum. He accuses them of having sold some things, and appropriated others, as 
also with mutiny, etc., etc., upon which charges, all and each, I pronounce nothing, but state them as 
stated to me by their master, so named by their employers the Committee. 
 I hear (and am indeed consulted on the subject) that in case the remittance of the first advance of 
the Loan should not arrive immediately the Greek General Government mean to try to raise some 
thousand dollars in the islands in the interim, to be repaid from the earliest instalments on their arrival. 
What prospects of success they may have, or on what conditions, you can tell better than I: I suppose, 
if the Loan be confirmed, something might be done by them, but subject of course to the usual terms. 
You can let them and me know your opinion. There is an imperious necessity for some national fund, 
and that speedily; otherwise what is to be done? The Auxiliary Corps of about two hundred men, paid 
by me, are, I believe, the sole regularly and properly furnished with the money, due to them weekly, 
and the officers monthly. It is true that the Greek Government give their rations; but we have had three 
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mutinies, owing to the badness of the bread, which neither native nor stranger could masticate (nor 
dogs either), and there is still great difficulty in obtaining them even provisions of any kind. 
 There is a dissension among the Germans about the conduct of the agents of their Committee, and 
an examination amongst themselves instituted. What the result may be cannot be anticipated, except 
that it will end in a row, of course, as usual. 
 The English are all very amicable, as far as I know; we get on too with the Greeks very tolerably, 
always making allowance for circumstances; and we have no quarrels with the other foreigners. 
 
 March 28. I have had your order delivered to the Greeks with the Bill. You will please to recollect 
that I wish you to retain in hand from one to two thousand dollars to answer any expenses of mine in 
the Islands, and the rest of the balance can be remitted by Bills on this place or otherwise. I am not in 
any immediate want of cash tho’ I have considerable expenses with the Brigade, etc.; besides the 
advance to Mavrocordato, the Town owes me three thousand dollars which were to have been repaid 
on the lst inst. and I wanted them for the public service. I shall probably send you some more drafts on 
England soon to be negociated at leisure, and kept ready by you for me in case of any emergency. 
 My own personal expenditure does not form a fourth of what I have at present to lay out here. The 
account of the surrender of Lepanto would have been amusing had it been true .... but the Suliotes, 
instigated by Noti Botzari and Stornaris, had no mind to march against “stone walls” they said, and 
were impracticable besides from their private dissensions. They went towards Arta, but have hitherto 
done little that we hear of; but we expect better things by and bye. 

Ever and truly yours, 
NB 

 
P.S. – I have received Signor Perrucca’s second letter. – If my presence be really required in the Morea 
– by both parties as a step towards mediation between them – why do not Colocotroni’s party invite me 
as well as the Govt of Cranidi? Were I to interfere without their sanction – it would be deemed 
officious and useless. – But you can see what they really mean from the Sr. M[ercat]i and Perr[ucc]a. – 
– 
 
Byron to Douglas Kinnaird, from Missolonghi, March 30th 1824: 

(Source: Ms. not found; text from LJ VI 362-5; BLJ XI 143-5) 
Messalonghi, March 30th, 1824 

My Dear Douglas, – Signor Zaimi, the third Greek Deputy, will present this to you; and in his behalf I 
bespeak good hospitality and usual kindness. The other Deputies here can, could or should have 
presented an introductory epistle to you, as well as to others, on their arrival. The same letter enclosed 
also a copy of the paper signed by themselves and drawn up in their own way – on my advancing 
4000£ Sterling to the Greek Govt. which was (by their own express wish) to be repaid in the event of 
their obtaining a national loan in London, which it should seem that they have accomplished. I have 
also to apprize you that I have cashed for P[rince] Mavrocordato bills to the amount of 550 £ Sterling, 
which bills are drawn on Mr. Bowring and directed to you. P[rince] Mavrocordato says that SS. 
Orlando and Luriotti have assets to supply the needful to the said Mr. Bowring, a fact which you will 
duly ascertain, or otherwise the 550 £ Sterling, monies advanced by me on the specified bills may be in 
some sort likely to hitch in their progress to payment. 
 The Greek Cause up to this present writing hath cost me of mine own monies about thirty 
thousand Spanish dollars advanced, without counting my own contingent expences of every kind. It is 
true, however, that every thing would have been at a stand still in Messalonghi if I had not done so. 
Part of this money, more particularly the 4000 £ advanced, and guaranteed by the Gk Deputies is, or 
ought to be, repaid. To this you will look, but I shall still spend it in the Cause, for I have some 
hundred men under my command, regularly paid and pretty men enough. 
 I have written to you repeatedly, imploring you to sell out of the Funds while they are high, and to 
take four per cent. – or any per cent. – on landed security for the monies. 
 I have also been, and am, anxious to hear how you have succeeded with Rochdale, the Kirkby 
Arrears, the new publications, the settling the lawsuits, etc., etc., etc., and always concluding by a 
request for all possible credits to the extent of my resources, for I must do the thing handsomely. 
 I have been very unwell, but am supposed to be better, and almost every body else has been ill too 
– Parry and all, tho’ he is a sort of hardworking Hercules. We have had strange weather and strange 
incidents – natural, moral, physical, martial and political, all which you will hear of perhaps, truly or 
falsely, from other quarters – I can’t gossip just now. I am called to a Congress at Salona with P. 
Mavrocordato to meet Ulysses and the Eastern Chiefs on State affairs, and on the opening Campaign. 
What the result is likely to be I cannot say. The General Govt. have assured me the direction of this 
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province, or to join them in the Morea. I am willing to do anything that may be useful. We were to 
have besieged Lepanto, but the Suliotes did not like the service “against Stone walls,” and have had a 
row besides with some foreigners, in which blood was spilt on both sides, so that that scheme was 
postponed. Capt. Parry is doing all that circumstances will permit in his department, and indeed in 
many others, for he does all that is done here, without any aid except the Committee’s and mine, for 
the Gk. local Govt. have not a sou, they say, and are in debt besides. I have two hundred and twenty 
five regulars and irregulars in my pay – and had five hundred of the latter, but when they quarrelled 
amongst themselves, and tried to heighten their pretensions besides, I boomed them off; and by dint of 
so doing, and turning restive when fair means would not do, the rest are reduced to very good order, 
and the regulars have all along behaved very well, upon the whole – as well as any other troops 
anywhere. Six Guns belong to this auxiliary Corps of Artillery, which, by the way, is the only 
regularly paid corps in Greece. The Govt. only give them rations – and those reluctantly: they have 
mutinied twice on account of bad bread, and really with cause, for it was quite unmasticable; but we 
have gotten a new Commissary, and a Baker, instead of the Bricklayer who furnished the former 
loaves, apparently, – and with not very good bricks neither. Yesterday there was a Court Martial on a 
man for stealing; the German Officers wanted to flog, but I positively prohibited anything of the kind: 
the culprit was dismissed the service – publicly, and conducted through the town to the Police Office to 
have him punished according to the Civil law. Same day, one amicable officer challenged two others; I 
had the parties put under arrest until the affair was accommodated: if there is any more challenging, I 
will call them all out and wafer one half of them. 
 Matters, however, go on very tolerably, and we expect them to mend still further now that the 
Greeks have got their loan, and may be organized. Believe me, 

Ever your and truly, 
NL BN 

 

Byron to Lord Holland, from Missolonghi, March 30th 1824: 

(Source: Newcastle Records Office, courtesy of the Newcastle Society of Antiquaries; not in LJ or 
BLJ) 

Missolonghi March 30th 1824 
I adventure to present to Lady Holland and yourself Signor Zaimi, the 3rd Greek Deputy – as desirous 
and desiring of your acquaintance – He will tell you much better than I can the state of [  ] in [  ] land – 
and whatever kindness you may show to him will be grateful to his nation. 

Noel Byron 
 
Byron to the Earl of Clare, from Missolonghi, March 31st 1824: 

(Source: text from B.L.Add.Mss.33964 ff.237-9; LJ VI 366-7; QII 766; BLJ XI 148) 
[To, – The Right Honourable / The Earl of Clare / Saville Row / London / Noel Byron] 

Messolonghi. March 31st. 
1824. 

My dearest Clare – 
 This will be presented to you by a live Greek Deputy – for whom I desiderate and solicit 
your countenance and good will. – I hope that you do not forget that I always regard you as my dearest 
friend – and love you as when we were Harrow boys together – and if I do not repeat this as often as I 
ought – it is that I may not tire you with what you so well know. – – – 
I refer you to Signor Zaimi the Greek Deputy – for all news public and private. – He will do better than 
an epistle in this respect. – – – 
I was sorry to hear that Dick had exported a married woman from Ireland not only on account of 
morals but monies – I trust that the Jury will be considerate. 
 
1:2 
 
I thought that Richard looked sentimental when I saw him at Genoa – but little <thought> {expected} 
what he was to land in. – Pray who is the Lady? the papers merely inform us by dint of Asterisks that 
she is Somebody’s wife – and has <c/>Children – and that Dick – (as usual –) was “the intimate friend 
of the confiding husband. It is to be hoped that the Jury will be bachelors – pray take care of yourself – 
Clare – my dear – for in some of your letters I had <of> a glimpse of <some> a similar intrigue of 
yours – have a care of an Eclât – yr. Irish Juries lay it on heavy – and then besides you would be fixed 
for life – with a second=hand Epoûse – whereas I wish to see you lead a virgin Heiress from Saville 
Row to Mount=Shannon. – Let me hear from you at 
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your best leisure – and believe me ever and truly my dearest Clare – 

yrs. 
Noel Byron 

 
P.S. 
 The Turkish fleet are just bearing down to blockade this port – so how our Deputy is to get by – 
is a doubt – but the Island=boats frequently evade them. – The Sight is pretty – but much finer for a 
Limner than a Lodger. – It is the Squadron from the Gulph of Corinth – (Hodie – Gulph of Lepanto); 
they {(the Greeks I mean)} are all busy enough as you may suppose – as the Campaign is expected to 
commence next Month. – But as aforesaid I refer you for news to the Bearer. – – – 
 
To, – The Earl of Clare &c. &c. &c. – – – 
 
Byron to a Prussian officer, from Missolonghi, April 1st 1824 (with context): 

(Source: Ms. not found; text from Gamba, pp.234-6) 
 
On the night of the 31st of March, nearly at twelve o’clock, a Greek came to him, with tears in his 
eyes, complaining of one of his German guards, who, he said, had returned to his quarters intoxicated; 
had broken open the door, had drawn his sword, and had alarmed his whole family so much, as to 
make it necessary for him to have recourse to Lord Byron for immediate protection. Lord Byron, 
persuaded how necessary it was to show the Greeks that their foreign auxiliaries would be guilty of no 
outrage towards them, instantly despatched one of his officers, with a file of soldiers, to arrest the 
delinquent, and carry him to the artillery barracks. He was a Russian, who had arrived only lately, and 
had been very urgent to procure his admission into our brigade. When arrested and taken to the 
barracks, he asserted that the Greek had told what was untrue. He said that he had broken open the 
door because he had been assigned those quarters, and had lodged there several days; and the man 
would not let him in, but kept him outside, exposed to violent rain. He complained of the time and 
manner of his arrest; and at once sent a long, representation to Lord Byron, accusing the adjutant who 
arrested him. My Lord immediately answered him in the following terms. 
 

April 1, 1824. 
 SIR, 
 I have the honour to reply to your letter of this day. In consequence of an urgent, and, to all 
appearance, a well-founded complaint, made to me yesterday evening, I gave orders to Mr. Hesketh to 
proceed to your quarters with the soldiers of his guard, and to remove you from your house to the 
Seraglio; because the owner of your house declared himself and his family to be in immediate danger 
from your conduct; and added, that that was not the first time that you had placed them in similar 
circumstances. Neither Mr. Hesketh nor myself could imagine that you were in bed, as we had been 
assured of the contrary; and certainly such a situation was not contemplated. But Mr. Hesketh had 
positive orders to conduct you from your quarters to those of the artillery brigade; at the same time 
being desired to use no violence; nor does it appear that any was had recourse to. This measure was 
adopted because your landlord assured me, when I proposed to put off the inquiry until the next day, 
that he could not return to his house without a guard for his protection, and that he had left his wife and 
daughter, and family, in the greatest alarm; on that account putting them under our immediate 
protection; the case admitted of no delay. As I am not aware that Mr. Hesketh exceeded his orders, I 
cannot take any measures to punish him; but I have no objection to examine minutely into his conduct. 
You ought to recollect that entering into the auxiliary Greek corps, now under my orders, at your own 
sole request and positive desire, you incurred the obligation of obeying the laws of the country, as well 
as those of the service. 
 I have the honour to be, &c. 
  NB 
 
Pietro Gamba to Teresa Guiccioli, from Missolonghi, April 5th 1824: 

(Source: text from typed copy, Keats-Shelley House Rome) 
 
(Zante // 15 Aprile 1824 / Aperta da questo uffizio di Sanità e spedita per mezzo del Vro serv.re ummo 
/ Samuel Barff No 3. / Bologna / 5,10) Via Otranto 10 / 5 Aprile / Otranto / A Sua Ecc.a La Sig.ra Co.a 
Teresa Gamba Guiccioli / a / Bologna / Italia / Stato Pontificio / Missolonghi – 5 Aprile 1824 / N.4 / 
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Mia Cara Teresa / Mylord si trova in ottima salute – Siamo impegnati da 15 giorni per recarci ad 
un Congresso in Salona col famoso Generale Ulisse, ma il tempo perverso – e le strade impraticabili ci 
hanno trattenuti qui finora. – Partiremo forse in pochi di, e in due settimane saremo di ritorno 
nuovamente a Missolonghi. Non lascieremo queste parti finchè non siano giunti i primi pagamenti 
dell’Imprestito. Avrai già imparato dal publici fogli, come è stato concluso – e ad ottime condizioni – 
Ora abbiamo fiducia che col tempo e un po’ di pazienza le nostre belle speranze saranno realizzate. – 
Armati dunque tu pure di pazienza – e fa sacrifizio delle tue pene all’Infelice Grecia, e alla gloria di 
Byron, che si sparge crescendo ora per ogni più remota contrada – Parmi di traveder che alle fatiche e 
alla gloria seguiranno dei giorni prosperi e felici, e che li godremo tutti insieme – e in pace. 
L’Influenza di Mylord cresce ogni giorno in Grecia, e pare che abbia a giocarvi un gran rôle – La 
confidenza pure de’ suoi compatriotti è conseguentamente aumentata – Ha già ricevuto un diploma di 
naturalizazione del Governo Greco, e di cittadinenza dalla città di Misolunghi – Noi abbiamo 
organizzato qui come abbiamo potuto meglio una Brigate d’Artiglieria – e d’Infanteria – della quale 
Mylord è pagatore, e Colonnello Comandante. Io sono il suo Luogoe Colonnello. =  Il Governo ci ha 
spedite le regolari comissioni. 
Ti sarà già pervenuto il Telegrafo Greco – nella redazione del quale io ho la maggior parte – Spero che 
ci troverai associati anche in Italia. I suoi principi sono si moderati, e si rispettuosi per tutti i Governi 
Esteri, che non dubito avrà libero accesso anche in Italia. 
Premi Loreta ad affrettarsi per raggiungermi – e a condur seco tutti quei Giovani che crederà poter 
rendere utile servizio alla Grecia – non fiacchi, non esalati, non avventurieri. Fa che i nostri Fratelli si 
perfezionano nella mente, e nella persona: che non trascurino gli esercizi militari – e se quella carriera 
sarà loro a grado, io potrò offrirgli presto un grado conveniente – e una bella prospettiva. Le cose della 
guerra e principalmente di questa son sempre incerte; ma se riusciremo bene come pare potersi sperare; 
noi ci formeremo tutti una nuova Patria. 
Ho scritto per Costa – e per Marchetti a Lord Gilford – ma credo che non si potrà combinare nulla, 
perchè nell’università di Corfù si vogliono le lingue Greca, e Inglese. Mylord non ti scrivè perchè 
l’occasione preme; ed egli si trova ancora in letto. A Costa, a Marchetti, a Papà, ai Fratelli a tutti gli 
amici salute. Credimi / Il tuo affmo Fr. / Pietro Gamba 
 
Translation: Zante, April 15th 1824: [“Opened by this health official, re-sealed and forwarded by 
your humble servant, Samuel Barff, Zante, April 5th 1824”] Via Otranto / To the Countess Teresa 
Gamba Guiccioli / at Bologna / My Dear Teresa / Mylord finds himself in the best of health – fifteen 
days ago we were engaged to attend a congress in Salona with the famous General Ulysses,201 but bad 
weather and difficult roads finally forced us to remain here. – Perhaps we shall depart in a few days, 
and shall in two weeks be back in Missolonghi again. We shall not leave Greece until the first 
payments of the Loan have been made. You have already learned from the newspapers how it has been 
agreed202 – and on the best conditions – now we have faith that with time and a little patience our finest 
hopes will be realised. So arm yourself, too, with patience, and make a sacrifice of your misery to 
Unhappy Greece, and to the glory of Byron, which is increasing and scattering into the most remote 
areas. I forsee that days of prosperity and happiness will follow on from our glorious hard work, and 
that we shall rejoice together – and in peace. Mylord’s influence grows daily in Greece, and it seems 
that he is to play a great role there.203 The confidence of his countrymen, too, is in consequence 
increased. He has just received a naturalisation certificate from the Greek government, and of 
citizenship from the city of Missolonghi. We have organised a Brigade of Artillery here – and Infantry 
– of which Mylord is Paymaster, and Colonel-in-Chief. I am his Lieutenant Colonel. The Government 
has sent us proper commissions.204 
 The Greek Telegraph – of which I am principal editor – will have reached you. I hope it will find 
readers in Italy. It is so moderate in its principles, and so respectful towards foreign governments, that I 
do not doubt that it will have free circulation in Italy, too. 
 Urge Loreta to hurry up and come to me – and to bring with him all those young men whom he 
believes able to render useful service to Greece – no weaklings, no fanatics, no adventurers. Make our 
brothers perfect themselves in mind and body – make sure they don’t neglect military exercise – and if 

                                                           
201: Odysseus Androutses, a brigand admired and followed by Trelawny. He was murdered in 1825, probably by 
henchmen of Mavrocordatos. 
202: They’d learned this on March 22nd. 
203: “… it was not unfrequently rumoured, that in a short space of time the general government of the country 
would be placed in his hands” (Gamba, Last Journey, 304). 
204: Gamba must be aware that most Greek insurgents were loosely-organised guerillas fighting in tribal groups, 
not regular soldiers. 
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such a career is to their liking, I shall be able to offer them a convenient rank and good prospects. 
Matters of war, and especially of this one, are always uncertain – but our success will equal our hopes; 
we are engaged here in creating a new Fatherland. 
 I have written by Costa and Marchetti to Lord Guilford205 – but I don’t think they’ll be able to 
work together, because at the University of Corfu you need the Greek and English languages. Mylord 
does not write to you because matters are too pressing; and he is still in bed.206 To Costa, to Marchetti, 
to Papa to our brothers and to all our friends, greeting. Believe me, your most affectionate brother, 
Pietro Gamba. 
 
Alexander Mavrocordatos to Byron, April 5th 1824: 

(Source: Ms. not found; text from Gamba, p.242) 
 
 My Lord, 
 Constantine Volpiotti, who is now a guest in the house of your landlord, is strongly suspected of 
high treason. Not being willing to permit any of the town guard to enter a house not inhabited by you, I 
pray you to order him under charge of your own guards to the outward gate, where the police will be in 
readiness to receive him.207 The Signor Praidi will inform you more minutely of the business. 
 Believe me 
  Your most devoted 
   A. MAVROCORDATO. 
 
Byron to Samuel Barff, from Missolonghi, April 6th 1824: 

(Source: Ms. not found; text from LJ VI 370-2; BLJ XI 151) 
Missolonghi, April 6th, 1824 

Dear Sir, – Enclosed are some Bills of Mr. Millingen which I guarantee by request of the Committee, 
as far as I understand their directions. Since I wrote, we have had some tumult here with the citizens 
and Kariascachi’s people, and all are under arms, our boys and all. They nearly fired on me and fifty of 
my lads, by mistake, as we were taking our usual excursion into the country. To-day matters seem 
settled or subsiding; but, about an hour ago, the father-in-law of the landlord of the house where I am 
lodged (one of the Primates the said landlord is) was arrested for high treason. 
 They are in conclave still with Mavrocordato; and we have a number of new faces from the hills, 
come to assist, they say. Gunboats and batteries all ready, etc. 
 The row has had one good effect – it has put them on the alert. What is to become of the father-in-
law, I do not know: nor what he has done, exactly: but 
 
  “’T is a very fine thing to be father-in-law 
  To a very magnificent three-tail’d bashaw,”208 
 
as the man in Bluebeard says and sings. 
 I wrote to you upon matters at length, some days ago; the letter, or letters, you will receive with 
this. We are desirous to hear more of the Loan; and it is some time since I have had any letters (at least 
of an interesting description) from England, excepting one of 4th February, from Bowring (of no great 
importance). My latest dates are of 9bre, or of the 6th 10bre, four months exactly. I hope you get on 
well in the Islands; here most of us are, or have been, more or less indisposed, natives as well as 
foreigners, Cap. Parry included; but the fine weather may bring the about agan. 

Yours ever 
NB 

 

Alexander Mavrocordatos to Byron, from Missolonghi, April 8th 1824: 

(Source: Ms. not found; text from Gamba, pp.246-7) 
Cariascachi was suspected of being a spy, perhaps for Colocotronis. 

 

                                                           
205: Frederick North (1766-1821) made Lord Guilford in 1817. A philhellene and Greek Orthodox convert, he 
founded an Ionian University on Corfu, and was much mocked for his habit of wearing ancient Greek costume on 
important occasions. On March 31st 1817 B. wrote of him to Hobhouse as “... that despicable lisping old Ox & 
Charlatan ... Of all the perambulating humbuggers that aged nondescript is the principal” (BLJ V 199). 
206: This is the closest Gamba comes to telling Teresa that B. wants no more to do with her. 
207: Volpiotti, Byron’s landlord’s father-in-law, was indeed arrested. He had been conspiring not with the Turks 
but with a rival Greek faction; see next item. 
208: George Colman the Younger, Bluebeard; or Female Curiosity, II iii. 
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 My Lord, 
I set out yesterday, in spite of the bad weather, to obviate the disagreeable consequences which might 
ensue from the affair of Cariascachi; and I had the satisfaction of arriving in time. The accompanying 
proclamation will inform you of the turn which this treason has taken. The examination will commence 
at three o’clock this evening. I shall do everything that is possible to prevent a disturbance. This is the 
reason why I shall continue to remain here until tomorrow. 

A. MAVROCORDATO. 
 

Byron to Charles Barry, from Missolonghi, April 9th 1824 (on same sheet as a letter from Pietro 

Gamba to Barry): 

(Source: text from NLS Acc.12604 / 4228 A; LJ VI 374-5; QII 767; BLJ XI 153-4) 
Byron’s last surviving letter. He repeats in English everything which Pietro has written in 

Italian, apart from the part about the Telegrafo Greco. 

[Cs. F. Barry Esqre / Messrs Webb & Co / Genoa / N. Bn.] 
 
Pietro writes: 

 
Mio Caro Barry 

Missolonghi – 9 – April – 1824 
Mylord non può intender chiaramente i vostri conti – dal Bilancio che voi avete spedito Mylord resta 
in credito contro la casa Webb di lire Genovesi 470 mila, e poche – Egli ha ritirato dal Sigr. Serafino 
Corgielegno in Cefalonia per conto di Webb lire Genovesi 60 mila – per cui egli non deve restare 
debitore alla casa Webb, che di lire Gen―i 19 mila e poche centinaja – cioè poco più di 3000 talleri di 
Spagna. 
 
Avrete già ricevute le sue lettere in cui v’incarica di vendere tutti gli effetti che rimangono di suoi in 
Genova – meno la carozza da viaggio, ed altre poche cose che già vi sono state indicate. Se le sue 
lettere non vi fossero pervenute, egli m’impone di ordinarvelo nuovamente ritenete il prezzo di quegli 
effetti per Saldo dei vostri crediti a conto del nobile Lord – 
 
Noi siamo tutti in ottima Salute – Aspettiamo con impatienza le notizie officiali e dettagliate dell’ 
imprestito Greco concluso a Londra – le notizie pubbliche vi sa= 
 
1:2 
 
=ranno annunziate dal nostro Telegrafo, che io vi ho spedito regolarmente – Se trovate abonnati a 
questa Gazetta vi diriggerete al Sigr Sa.e Barff in Zante – Ricordatemi al Sig.r Sterling al suo Seg.rio e a 
tutti che si ricordano di noi – Credetemi 
 Vostro dev.mo S. ed A. 
  Pietro Gamba 
Al Sigr. C. Barry 
 a Genova 
 
Translation (by Valeria Vallucci): Missolonghi, April 9th 1824 / My dear Barry / Milord does not 
fully understand the calculations for the accounts you have sent – milord is still in credit with Webb’s 
to the amount of 470 Genovese livres and a little more – he has drawn 60 Genovese livres against 
Webb with Signor Serafino Corgielegno in Cefalonia, so he can only be indebted to Webb to the 
amount of 19 thousand Genovese livres, plus a few hundred, which is little more than 3,000 Spanish 
talleri. / You should already have received his letters in which you are charged to sell all his effects 
still in Genoa – except the travelling coach, and a few other things indicated. If his letters have not 
reached you, he charges me to order you once again to use the sale of these goods to pay off the noble 
Lord’s account with you. / We are all in the best of health209 – we await with impatience the official 
notification and the details of the Greek loan concluded in London – the news of which will be 
announced in our Telegraph, which I have sent you regularly – if you wish to subscribe to this journal, 
direct to Mr Samuel Barff at Zante – Remember me to Mr Sterling, to his secretary, and to all who 
remember us – believe me / Your most devoted servant and friend / Pietro Gamba / To Mr Barry / at 
Genoa 
 

                                                           
209: It is on this date that B. enters his terminal illness. 
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Byron writes: 

April 9th. 1824. 
Dear Barry – 
 The Account up to 11th. July – was 40 – 541 – &c. Genoese livres in my favour – since then 
I have had a letter of Credit of Messrs Webb for 60.000 Genoese livres – for which I have drawn – but 
how the account stands exactly – you do not state – the balance will of course be replaced by my 
London Correspondents – referring more particularly to the Honble Douglas Kinnaird who is also my 
Agent – and trustee – as 
 
1:3 
 
well as banker – and a friend besides since we were at College together – which is <not hostile> 
{favourable} to business – as it gives confidence – or ought to do so. – 
I had hoped that you had obtained the price of the Schooner from Ld. Blessington – you must really tell 
him that I must make the affair public – and take other steps which will be agreeable to neither – unless 
he speedily pays the money – so long due – and contracted by his own headstrong wish to purchase. – 
You know how fairly I treated him in the whole affair. – – – 
Every thing except the best (i.e. the Green travelling Chariot)210 may be disposed of – and that speedily 
– as it will assist to balance our account. – – As the Greeks have gotten their loan – they may as well 
repay mine – which they no longer require – and I request you 
 
1:4 
 
to forward a copy of the agreement to Mr. Kinnaird and direct him from me to claim the money from 
the Deputies. – They were welcome to it in their difficulties – and also for Good and all – supposing 
that they had not got out of them – but as it is – they can afford repayment – and I assure you – that 
besides this – they have had many “a strong and long pull”211 at my purse – which has been (and still 
is) disbursing pretty freely in their cause – besides – I shall have to re=expend the same monies – 
having some hundred men under orders – at my own expence for ye. {Gk} Government {and National} 
service. – – – – 
Of all these proceedings {here,} health – politics – plans – acts and deeds – &c. good or otherwise 
Gamba or others will tell you – truly or not truly according to their habits – yrs. ever 
 N Bn. 
 
Byron dies on April 19th, 1824 (Greek Easter Monday). 

 
William Fletcher to Augusta Leigh,

212 from Missolonghi, April 20th 1824: 

(Source: text from NLS, Acc. 12604 / 4180) 
Fletcher’s first and longest description of Byron’s death is to Augusta, to whom, as he probably 

knows, Byron meant more than to anyone else. 

 

To the Honble Mrs Leigh      Missolonghi – 20 Apl 1824 
 
Madam 
 I am sorry to be under the painful obligation of writing you the most disagreable Letter, that 
I ever to this unfortunate moment had ever to write, not only for me or you, but the World in general – 
How I shall be able to proceed – or pronounce the fatal word, which my duty demands from me as a 
faithful Servant – but proceed I must tho’ it costs me tears of blood – In the first place on the 15th of 
Feby My Lord was attacked with a Convulsive fit which was after a quarter of an hour or less was quite 
gone off – But the remembrance of it was followed up by the most strictest and lowest and moderate 
way of Living – so much so that his Lordship would not even take a dish of Fish, which is the only 
good thing we have here – & My Lord was [taken] afterwards but more slightly, with another 
Convulsive Fit – but with 
 
1:2 
 

                                                           
210: His Napoleonic coach, left at Genoa in Barry’s charge. 
211: Compare TVOJ, 1, 7-8. 
212: This is a transcript of Augusta’s copy of Fletcher’s letter. 
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much exercise, with walking quick, it went off with a slight Head ache, & slow fever went off – 
But the effect of the first & then this slight attack the second time, made My Lord doubly attentive 
both to his maxim of low living & the more greater duty of a good Christian, which I am happy to say 
My Lord studied most fervently, for the Bible was placed on his Lordships Breakfast Table as 
regularly as his simple cup of Tea which his Lordship always drank without either Cream or Sugar – 
Now, Madam, I must proceed with my fatal history, which to the 10th of April was in every respect 
well – excepting a cold which I did not wonder at, this [place] being so very low & every sort of the 
most disagreeable filths in every part of the Town, with stagnated dirty water which makes the people 
die by scores in a day – My Lord still continued with this slight cold & a violent pain 
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in his Bones, for which I daily applied the Flesh Bark with a composition of Camphor Oil &c which 
my Lord’s Doctor prepared – On the 10th of April, My Lord took his ride out as was his daily practice 
& a very heavy rain came on and my Lord was very wet, & in the Evening of the same day, My Lord 
complained of a violent head ache & slight fever, which daily increased – on the 3d day in the Evening 
I begun to be very much alarmed, & I even went down on my knees, to beg permission of My Lord & 
with tears in my eyes – well knowing how serious it was in losing one moment in saving the life of so 
kind a Lord & Master & so kind & generous a friend to every one in distress of whatever nation or 
religion – Jew – Turk or Infidel – which every one of each of these Tribes has received from his 
generous hands, most liberally – Now I must proceed with my Lord’s answer to me on the subject – he 
says “Oh no 
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it will be of no use for I shall either be better or dead before I can have an answer from Dr Thomas or 
his arrival” – I replied – My Lord pray don’t let the Doctors deceive you for I am convinced your 
illness is serious” – My Lord replied, “The Doctors say it will be over in a few days and I shall be quite 
well in a week if I take care of myself which I shall certainly do” – – I went to the Doctors & explained 
to them my wish to have an English Doctor of long & very great experience – Dr Thomas whom My 
Lord acknowledges to be a man of very great Experience & a very sincere friend; they answered, if my 
Lord by any ways should have a change for the worse Dr Thomas’ arrival would be too late – Very 
well – My Lord[’s] illness continued with still more violence & my Lord still refused to be let blood – 
on the 7th (day) I still found my Lord worse & I requested My Lord once more  
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for Dr Thomas to come – [to] which my Lord said “I wish you wd write for I should like to know what 
is the matter with me, & never mind the expences –” very well. I went & got a Man & Boat to go to 
Zante with orders to spare neither Men or Money – Zante being a distance of 70 or 80 Miles & to my 
& all the World’s Misfortune, he could not be in time – & my Lord still refused to be let Blood till at 
last I went to his Lordship to not lose one moment in having 6 or 8 ounces of Blood took from his 
Lordship – which he at last consented, and the Doctor took at least 8 ounces, which as soon as I saw, I 
said My Lord will never be better in this world – for I saw that his Blood was quite gone – in such a 
state of Inflammation that there was not more 
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than ½ an ounce of {real} Blood in the 8 ounces – I prayed again for my Lord to allow the Doctors to 
take a few ounces more, which he at last agreed to – I was quite happy to see the second much better – 
but it was too late for the Blood had begun to rise & flow in his Lordship’s head, which affected his 
Brains and caused an Inflammation – My only blame which I can lay to the Doctors is this – for not 
being more positive in their request of taking blood from My Lord, when they so well knew the 
consequences of his refusal – The Doctors were both too young & was too much afraid of my Lord’s 
displeasure to do their Duty – saying we will then put it off till tomorrow – and tomorrow was too late 
– there was on the 18th a consultation 4 Doctors which was here – They came to the resolutions of 
giving My Lord Bark – 
 
2:3 
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My Lord even before this was delirious at times & I never left him for a minute night or day – My 
Lord on the 18th began to make sure of his speedy dissolution & was beginning to give me several 
orders – first that I should instantly come to see Miss Byron – “and then you must go to my poor dear 
Sister & tell them all.” … and then were Delirious for a short time, and then he came to his reason for a 
few minutes, & began saying “I should like to do something for you, Tita, & Luca –” I cried out, pray 
give your other orders of more consequence than these He said I have a great deal to tell of me which I 
hope you will see done, for I feel I am going –” My Lord I replied, I will with my life my Lord do 
every thing to the utmost in my power – “I know you will Fletcher” he replied & then 
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was delirious again & began to talk at random for a few minutes – which might be 5 minutes, then 
came to his Reason – and said, “You will go to my Wife & say that” …. But could go on no farther, & 
then he turned again to me in such a faltering voice that I could not understand a word – he still very 
earnestly continued talking to me – once more I understood so far as, “Now you will be sure to attend 
to all these orders” – I said shall I write them down – my Lord said – “No – there is not time” – & was 
gone again at quite a delirious state for a few minutes – when he again commenced saying, “Now pay 
great attention to all I say” My Lord now again got me by the hand saying “be sure mind all I say” – 
and at this moment his voice began to falter & I was not able to distinguish one word from another – 
My Lord continued talking for more than a quarter of an 
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hour – I may say nearly half an hour, when My Lord said quite plain – “Now I have told you all which 
I hope you will attend to – ” I answered my Lord I am very sorry, but I have not understood one word, 
which I hope you will now tell me over again – My Lord – in great agitation said, “then if you have not 
understood me it is now too late” – & in a faltering low voice repeated, “I am truly sorry you have not 
understood me – but I will try to make you understand me again – but I know well it is too late now” – 
and in a minute’s time all was over – for my Lord was delirious & continued so, excepting now & then 
a single word from 4 o’clock till 6 – after which My Lord – how shall I pronounce the fatal word – my 
hand trembles & my tongue forbids the naming of the fatal word but my duty to the best of Lords & 
kindest of Masters bids me to proceed – tho it costs me tears of Blood – 
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So it was now 6 o clock on the 18th – after that my Lord never spoke nor moved even hand or foot to 6 
o clock on the 19th – when he breathed his last – without even a sigh or a groan – I was watching by 
him as usual, when I perceived him open his eyes – when I said to the Doctors – “Feel his pulse – for I 
fear him gone” – which they did & cried “it is too true” – & then he shut them never to open them 
again, but went without even a sigh or a groan or moving hand or foot – Now Hond Madam I hope I 
have done my duty in stating every thing that time will permit – but have so many things to say when I 
see you – My Lord told me you had been very ill – I hope Madam you are 
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quite recovered & that your amiable family is all quite well, is the Prayer of Yr most Obedt & Humble 
Servant at Command – We have every thing done which can be done for My Lord’s removal to 
England, as soon as every thing is settled – and all Papers & Property is sealed by Prince 
Maverecordati with the Government seal of Greece – I have not time to add more as the Council is 
waiting for the letter to bring them to you, with the fatal news as quick as possible – I have only to add 
that My Lord died a good Christian & was it possible for the tears of Greece as well as England to 
restore My Lord, he would be instantly restored to Life eternal – but I am convinced My Lord is much 
happier for his good deeds will be recorded as long as the world exists, 
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with honor to his existing Family & Friends – Count Peter Gamba comes with my Lord & the Italian 
Doctor whom my Lord had brought from Genoa & myself & Tita my Lord’s footman – and all the 
property of every description which shall be safe rendered into your hands – I must conclude by my 
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Prayers for you to receive this fatal news with the consolation of being certain My Lord is much 
happier than any of us – I remain Hond Madm 
   Yr most obedt & very humble 
    but very miserable Servt 
     W.Fletcher 
 
William Fletcher to John Murray, from Missolonghi, April 21st 1824: 

(Source: text from John Murray Archive, 50 Albemarle Street) 
 
 To John Murray Esqre  Missolonghi April 21 1824 
Sir, 
Forgive me for this Intrusion which I now am under the Painfull Necessity of wrighting to you to 
Inform you of the Mallancolly News of my Lord Byron whom his no more he Departed This Miserable 
Life on the 19 of april after an Illness of only 10 Days his Lordship Began by a Nervious Feaver and 
Terminated with an Inflamation on the Brain for want of being Bled in time which his Lordship 
Refused till it was Too Late I have Sent the Honble Mrs Leighs Letter Inclosed in yours which I think 
would Be Better for you to open and Explain to Mrs Leigh For I fear the Contents of the Letter will be 
too much For her And You will Please to Inform Lady Byron and the Honble Miss Byron whom I am 
wished to See when I Return with My Lords effects & his Dear and Noble Remains Sir you will Please 
Mannage in the Most Mildest way possable <every P> or I am Much affraid of the Consequences Sir 
you will Please Give my Duty to Lady Byron Hoping She will Allow me to see Her by my Lords 
Pertickeler wish and Miss Byron Likewise Please to Excuse all Deffects for I Scearseley Now what I 
either Say or Do for after 20 Years Servies To My Lord he was More to me then a father And I am too 
much Distressed to now Give a Correct Account of every Pertickeler which I hope to Do at my arrival 
in England Sir you will Likewise have the Goodness to Forward the Letter to the Honble Capt George 
Byron whom Has the Representative of the family & Title I thought it my duty to Send him a Line But 
you Sir will Please to Explain To him all Pertickelers has I have not time has the Express his now 
Ready to Make his voyage Day and Night Till he arrives In London I must Sir Praying forgiveness and 
Hopeing at the Same time that you will so far Oblige Me has to Execute all my wishes which I am well 
Convinced you will Not Refuse I Remain Sir 
  your Most Obt & Verry Humble 
   Servant W Fletcher 
   Valet To the Late L. B. For 20 years. 
  PS 
 I Mention My name and Capacity that you may Remember & forgive this when You 
Remember the Quantity of times I have been at your home in Albemarle Street 
 
 To John Murray Esqr 
 50 Albemarle St 
 London 
 Angleterre 
 
Inghilterra 
 
By Express 
 
Alexander Mavrocordatos to Augusta Leigh, from Missolonghi, May 1st 1824: 

(Source: text from B.L.Add.Mss.31037 ff.45-6) 
Mavrocordatos asks that some of Byron’s remains be allowed to stay in Greece. Missolonghi was 

allowed the lungs. 

Missolonghi le 1er May 1824 
 Madame 
 Les sensations douloureuses qu’affectent mon ame oprimée, ne me permettent pas des 
expressions de condoléance. Votre perte est une perte européenne, une perte générale; mais surtout une 
perte immense et irréparable pour la Grèce, pour la patrie adoptive de celui qui l’a secourue dans les 
momens les plus critiques, qui l’a soulagée dans sa dernière détresse, qui en fut proclamé le 
bienfaiteur. Si notre situation actuelle ne nous permet pas de faire tout ce qui est dû à la memoire de ce 
grand homme, notre cœur en sent bien le besoin, et les larmes que nous versons sont une pleure des 
sentimens, qui y sont profondément gravis. 
 Mais si le deuil en général, si les 
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larmes abondent dans les yeux de tous les Grecs, les habitans de cette ville témoins occulaires des 
vertus et des bienfaits du grande homme, qu’ils comptaient déjà avec orgeuil au nombre de leurs 
concitoyens, sentent et sentiront pour toujours, beaucoup plus que tous les autres l’immensité de leur 
perte. La privation du corps de leur bienfaiteur, est après sa mort une second malheur pour eux, et ils 
implorent la permission de retenir une partie des restes de leur concitoyen – tel est le but de ce lettre ci-
incluse adressée à la noble fille du défunt, à que ces restes inestimables appartient de droit. Vous ne 
m’accuserez pas de témérité, Madame, si je prends la liberté de demander votre 
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intercession en leur faveur; vous partagez trop les nobles et généreux sentimens de votre père pour 
rejeter une prière si générale, si justifiée par les sentimens mêmes, que la provôquent. 
 Veuillez bien agréer l’expression du plus profond respect, avec le quel j’ai l’honneur d’être, 
 Madame 

Votre très humble et très 
Obéissant serviteur 

A.Mavrocordatos 
 

Translation: Missolonghi, May 1st 1824 / Madame / The grievous feelings which afflict my 
oppressed heart allow me no words of consolation. Your loss is a European loss, a general loss; but 
above all an immense and irreparable loss for Greece, for the adoptive country of him who has 
succoured in her most critical moments, who has relieved her in her final agony, who has been 
proclaimed her benefactor. If our present situation does not permit us to do everything that is due to the 
memory of this great man, our hearts feel the need of it, and the tears we shed are a cry of feelings, 
which they render still more grave. / But if the grief is general, if the tears abound in the eyes of all 
Greeks, the inhabitants of this town, ocular witnesses to the virtues and benefactions of the great man, 
whom they count already among the number of their citizens, feel, and will always feel, much more 
than anyone else, the immensity of their loss. To be deprived of the body of their benefactor, is, after 
his death, a second unhappiness for them, and they beg permission to keep a part of the remains of 
their fellow-citizen – that is the point of the enclosed letter, addressed to the noble daughter of the 
departed, to whom part of his remains belong by right. You will not accuse me me of boldness, 
Madame, if I take the liberty of asking for your intercession in their favour; you share too many of 
your father’s noble and generous sentiments to reject so general a prayer, so justified, even, by the 
feelings which provoke it. / Please accept the expression of the most profound respect, with which I 
have the honour to be, Madame, your most humble and obedient servant / A. Mavrocordatos. 


